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PREFACE
 
The purpose of this report is to present the results of graduate
 
students' applying the concepts and methodlogy of complex systems design
 
using the air transportation system as a research vehicle. The professor,
 
manager or student desiring a familiarization of the application of the
 
systems approach will find the Summary most useful. If a particular
 
reader has a more detailed interest in the methodology or the approach
 
as applied to the air transportation system, the Chapters of the report
 
should well aquaint him with the necessary material. Finally if highly
 
detailed information is required for further study, research or the like,
 
the Appendices contain the majority of this form of information.
 
Referenced portions of Chapters and Appendices have a listing of
 
such references at the end of each. For the benefit of any reader who
 
wishes further information on any portions of the report, the responsible
 
author(s) of a particular section is (are) listed in the table of contents.
 
A list of students who participated in the course may be found in Appendix
 
1-B of this report.
 
This report owes its completion not only to the students who wrote
 
the individual articles, but also to the faculty advisors who offered
 
technical advice on some of the problem areas encountered. A special
 
thanks is given to the typists Judy Brawdy, Becky Thomas, Judy Richards,
 
Jane Gann and Louise Barge and draftsmen Barry Lyon and Tom Wedincamp
 
without whose talents a quality report could not be assembled.
 
Credit is due the Lockheed-Georgia Company which offered technical
 
advice which was most benefical to the progress of this study. A word
 
here must also be added in thanks to those lecturers who gave generously
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of their time to present the class with background information important
 
to this project. A listing of these speakers may be found in Appendix
 
1-A.
 
Finally, the class is indebted for material support given by the
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science Foundation
 
and the schools of Aerospace, Electrical, Industrial and Systems, and
 
Mechanical Engineering of the Georgia Institute of Technology. The
 
relevant NASA grants are NGT 11-002-064 and NGR 11-002-081.- NSF support
 
came from contract number GU 2161, an institutional grant.
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SUMMARY
 
One of the greatest complex problems confronting our society today
 
is the over crowding of the nations air transportation system. The primary
 
cause of the system's congestion is the ever increasing demand for air
 
travel. The major areas of the overall air transportation system need to
 
be altered or even revolutionized in order to satisfy this rising volume
 
of air passengers.
 
The project assignment for the graduate students enrolled in a six
 
month interdisciplinary course in Complex Systems Design is entitled "a
 
study of interurban public air transportation for the 1975-1985 period."
 
A systems approach was used. The nature of this problem was determined,
 
alternate solutions were posed and measures of effectiveness and cost
 
were applied.
 
The class was divided into four groups to investigate the basic
 
areas of the system: demand and route structure, air vehicles, terminals
 
and ground facilities, and air traffic control. The Route and Demand
 
group was assigned the tasks of developing route and demand models and
 
determining the measures of effectiveness for the system. The Terminal
 
group studied passenger and baggage handling, terminal interface trans­
portation and airport location and configurations. The Vehicle group
 
was given the tasks of studying existing aircraft design and proposing
 
designs to fulfill the needs of this system. The Air Traffic Control
 
group was responsible for analyzing the effects of congestion on air
 
traffic flow.
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In developing a systems analysis for common carrier air transpor­
tation in the United States, three of the most significant aspects involve
 
forecasts for air transportation demand, route selection and assignments
 
of aircraft for the forecast period. After a study of the existing models
 
for air transportation demand the concept of a travel generator model
 
evolved. Such a model generates the demand between two cities based on
 
the populations of the two cities and the distance between them. Certain
 
other characteristics, such as average income of a city, can also be
 
included in the model. Once the demand model was developed, estimates
 
for future travel demand were made for 144 urbanized areas throughout the
 
United States. This data was then reduced to a sample area of eleven
 
cities to comply with restrictions of other models. A comparison of other
 
predictions was made to make adjustments for certain regional considerations.
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The function of the route model is to assign aircraft to specific
 
trip patterns to satisfy travel demand. There are three ess'ential groups
 
of input data for this model: forecasted demand for each city pair, a list
 
of possible flight patterns, and aircraft characteristics such as passen­
ger capacity, range and speed. The route model provides outputs which
 
specify the operations per day by aircraft type at each location and the
 
number and flying range of each aircraft type that is necessary to meet
 
the total system demand. The procedure used was simply an assignment of
 
aircraft to the most direct routes whenever possible, using intermediate
 
stops only when demand was not adequate for direct routings.
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Once the demand has been established and a route configuration
 
determined the effectiveness model was utilized to establish the total
 
passenger miles the system carried. System effectiveness is measured in
 
total passenger miles indicating that measures taken to increase the
 
probability of flying increase the system effectiveness. The model
 
includes factors which are responsive to flight frequency and to total
 
travel time (door-to-door). It was hoped that a sensitivity factor for
 
cost would be included but this has 'been omitted. Each system tested was
 
forced by the route model to provide service for the projected demand.
 
This level of service was then tested by the effectiveness model to
 
evaluate the actual passenger loads.
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The terminal model, a mathematical representation of the terminal
 
subsystem, is designed to evaluate the cost effectiveness of various
 
alternatives for future airport systems. The primary objectives of the
 
terminal model are to determine ground access time to and from the air­
port or STOL (Short Take-Off and Landing) port, to determine the total
 
construction, design and operations costs for the cities and aircraft
 
mixes tested, and to estimate the processing time of a passenger at an
 
airport. The secondary objectives of this model are to consider alternate
 
ground transportation modes, various terminal configurations and increased
 
automation of baggage handling.
 
The costs considered were land, terminal buildings, terminal area,
 
ground access time, terminal operations and maintenance. The model
 
determines costs as functions of port location within an urban area,
 
number of passengers, runway configuration and total airport area.
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A major contributing factor in the development of the terminal 
model is the location of the STOL port within an urban area. The STOL
 
port model basically optimizes on the basis of location related costs
 
for the 1975-1985 time frame. To develop this model, the average urban
 
area trip time from the central business district is used as the ground
 
access time for both the airport and STOL port. The trip time is multi­
plied by the expected mean value of time (dollars per hour) of the average
 
air traveler for the period tested. The result is the expected air
 
traveler's value of time while in the ground transportation mode of the
 
air trip. This is then multiplied by the predicted total number of
 
passengers utilizing the STOL port for the design period. This yields
 
the STOL passengers' total value of time involved with ground transpor­
tation access to the airport or STOL port.
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The total STOL port procurement and operating costs for the 1975­
1985 period are based on estimated construction and operating costs and
 
predicted urban land values. The summation of these costs, the total
 
ground transportation access costs (passenger's total value of time) and
 
the conventional take-off landing (CTOL) airport related costs yield
 
the total terminal costs. The minimum total terminal cost establishes
 
the distance from the central business district (CBD) at which the STOL
 
port location would be optional.
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Another element of the terminal model is the process time submodel.
 
The four major parameters of the model are:
 
1. 	Time consumed by a passenger moving from an automobile in the
 
parking lot or from some public conveyance to the terminal
 
check-in point.
 
2. 	Time for ticketing, baggage check-in or baggage claim.
 
3. 	Passenger transit time to the correct gate position.
 
4. Time needed for aircraft boarding.
 
Boarding time is considered constant using an average boarding
 
time for airdraft tested. Baggage check-in and ticket clearance time
 
values are known airline threshold times. Baggage claim time is deter­
mined by the proposed baggage handling system described in this report.
 
Functional relationships are used for movement time from a parked auto­
mobile (or public conveyance) to the terminal and transit time from the
 
check-in point to the gate position.
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GROUND TRANSPORTATION MODES
 
A number of ground transportation systems are considered for pass­
enger transit to and from the terminal. They include conventional rapid
 
rail, busways, small buses and automobiles. Additionally several other
 
variations were proposed but were not pursued further for lack of infor­
mation and time. The evaluation of modes must consider benefits due to
 
decreased access time versus the additional terminal cost due to improved
 
ground transportation.
 
BAGGAGE HANDLING SYSTEM
 
The baggage handling system is one which must be automated in
 
order to handle the demand of the 1980's in large cities. An automated
 
baggage system may also reduce passenger delays. Since no fully automatic
 
system exists today it was necessary to design one. The designed system
 
is modular in concept so that it may be used at terminals of various size.
 
A cost model of this system was developed in order to make cost-effective
 
decisions as to the degree of automation to be used.
 
AIRPORT CONFIGURATIONS
 
Three basic terminal units are considered and parametrically
 
studied: Satellite, Finger and Open Apron. Each is a complete unit in
 
itself and can handle a typical peak hour load of 3600 passengers. Para­
metric cost equations were developed for each type of terminal subdivision
 
(parking, baggage, handling, etc.).
 
SATELLITE TERMINAL AND FINGER TERMINAL I
 
Each gate position can be reached by intra city transport.
 
FINGER TERMINAL II
 
This configuration allows the terminal to be built along runways.
 
OPEN APRON
 
Aircraft require no external vehicular assistance. A subway trans­
ports passengers between the aircraft and terminal.
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Through the development of mathematical models, a variety of fixed
 
wing STOL turbo prop aircraft designs were provided for integration into
 
a projected commercial air fleet of the 1980's. The procedure employed
 
in the air vehicle-design model, was one of iteration of aircraft gross
 
weight by variation of wing area to meet selected performance specifi­
cations. An initial gross weight was computed based on a given passenger
 
load, cruise speed, range and a selected minimal wing area. A second gross
 
weight was then computed based on this initial gross weight and a more
 
detailed summation of component weights required to meet the specific
 
performance criteria. Through an iteration procedure, wing area was
 
increased incrementally, resulting in new calculations of initial gross
 
weights was computed during each loop of the process. The selected
 
design for each set of performance criteria was that corresponding to the
 
smallest difference in first and second gross weights.
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Interior design of each aircraft configuration was selected from
 
various arrangements of passenger seating ranging from four passengers
 
abreast to seven abreast. Fuselage length and fuselage width were calcu­
lated based on these seating arrangements in addition to allowances for
 
passenger doors and lavatories. Buffets and cloakroom space could be
 
included in interior accomodations with a slight penalty in passenger
 
capacity.
 
Two mathematical models were developed to provide aircraft cost
 
analysis. These cost models provided input to the overall system cost
 
analysis.
 
Initial Cost
 
Aircraft No. of
 
Specifications Ai rcraft
 
Initial
 
Cost
 
Model 
Development Procurement
 
Cost cost.
 
Initial cost, consisting of development and procurement costs for
 
each design configuration, were provided through the use of formulae based
 
on aircraft characteristics and number of aircraft projected for production.
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Direct Operating Cost 
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Direct operating cost5 consisting of direct imaintenance and flight
 
operation costs, was provided through the use of formulae based on air­
craft characteristics, planned operating range and size of aircraft fleet.
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Today's air traffic control system is not operating smoothly and
 
efficiently. In simple terms, aircraft are flying faster and faster to
 
longer and longer waiting lines. This problem has become increasingly
 
more evident in the past 12 months.
 
PROBLEM: Flight delays in the present air traffic control system
 
are excessive and in some cases prohibitive.
 
A study of the problem found that the major delays occurred in the terminal
 
area. It was determined that reduction of these delays below some accept­
able limit would satisfactorily alleviate the problem. The design objec­
tives of the air traffic control group were determined to be:
 
1. 	Design of an air traffic control system capable of accepting
 
air traffic loads of the 1975-85 time period.
 
2. 	Design of an air traffic control system such that delay will
 
be less than the acceptable limit.
 
3. 	Design of a system that is capable of being tailored to any
 
given HUB (a HUB is a flight terminal area).
 
After careful consideration, it was decided that the most practi­
cal and useful approach would be to use the digital computer to simulate
 
the terminal air traffic control area. A fixed runway configuration was
 
assumed and the input parameters were varied to establish the resulting
 
delay in seconds for the fixed configuration. This delay was established
 
with model inputs of demand, aircraft mix, and five critical aircraft sep­
aration prameters. One model input, demand, which was measured in oper­
ations per hour, was system capacity when a particular delay criteria was
 
specified. Additonally, excess delay was determined to be the result
 
of congestion, inadequate procedures and management, and inadequate equip­
ment and facilities.
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An air traffic control system should be capable of providing
 
adequate capacity. This capacity is predicated on delay criteria and
 
the actual system demand. Demand and capacity are both functions of the
 
indicated considerations.
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IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES 
PREASSIGNED DEPARTURE/ARRIVAL TIME 
SPEED CLASS SEQUENCING 
PATH STRETCHING 
COMPUTER-AIDED APPROACH SEQUENCING 
A SEPARATION REDUCTION 
Five basic techniques to improve the air traffic control system 
have been identified. The technique considered in this analysis was
 
separation reduction. This technique offers significant opportunities
 
for reduction in delays.
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Although many combinations of equipment are possible, three basic
 
packages were considered in this study:
 
PACKAGE 1 PACKAGE 2 PACKAGE 3 
ASR-4 Radar ARS-7 Radar Area Navigation Equipment
 
ILS Ground Equipment NAS "A" Equipment PVOR/DME altimeter
 
VOR/DHE Stations ILS Ground Equipment AILS Ground Equipment
 
VOR/DME Receivers VOR/DME Stations Coder Transponder
 
Altimeters Altimeters ARS-7 Radar
 
ILS Aircraft Equipment ILS Aircraft Equipment NAS "A" Equipment
 
Transponder Coder Transponders AILS Air Equipment
 
VOR/DME Receivers VOR/DME
 
Package 1 corresponds to the present air traffic control system. 
Each package was compared to the others by parameters of time (T,F,R,C AND A).
 
These times were based on equipment accuracy in indicating aircraft location
 
and on the probability of an aircraft being in a specified area configured
 
around the indicated point.
 
T - Departure followed by departure time (take off to take off time)
 
for two aircraft.
 
F - Departure followed by arrival time.
 
R - Runway occupancy time for each aircraft.
 
C - Time from commitment to land (must touch ground) to over
 
tnreshold (end of runway).
 
A - Arrival followed by arrival time.
 
PARAMETER PACKAGES 
1 2 3 
C (seconds) 28 24.4 24.4 
T (seconds) 90 40.5 40.5 
F (seconds) 65 57.8 57.8 
R (seconds) 52 46.6 46.6 
Operations/Hour 
,(Demand) 
AIirport ControlAirpot 'U'Equipment,
EPackageCharacteristics 
MODEL
 
PREDICTED DELAY 
The computer model used in the control systems analysis had two functions.
 
The first was to determine delay for each package for varying demand.
 
Oetn r Select
 
Airport
 
Type
 
MODELI Select 
Another 
4 I 
All Needs Fulfilled? . 
The second function was selection of airport configuration most suitable
 
for each HUB.
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Delay 
PACK 1 
2PACK 
PACK 3 
Operations 
MIX vs. DELAY 
For a given number of operations per hour control packages 2 and 3 offer
 
substantially decreased delay by allowing reduced separations.
 
Delay (SEC) 
300 
C 
A T 
20 40 60 80 % Reduction 
T, F,R,C and A AFFECT DELAY 
The greatest benefits may be derived from substitution/innovation of
 
equipment or facilities that will improve the time factor A.
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ADDITIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM CONCLUSIONS
 
o 	 The STOL aircraft, as expected, performs more satisfactorily when
 
it is scheduled for operations into and out of a 100% STOL airport.
 
o 	 The introduction of added runways for use by general aviation re­
duces delay. This results from the elimination of slower aircraft
 
in the general area waiting to land.
 
o 	 The introduction of an advanced ILS system will substantially
 
increase the level of safety for air traffic.
 
o 	 Benefit may be derived from development of related equipment. Items
 
of equipment such as fog dispersal devices, runway heating systems,
 
aircraft deicers are of this "related equipment" category. This
 
effort will contribute to decreased "surges" in the ATC system.
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
 
One computer run involving 189 alternative solutions was made to
 
investigate the effects of four variables on the system. They were:
 
1. Aircraft Design Range (STOL)
 
2. Aircraft Cruise Speed (STOL)
 
3. Aircraft Passenger Capacity (STOL)
 
4. Air Traffic Control Package
 
Two dependent variables, the system cost and system effectiveness
 
were used in making the final design decision. Data from the computer
 
output was compared graphically in determining the most cost-effective
 
solution. The system chosen incorporated the Lockheed L-1011 Jumbo Jet
 
and a 1000 mile design range, 120 passenger capacity, 400 MPH STOL air­
craft. Terminals were designed to fill the needs of the aircraft mix flown
 
to a given city and the present air traffic control system was chosen
 
as being most cost-effective.
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Total System Cost is the sum of the direct operating costs and
 
capital recovery for the aircraft, air traffic control system and ter­
minals for the 1975-1985 period, expanded at six percent interest to
 
the compound amount in 1985. Included are developmental and design costs
 
for new technology and the cost of passengers' time. Approximately fifty
 
graphical plots were used to graphically record data accumulated. Here
 
a plot of total system cost versus passenger capacity for various range
 
aircraft is shown with the air traffic control package and cruise speed
 
being held constant. In other plots the cruise speed was allowed to vary
 
with some other parameter fixed.
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Analysis of the data graphically plotted was instrumental in making
 
final decisions. The total system cost was found to be lowest for the
 
larger 120 passenger STOL aircraft. It was also most effective.
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EFFECTIVENESS 
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In the graph of system effectiveness versus STOL aircraft design
 
range, utilizing control package one and the 120 passenger capacity the
 
ordinate varies from 9 to 10 million passenger miles per day. The total
 
variation in effectiveness is only about five percent. Points A and B,
 
representing 600 and 1000 mile design range aircraft respectively are
 
almost equally effective.
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A plot of total system cost versus aircraft design range indicated
 
that the system incorporating the 600 mile range aircraft is at a cost
 
roughly twice as much as the one incorporating the 1000 mile design range
 
aircraft (point B).
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The variance in the total system cost with aircraft design speed
 
is also minimized for the 1000 mile design range aircraft. Because of
 
the small variation in system cost and effectiveness with aircraft cruise
 
speed, the faster 400 mph STOL aircraft was chosen for the system. It
 
was also determined that package one, the present day Air Traffic Con­
trol System was no less effective than the other two considered and was
 
less costly.
 
Some of the indicated results are rather unexpected. It is known,
 
for instance, that the present air traffic control system is inadequate
 
even today. It must be remembered that these results are based on a
 
single computer run, in fact, the first run ever made with all the models
 
functioning together.
 
Delay 
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Operations 
MIX vs. DELAY 
The air traffic control system might also have changed had the
 
demand been higher. The plot of delay versus number of operations
 
shows very little difference in delay for the three control packages
 
when the number of operations is low. There is, however, a considerable
 
difference in delay for the three packages when the number of operations
 
is high. The air traffic control design would most likely have been
 
different had congestion been generated.
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In the system using short range STOL aircraft the terminal costs
 
greatly exceeded the aircraft costs, while aircraft costs were slightly
 
greater than terminal costs where long range STOL were in the system.
 
$/ 
Total Operations--
By looking at the effect of Demand on System Cost when the total
 
number of operations is low, the fixed costs of the terminals are pre­
dominate. This effect was amplified when short range STOL were in the
 
system, requiring many more of the expensive CTOL terminals than the
 
long range STOL system requires. The effect was further exaggerated
 
by the fact that the CTOL model was written for the moderate to high
 
demand of larger cities. Its fixed cost therefore include a tower,
 
hangers, fire fighting equipment and the like rather than the runway
 
and wind sock required by a very low number of daily operations. The
 
STOL port in contrast has a relatively low fixed cost.
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REFINEMENTS 
* ALLOW TRANSFERS 
* IMPROVE ROUTE ASSIGNMENTS 
*] PROVIDE FOR INTERNATIONAL AND GENERAL 
AVIATION 
* ANALYZE CURRENT SYSTEMS 
It was determined that the simulation would have been more realistic
 
had more air traffic been generated. Several refinements which could have
 
been made on the models would have increased the traffic and perhaps
 
altered some of the final decisions. The transfer of passengers between
 
flights should be considered and route assignments should be based on both
 
aircraft range and capacity. The additional operations imposed on termi­
nals as a result of general aviation and international flight should be
 
taken into account. Finally the current system should be analyzed to
 
provide a reference for comparison with a STOL system.
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CHAPTER 1
 
INTRODUCTION
 
1.1 	General 
This report on the Interurban Air Transportation System is the final 
product of a six month graduate project in Complex Systems Design con­
ducted by students of the Georgia Institute of Technology. 
Courses in Complex Systems Design have been offered jointly by the 
Schools of Aerospace, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering at the Georgia
 
Institute of Technology since 1967. The first course was initiated under
 
the leadership of Drs. Stephen L. Dickerson - School of Mechanical Engineering,
 
C. Virgil Smith - School of Aerospace Engineering, and Thomas M. White -

School of Electrical Engineering. This year Professors Gary W. Draper -

School of Industrial and Systems Engineering, and Donald W. Dutton - School
 
of Aerospace Engineering joined with the originating faculty in guiding
 
the class.
 
The design project had two primary objectives. The first objective
 
was to develop in the students an understanding of the systems approach to
 
design and to provide an exercise in its application. The second objective
 
was to obtain meaningful results which could provide useful inputs to future
 
studies.
 
Throughout the investigation and design, emphasis was placed on a
 
realistic approach to the problem. Only that technology which could
 
reasonably be expected to exist in 1975 was incorporated in the design.
 
It is in this respect that the Georgia Tech Complex Systems Design Program
 
differs most from those of other engineering schools.
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1.2 Class Organization
 
In order to quickly aquaint the students with the problem at hand
 
a series of seven seminars on pertinent topics was presented to the class
 
by authorities in the field. Appendix 1-A contains a list of the speakers
 
and their topics.
 
During the initial two weeks of the project, the class, initially
 
composed of twenty-five graduate students representing the fields of
 
Aerospace, Industrial, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering and
 
City Planning, was divided into two or three man teams for "brain storming."
 
Each team developed what it felt to be the ideal interurban air transportation
 
system.
 
During the brainstorming period it became obvious that no two students
 
observed the same difficulties in air transportation or invisaged the same
 
design solution. The class therefore made the following "official" problem
 
statement:
 
"The problem is to design a transportation system
 
to move people and their baggage by air between
 
major cities in the continental United States in
 
the 1975-1985 period."
 
In order to limit the scope of the problem, the general assumptions given
 
in figure 1.1 were made.
 
ASSUMPTIONS
 
o 	 High speed ground transportation was not considered because of
 
limited time of study.
 
o 	 Of STOL (Short Takeoff and Landing) aircraft, only turboprop
 
STOL was considered.
 
o 	 Time frame considered was 1975-1985.
 
o 	 Mixed fleet of STOL and Lockheed L-1011 was considered as
 
representative.
 
o 	 Passenger time has a monetary value.
 
Figure 1.1
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In order to insure close study of every phase of the problem, the
 
class organized itself into four operational groups.
 
CLASS ORGANIZATION 
PROJECT
 
MANAGER
 
EDITOR 
GROUP GROUP GROUP fGROUP 
LEADER LEADER LEADER LEADER
 
ROUTE VEHICLE TERMINAL TRAFFIC 
GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP
 
Figure 1.2
 
Each group was to study one of the major components of the air transportation
 
system: demand and routes, air vehicles, air traffic control, or terminals
 
and ground facilities. Each group elected a group leader and the class as
 
a whole elected a project manager.
 
It was decided that the six month period would be divided into three
 
phases; the initial investigation phase, alternative evaluation phase, and
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execution and report writing phase.
 
New leaders would be elected for each phase. It was also established
 
that each group would present a preliminary report at the midpoint of the
 
second phase. Finally a report editor was selected and an interface com­
mittee was formed to facilitate the flow of information between groups.
 
Terminal 
Route 
&eDemand +- Interface OnobAir Traffi 
Vehicle 
INTERFACE COMITTEE 
Figure 1.3 
At the end of the final phase, formal presentations of this report were 
offered to various interested groups from government and industry. 
'The Table of Contents contains the authors of their respective 
sections of the report. A list of the graduate participants may be 
found in Appendix 1-B. 
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CHAPTER 2
 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
 
2.1 Systems Approach
 
The systems approach to a design problem is one in which all the
 
elements of the system to be designed are studied in relation to each
 
other and to their enviornment. The combination of elements which renders
 
the entire system most cost-effective is implemented.
 
REAL WORLD 
+ 
PROBLEM 
STATEMENT 
+(Implementation) 
MODELS 
+
 
DECISIONS 
DESIGN PROCESS
 
Figure 2.1
 
Figure 2.1 is a diagram of the design process used. The real world
 
generates a need. Careful analysis of the need results in the problem
 
statement. Mathematical models are used to simulate each element of the
 
system and the environment. These models allow the design team to "operate"
 
each possible solution to the problem and to determine the cost-effectiveness
 
of each alternative. These facts are considered along with the irreducible
 
intangibles involved and a decision is made on which alternative is to be
 
implemented. Implementation of a given alternative generates a new need
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and the cycle is repeated.
 
The iterations made in establishing each design alternative are de­
picted in more detail in Figure 2.2 below.
 
Need 
Problem Statement 
Problem Evaluation 
+ 
Organization and Planning 
Design 
Synthesis t__ Analysis 
Optimization 
Output 
ESTABLISHMENT OF DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 
Figure 2.2
 
The Systems Approach requires a final decision on the designer's
 
part which necessarily must be based on fact and judgement. It is a
 
fundamental principle of Systems Engineering that judgement should not
 
be substituted for available facts.
 
2.2 Application to the Air Transportation System
 
After analysis of the problem by students both individually and in
 
small groups, the formal problem statement was made.
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"The problem is to design a transportation
 
system to move people and their baggage by
 
air between major cities in the continental
 
United States in the 1975-1985 period."
 
At this point the jobs each group was to perform were well defined.
 
The Route Group was to develop models simulating travel demand and route
 
structure. This group was also to provide the class with information on
 
city populations and land costs. It was the goal of the Terminal Group
 
to design and simulate mathematically terminals and ground facilities for
 
all forms of aircraft considered. The Air Traffic Control Group was to
 
design and simulate mathematically various air traffic control systems and
 
runway configurations. The Air Vehicle Group had the job of designing and
 
modeling mathematically all the aircraft to be "flown" in the system.
 
After each group had an opportunity to study their particular tasks
 
for some time the following list was made of the variables to be investigated.
 
(1) Aircraft Design Range
 
(2) Aircraft Cruise Speed
 
(3) Aircraft Passenger Capacity
 
(4) Required Runway Length
 
(5) 	Aircraft Mix (The number of aircraft of various
 
types flown in the system).
 
(6) Terminal Location within a City
 
(7) Terminal Combinations within a City
 
(8) Average Aircraft Delay ­
(9) Aircraft Separation on Runway
 
(10) 	Runway Separation
 
Figure 2.3 shows how the individual models produced by each group
 
interfaced with those of the other groups to model the entire system.
 
Each arrow represents the flow of data cards between models. The
 
Controls Model, for example, received data from the Aircraft Design and
 
Routes models and provided information to the Terminal Time, System
 
Effectiveness, Terminal Cost, Control Cost and Air Vehicle Cost models.
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Ai ------r---Cor f I 
Effoctiveness- Cost 
Rot s Times E fc s 
]Demandl -
MODEL INTERFACING
 
Figure 2.3
 
The system was quite large, requiring nearly ten hours of computer time
 
and 60,000 data cards to process 189 alternatives.
 
The data obtained from these models was plotted and-analyzed and
 
the most cost effective alternative chosen.
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CHAPTER 3
 
ROUTE AND DEMAND MODELS
 
3.1 	Introduction
 
In developing a systems analysis for common carrier air transportation
 
in the United States, two of the most significant aspects involve forecasts
 
for 	air transportation demand and route selection and assignment of aircraft
 
for 	the forecast period.
 
The 	forecast of air travel demand serves as primary input both for the
 
route 	model and for the terminal cost model. Route selection is a function
 
of the demand to be served. Without an accurate forecast of demand, the
 
route 	structure selected may be faulty, and the number and type of aircraft
 
required in the horizon year may be considerably in error. Similarly, the
 
cost 	of terminal facilities at major air hubs represents a major investment
 
for 	the local community, the federal government, and the air carriers them­
selves. An accurate demand estimate is essential not only for determining
 
the ultimate size and cost of the-terminal, but also for staging the con­
struction of facilities as demand and traffic increase., The ability to
 
stage 	such construction is absolutely essential for all parties concerned.
 
The route model is no less important. The selection of air transporta­
tion hubs and the route structure connecting them has a significant impact
 
on congestion to be experienced in the horizon year. It also has a signifi­
cant impact on future air traffic through the terminal. As such, the route
 
structure and the assignments of aircraft have important bearihgs on the
 
cost of air traffic control. This is of major concern to those governmental
 
agencies charged with controlling domestic airspace. Finally, the route
 
model provides a framework for evaluating the feasibility for certain air­
craft 	types. This is particularly significant with respect to future
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developments of STOL (Short Take-Off and Landing) aircraft. By forecasting
 
the number and type of aircraft needed in the horizon year, information will
 
be provided the aircraft industry for establishing important priorities
 
regarding the development of various aircraft types.
 
The next section of this chapter outlines the methodology surrounding
 
the demand model selected for this systems analysis. Following that-is a
 
similar development for the route model selected.
 
3.2 	Demand Model
 
The demand model was selected after a review of the literature in the
 
field. Although some problems were experienced in calibrating the model, it
 
has been proven to be quite effective in forecasting demand.
 
3.2.1 	 Purpose of the-Demand Model
 
Design requirements for a possible 1975-1985 air transportation system
 
include an estimate of the number of passengers that can be expected to fly.
 
Furthermore, it is necessary to establish the various ranges over which differ­
ent groups will fly.
 
After a study of the existing demand models, the concept of a travel
 
generator model evolved. A-travel generator model would forecast or generate
 
a travel demand between locations based on characteristics of the location.
 
This estimate is not a prediction of the actual future demand, but only a
 
forecast of what the demand could be. Because of the tremendous uncertainties
 
involved in future traffic forecasts, the final system should be tested
 
against sensitivity to this demand factor.
 
3.2.2 Variation in Demand
 
Air travel demand does not remain constant with time. Seasonal, daily,
 
and hourly peaks are almost always experienced. While the demand model was
 
calibrated for average daily demand, some knowledge of the variation about
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this mean was deemed essential for proper terminal design. Following are the 
highlights of these investigations into demand variations. Details of the in­
vestigations may be found in Appendix 3-A. 
3.2.2.1 Seasonal Peaks 
Two pronounced seasonal peaks occur in air travel demand, One is in
 
the summer months, reflecting a higher demand for vacation travel during
 
this period. The second peak occurs during December. This represents a high
 
demand for air travel during the holiday season. Especially noteworthy is
 
the fact that these peaks represent seasonal demands for non-business travel.
 
3.2.2.2 Daily Peaks
 
Peaks in air travel demand during any given week represent a demand for
 
business travel. Peaks are most noticeable on Mondays and Fridays, the
 
beginning and end of the business week.
 
3.2.2.3 Hourly Peaks
 
Peaks in air travel demand throughout an average day occur in the morning
 
and evening. This represents a combination of business and non-business demand.
 
3.2.2.4 Ratio of Peak Day to Average Day
 
This figure is the most significant one for air terminal and control
 
system design. In 1967 the peak day averaged 70 percent higher than- the
 
average day for the country as a whole. Specific values of this ratio, for
 
individual cities, are tabulated in Appendix 3-A.
 
3.2.3 Review of Existing Models
 
The limited amount of time allotted to examination of demand models
 
dictated a quick review of the literature available. Several demand models
 
were examined and are reviewed below.
 
Systems Analysis and Research Corporation has developed a model for the
 
northeast corridor which applies relationships between socioeconomic factors
 
and travel volume [1]. All modes of transportation were considered and forecasts
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were made for only selected city pairs in the northeast corridor. This model
 
was not considered since the data for cities outside the area was not readily
 
available.
 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology has made use of the gravity model
 
to predict traffic volume between any two population centers on the basis of
 
population and distance [2].
 
Lockheed-Georgia Company expanded the model suggested by MIT to include
 
the capability of passengers to travel (income of origin) and the desirability
 
for travel (attractiveness of destination) [3]. Because of the limited time
 
available and the uncertainty of the forecast, the Lockheed-Georgia Company
 
model was selected for use in the project. The model has been modified some­
what, to conform to .the specialized requirements of this study.
 
3.2.4 	Discussion of Demand Model Algorithm
 
As mentioned, the model selected is a modified gravity model. Modifica­
tions include adjustments to dampen the demand for very short flights, to reflect
 
the rapid increase in air travel as compared with population, and to include
 
the propensity and ability ofpeople who fly.
 
3.2.4.1 	Inputs to the Model
 
Inputs to the demand model consist of information about each of the
 
144 cities studied. Such information includes population for the last two
 
censuses,*average city income, latitude and longitude of the city, and percent­
age change in air travel demand. The model then uses these inputs to calculate
 
demand.
 
3.2.4.2 Calculation Procedure
 
The model itself predicts demand between two cities in direct proportion
 
to the product of the cities' populations and inversely as the distance between
 
them raised to a power. An adjustment is made to dampen the demand for very
 
short trips.
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The model first computes the great circle distance between all city pairs,
 
using the latitude and longitude of each city provided as input. The model then
 
projects population for each city using the census figures, by three different
 
methods. An average increase is then calculated for each city. Percentage
 
change is then calculated for each ten year interval to the year 2000.
 
A relative income factor is developed, which is the ratio of average
 
city income to the smallest average income for any city under study. Demand
 
is then calculated for each ten year increment, adjusting the figure by the
 
income factor and the difference between the average rate of air travel demand
 
growth and the rate of population growth in the origin and destination city.
 
Summaries are then prepared showing air travel demand for the years 1970, 1980,
 
1990, and 2000. Initially, constants similar to those used in the Lockheed
 
study cited previously were used. These constants were adjusted to make the
 
forecasts for 1970 slightly higher than known figures for recent years. Once
 
these constants were adjusted, final demand summaries for future horizons were
 
prepared.
 
3.2.4.3 Reduced Area Demand Model
 
Initial calculations for the demand model were made for 144 Urbanized
 
areas in the United States. Consideration of the programs that might use this
 
data required that a smaller network be considered as a typical area. Demand
 
summaries were used to construct a network of 11 cities for use in the route
 
model. Since a reduction of this nature could greatly influence the results
 
of the study, it is recommended that a sensitivity analysis of the final re­
sults be considered for this program.
 
3.3 Route Model
 
The output of the demand model serves as input to two models. Demand
 
figures are necessary for computation of terminal costs. Aspects of this pro­
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blem are covered elsewhere in this report. Demand figures are also necessary
 
for selecting a route structure, loaded with various types of aircraft.
 
Aspects of this problem are discussed below.
 
3.3.1. Importance of the Route Model
 
The route model is a key protion of the total systems study presented
 
in this report. Specifically, it is the function of the route model to furnish
 
aircraft for a known route structure from a pool of available aircraft types
 
in such a manner that the demand for air travel at each node in the structure
 
is satisfied in some satisfactory manner. In making these assignments, more­
over the particular strengths and weaknesses of each aircraft type should be
 
exploited. However, the model should not be biased in favor of a particular
 
type of aircraft, to the exclusion of all others.
 
The assignments of aircraft to routes is not an end in itself. These
 
assignmnets are input for many of the remaining models in the systems analysis.
 
Specifically, it is the function of the route model to provide input for deter­
mining the
 
(1) Control System
 
(2) Aircraft Cost
 
(3) Terminal Time
 
(4) System Effectiveness
 
Establishing a methodology for the route model, therefore has a significant
 
impact on the other models in the study.
 
3.3.2 Optimal Seeking Approaches for Loading the System
 
In establishing a methodology for loading the system, some optimal
 
method is obviously to be preferred. Following is a brief discussion of
 
some of the general optimal seeking methods available. In each case, the
 
reasons for rejecting it as a method will be explored.
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3.3.2.1 Traffic Assignment Algorithms
 
It would appear that the problem at hand is in some sense related to the
 
loading of a traffic network during the transportation planning process for
 
urban areas. The methodology used there is assignment by minimum travel time
 
over the network from the point of origin to the point of destination. Such
 
assignments consider a wide variety of factors surrounding the network, includ­
ing the capacity of each link in the system.
 
There are two reasons why this method is not suitable for the purposes
 
of this study. One reason relates to the difference in characteristics of the
 
traffic network and the airline route structure considered here. The second
 
relates to the vehicle considerations mentioned previously.
 
In the traffic assignment algorithm the selection of a particular assign­
ment path is strictly based on travel time. Therefore. the process is one of
 
selecting a path through a maze. The number of alternative assignments is very
 
large; the algorithm selects the best alternative from this large set. In the
 
airline route problem the number of alternatives is small. Moreover, penalties
 
must be assessed for flights containing many short hops. Non-stop flights should
 
be emphasized. Therefore, the airline problem consists of satisfying a demand
 
from a very limited number of alternative routes. The problem is more one of
 
assigning vehicles to a known route structure than one of selecting a route
 
to satisfy a demand.
 
In the traffic assignment algorithm no consideration is given to differ­
ences in vehicle types, since none exist. With few exceptions, demand is satis­
fied with one class of vehicle, the automobile. In the airline case, the number
 
of alternative vehicles is considerable. The route model must assign these
 
vehicles in some manner to satisfy demand. In this respect, the traffic assign­
ment process and the route selection aid'loading process are completely opposite.
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3.3.2.2 Linear Programming Approaches
 
A second class of models which have possibilities for the problem at hand
 
are the linear programming models. These models attempt to optimize some linear
 
functions subject to a set of linear constraints. Two of these models will be
 
discussed.
 
3.3.2.2.1 	The Transportation Problem
 
A general solution method has been developed for satisfying the demand at
 
a set of locations from a -supply at a second set of locations. This general
 
method has been called the transportation problem. It is, however, totally un­
suited for the purposes of this study. In the airline case presented here, the
 
demand for air travel at one set of cities is satisfied by the destinations at
 
a second set of cities. In this respect, the problem here is similar to the
 
transportation problem. However, the crucial difference between the two is
 
that 	in the transportation problem it is not important where the demand is
 
supplied from. The algorithm merely supplies the demand in a least-cost manner.
 
In the airline case presented here, it is important that air travel be supplied
 
from a particular origin to a particular destination. This is completely con­
trary 	to the formulation of the general transportation problem.
 
3.3.2.2.2 	The General Linear Program
 
Linear programming techniques provide a general optimal-seeking proce­
dure for solving a wide variety of problems. The general method has been comput­
erized, so that rapid solutions to complex problems are possible.
 
As mentioned previously, the general linear program optimizes some linear
 
function subject to a set of linear constraints. In attempting to apply this
 
general procedure to the problem at hand, severe problems developed in formulat­
ing constraint functions which would conform to the general solution method.
 
This complexity results from the characteristics of the airline problem under
 
study.
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In the airline problem, the flight of an aircraft over a specific
 
route is not a static event, but rather a dynamic one. At each destination
 
along the route, certain passengers embark, some debark, and some remain
 
enplaned. Penalties must be imposed for those routes with many stops,
 
reflecting the desire of passengers to fly non-stop. As such, the number
 
of variable elements which must be optimized in this general case quickly
 
becomes unreasonable.
 
In addition to the constraints surrounding the route structure,
 
constraints are necessary to prevent bias in the selection of aircraft
 
types. Specifically, it was felt that the general linear program would
 
always make assignments to those aircraft types with the least cost per
 
passenger mile. These would generally be the "jumbo-jets" currently
 
scheduled for entry into commercial aviation in the near future. There­
fore, constraints were necessary to prevent bias in favor of the large
 
aircraft. The combination of the route constraints plus the aircraft
 
constraints made the general linear programming procedure too unwieldy
 
for further consideration.
 
3.3.3 	Route Model Methodology
 
At this point it was decided that a general solution procedure was
 
not available to satisfy the requirements of the problem at hand. A
 
special-purpose procedure was developed which fulfills the requirements of
 
this study. Following is a brief description of the inputs required by
 
this model and its solution method. For a more detailed explaination of
 
the procedure see Appendix 3-B.
 
3.3.3.1 Inputs to the Model
 
Two types of input are required for this model. These relate to
 
the aircraft available for satisfying the demand for air travel and to
 
the route structure over which these aircraft must fly.
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For each alternative STOL aircraft considered in this study, an
 
aircraft mix consisting of that STOL and a CTOL (Convential Take Off and
 
Landing) aircraft was available for allocation to the route structure.
 
Ideally each such mix would reflect the cost and operating potential of
 
the given STOL craft for a complex network of routes. Since the same.
 
CTOL aircraft would be used in all mixes and since its only function was
 
that of carrying passengers for ranges beyond the STOL, it was felt that
 
it should not bias any mix or set of mixes. Such characteristics as speed,
 
capacity, and cost per flight mile are input for each aircraft type.
 
The route structure which will be loaded with a particular mix of
 
aircraft is a second input to this model. Each such route may have up to
 
four legs. Each route is numbered for identification. Along with the
 
route number, such information as distance between cities along the route,
 
and demand at each city are provided.
 
3.3.3.2 The Route Model Algorithm
 
The procedure for loading the network is as follows. The parti­
cular STOL aircraft being considered is first assigned to all direct
 
routes within its range. The number of flights assigned to a particular
 
route is proportional to the demand on that route and inversely propor­
tional to the capacity of the aircraft. Next the UTOL aircraft is assigned
 
to the remaining direct routes which could not be flown by the STOL
 
aircraft. This method of assignment reflects a preference reserving STOL
 
range routes for STOL aircraft. Second, it reflects a preference for
 
direct flight over intermediate stop flights.
 
As the above procedure is executed the demand between the cities
 
is reduced as flights become available. It was decided to reduce the
 
demand by some fraction of the available seats to reflect the traditional
 
load factors encountered in airline service. This fraction is also the
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proportionality constant used in the assignment of a specific number of
 
flight to a given route.
 
When the demand is insufficient to fill the given fraction of a
 
plane or when the remaining demand is insufficient to add another flight
 
to a specific route, intermediate-stops are considered. STOL craft are
 
first assigned to two-legged and three-legged routes. Assignment of
 
flights continues until demand has been completely reduced or the cost-per­
passenger for the additional flight become excessive. CTOL craft are then
 
considered for the longer two and three legged routes beyond the range of
 
the STOL craft.
 
Uhile the above methodology is not optimal seeking, for the purposes
 
of this study it should be adequate to avoid biasing the results.
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CHAPTER 4 
AIRPORT TERMINALS AND GROUND RELATED FACILITIES 
4.1 Introduction
 
The present national air transportation system has not been
 
developed with total cost effectiveness in mind. The terminal model, a
 
mathematical representation of a real life terminal subsystem, will
 
evaluate the cost effectiveness of various alternatives for future air­
port systems.
 
The primary objectives of the terminal model are to determine the
 
ground access time to and from the CTO. (Conventional Take-off and Landing)
 
airport or STOL (Short Take-off and Landing) port; and to determine the
 
total construction, design and operations costs for the cities and air­
craft mixes tested. The secondary objectives of the model are to con­
sider alternate ground transportation modes, various terminal configurations
 
and increased automation of baggage handling.
 
Airports were evaluated to determine those which served the pre­
dicted volumes at the least cost. The costs considered were land, terminal
 
building, terminal area, ground access time, terminal operations and main­
tenance.
 
4.2 Submodels
 
4.2.1 Introduction
 
The models for airport costs depended on the development of a land
 
value model, the concept of air traveler's value of time, a passenger
 
process time model, a conventional airport model, and a STOL airport model.
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4.2.2 Urban Land Value Model
 
Land values within the urban area will be important factors in the
 
consideration of airport location. Land value is, to a large extent,
 
dependent upon land-use at the particular location. A complex set of
 
variables is associated with land use. People experience needs and wants,
 
many of which are shaped by social and economic forces.
 
Whereas the social forces are often very difficult to quantify,
 
economic forces lend themselves to quantification. Within the economic
 
realm, land value is a function of (1) the costs of making the land pro­
ductive and (2) the income that will be returned from the land. These
 
two factors vary with land use types. Within any applicable constraints,
 
the user who is willing to pay the most for a site will usually occupy it.
 
Aside from the two factors mentioned above, certain sites may have high
 
values for specific types of uses due to their spatial relationships with
 
surrounding facilities.
 
The urban land-use pattern is, then, the result of economic behavior
 
associated with satisfying the needs and wants of people in the urban land
 
market (Figure 4.1).
 
A-__ ' nrvr E"n- 9eSec 6& sreed 
Urba UI MR~nLMn s 
Figure 4.1
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The purpose of the land value model is to provide some basis for
 
decisionmaking in terminal location. The model is not an ultimate pre­
dictor and may leave many factors unaccounted for. When dealing with the
 
many structural configurations of urban areas, each one of which is unique,
 
we immediately become aware at the gross over-generalization of any model
 
which purports to indicate land value in any urban area.
 
The following mathematical formulation was obtained from Samuel E.
 
Eastman of the Economic Sciences Corporation:
 
844 (, ) 0.309 0.971 
(10i)0.867 
where: R = price of land (dollars per acre) in 1965 prices.
 
P = 1960 population of urbanized area, including urban fringe.
 
A = 1960 urbanized land area in square miles, including urban
 
fringe.
 
N = distance from CBD in miles.
 
The model has been tested in a number of urban areas. In general it
 
tends to underestimate the true value at the land area under consideration.
 
(See Appendix 4-A).
 
4.2.3 Air Traveler's Value of Time
 
The air traveler considers the out of pocket expenses in relationship
 
to the total door-to-door travel time when choosing between modes of trans­
portation. The total cost for a trip, in addition to the ticket cost, in­
cludes the cost of traveling to the departure terminal and traveling from
 
the arrival terminal to the actural destination. These additional travel
 
costs are for use of private auto, taxi, limosine or public transportation.
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The total travel time is defined as the time between leaving the
 
actual departure point and the arrival at the actual destination. A mone­
tary value is assigned to this time. It is assumed to be some function of
 
the income level of the traveler. In other words, the air traveler's time
 
is money. Therefore, he is willing to pay more for a mode of transportation
 
which saves time. This is called the "value of time" concept.
 
An analysis of personal and business travel in the Northeast Corridor
 
demonstrates that personal travelers value this time less than their hourly
 
income. On the other hand, business travelers value their time substantially
 
more than their hourly income. Business travelers value flying time at roughly
 
one and one-half times their income. However, the value of time of personal
 
travelers is placed at approximately only one-half their hourly income. Using
 
these assumed values of time along with a 70 - 30 percent'split of business
 
and personal travelers, a value of time distribution for air travelers may be
 
derived. [1] The result is shown in Figure 4.2 in 1969 constant dollars.
 
The average percentage of passengers for 1980 is utilized to determine a mean
 
constant value of time for the-period 1975-1985 whenever reference is made
 
to the air traveler's value of time.
 
80 
Go 
40 
0 b '5 0 25 30 
Air Travelers Value of Time
 
Figure 4.2
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4.2.4 Passenger Process Time
 
The term process time refers to a combination of several actual
 
times, including:
 
1. 	Time moving to the terminal from a parked automobile (or public
 
transportation).
 
2. 	Time for ticketing.
 
3. 	Time for baggage check-in or baggage claim.
 
4. 	Time in transit to correct gate position.
 
5. 	Time to board the aircraft.
 
These five parameters serve as the major components of the process-time
 
model which is incorporated in the overall terminal model.
 
Several basic assumptions were made in the development of the
 
model. The typical passenger, as used in the model, arrives at the
 
airport in a private auto and parks in the parking lot. He has reser­
vations for a certain flight, but must pick up his ticket inside the
 
terminal. The passenger's baggage is also checked-in at this time. For
 
overall consistency for the various sizes and configurations of airports,
 
it was assumed that the passenger then walks to the correct gate location
 
for boarding the aircraft. With the above assumptions, the times produced
 
by the model should be viewed as the time for a typical passenger to complete
 
everything required between leaving his car in the parking lot and arriving
 
in the correct gate position.
 
Several of the five parameters mentioned above were set by predetermined
 
conditions. Boarding times were obtained from the group concerned with air­
craft types and design. An average boarding time for the expected aircraft
 
types was used. Baggage check-in and ticket clearance times were suggested
 
by 	one of the major airlines. These times were used as threshold times.
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Baggage claim time is based on the expected efficiences of proposed 
baggage handling systems. The summation of these times -- results in a 
constant time. The two variable times in the model are the time from auto 
to terminal and the time to get to the correct gate or boarding location. 
These variables are based on the number of total daily passengers at the 
airport, which is an input into the overall terminal model. The functional 
relationship development is described in Appendix 4-B. 
4.2.5 Conventional Airport Model
 
The cost model for the conventional terminal was based on an analysis
 
similar to that used in reference [3]. The total airport costs were divided
 
into two main parts: land costs and facilities construction cost. The facil­
ities construction costs were further subdivided into three parts: parking
 
lot costs, terminal costs and aircraft operations area costs. It is felt
 
that these subdivisions are sufficiently basic to allow virtually any air­
port configuration to be considered desirable to have off airport parking.
 
The gross costing model used here will still apply since the model does not
 
specify the location of the parking lot except to say that it is located at
 
approximately the same distance from the city center as the airport. Further­
more, it is difficult to conceive of an airport that would not contain these
 
three elements as they are basic to the very nature of an airport; that is a
 
facility to change people from an air transportation mode to a ground mode.
 
In the following sections we will examine each of these facilities in
 
some detail. It should also be pointed out here that we are considering not
 
a total cost for capital outlay but rather an annual cost based on amortizing
 
the cost over the useful life of the facility involved. Included in this
 
annual cost is a maintenance cost based on projected extensions of current
 
maintenance costs.
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4.2.5.1 Parking Lot
 
The cost estimating relationship used for airport parking lot construc­
tion is:
 
COST = (1.3) (280) (0.734) (TPHP) (1)
 
where:
 
COST = Total annual cost for airport parking in
 
1969 dollars excluding land acquisition cost.
 
TPHP = Number of typical peak hour passengers.
 
In this relationship 280 is the number of square feet required per
 
parking space [4]; 1.3 is the number of parking spaces required per typical
 
peak hour passenger [5] and 0.734 is the total annual dollar cost per square
 
foot of airport parking structure. This number is derived based on a concept
 
of a one level parking lot so that the initial cost is a paving cost of $2.00
 
per square foot. Amortizing the initial structure cost over a useful life of
 
20 years, using an interest rate of 10%, and adding a $0.50 per square foot
 
annual cost gives the stated figure [3]. It should be noted here that equation
 
(1) does obviously not include any-income factor. In fact, as indicated in many
 
reports, the operation of a parking lot is one of the most profit making enter­
prises in which an airport many indulge. It is far from being just self sup­
porting, and in many cases parking revenue may contribute significantly to
 
lowering airport operations cost.
 
4.2.5.2 	Terminal Building 
The cost estimating relationship for the airport terminal building is: 
COST = (150) (6.27) TPHP (2) 
where: LOST = Total annual cost for airport terminal in 
1969 dollars excluding land acquisition costs.
 
TPHP = Number of typical peak hour passengers.
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The factor (150) is the number of square feet needed by each typical
 
peak hour passenger. There is some considerable discussion of what value
 
this factor should assume. It appears that the value of 150 provides a
 
good compromise for the wide range of airports to be considered. The
 
factor $6.27 is the total annual cost per square foot of terminal structure.
 
The value is based on an initial estimated construction cost of $45 per
 
square foot amortized over a twenty year useful life with an additional
 
$1.00 per square foot annual cost [7].
 
It should be noted that once again there has been no attempt to in­
clude the revenue producing elements of a terminal. Most airports for
 
example receive revenue from rental fees paid by restaurants, stores, car
 
rental agencies and other non-airport related functions. It was not possible
 
to estimate these revenues in any realistic way and hence they were not
 
included.
 
4.2.5.3 	Aircraft Operations Area
 
The airport operations area includes runways, taxiways, apron and gate
 
areas. 	The cost estimating relationship is:
 
COST = 0.484 (200) RUNL + 75 (RUNL) + 1800000 TPHP(3)
8000 
where: COST = Total annual cost for the aircraft operations area, 
in 1969 dollars.
 
RUNL = Total linear feet of runways
 
TPHP = Number of typical peak hour passengers
 
It was realized early in the analysis that the number of runways, their
 
lengths and general configurations was more the province of air traffic
 
control than terminal design, but it was also true that the airport model
 
would need to include the construction costs of the runways. Therefore, the
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total linear feet of runway is provided as input to the airport costing
 
model. In equation (3) the first term is runway structure costs and the
 
third is apron and gate area construction costs. The factor 0.484 is the
 
total annual cost of pavement. This figure is obtained by taking a $2.00
 
per square foot initial cost amortized over a twenty year useful life and
 
adding a $0.25 per square foot annual maintenance cost. The runway area
 
to be paved is calculated assuming a 150 foot runway width (as recommended
 
by the FAA for large jet aircraft) with an additional 25 feet of asphalt
 
on each side. Similarly the taxiway area is calculated assuming a 75 foot
 
width and assuming that the length of taxiways is approximately the same as the
 
the total runway lengths. The parking apron area is calculated based on the
 
fact that an apron 3000 feet by 600 feet is capable of handling about 8000
 
typical peak hour passengers. Thus, for an apron to accommodate some other
 
number of typical peak hour passengers a fraction of the 8000 TPHP area is
 
required.. This is a linear relationship and, of course, will break down for
 
very low values of TPHP. However, for this analysis it is considered to be
 
accurate enough.
 
It should be mentioned here that several elements of aircraft operations
 
are ignored by this model. It was agreed that the costs for instrumentation
 
of the runways would be calculated by air traffic control. The costs of
 
hangars and servicing facilities was ignored because it was felt that plans
 
for the future airport are too uncertain to include them. For example, we
 
have heard of plans to perform all maintenance at one central airport that
 
does not handle commercial traffic and this would eliminate these costs from
 
the model. In addition, it was felt that servicing facilities costs would
 
certainly be borne by the individual airlines and thus come under the same
 
category as equipment which is not included in the analysis either.
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4.2.5.4 STOL Runways
 
It is recognized that at times it may prove necessary to have a STOL
 
runway located at the CTOL airport. The ability to include this option is
 
built into the cost model by recognizing that the major additional cost for
 
the STOL operations would be that due to the STOL runways themselves. This
 
is so because the terminal building and parking lot may simply be scaled up
 
in size to accommodate the additional STOL passengers while the STOL runway
 
is fundamentally different from a conventional runway. Thus the STOL runway
 
cost model is:
 
COST = 3,500,OON + [200000 + 2.69(TSP)](13.972)(0.117) (4)
 
where: COST = Total annual cost for STOL runways
 
TSP = Number of STOL typical daily passengers
 
This relation was obtained from Reference [4] and is explained fully there.
 
4.2.5.5 Calculation of Land Required
 
For each of the above three segments a certain amount of land is re­
quired to accommodate the operation. The land required for the parking lot.
 
is simply:
 
(LAND)p = (1.3) (280) TPHP (5)
 
where the factors are as described before in the construction costs section.
 
The land required for the terminal is given by:
 
(LAND>T 180 TPHP (6)
 
Here 180 represents the number of square feet of terminal space required
 
per passenger. This number is obtained by taking the basic passenger require­
ment (150) and adding 20% for landscaping and building construction. In the
 
above expression "S" is the number of stories in the terminal (usually 1 or 2)
 
and TPHP is as defined before.
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The land required for aircraft operations is given by:
 
(LAND)AO = (RUNL) (200) + (RUNL) (75) + 225 (TPHP) (7) 
where the symbols are as defined before in the aircraft operations cost section.
 
If STOL runways are required then the land needed for them is just:
 
(LAND)STO L = (2000) (200) N (8) 
where N is again the number of STOL runways. Here we assume a 2000 foot nominal
 
STOL runway length.
 
Now when the air traffic control group specifies a runway configuration
 
they also specify a minimum land area purchase since it is necessary to pur­
chase a block of land large enough to contain the runways. (Not too many real
 
estate agents are willing to sell a strip of land 200 feet wide and 2 1/2 miles
 
long!!). Now it is quite possible that this same block also has enough excess
 
land to accommodate the terminal, parking lot and airport operations area.
 
Thus, it would be foolish to include a land purchase for this case in the
 
cost model. On the other hand it is not resonable to expect the terminal and
 
parking lot to exactly fill the excess area in the block since this would im­
pose severe limitations on shape and location of the terminal and parking
 
lot. Thus, in the model, the purchase of additional land above and beyond
 
that needed for the runway configuration is only made when the land needed
 
is greater than 75% of the excess land left in the runway configuration.
 
Using this method a total land purchase requirement is generated. It is
 
felt that this number is more realistic than one obtained by simply adding
 
the land requirements of the various elements.
 
Once the total land required has been found then the cost is simply
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COST = (TOA) (PRICE) (.10) 	 (8)
 
where: TOA = Total land area in square feet
 
PRICE = Land Price in 1969 dollars per acre
 
Here 	(.10) is a capital reduction factor applied to the initial cost of
 
land 	having an infinite useful life. Notice that there are no annual costs
 
associated with te land.
 
4.2.5.6 	Calculation of Model Parameters
 
As may be seen by considering the models used, there are two main
 
parameters involved: land cost and number of typical peak hour passengers.
 
Calculation of these two parameters is discussed below.
 
4.2.5.6.1 Land Cost
 
A land cost model similar to that used in section 4.2.2 is used here.
 
A number of checks on this model were performed to check its validity and
 
while the results were by no means perfectly accurate the general conclu­
sion was that for studies of the type we are performing here this model is
 
adequate.
 
The 	1985 urban area population is provided as an input from a model
 
development by the demand and route structures group especially for this
 
study. The 1985 area of the urban area and distance of the airport from
 
the central business district (CBD) is provided by a city model already used
 
in this study and discussed in the section of this report dealing with the
 
location of a STOL port. In all cases it is considered that the airport is
 
located on the fringe of the city.
 
It is realized that applying this model to a city far in che future
 
may be a little inaccurate. However, it is felt that in the next twenty
 
years city expansion will be relatively linear. That is growth in an out­
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ward direction will be mirrored in a corresponding increase in land values
 
at a given distance from the CBD, and this growth is expected to be especially
 
stable at large distances from the CBD. Hence while it may be argued that
 
close to the CBD land values may over the years fluctuate or even (as in the
 
case of Oakland from 1950 - 1960) decrease it is felt that for an urban
 
fringe airport this model will be realistic within the accuracy of this
 
analysis.
 
4.2.5.6.2 Typical Peak Hour Passengers
 
The demand model (Chapter 3) develops a projected annual demand for the
 
CTOL airport. In reference [3] a recommendation is made as how to convert
 
this annual demand into a number of TPHP. It is:
 
TPHP = (TAP) (G) (11)
 
TAP = Total annual passengers
 
and G is given by the following table:
 
TAP
 
TAP = 20,000,000 .035 
20,000,000 _ TAP > 10,000,000 .040 
10,000,000 TAP _- 1,000,000 .050 
1,000,000 _ TAP 500,000 .065 
500,000 _ TAP .120 
TABLE 4.1
 
4.2.5.7 Summary 
The above model will, within limits, cost a typical CTOL airport and 
include the basic functional relationships between their cost and the factors 
influencies the airport (size, location, air traffic control consideration 
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etc). As such it is felt that this model is adequate for an initial systems
 
design application such as this study dictates.
 
4.2.6 	 STOL Submodel
 
The development of a model for costing the development of a STOL
 
port.(anairport for short takeoff and landing craft), was hampered by
 
the fact that none now exists. This problem was overcome by relying on
 
costs developed by McDonnell Aircraft (See references [4] and [8]). The
 
McDonnell Corporation also had determined the distribution of aircraft users
 
and this was simplified for our model. The assumptions made in the development
 
of the model are:
 
1. 	The urban area may be considered as a square.
 
2. 	Trip ends of air travellers are uniform over the area with
 
an additional "spike" concentration of 30 per cent in the
 
CBD (Central Business District).
 
3. 	The Central Business District is at the center of the square
 
and for computations is assumed to be the origin of cartesian
 
coordinates.
 
4. 	The conventional airport (CTOL) is centered on a side. This
 
same orientation is true of S/CTOL (conventional airports
 
with runways for short take-off and landing craft).
 
5. 	The short take-off and- landing airports (STOL) are located some­
where on the line passing thru the CTOL and/or S/CTOL and the
 
CBD, but within the square. (See Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3 
6. 	Air passengers will make use of the port which gives minimum
 
ground time since all operations at equivalent facilities in
 
a city are the same.
 
7. 	At a given city, only one of six sets of ports is possible.
 
(See Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4
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4.2.6.1 Model Development
 
The basic configuration developed by McDonnell (Figure 4.5) was
 
reduced by subtracting cost of design, contingency, and the cost directly
 
associated with each gate. The cost that remained was considered the
 
cost of the basic terminal building. Each gate was assumed to handle 2000
 
persons and the cost for a particular terminal became the basic cost plus
 
cost of gates at 2000 persons per gate plus design cost plus contingency.
 
BASIC STOL PORT CONFIGUIATION
 
- SougEI.,oilow 
STOL Port Elevation
 
00 0 0%w 
0 , 
- - ---- i-!" 
STOL Port Aircraft Operational Area
 
courtesy: McDonnell Aircraft
 
Figure 4.5
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Curves for operations and maintenance were also developed by McDonnell
 
Corporation and the formulae to fit these were determined and applied to the
 
actual demand.
 
EQUATION: 
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-3 
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2.70805-0 
- 59910 
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AVERAGE DISTANCE AND TIME TO TERMINAL 
Figure 4.6
 
The access cost of reaching the terminal was determined by evaluating
 
the average distance to the terminal (See Appendix 4-C). 'The curve in
 
Figure 4.6 was then applied to obtain time and the average value of travelers'
 
time was applied to this figure to get cost. (See Section 4.2.3).
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4.2.6.2 Conclusions
 
It is possible to approximate the costs of terminal construction
 
and operations by use of mathematical formulae, and terminals can be
 
fitted to the needs of particular urban areas.
 
4.2.6.3 Recommendations
 
1. Further research into development of models that db not need to
 
operate under the very limiting conditions used in this model.
 
2. Evaluation of unconventional terminal layouts is necessary.
 
3. Inclusion of costs due to noise or other socio-political problems
 
associated with airport operations is necessary.
 
4.3 CTOL - STOL Terminal Model
 
The model for the terminals is based on the calculations and assumptions
 
explained in Section 4.2 of this report. The model is a combination of time
 
and cost calculations with the final solution based on lowest total cost
 
including a value for time (Figure 4.7). A flow diagram of the effectiveness
 
version of the model is shown in Figure 4.8. This diagram graphically ex­
plains the operation of the effectiveness of the model. It is noted that
 
for the class problem, two versions of the terminal model were required. The
 
version other than effectiveness of the model is the cost version. The
 
changes in the flow diagram for the cost version are shown in Figure 4.9.
 
The basic difference between the two versions is the output. The effectiveness
 
version has an output of access and process times for the CTOL and STOL
 
terminal-s. The cost version has an output of total dollar cost for the CTOL
 
and STOL terminals in all of the cities investigated.
 
The terminal models were programmed for computer use in the FORTRAN
 
IV language. A complete printout of the effectiveness version of the terminal
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Optimum Location of the STOL Port in an Urban Area 
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model is shown in Appendix 4-D. The changes required for the cost version
 
are shown in Appendix 4-E. It is noted that the program output contains
 
output to both line printer and card punch. The printed output was used
 
to check the output values while the punch card output was used to exchange
 
information between the various other models in the overall system evaluation.
 
4.4. A Parametric Cost Analysis of Alternate CTOL Terminal Configurations
 
Rather than consider one or two particular cities of certain populations,
 
and then try to design a specific terminal for each, the following is an
 
attempt to cost three basic terminal configurations according to their specific
 
design requirements and certain uniform assumptions. In a general study as
 
this, it is highly unreasonable to design a terminal or airport for just certain
 
cities. It is far better, considering the situation, to use a general approach
 
that can be applied to most city types.
 
There are many varieties of terminals that can be placed in three basic
 
classes: Satellite, Finger, and Open Apron (See Figure 4.10). There are
 
many combinations and arrangements of these classes that will provide a modern
 
airport layout for future needs. In the case of the small city there may
 
only exist one configuration, while at the larger city there will probably be
 
a different arrangement for each major airline.
 
4.4.1 Assumptions
 
1. 	Each-basic terminal configuration will be considered as a
 
separate and an inherently complete unit.
 
2. 	Each unit will contain all the necessary facilities for
 
the following:
 
a. 	Airport access
 
b. 	Parking
 
c. 	All terminal building functions
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d. 	Aircraft parking of gates
 
e. 	Aircraft apron
 
f. 	Aircraft service facilities.
 
4.4.2 Design Requirements
 
'I. 	Each unit will be capable of handling all types of aircraft
 
at each gate position (DC-9, DC-10, DC-8-63, B-707-321, B-747,
 
L-l011, SST and other future aircraft).
 
2. 	There will be six gate positions.
 
3. 	Aircraft service rate will be limited to 30 minutes per
 
-aircraft, independent of type.
 
4. 	The average load per aircraft of all types is considered to
 
be 300 passengers per flight. (This implies 3600 typical peak
 
hour passengers (TPHP) per unit terminal).
 
5. 	Terminal process time will be constrained to within 25 minutes.
 
6. 	Each terminal will employ the necessary systems to reduce waiting
 
times in queues such that the overall process time (parking lot to
 
aircraft or vice-versa) is reduced to within the 25 minutes.
 
7. 	Baggage handling system will be capable of sorting and handling
 
2.5 bags per TPHP on international flights and 1.5 bags per TPHP
 
for domestic flights.
 
4.4.3 	Terminal Building Design Criteria
 
Samuel Eastman's study of the Comparative Cost and Capacity Estimate
 
of Vertiports and Airports 1975-1985, [3], was used as the basis for determining
 
the basic area requirements for the terminal. He presented estimates of 338
 
square feet per TPHP (high) and 41 square feet per TPHP (low). On re-examining
 
this data a better conservative figure, when planning for expansion and un­
doubtable growth of the number of TPHP appears to be 318 square feet TPHP.
 
This number was determined on the following basis:
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Terminal Section Ft2 /TpHP 	 Area (ft2) for
 
3600 TPHP
 
Ticketing, Reservations and Info. 4.3 15,600
 
Passenger Check-in and Service 10.0 36,000 
Baggage Claim 40.7 146,400 
Concessions 36.0 129,600 
Bating areas and Kitchens 29.3 105,600 
Public Space 138.3 498,500 
Passenger Waiting Room 17.7 63,600 
Admin. & Bldg. Service 
(Flightopsede) 41.3 148,800 
TERMINAL BUILDING TOTAL 317.6 1,143,900 ft
2 
TABLE 4.2
 
The cost of land was obtained via a formula described in section
 
4.2.2. If a single runway was considered practical, then the development of
 
a single monolithic structure to contain all of the airport functions was
 
evaluated. This was compared to the more conventional ground level develop­
ment and the configuration with least cost was used in a particular situation.
 
By a search procedure, the location in a city which yields the least
 
total cost considering costs of structures, land, access, operations, and main­
tenance was determined optimal. (See Figure 4.7).
 
4.4.4 Parking Facilities Design
 
It has been argued that the American public will depend more heavily upon
 
his automobile than in the past. It has been the general trend to design
 
facilities for the convenience of the passenger and his auto as at Dulles
 
International Airport, Washington, D.C. and at the Pan Am. terminal, JFK,
 
New York.
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Looking at the Transportation Engineering Journal for airports,
 
one sees the following:
 
Percent 	 Primary mode of arrival or departure
 
from the airport
 
52 	 Car
 
24 	 Taxi
 
22 	 Bus
 
2 	 Rail or other
 
TABLE 4.3
 
However, when one looks at Cleveland and observes the great success
 
the rail link between the airport and the central business district (CBD)
 
is having, one begins to wonder whether or not it would be better to have
 
a rapid transit (RT) link replace the auto as the primary means to the air­
port. Mr. Voorhees and associates indicated in a lecture presented to our
 
group in January 1969 that a RT link to the airport, built in a city without
 
an already-established RT system is not feasible. But should such a system
 
already exist as in New York or Cleveland, an extension of the same could
 
prove beneficial if there were considerable savings for the user. The
 
success of the Cleveland RT is eximplified by the cab drivers' complaints
 
of much loss of 	business.
 
It has been decided that unless RT already exists, the terminal complex
 
will be designed to accept rubber wheeled ground vehicles at the percentage
 
of table 4.3 for this project. A certain percentage of the passengers and
 
visitors that come by car will desire to park at the airport.
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Mr. Eastman pointed out that the FAA survey indicated that airports
 
should have 1.3 parking places.per TPIP. The Transportation Engineering
 
Journal shows how these parking places are used:
 
%of all Parking Who Parks There 
Spaces 
53 	 Short-term (0-6 hrs) 
Passengers and Visitors 
7 	 Long-term Passengers 
(24 hr. or longer) 
40 	 Employees
 
TABLE 4.4
 
Parking structures can only be justified if the land values are high
 
enough as in the Chicago or New York area. The only terminal unit to use
 
multilayer parking will be the satellite terminal and it will be at the hub
 
and in only three layers. The other configurations will use one level parking
 
and/or roof parking.
 
4.4.5 Passenger Convenience Design
 
Each terminal unit will employ devices to reduce passenger process (i.e.
 
airport ground) time to within 25 minutes. This process time does not include
 
the waiting time of early arrivals. To date most of the terminal designs have
 
the tendency to centralize terminal activities and operations, that is passengers
 
and baggage enter one area and then are dispersed to several other areas as at
 
Dulles or Tampa International Airports. Recently new innovations such as Pan
 
Am's New York terminal, provide for more flixibility and decentralization. The
 
Pan Am terminal, designed for the car and bus allows the passengers to disperse
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and sort their own bags as they arrive at their gate. When RT becomes
 
feasible it can be-made to let passengers and visitors off directly in front
 
of their aircraft or at the main gate should he be a standby or have to make
 
reservations, etc. As there is today, an interline transportation source
 
can be used to serve the transfer passenger. It has even been suggested
 
that if the RT link exists then the airlines should purchase several RT
 
vehicles (which could be designed to reflect the corporate image). Of course,
 
these vehicles would provide direct service to the terminal from the CBD or
 
another downtown station. The vehicles can be both steel and rubber wheeled
 
for versatility. Since such a system does not exist now, it would be rather
 
difficult to determine its cost.
 
Figure 4.11 shows how both lRT and the auto might interface with the aircraft
 
at the gate or at the main terminal.
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Figure 4.11
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4.4.6 Assumed Unloading Times
 
The following times have been assumed to unload passengers and
 
baggage from the following vehicles:
 
Vehicle Unloading time (mins.)
 
Car 2.0
 
Taxi 1.5
 
Bus 5.0
 
RT Vehicle 3.0
 
TABLE 4.5
 
4.4.7 Other Airport Facilities
 
The cost model developed in the Appendix 4-F will not include the
 
costing of various facilities considered standard with any airport design
 
of reasonable size. These include:
 
a. 	Underground fuel storage and pumping units to serve 0.6
 
aircraft per unit terminal.
 
b. 	Aircraft service vehicle for the same.
 
c. 	Electric power consumption.
 
d. 	Landscaping, etc.
 
4.4.8 Unit Terminal Description
 
Cross-hatch code for figures:
 
_- terminal building
 
- parking lot 
- access route 
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- gate or aircraft parking 
Z - apron area 
Z Z5 ­ service vehicle parking (satellite unit only)
 
Blank - excess area not included in terminal complex 
4.4.9 Satellite Terminal Sector
 
In approximately a 36' sector of a radius of about 3,400 ft., all
 
the required area noted in section 4.4.12 can be contained if there is a
 
two story terminal building and a three level parking structure. It has
 
a geometric shape factor (GSF) of 1.083 and a parking ratio (PR) of 5.38.
 
Note that GSF is defined as all the necessary terminal complex. PR is the
 
total apron area plus gate area Z gate area. (See Figure 4.12).
 
Aircraft nose-in parking allows for the minimum area required and
 
yields a small PR and GSF.
 
4.4.10 Finger Units
 
For parallel nose-in parking a 200' x 300' gate or parking area is
 
required to accommodate any type aircraft. A 30 ft. separation between areas
 
has been assumed. Aircraft manuvering room has been assumed to be a 350 ft.
 
diameter circle based on a one-wheel-stand-pivot. Using some imagination
 
and considering the amount of capital available and runway layout, these
 
finger units may be stacked in almost any desirable configuration or may be
 
dombined with any of the other two basic units.
 
Finger design I will be a two story structure while that of II will have
 
a 3 floor main building and two story wing. (Figure 4.13 and 4.14).
 
Parking is shown as ground level in all units except the satellite unit,
 
however, should land prices warrant, parking structures would be considered.
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4.4.11 open Apron
 
This design is mainly for the airline's convenience. For the
 
passengers convenience a fast and efficient transportation system must be
 
employed to move passengers and baggage to and from the aircraft. With this
 
system the airline pilot, soon after landing, brings the aircraft to a stop
 
at one of marked gate positions and the aircraft service crews begin operations
 
on the aircraft. When completed, the aircraft simply departs with ground
 
clearance (Figure 4.15). It eliminates all the excess cost associated with
 
the long taxi from the runway, and the manuvering and pushout procedures.
 
Generally, it is cheaper to transport baggage passengers, etc. by other means
 
than the aircraft. The open apron developed here employs an underground
 
transportation system and a three floor terminal building. This eliminates
 
the above ground confusion and obstacles for the aircraft. With more time
 
this system should be compared with the hazards and costs of above ground
 
transportation (Figure 4.16).
 
The underground system will use electric-rail vehicles (6' x 10') and
 
carrying 15 standing people at 15 mph. All 6 aircraft of 300 passengers each
 
will be filled in 10 minutes by a minimum of 2 cars per A/C each minute.
 
Baggage and mail is handled on a separate conveyor system (Figure 4.17).
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4.4.12 Summary of Data on Basic Unit Terminal
 
A summary of data on basic unit terminal configurations is shown in
 
the following table:
 
TABLE 4.6
 
Parameter Terminal Unit
 
Sattelite Finger Open Apron
 
Terminal area 	 1,143,900 ft2 Same Same
 
Parking 	area 1,310,400 ft2 Same Same
 
Access Roads and 2 
Extra Land 338,680 ft Same Same 
I II 
GSF 1.083 1 1 1 
P 5.38 1.87 1.56 4.19 
f -.5 .5 .5 .5 
LB 11,054 ft. 8,640 7,344 7,580 
LT - - 7,520 ft. 
DIT - ft. 
Note: 	Appendix 4-F has a detailed explanation of specific costs related
 
to these terminals.
 
4.5 Terminal Subsystems
 
4.5.1 	 Introduction
 
Due to 	increased demand, many operations which are carried out manually
 
today will have to be automated, or existing procedures optimized, in order
 
to decrease process time or to reduce operating costs. It is imperative that
 
some priority for automation or optimization of operations be established so
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that invested capital will produce maximum benefits in reduced delays or
 
costs. Priority operations should be investigated to determine what improve­
ments are feasible and, if necessary, the automated systems should be designed.
 
4.5.2 	 Subsystem Improvement Priorities
 
On first priority are those subsystems which must be automated in
 
order to process the increased demand of the target period. The reservation
 
and ticketing system fell into this category years ago and will, of course,
 
remain there. The baggage handling system, which is largely manual today,
 
will necessarily be automated at major terminals in the future. It deserves
 
the greatest developmental effort.
 
Those systems which may be automated or optimized to reduce delays or
 
operating costs or to increase passenger convenience are of two economic
 
categories. The first category includes those subsystems which can be im­
proved with no additional capital investment. An example is the optimization
 
of terminal layout to reduce walking distance. All systems in this category
 
should be optimized without question during design. The second economic
 
category includes all subsystems which require additional capital expenditures
 
for automation or optimization. Priorities within this group must be carefully
 
established.
 
In considering automation or optimization to reduce operating costs, the 
total cost of operating the existing system must be compared to the operating 
cost plus the capital recovery necessary to amortize the additional investment. 
If the total operating cost plus capital recovery of the improved system is 
less than that of the unimproved system, the system is a candidate for improve­
ment. 
In the air transportation system there are two major components which, 
when delayed, render the system less effective. These components are the 
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passengers and the aircraft. In establishing priorities for subsystem
 
improvement it is necessary to determine which subsystems generate the greatest
 
delay for passengers and/or aircraft.
 
The Critical Path Method is an established procedure for listing opera­
tions in order of inter-dependence and for determining which operations cannot
 
be delayed without delaying the entire system. Such crucial operations are
 
said to be on the "Critical Path."
 
In order to determine priorities for subsystem improvement, critical
 
path analysis of processes involving passengers and aircraft must be made.
 
Those operations on the critical path are candidates for improvement. If by
 
optimization or automation the critical path is shortened to the extent that
 
another group of operations becomes critical, they too become candidates for
 
improvement.
 
When all the candidate operations have been identified each must be investi­
gated to determine what the improvements will cost and how much time or money
 
they ill save. That combination of improvements which renders the system most
 
cost-effective should be implemented.
 
Appendix 4-G contains the critical path analyses which led to the
 
following subsystem priorities:
 
Aircraft Related Delays (based on L1101-385)
 
Turnaround Station Intermediate Stop
 
(1) Cabin Cleaning (1) Unloading Baggage
 
(2) Turnaround Maintenance (2) Loading Baggage
 
(3) Refueling
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Passenger Related Delays
 
Departing Passenger Arriving Passenger
 
(1) Baggage transport to aircraft (1) Baggage transport to terminal
 
(2) Check-in waiting line (2) Baggage claim
 
(3) Walking time (3) Walking time
 
(4) Ground transport from origin (4) Ground transport to destination
 
(5) Gate process waiting line
 
It is interesting to iote that if the cabin cleaning operation for
 
the L1011-385 were reduced six minutes a saving in aircraft delay time of
 
19.4% could be realized. This could be done without improving any other
 
operation related to turnaround processing. If in fact it is not possible
 
to improve the cabin cleaning operation, investment in improving any other
 
operation related to turnaround processing for the LIO1l-385 would be wasted.
 
This is true since the critical path length would remain constant (It is
 
assumed that other than passenger loading and unloading times and the ramp
 
installation and removal times, the only other operations on the critical
 
path, are fixed by the aircraft geometry.)
 
4.5.3 Baggage Handling System
 
4.5.3.1 Introduction
 
The present system of baggage handling will not be economically feasible
 
at terminals in 1980. In that year 372 peak hour operations are expected
 
at the New York terminal. If sixty passengers were exchanged per operation
 
and if each passenger checks 2.5 bags, 55,800 pieces of luggage must be pro­
cessed per hour at peak hour. Each piece must be handled four times (tagging,
 
sorting, loading trailers, loading aircraft). If all of these jobs could be
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done at the rate of eight bags per minute, 465 employees would be required
 
for baggage handling alone. Thus this inefficient and inconvenient system
 
would cost roughly $930 per hour for salaries!
 
4.5.3.2 The Future System
 
The baggage handling system of the future must, like the whole air
 
transportation system, be faster, more convenient, and less expensive to
 
operate. Speed and convenience require a system which unburdens the traveler
 
of his luggage at the earliest possible moment and at points numerous enough
 
to hold waiting lines at a minimum. These requirements, coupled with high
 
demand and the need for low operating costs, make automation mandatory. The
 
degree of automation required at a given terminal will depend on peak hour
 
demand, the types of air vehicles used, available ground conveyances and
 
terminal layout. The degree of automation which renders the system most
 
effective should be implemented.
 
In the fully automated system a departing passenger would, on arrival at
 
the terminal, check his bags at one of many check-in points near all ground
 
transportation. There the bags would be placed in a tote marked in binary and/
 
or alpha-numeric code to indicate air mode or terminal quadrant, gate, pad,
 
flight, destination, and the passenger's socialsecurity number. Also at this
 
time, reservations would be checked and billing initiated. The passenger,
 
unburdened of his luggage, would continue to the main terminal. The baggage
 
would proceed through a sorting process and would, on arrival at the proper
 
pad, be stored until the correct flight was ready for departure. At the proper
 
time the luggage would continue via conveyor directly into the aircraft.
 
Upon arrival at the destination, luggage would exit the aircraft on con­
veyors and enter the terminal building where it would be sorted by ground
 
mode and sent to pickup points near the proper ground conveyance. Thus a
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passenger leaving the terminal via taxi would reclaim his luggage at the
 
taxi stand.
 
The system for private automobiles is somewhat more complicated. The
 
baggage from the ground-mode sorter would enter a storage area which
 
consists of a large number of storage cells. The matrix would also be
 
represented in the terminal's central computer. As a tote is placed in a
 
storage cell, the social security number corresponding to the luggage is fed
 
to the computer. The passenger then has only to signal for his luggage at
 
the pickup point nearest his car. At this signal, the computer would search
 
it's matrix for the correct social security number and demand the automatic
 
picker to eject the luggage to the delivery conveyor. A coding machine would
 
also mark the tote for the correct pickup point and, after a sorting process,
 
the luggage would be conveyed to the passenger.
 
4.3.3 The Baggage Handling-System Cost Model
 
This system is obviously new and untried. Therefore, cost models are
 
impossible to construct without at least preliminary design. Due to time
 
limitations, the preliminary design is at best sketchy, and alternate designs
 
for subsystems have not been considered. The cost model is therefore neces­
sarily approximate. The objective is to demonstrate the technical and
 
economic feasibility of the system and to provide enough data to allow gross
 
cost effective analysis. Appendix 4-G contains the preliminary design from
 
which the cost model was derived.
 
4.5.4 Aircraft Related Subsystem Improvements
 
The baggage handling system of section 4.5.3 will greatly reduce the delays
 
associated with baggage claim or distribution. The waiting times can be
 
minimized by providing enough ticket agents and check in points. The number
 
required for a given demand can be predicted by queuing theory.
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The walking times have been minimized in the terminal layout and the
 
location of the STOL ports were made to minimize ground mode travel time.
 
4.6 Ground Access Modes
 
The study of ground facilities also included urban travel characteristics,
 
trips to and from the congested Central Business District, costs of intra­
city travel, and how these specifically bear on the airport.
 
4.6.1 Urban Travel Characteristics
 
In measuring the effectiveness of the proposed system, cost and travel
 
time are of major consideration. The cost and time involved is not only
 
that of air fare and air travel time, but the expense, both in time and
 
money of getting to the airport. Therefore, research was undertaken to
 
determine both of these parameters for varying size urban areas. For analy­
sis purposes, the trip to the airport was segmented into two parts; the trip
 
from origin to the central business district and the trip from the central
 
business district (CBD) to the airport. The following discussion is concerned
 
only with the former. First, the number of daily trips to the central business 
district is presented, then trip time and cost, and finally, the model split
 
or the percent traveling to the central business district by auto and other
 
forms of transit.
 
4.6.1.1 Daily Trips to the Central Business District
 
When the possibility of a downtown STOL-port is present, an important
 
factor to consider will be the number of people who travel to the central busi­
ness district during an average day.
 
A number of factors will contribute to trip generation by the central busi­
ness district; the most important will be facilities available in the central
 
business district (i.e. employment, shopping, facilities, etc.), configuration
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of the urban street pattern, available travel modes, and location of the
 
central business district.
 
The magnitude of these trips can be readily determined from the origin
 
and destination studies that are part of every transportation plan. Such
 
data has been taken from a number of studies in cities of varying sizes;
 
the number of person trips to and from the CBD was then plotted against
 
population. This is shown in Figure 4.18, Central Business District Trip
 
Generation.
 
As would be expected, trips to the central business district increase
 
as population increases. We should keep in mind, however, that within the
 
indicated ranges, trips to and from the central business district versus
 
population give a straight line relationship on a log-log scale. This would
 
suggest a decreasing rate of trip attraction with increasing population.
 
This finding is borne out when trips to the central business are con­
sidered as a percentage of total urban trips. When this data is plotted
 
against population size, Figure 4.19, we see that trips to the central busi­
ness district decrease as a percentage of total urban trips with increasing
 
population.
 
4.6.1.2 	Urban Travel Time
 
Investigation of various origin and destination studies, speed and delay
 
studies, and transit studies, throughout urban areas in the limited states
 
yielded data on average urban travel time. This time was analyzed on both
 
automobile and other transit travel in regard to various groupings or urbanized
 
area population. The results are presented in Table 4.7.
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Comparative Urban Trip Times
 
In Relation to Urban Population
 
Urbanized area Mean Trip Time (min.)
 
Population Auto Transit
 
100,000 or less 8 
 15
 
0.1 - 0.5 million 11 20
 
0.5 - 1.0 million 16 30
 
1.0 - 5.0 million 22 40
 
over 5.0 million 30 60
 
TABLE 4.7
 
Source: (Estimated) Wilbur Smith [6]
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As can be expected travel time is greater in larger cities and longer
 
by transit.
 
The travel time shown is portal-to-portal time. In the case of the
 
automobile this type includes walking from the parking area to the destina­
tion. The trip time for transit includes the time for getting to the
 
station, waiting time and time from the station to the destination.
 
4.6.1.3 Modal Split
 
The final step in determining the cost and time of travel to the central
 
business district is to determine the number of people that travel by auto­
mobile versus transit. This is called the modal split.
 
Transportation studies of varying size cities were accumulated and urban
 
population was compared to percent of auto and transit trips to the CBD.
 
This data is shown in Table 4.8 and plotted on Figure 4.20.
 
A simi-log relationship was assumed and a curve fit to the data. The
 
equation for the curve is T = 363.38-51.82 log P where P = urbanized area
 
population; T = percent of CBD trips by auto.
 
Generally as the population decreases the percent of automobile trips to
 
the central business district decreases, and thus, percent of transit feasi­
bilities in some cities by 1980 may slightly alter this curve, however, it
 
should be tempered by the universal growth of automobile use.
 
4.6.2 	Urban Trip Costs by Travel Mode
 
Costs equations have been developed to predict the cost of a trip by
 
transit or by automobile-(for 1966 values).
 
Two such equations with approximate values are:
 
Transit -
Transit Cost: F + K (t2 + 60 
dI 
- ) 
7V2 
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F = one-way fare = $0.25
 
= 7 min.
t2 = walking, waiting, and transfer time 

V = speed - 10 mph
2 

K = time cost per minute = $0.02
 
d = trip length in miles 
Modal Split - 1966
 
City Urban Pop. Percent CBD Trips by:
 
(1960) Auto Transit
 
Los Angeles (2,479,015) 45.5 54.5
 
Chicago (3,550,404) 29.0 71.0
 
Philadelphia (2,002,512) 41.4 58.6
 
Detroit (1,670,114) 56.2 43.8
 
Boston ( 697,197) 40.0 60.0
 
Washington ( 763,956) 55.0 45.0
 
Pittsburgh ( 504,332) 49.1 50.9
 
Minneapolis ( 482,872) 73.2 26.8
 
St. Louis ( 750,026) 53.1 46.9
 
Houston ( 930,219) 69.2 30.8
 
Kansas City ( 475,539) 69.6 30.4
 
Phoenix ( 439,170) 89.3 10.7
 
Nashville ( 170,874) 79.4 20.6
 
Chattanooga ( 130,009) 83.8 16.2
 
Charlotte ( 201,504) 85.9 14.1
 
Tucson ( 212,992) 82.1 1j.9
 
TABLE 4.8
 
Source: Wilbur Smith, Various Transportation Studies (6.
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Automobile -

A number of additional factors must be considered when dealing
 
with automobile travel cost. The equation is:
 
1 P 
 +6 dl
 
Auto Cost = I- (f + Cmdl) + K (t + 60i)
 
where:
 
AO = 
average occupancy
 
P = parking cost per day = $1.00
 
C = out of pocket driving cost per vehicle mile $0.04
m 
K = time cost per minute = $0.02
 
t = walking and waiting time = 6 min.
 
dI = trip length in miles
 
V1 = speed in mph = 15 mph
 
When these equations are plotted, Figure 4.21,we see that when only
 
one person occupies the automobile, total trip cost exceeds that of transit. 
As auto occupancy increases, trip cost drops below that of the transit trip.
 
From the standpoint of the consumer, however, the transit-auto cost
 
competition is more complex. Many of the costs associated with fees, and
 
depreciation, are not considered in automobile operation. Another considera­
tion is the versatility of the automobile.
 
4.6.3 Urban Transportation to the Airport
 
4.6.3.1 Airport Problem
 
One problem confronting modern airports is that they are dependent on
 
a transportation mode that rarely gets more than a foot off the ground: the
 
automobile. While aircraft have improved tremendously in speed, capacity,
 
and efficiency, the automobile has not. Although its potential speed has
 
increased, the automobile, through proligeration, has kept is own actual
 
speed down. Most cars still carry only six passengers but there is little
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comfort available when they do. Because the auto rarely transports its
 
designed capacity at its designed speed, it is much less efficient a mass
 
transporter compared to a bus, for instance. Thus, so long as 75% of the
 
air travelers connect to their destinations via automobiles, the airports
 
will be hampered by increasing ground congestion.
 
$3.0 
$2.00 
$.50 
04 60 2 14 16 
TRIP LENGTR MILES 
'Trip Cost, by Length of Trip and Travel Nodefe] 
Figure 4.21
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l 
4.6.3.2 	The Effects of 'Transportation Congestion on the Airport
 
Although the primary emphasis of this report is intercity air trans­
portation, it was soon realized that some discussion of ground transportation
 
was necessary. Today's civilization is highly technical and machine oriented,
 
as the body of this report will attest. Modern machines, men, and complex
 
systems have become highly interdependent.
 
City problems also affect airports and air carriers. They are plagued
 
by the same traffic congestion that some say will destroy or blight city
 
cores. At the same time urbanization has become suburbanization and once
 
remote airports now are surrounded by industry and housing tracts. There
 
are several ways that these affect airports.
 
Travelers in large cities are often confronted with trips to and from
 
airports which take as long as the plane ride. As important, the time to
 
make the entire journey, door-to-door, is now at a par with the travel time
 
of more traditional ground modes for short trips.
 
Many flights arrive and depart these busy airports at generally the same
 
time as the morning and evening traffic rush hour. So long as this persists
 
there can be little help for the auto oriented passenger who must fly at these
 
times.
 
Most passengers are automobile oriented. Compared to mass transit modes
 
the auto is rather inefficient. These autos require large airport access roads
 
and a good deal of expensive land in which to be parked.
 
Because the bulk of passengers arrive singly, they must be similarly dealt
 
with for ticketing and baggage.. This has slowed process time within the air
 
terminal.
 
The growth of facilities and services at airports has necessitated local
 
expansion. When an airport cannot expand in place it must relocate to survive.
 
Unfortunately the result often is that the airport is even more distant, and
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inaccessible, to the potential passenger. Inaccessibility can persuade
 
people to use other means of transportation.
 
Engineers have sometimes become too enrapt in their own creations. Tech­
nical advance in one area does not automatically mean advance in another. So 
called "Jumbo Jets" may prove more mischief than good if serious effort is not 
given to easing congestion problems both at the airport and on the highway. 
Improvements in ground transportation will not occur without public
 
support. The engineer must not only analyze the transportation needs of the
 
community but also its social needs. His design must reflect both. A sound
 
means of financing must be put forth, and the public must be made aware of the
 
need for transportation improvements.
 
This list is not all inclusive, but rather given as an insight into the
 
problem at hand.
 
4.6.3.3 	Facing the Problem of Congestion
 
Two general methods are employed to ease air and ground congestion at
 
airports: Centralization and Satellite.
 
Centralization methods envision to consolidation of the airline collection
 
point and simultaneously improving the collection capability. This type includes:
 
1. 	Exclusive airport right - of - way.
 
2. 	Shuttle rapid transit to the airport.
 
3. 	Off airport auto parking combined with closed
 
loop shuttle.
 
The satellite schemes envision separate airports for each category of
 
air travel and cargo. This method includes:
 
1. 	Construct new, exclusive type airports while
 
maintaining present airports.
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2. 	Limited purpose airports with separate terminals,
 
runways, taxiways and ground transit connections
 
but located in the same general area.
 
3. 	The use of off-airport or downtown terminals with
 
scheduled transit to the airport.
 
4.5.3.4 	Rapid Transit and the Automobile
 
The automobile will apparently remain the primary ground link to the
 
airport. Aside from relocating airports, three steps must be taken to ease
 
ground and terminal congestion associated with airports: more efficiently
 
provide for the automobile, provide community rapid transit, and improve
 
baggage handling and ticketing (See Section 4.5).
 
One promising method to improve automobile use is to relocate parking at
 
some distance from the airport. For example a valet-type, multistory parking
 
garage within a mile or so of the air terminal is one method. While this would
 
not significantly cut travel time or road congestion it would ease parking and
 
terminal congestion. Within the parking garage would be located complete
 
ticket validation and baggage handling facilities. The passenger and his baggage
 
could be moved to the terminal proper via small monorail, as proposed by Braniff
 
at Love Field in Dallas, or other shuttle. The passengers could then proceed
 
directly to the gate while his baggage is moved to the aircraft. Alternatively
 
the passenger could leave the shuttle away from the main terminal and in fact
 
never go near this area. A connection between the shuttle and a "horizontal"
 
elevator similar to those at Tampa International could further improve passenger
 
flow.
 
Off airport parking at relatively short distances would not improve the
 
congestion of the roadways. Greatly expanded or elevated expressways or
 
limited accessways would be needed to complete this system.
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Additional to off-airport parking is rapid transit, primarily rail and
 
bus. Today our only operating rapid rail transit to an airport is at Cleveland,
 
Ohio. It has proven to be rather popular and carries about 4000 passengers per
 
day. Rail transit is particularly suited to very high speed, high volume demand
 
and is a proven system.
 
Buses have been used for some time at airports throughout the country and
 
carry some 22% of all airport ground traffic. Unfortunately at present buses
 
must compete equally with autos, trucks, etc., on the freeway. Recent proposals
 
for "Busways," roads restricted to buses only, would seem a great improvement
 
over the present situation. Buses are also suited to large demand transit but
 
"busways" are as yet unproven.
 
Another use of the bus involves modern small buses which are small enough
 
to negotiate neighborhood streets. Radio dispatched and operated for the air­
port rather than individual air carrier these buses could pick up and deliver
 
passengers at the door step similar to a taxi. A similar computer system has
 
been operated in Flint, Michigan.
 
Other rapid transit concepts were considered but were rejected for this
 
report. Many of these systems have never been tried and too little data is
 
available about them. They are:
 
1. Monorail
 
2. Urbmobile
 
3. Glideway
 
4. Guideway
 
5. Dart
 
6. Carveyor
 
7. StaRRcar
 
Thus rapid transit concepts and costing were limited to the bus and rail
 
car only. This is not meant to imply that any other system should not be con­
sidered. On the contrary, all proposals should be considered and the one best
 
or combination of best suited to a situation used.
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4.6.3.5 Results and Conclusions
 
The results of this investigation are:
 
1. 	Traffic improvements are necessary to keep pace with
 
airport and air traffic expansion.
 
2. 	To about 12,000 passengers per hour the bus with bus­
way is theoretically the most economical rapid transit.
 
3. 	Above 12,000 passengers per hour the rail car is an
 
efficient rapid transit.
 
The traffic and congestion situation is such that any Rapid Transit
 
should be considered, but more important, some'Rapid Transit must be used
 
to insure the growth of the community and the airport serving it.
 
4.6.3.6 Recommendation
 
The time of hesitancy by city governments and transportation authorities
 
is over. In order to adequately meet the demands of the future, a sound rapid
 
transit or improved highway and parking system must be proposed, debated, and
 
evaluated. Easing airport congestion helps not only the airlines and airport,
 
but more important it insures continued growth for the host community. The
 
engineer must recognize the varied needs of the city and design accordingly.
 
The populous must be-kept informed of the need and benefits of improved
 
traffic conditions. At the same time, the airlines should give strong con­
sideration to the relocation of terminal services.
 
All of these activities must be coordinated so that the final result will
 
be the most advantageous system possible.
 
4.7 Conclusions
 
In testing the model to determine location of STOL ports relative to CTOL
 
ports, we discovered that the STOL port is always located on the opposite
 
side of the city relative to the CTOL port or S/CTOL port.
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The reasons seem to be exemplified by Figure 4.22. In that figure,
 
one will note that for a square city of side L, the total terminal cost of
 
STOL related facilities plus CTOL facilities is at a minimum when the dis­
tance between them is L.
 
This suggests that land costs rapidly outweigh ground access costs.
 
This can be seen in Figure 4.23 where as access costs reach a minimum land
 
values skyrocket.
 
Based on this, we would have to say that unless the traveler's value of
 
time increases sizeably or unless unusually low cost land is available near
 
the city center, airports should continue to be located near the periphery of
 
the urban area.
 
It should be apparent that the application of the system's approach
 
to terminal location and design lends itself to allow the planners to relate
 
the air terminal to the whole urban area. All too often, public projects as
 
massive as an airport tend to see their problems and the problems they create
 
purely from the standpoint of what is in their own interest. Technology must
 
move beyond this to a more sophisticated and human viewpoint.
 
Man not only shapes his environment, but is shaped by it. The systems
 
approach allows the engineer and persons in other disciplines such as economics,
 
sociology, architecture, political science, and urban planning to evaluate the
 
tradeoffs and implications of their professional decision making.
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CHAPTER 5
 
AIR VEHICLE DESIGN
 
5.1 Introduction
 
The objectives of the air vehicle design group were to provide a
 
variety of aircraft design configurations and a means of obtaining cost
 
data for each design.
 
This was accomplished through the development of mathematical models
 
for aircraft design, computation of initial aircraft cost and direct
 
operating cost.
 
In order to narrow the scope of the problem in face of limited time
 
and personnel available for the study, certain assumptions and restrictions
 
were applied. A major decision of this type was to restrict the design
 
group's efforts to consideration of configurations of the fixed wing turbo­
prop STOL (short take-off and landing) aircraft. There will be no attempt
 
to justify selection of the fixed wing turboprop over other STOL, VTOL
 
(vertical take-off and landing) and CTOL (conventional take-off and landing)
 
aircraft. It is felt that the systems approach utilized in this study is
 
applicable to other aircraft systems, and it is desirable that similar studies
 
be conducted on other types of aircraft designs to provide a complete evalua­
tion of all available systems. It should be pointed out that the decision to
 
consider only the fixed wing STOL aircraft affected the decisions of the
 
other groups participating in the study by narrowing the range of options
 
available to these groups in their analyses. In the following sections, the
 
procedures employed by the air vehicle design group are described.
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5.2 The Air Vehicle Design Model
 
5.2.1 Design Model Parameters
 
The choice of input parameters to the design model was the following:
 
the number of passengers, the design range, and the cruise speed. Origi­
nally, cruise altitude was included as a separate input, however, it was
 
later assumed to be a linear function of cruise speed. Some of the more
 
significant output which were generated from the model included the following
 
parameters: gross weight, a component weight breakdown, physical aircraft.
 
dimensions and wing area, engine thrust, and runway length required for take­
off. With the exception of runway length required, all of the generated
 
output was used in a direct manner by the cost analysis model.
 
5.2.2 Design Model Procedure
 
The approach used to provide the desired output involved an iteration 
procedure to determine the correct total gross weight and wing area of the 
aircraft which results in optimum cruising conditions. The number of passen­
gers required determines the fuselage size and the cruise speed provides a 
design altitude so that cruise air conditions are known. At this point the 
iteration begins by assuming an arbitrarily small value for wing area (50 
square feet). Now enough information is known to determine Reynolds numbers for
 
the wing and the fuselage, making possible calculation of cruise parasite
 
drag coefficient, CDo and the lift coefficient, C which results in the optimum
 
cruise conditions. For optimum cruise, the lift to drag ratio, L/D, is a maxi­
mum, thus yielding optimum use of the wing at a given speed. For this case:
 
/ 2

• AR)1L = (CD * e 
where C --- -Do parasite drag coefficient 
e ---- wing efficiency assumed 0.87 
AR ---- aspect ratio assumed 7.0 
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and
 
L/Dmax =C/2 -C D
 
0 
If the calculated value of CL becomes greater than 0.5 then there
 
is a possibility of wing stall due to vertical gusts. Therefore, if
 
'C is calculated to be greater than 0.5 then it is set at 0.5 and the
 
corresponding L/D is determined by:
 
L/D = CL/(C D + CD.) 
0 1 
where: 
c a2 / (n . e • AR) is the induced drag coefficient.
D. L
 
Knowing CL allows a first approximation of the total gross weight, WGI,
 
from the basic equation:
 
WGI = 1/2 CL p V2 S
 
where:
 
C ---- lift coefficient 
p ---- air density at cruise altitude
 
V ---- cruise velocity 
S ---- wing area 
At this point the various component weights were calculated based on the
 
input parameters, wing area, and the first approximate gross weight WGI.
 
The summation of these weights yields the second approximation of the gross
 
weight, WG2. At this'point, had WGI and WG2 been identical, we could logically
 
conclude that the assumed wing area at the beginning of the iteration was the
 
correct wing area. In general, however, this was not the case. Therefore, we 
form the quantity, tWG, where 
,WG = WGI - WG2 
and store this value.
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The procedure now is to go back to the beginning of theiterative
 
loop and incrementally increase the assumed value of the wing area and
 
repeat the process until a new value of AWG is determined. This is
 
continued until wing area has reached some logical maximum value (3000
 
square feet, for example), and for each assumed wing area, there is a
 
corresponding value of AWG. At this point a search is made all of the
 
values of AWG, and the final design selected is the wing area, gross weight,
 
and all other related parameters which correspond to the smallest value of
 
ALWG- (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1
 
At this point, all of the required output has been determined with
 
the exception of runway length. To find this parameter, it is necessary
 
to assume a value for lift-off velocity which was taken to be 118.5 fps,
 
and we must further assume that take-off or roll acceleration is constant.
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Under these assumptions, it can be shown that the distance to lift-off can
 
be found from:
 
Dlift-off 1/2 artf 

Now runway length is approximately:
 
RWL = 1.5 (Dlift-off)
 
The acceleration available is calculated from Newton's Law:
 
Force •
 
toll WG
 
It was assumed that roll acceleration should be limited to 10 fps 2 to
 
avoid passenger discomfort. Therefore, if roll acceleration was found to
 
exceed this maximum value it was set to 10 fps 2 for purposes of calculating
 
runway length and thus only a fraction of the available thrust would be
 
utilized during take-off.
 
In calculating roll acceleration, the force acting on the aircraft
 
is found by
 
Force = (Thrustroll - Dragroll) - W p
 
where p.is the ground roll friction taken to be 0.2. Roll thrust can be
 
found from a knowledge of cruise thrust, which was calculated previously,
 
and roll drag iscalculated based on sea level drag coefficients and lift
 
off velocity.
 
Appendix 5-A contains specific data and formulas employed in the
 
aircraft design model, including a reproduction of the computer program used.
 
5.3 Interior Configuration
 
5.3.1 Aircraft Interior
 
- Consideration of interior passenger seating and accommodations is 
necessary in the design of any passenger aircraft. An analysis was made 
of several possible seating arrangements for each passenger load con­
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sidered in the study, and fuselage length and width were determined from
 
these studies for use in the design model.
 
Some assumptions were made in regard to passenger seating. It was
 
determined that all seating would be of a single class, with a seat width
 
of 20 inches and a seat pitch of 34 inches. This is comparable to the
 
tourist class seating planned for the new generation of "jumbo jets" and
 
to first class accommodations in some present commercial aircraft.
 
5.3.2 Fuselage Length
 
Determination of fuselage length was obtained through use of the equa­
tion presented in MIT Flight Transportation Laboratory Technical Report
 
F-T-66-1, "Analysis of V/STOL Aircraft Configurations for Short Haul Air
 
Transportation Systems": 
FuselageNo. of Passengers + 3.7 * No. of Doors 
(ft.) Seats Abreast 
+ 4.5 - No. of Toilets + 27.5 
Cockpit and tail assemblies are accounted for with the inclusion of a
 
constant value of 27.5 feet, while the other-terms are self-explanatory.
 
Seating arrangements of four, five, six, and seven passengers abreast
 
were considered for loads of 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, and 160 passengers
 
(Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2
 
Number of doors and number of toilets were assumed for given passenger
 
loads as shown in Table 5.1. 
Passenger Accommodations
 
No. of Passengers No. of Doors No. of Toilets
 
160 3 4
 
140 3 4
 
120 3 3
 
100 2 3
 
80 2 2
 
60 2 2
 
40 1 1
 
TABLE 5.1
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Toilets are assumed to be located opposite one another when possible,
 
thus no increase in fuselage length was calculated when the number of
 
toilets was increased from one to two or from three to four.
 
No additional fuselage length was provided for the accommodation of
 
buffets for food preparation or for cloakroom space. It is assumed that
 
these facilities can be provided when desired at the cost of some passenger
 
capacity.
 
Computed values of fuselage length for each passenger load and seating
 
arrangement considered are shown in Appendix 5-B.
 
5.3.3 Fuselage Width
 
Fuselage width was obtained by modification of an equation presented 
in the reference cited above. The following was used: Fuselage width ­
seat width • seats abreast + aisle width + dead space. As previously 
mentioned, seat width of 20 inches was used, along with an aisle width 
of 18 inches. Dead space of 8 inches in fuselage width was assumed. 
Computed values of fuselage width are shown in Table 5.2
 
Fuselage Width
 
No. of Seats Abreast: 4 5 6 7
 
Fuselage Width (ft): 8.8 10.5 12.2 15.3
 
TABLE 5.2
 
It should be noted that a second 18-inch aisle was added in the
 
seven passenger abreast configuration.
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5.3.4 	 Seating Arrangements
 
The above computations provided fuselage length and fuselage
 
width for each combination of passenger load and seating arrangement.
 
Fineness ratio, or ratio of aircraft length to width was next
 
computed, and those seating arrangements most closely approximating the
 
median value of fineness ratio were the arrangements selected for each
 
passenger load.
 
As a result, the following seating arrangements were selected for
 
passenger loads shown:
 
Selected Seating Arrangements
 
No. of Passengers No. of Seats Abreast 
160 7 
140 7 
120 7 
100 6 
80 6 
60 5 
40 4 
TABLE 5.3
 
5.4 	Aircraft Cost Model
 
The function of the aircraft cost model is to develop aircraft cost
 
figures for the overall system cost-effectiveness model. The output of
 
the model is a cost figure for the design, procurement and operation of a
 
fleet of aircraft through 1985. A computer program is used to calculate the
 
design, procurement and operation costs from basic aircraft design parameters
 
such as gross weight, speed and thrust. The model is divided in two parts:
 
- Initial cost
 
- Direct operating cost
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5.4.1 Initial Cost
 
The basic approach employed involves the use of regressional equations
 
derived from aircraft already constructed. The primary source of these
 
equations are reports RM-4845-PR & RM-4670-PR published by the Rand Corpora­
tion. These equations are applicable to all conventional fixed wings air­
craft. They are used in the cost calculation of short take off and landing
 
aircraft (STOL) with some corrections in order to consider the complexities
 
in design and manufacturing of this type of aircraft. The initial cost is
 
considered in two parts:
 
- Development cost
 
- Production cost 
5.4.2 Development cost
 
This is the non-recurring expense of the design stage of the aircraft.
 
It is assumed that the design stage covers 3 years. The development cost
 
is equally spread over this period of time and carried through to 1985 with
 
a 6% rate of interest. In the development cost we consider:
 
Initial Engineering: The engineering cost required to produce one
 
airframe. Speed and thrust of the engines are used as parametric variables.
 
Development Support: The manufacturing effort in support of the
 
engineering during the development stage. This includes labor and material
 
for test parts, mock-ups and other hardware. This expense is considered
 
a percent of the initial engineering cost.
 
Flight test operations: The cost of the test of performance and
 
control characteristics of the aircraft and the operation of its major sub­
systems. The variables that affect this cost are gross weight, speed and
 
the number of test aircraft built.
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Initial tooling: The expenditures in tooling realized before the
 
first airframe -s produced. The variables that affect this cost are gross
 
weight, speed and the production rate of aircraft.
 
Production Cost of Test Aircraft: The cost of building the test air­
craft in accordance with the production cost estimating method, including
 
engines.
 
Engine Development Cost: The expense incurred in preliminary design,
 
engineering and tooling of the prototype, the materials and bench testing
 
and the cost of improvement of the engine performance. This is accomplished
 
during the production stage. This cost is affected by the required thrust
 
of the engine and the number of engines to be built. In this model engine
 
development cost was not considered since off-the-shelf engines will provide
 
required performance characteristics.
 
Production Cost: The recurring costs that occur during the manufacturing
 
stage of the aircraft. In our project we consider three years for manufacture
 
of the aircraft fleet. The cost is equally spread over this period of time,
 
and carried through to 1985 with a 6% rate of interest.
 
5.4.3 	Production Cost
 
Sustaining Engineering: The cost of engineering required to maintain
 
the production. This covers any changes in the design and update of the
 
original design. It is affected by the number of aircraft to be built and
 
the initial engineering expense.
 
Sustaining Tooling: The cost of maintaining and replacing tools and
 
other related services in the production stage. This cost is affected by
 
the number.of aircraft being built and the initial tooling cost.
 
Manufacturing Labor: The cost of labor required to build the aircraft.
 
The effect of the number of aircraft being built is an important factor. A
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75 percent cumulative average learning curve accounts for the reduction
 
of unit cost as the production progresses from unit one to unit N. The
 
variables that affect manufacturing labor are gross weight, speed and
 
number of aircraft.
 
Materials Cost: This cost is also affected by the production run.
 
In this case an 89 percent cumulative average learning curve is used. The
 
materials costs are affected by gross weight, speed and the number of air­
craft to be produced.
 
Engine Production Cost: The cost of fabricating and assembling engines,
 
including labor, material, overhead, profit and sustaining tooling. It is
 
affected by the engine thrust and the number of engines to be built.
 
Furnishing and Equipment: The cost of seats, air-conditioning, lava­
tories and other passenger conveniences. A direct empirical relation between
 
the number of passengers and the furnishings cost is utilized.
 
5.4.4 Direct Operating Cost
 
This portion of the cost model considers the cost of operation of a fleet
 
of aircraft over fixed routes. The method utilized to compute the direct
 
operation cost of the aircraft is that of the Air Transport Association of
 
America (ATA). This method of calculation leads to results slightly different
 
than those published by commercial airlines but it is widely used by the
 
aircraft manufactureres and commercial airlines as a means of comparison of
 
the operating economics of competitive aircraft. As in the initial cost model
 
some correction factors are employed to provide for the increase in maintenance
 
cost of STOL aircraft due to the more complex design, compared with conventional
 
aircraft. The Direct operating cost model is divided in two major parts:
 
- Flight Operations
 
- Direct Maintenance
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5.4.5 Flight operations: The expenses incurred during the flight of the
 
aircraft, to include:
 
Flight crew cost: Crew salaries, training and travel expenses. This
 
cost is principally affected by the gross weight of the aircraft.
 
Fuel and Oil: The cost of the fuel and oil burned by the aircraft.
 
This is an important item in the direct operating cost. It is assumed that
 
the fuel utilized is JP-4 with a cost of 0.105 $/gal. and the oil is synthetic
 
jet oil with a cost of 7.50 $/gal. This cost depends on the fuel consumption
 
rate of the aircraft and the distance traveled by the aircraft.
 
Hull Insurance: It is assumed that over the useful life of the airplane,
 
the hull insurance has an average value of 2% per year, and also that insurance
 
will cover the initial price of the complete aircraft.
 
5.3.2. Direct Maintenance: The labor and material cost for inspection,
 
servicing and overhaul of the airplane and accessories. This is a function
 
of the gross weight, thrust, price of the aircraft and distance traveled.
 
It includes:
 
- Airframe Labor 
- Airframe Materials 
- Engine Labor 
- Engine Materials 
- Maintenance Burden 
5.4.6 Special Considerations
 
The equations for the -initial cost calculation were derived for
 
military fixed wing type of aircraft. They are being used for the commercial
 
STOL concept, which may be questionable. Possible error in comparison of
 
competing systems is minimized, however, since cost comparisons are achieved
 
by subjecting both the STOL designs and conventional aircraft to which com­
parison is made to the same cost model.
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The ATA method of direct operating costs may produce some error in
 
STOL application, since maintenance of unique features such as extended
 
flaps and a propeller interconnecting system may increase operating costs.
 
An additional factor not considered is that short haul aircraft are subjected
 
to more landings and take-offs than present longer haul aircraft, resulting
 
in a possible increase in costs. Changes in costs of major aircraft com­
ponents could have a significant effect on system cost.
 
5.4.7 Remarks
 
1. 	Labor costs are considered in terms of 1969 dollars per man hour.
 
2. 	The total cost has been transformed to a 1985 value with a 6% com­
pound interest rate.
 
3. 	Avionic costs are included in the Air Traffic Control system cost.
 
4. 	The test aircraft are considered to be used after the testing stage
 
as production units, therefore, the production cost is calculated for
 
(N-TA) aircraft instead of N(TA = Number of Test aircraft).
 
5. 	In cost comparison with existing aircraft, development cost was
 
not 	considered. Production cost of the L-1011 was based on cost 
of 	the 200th unit.
 
6. 	Aircraft over 120000 lb. of gross weight are considered to have a
 
three man crew aircraft for operating cost purposes.
 
7. 	The utilization (block hours per year) factor of the aircraft is
 
considered a function of the block time. Short haul aircraft are
 
subjected to a smaller utilization then long haul.
 
8. 	An increase of 5% has been assumed for STOL aircraft in initial
 
engineering, tooling and manufacturing labor costs to account for
 
complexi-ties in design as compared with conventional aircraft. An
 
increase of 204% has been assumed in the production cost of engines
 
to account for the cost of propellers and their interconnection system
 
in STOL design.
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9. 	An increase of 10% in direct maintenance cost has been applied to
 
STOL aircraft in order to account for complexities in maintenance.
 
10. 	In the equations for the initial cost calculation, the dollar cost
 
per hour of labor, engineering and tooling includes the following:
 
- Direct Labor
 
- Overhead 
- General and administrative charges
 
- Quality control
 
- 10% profit of the airframe manufacturer
 
5.4.8 Cost Model Computer Program
 
The computer program calculates the development, procurement and operating
 
costs in a direct form, leading to a single cost figure for a fleet of aircraft
 
to operate in the routemodel. The input information utilized is supplied
 
from the Design Model,- the Control Model and the Route Model.
 
Input from the Parametric Design Model
 
- Maximum gross weight
 
- Weight empty less engine weight
 
- Weight of propeller interconnecting system
 
- Number of engines
 
- Engine thrust
 
- Lift over drag coefficient (L/D)
 
- Cruise speed
 
- Design range
 
- Time to climb to and descend from cruise altitude
 
- Number of passengers
 
Input from Control Model
 
- Production run of the aircraft
 
- Average flight distance
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Input from Route Model 
- Production run of the aircraft 
- Average flight distance 
5.5 	Current Aircraft Concepts
 
The following aircraft have been selected as being representative
 
of the current aircraft system and are considered typical of the con­
ventional aircraft(CTOL) operating in the 1975-1985 time period:
 
Lockheed L-1011
 
Boeing 747
 
Boeing 727-200
 
McDonnell-Douglas DC-9 Series 30
 
Upon consideration of the characteristics of these aircraft, the
 
Lockheed L-1011 was selected to represent CTOL aircraft in the route
 
model. Appendix 5-D depicts the CTOL aircraft information gathered.
 
A flow chart of the cost model is included in Appendix 5-C.
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CHAPTER 6
 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
 
6.1 Scope of the Problem
 
6.1.1 A Problem of Delay
 
The awesome problem of today's air traffic control is simple yet over­
whelming. Stated in its most elementary form, aircraft are flying faster
 
and faster to longer and longer waiting lines. It was possible to fly from
 
Frankfurt, Germany to New York in about 14 hours, including landing, in
 
1960. During July, 1968, some flkghts on the same route completed the trip
 
in 5 hours but took another 3-4 hours to land. In terms of facts and
 
figures, 292.airports in the United States accumulated a total of 330,000
 
hours of delay (aircraft hours and NOT man hours) in 1966. Thus, recent
 
increased volume high speed aircraft have flooded the present air traffic
 
control system and predictions are of a worsening of the present situation.
 
Thus the design of an air traffic control system, in conjunction with
 
a common carrier aircraft system (USA, '75-'85), is quite necessary. It
 
is intended to approach this design task by first formulating the general
 
air traffic control problem and then, by comparative analysis, determine
 
the system that most efficiently and economically provides adequate control.
 
Formulation of the Air Traffic Control (ATC) problem first requires 
digression to a clear description of the purpose of air traffic control. 
Air traffic control exists primarily to provide safe and efficient flight 
instructions for large numbers of aircraft travelling. . (instrument 
flight rule (IFR) and visual flight rule (VFR) at varying altitudes) to 
and from random points at scheduled and unscheduled times. Basically, 
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then, pilots wanting to fly between two or more points create demand.
 
This demand is a function of traffic growth, aircraft mix (by type),
 
and aircraft performance. The demand must be satisfied by the capacity
 
to fill it. This capacity is a function of airspace, navigation aids,
 
training, delay and weather. Further, there is a capacity ceiling, or
 
delay criteria (presently 4 minutes delay established by the Federal
 
Aviation Administration (FAA) which is defined as average maximum accept­
able delay beyond which a particular air traffic control situation may
 
not go due to threatened saturation.
 
Thus, in simple equation form, air traffic control is an attempt to
 
provide capacity sufficient to satisfy demand in a safe manner (Figure 6.1).
 
" Airspace * Growth 
SNA DSSAFELY Aircraft 
CAPACITY *Training % DEMAND Mix 
*DELAY #Aircraft 
- Weather Performance 
Capacity Versus Demand
 
Figure 6.1
 
This analysis leads to the determination that excess delay and not unsafe
 
conditions is the primary failing of the air traffic control system. This
 
same delay is a result of three causes (Figure 6.2). Congestion, the first,
 
is simply too much demand. The second, inadequate equipment and facilities
 
means primarily that the equipment and facilities are not capable of doing
 
the Job asked of them. Finally, inadequate procedures and poor personnel
 
management, which are human engineering and management problems.
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INA DEQU ATE
 
EQUIPMENT & FACILITIES
 
INADEQUATE 
CONGESTION 	 PROCEDURES & 
MANAGEMENT 
Causes of Delay
 
Figure 6.2
 
Additionally, the following situations emphasize the causes of delay
 
and illustrate the basic weaknesses of the present air traffic control system:
 
1. 	Control and controller capacity are often exceeded during peak
 
periods.
 
2. 	Sudden "surges" of demand at specific centralized control faci­
lities cannot be adequately handled without adverse delay in other 
portions of the system. 
3. 	Weather has become increasingly more influential in its effects
 
with increased traffic and higher velocity aircraft.
 
4. 	Landing accidents have disproportionately increased. (See paragraph
 
6.2.3.1, Safety.)
 
inr 
6.1.2 Objective
 
It was quite obvious that present trends of increased delay are un­
satisfactory for commercial aviation. Therefore, the specific objective,
 
in the air traffic control area, was to design a satisfactory air traffic
 
control system that would yield acceptable delay levels. This design was
 
to have been completed in consideration of that level of delay specified
 
as maximum. Thus, specific design objectives were:
 
(1) Design of an air traffic control system capable of satisfactorily 
accepting the air traffic load 1975-85. 
(2) Design of an air traffic control system such that delay will be 
less 	than the delay criteria.
 
(3) 	Design of an air traffic control system capable of being tailored
 
to any specific terminal area (HUB).
 
6.2 	 Design Formulation
 
6.2.1 	 Background
 
The existing basic philosophy of air traffic control designates controlled
 
and uncontrolled airspace. The airspace is geographically divided into
 
enroute sectors and terminal areas (HUB). Practically, control of aircraft
 
is exercised by positive control in centralized operations (such as terminal
 
areas and lanes or air routes through enroute sectors) while control in
 
decentralized operations is nominal. This is basically a positive ground
 
based separation service.
 
The design approach taken was to model a generalized air traffic control
 
system by digital simulation. The simulation was intended to reveal com­
parisons of the different possible systems available or capable of develop­
ment. It was necessary to outline several simplifying assumptions:
 
(1) 	It was assumed that a terminal area, or HUB as it was designated,
 
was definable with a specific boundary beyond which aircraft
 
congestion was negligible.
 
(2) 	It was assumed that the present method of probability of safe
 
flight by aircraft separation would continue although separation
 
criteria might change.
 
(3) 	Two basic runway configurations were assumed. One was a single
 
runway and the other, parallel runways spearated by 5000 feet.
 
(4) 	Six basic HUB airport configurations (or cases) were adapted for
 
consideration in conjunction with design groups of the common
 
carrier project. They were combinations of STOL (Short Take Off
 
and Landing) and CTOL (Convential Take Off and Landing) port
 
configurations. Additionally, it was assumed STOL aircraft would
 
be capable of utilizing CTOL facilities but the converse was not
 
acceptable (Figure 6.3).
 
EI HUB 0 CTOL X 6TOL 
E] CASE . RUB ONE' CTOL AIPIUORT 
C CA&E -4UB TwO CTOL O5AIPP -r 
-i 46AE Thf IUB OWE C.TOL COCOCATE0 
WITh OME ATOL. 
C(A6E 11 HUB ONE CTOL/±TOL COBIMATIOta 
AEDD OnE 6EPPATE 6"0L At aotL " 
,CA6E t'V'HUB 	 ONE CTOL AiLP.ozT, OmE LTOL/tfroL 
COtA IlATIcl, ONE STOL AIPPO Y 
E3 CASE - HUB ONE bTOL AlPPO.T2 
Six 	Basic HUB Configurations
 
Figure 6.3
 
(5) It was assumed that IFR operating conditions were in effect and
 
that each runway of a particular configuration had only one
 
approach and departure pattern.
 
Reasonable constraint requirements were also considered:
 
(1) Realistically, any system or subsystem designed must be compatible
 
with the system presently in existence. This requirement was
 
necessary as a result of prohibitive costs and retraining requirements.
 
(2) An air traffic control system for 1975-85 must conform with NAS
 
STAGE A (See Appendix 6-C, NAS STAGE A description).
 
(3) 	Instantaneous aircraft arrival and local flight generation are
 
not politically controlable (Random arrival will continue).
 
(4) 	Conformity must be established within existing technical and
 
physical limitations.
 
(5) Delay reduction was to be accomplished only by expansions and
 
improvements of equipment and facilities.
 
(6) System design of facilities at each HUB must be considered an
 
independent procedure because the requirements of each were
 
different. This is not to say that the functioning of each HUB
 
is independent of all others.
 
(7) 	Safety requirements of an air traffic control system must conform
 
with presently indicated trends of safety levels (See Paragraph
 
6.2.3.1).
 
6.2.2 General Approach
 
It was determined that delay is caused by (1) Congestion, (2) Inadequate
 
equipment and facilities, and (3) Inadequate procedures and personnel
 
management (See Figure 6.2). Consideration was only given to redesign of
 
equipment and facilities. National Airspace System (NASA) Stage A design
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considerations and follow on Stages B and C will ultimately attempt to
 
provide relief for congestion (See Appendix 6-C). Procedure and personnel
 
management changes were not considered because "real time" simulation
 
modeling would be required to measure the effect of such changes.
 
Consideration of traffic patterns (See Figure 6.4, Cartographatron
 
of Air Traffic Patterns) makes apparent the criticality of the terminal
 
area or HUB as it is herein defined. It was therefore mandatory to plan
 
each HUB as an integral part of the system. Further, a method of evaluating
 
the effectiveness of any particular HUB would be necessary in order to
 
predict maximum capacity.
 
CARTOGRAPHATRON TRAFFIC PATTERNS
 
Figure 6.4
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The method of evaluating a typical HUB was a digital simulation of a 
type 	airport. This model has the capability of predicting delay based on
 
certain basic input data. Thus, there was a 
wide range of possible options
 
open for consideration. One important consideration involved the dual use
 
of this model. The model may be used to predict delay for a particular
 
airport and may also be utilized effectively to indicate satisfactory design
 
analysis of several airports servicing a HUB (See Figures 6.5 and 6.6).
 
The quantative measures selected to gauge an air traffic control
 
system were delay, aircraft mix (by type), operations (total), and operations
 
per hour yearly average. These were defined as follows:
 
(1) 	Measure of Effectiveness: Delay
 
(a) Delay is defined as differential of time between
 
landing of single aircraft (only one in the system)
 
and landing of any aircraft when the system is operating
 
with other aircraft.
 
(b) 	Delay is measured in minutes.
 
(c) 	Delay is considered, for this analysis, a yearly
 
average per aircraft (irrespective of type).
 
(2) 	Measure of Capacity: Operations/Hour
 
(a) 	Operation is defined as a landing or a takeoff.
 
(b) Operations/Hour was compured on a yearly average basis.
 
It is average take offs/landings per hour.
 
(3) Model. (See Model Discussion Section 6.4 and Figure 6.5)
 
(a) Input: Airport Characteristics
 
Operations/Hour (demand)
 
Control Package Parameters
 
Aircraft Mix
 
(b) 	Output: Delay
 
Ill
 
t4(0rEMAIAI) 
Corgot-rm EQU%1PWMt~rV 
MOD=L 
AIPCRAfT M 	 ,X 
DELAY PREbILTEO (MINS.) 
DELAY MODEL
 
Figure 6.5
 
(4) System 	Analysis (See Figure 6.6)
 
(a) 	Input: Airport Characteristics
 
Airport Congifurations Under Consideration
 
Demand
 
Delay Criteria (Maximum Acceptable Delay)
 
Control Package Parameters
 
(b) 	Output: Delay
 
Recommended Airport Configuration
 
Total Cost
 
The dual capability of the dealy model facilitates consideration
 
of many alternative equipment and facility packages. Each package may be
 
evaluated independently under various system demand conditions (Operat-

ions/Hour). This method allowed ordering of each package relative
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Figure 6.6
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to all others and facilitated both suboptimization and sensitivity studies
 
of system (HUB) reaction to variations of specific air traffic control
 
model parameters (see Model Discussion, Section 6.4).
 
The aircraft classifications utilized were for the purpose of estab­
lishing aircraft mix. These classifications were as follows:
 
TYPE 	 CLASS
 
Large Turbo jet 	 1
 
Four-engine propeller transport 	 2
 
Two-engine transport (8000-36000 ibs) 3
 
Two-engine transport and high performance
 
single-engine aircraft (including STOL) 4
 
Single-engine aircraft 	 5
 
6.2.3 Analysis 
6.2.3.1 Safety 
An air traffic control system must safely provide adequate capacity
 
for a specific demand. This implies airborne separation of aircraft since
 
no two aircraft may occupy the same airspace. Therefore certain basic safety
 
constraints and considerations must be understood.
 
(1) 	All components of an air traffic control system must fully
 
comply with current safety requirements.
 
(2) 	Anticipated components must provide a safety level equivalent
 
to that anticipated from existing safety trends (See Figure 6.7).
 
(3) 	Safety trends are more accurately portrayed by accident/fatality
 
vs. departure statistics. The exposure to danger during an air
 
trip is not uniform throughout the trip and thus a trip of long
 
length and no intermediate landings could possibly be safer than
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one of short duration but with several landings and take-offs.
 
(4) A primary purpose of air traffic control is that of safely meeting
 
demand. The emphasis on safety, statistically indicated rise in
 
landing accidents, (See Figure 6.8), and recognition that a very
 
high percentage of all accidents occur in the terminal area have
 
all generated a need for a collision avoidance system (See Figure
 
6.9). Such a system is not now in existence. Discussion and
 
consideration of collision avoidance is outlined in Appendix 6-E.
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6.2.3.2 	Performance Improvement
 
There are many techniques available for improvement of the control
 
of air traffic over present performance levels. The more important of
 
these include:
 
(1) 	Preassigned Departure/Arrival Times: This technique requires
 
considerable computer assistance. 
It consists of second-by­
second scheduling and flight progress monitoring to insure
 
that takeoffs and arrivals are exactly on schedule. The
 
NAS packages will eventually provide a limited capability
 
in this area (See Appendix 6-C, National Airspace System).
 
This 	technique was not considered in this analysis.
 
(2) Speed Class Sequencing: Aircraft of similar speed capability
 
are grouped together in an approach sequence to reduce
 
intervals between aircraft. This technique is politically
 
and economically difficult 
to implement and was not considered.
 
(3) 	Path Stretching: This technique is the procedure of assigning
 
faster aircraft longer approach paths to have them arrive in
 
coincidence with slower aircraft. 
 Path stretching is diff­
icult to control since each operation must be hand controlled
 
and 	large numbers of simultaneously occuring cases of path
 
stretching reduce safety margins. Path stretching was not
 
considered.
 
(4) 	Computer Aided Approach Sequencing (CAAS): Aircraft are
 
assigned times and positions at which they may depart the
 
holding pattern based on their turn to 
land and their velocity
 
profiles. CAAS is a worthwhile technique for further
 
consideration but was not considered.
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(5) 	 Separation Reduction (SR): This technique limits the distance
 
(time) of aircraft separation. The technique was considered.
 
It appeared initially the most promising because there were
 
many obvious ways of implementing SR. Further it appeared
 
to be the technique that would result in the most improve­
ment.
 
The delay model input parameters were basically time separation
 
parameters for a pair of aircraft. The parameters represent separation
 
of two aircraft (in seconds) for the possible combination of landings
 
and take-offs. The time separation parameters are (see Figure 6.10).
 
(I) 	 T Time from Departure "start to roll" down the runway of
 
the first aircraft to "start to roll" of the second
 
aircraft (Departure-Departure).
 
(2) 	 F Time from Departure "start to roll" to arrival "over
 
commitment" (poi;it on final approach beyond which the
 
aircraft must "touch down") (Departure - Arrival).
 
(3) R Time of ruiway occupancy from "over threshold" (over 
approach end of the runway) to slow down to a ground speed
 
of 25 MPH. This speed was considered slow enough for
 
aircraft 	 to safely turn on to runway turn-offs. 
(4) 	 C Time from "commitment to land" to "over threshold" for 
an aircraft. 
(5) 	 A Time of separation for an arrival followed by an arrival
 
(Arrival - Arrival).
 
The effect of separation reduction may be observed in two ways.
 
First, a specific item of equipment or facility modification may be
 
substicuted into the system. This infers a change in one or more of
 
the delay model input parameters (time separation parameters).
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Second, incrementing each time separation parameter, while holding all
 
others constant, may reveal the most "sensitive" parameter. This infers
 
that a change of the most "sensitive" parameter will result in the most
 
system improvement. The change necessary for the "sensitive" parameter
 
may result from appropriate equipment and for facility modification.
 
The analysis utilized in this study consisted of selection of three
 
typical equipment packages that were based on (1) present capability,
 
(2) 1975 capability and (3) 1980 capability. The delay model was
 
utilized, in conjuction wich the three equipment packages, to predict
 
delay. The consideration of each package also involved, for each HUB
 
and demand condition, selection of an airport configuration and comparison
 
of the predicted delay with each HUB delay criteria. When the predicted
 
delay exceeded the HUB delay criteria, another airport configuration was
 
considered. Concurrently with this computer analysis, and built into
 
the computer program, cost appraisals were accumulated.
 
6.3 Equipment Evaluation
 
6.3.1 General
 
Equipment evaluation was concerned primarily with selection and
 
evaluation of equipment for each of the three packages necessary for safe
 
and efficient air traffic control (ATC). Since this equipment varies
 
significantly as a function of che amount and type of traffic inco and
 
out of an air terminal, only those terminals with at least 24,000 itinerant
 
operattons per year and between 20,000 and 50,000 instrument flight rule
 
(IFR) operations per year were considered. The 24,000 itinerant operations
 
per year qualify an air terminal for an Air Tiaffic Control Tower (ATCT)
 
and the 20,000 - 50,000 IFR operations per year qualify the air terminal
 
for a Terminal Radar Control (TRACON) facility. Itinerant operations,
 
as used in this context, were comprised of all planes that depart for
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destinations elsewhere or that arrive from departures elsewhere. Typical air
 
terminals within these bounds include the ones at Atlanta, Georgia; Memphis,
 
Tennessee; and Jacksonville, Florida. A single runway configuration and
 
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) conditions were assumed.
 
The consideration of ground equipment for ATC was accomplised by
 
examining three differenc configurations of typical equipments. These
 
three equipment "packages" were designated as (1) present equipment including
 
an ASR-4 Radar and standard Instrument Landing System (ILS), (2) an ASR-7
 
Radar, equipment in Phase A of the National Airspace System (NAS) plan,
 
and a standard ILS, and (3) equipments in (2) plus an improved ILS. The
 
initial portion of this part of the report will provide a brief description
 
of the various equipments and identify those performance parameters which
 
were pertinent to improved ATC. This description and identification will be
 
provided for each of the three equipment packages. The second portion of
 
this section will stipulate values for various system level performance
 
parameters (time separation parameters) which can be modeled in a computer
 
program to determine optimum equipment configurations. Systems level
 
performance parameters were those that involve ground equipment, aircraft
 
class, and terminal runway configuration. Optimum equipment configurations
 
were those that provided minimum delays to air traffic. The final portion
 
of this section consists of "playing" the equipment performance parameters
 
against the system level performance parameters in such a way as to reveal
 
improvements (or decreased delays) possible in the ATC system. These
 
improvements will be identified as a function of the three equipment packages.
 
6.3.2 Equipment Performance Parameters
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6.3.2.1 Equipment Package No, I
 
Equipments in this package are intended to represent those in present
 
use; however, such equipments are large in number and vary widely from one
 
installation to another. Consequently, only those equipments likely to
 
(1) significantly influence traffic delays and (2) be comn to 
a majority
 
of the installations are considered. 
With this in mind, the equipment in
 
Package No. 1 consisted of:
 
(1) An ASR-4 Radar System
 
(2) A Standard FAA Instrument Landing System
 
6.3.2.2 Equipment Description
 
The ASR-4 System consists of a radar antenna, transmitter, receiver, 
displays, performance moitors, and control/distribution units. Except for 
the antenna, major components of the system are duplicated to provide re­
dundant operation. Maximum operational capabilities of the ASR-4 are 
approximately 54 nautical miles in range;30,000 feet in altitude. 
Aircraft
 
range and azimuth position are displayed to the controller on Plan Position
 
Indicators (PPI' s). 
 The system is usually located at two different sites,
 
one designated the radar site and the other the indicator site. 
The
 
transmitter, receiver, antenna and performance monitors are typically
 
located at the radar site while the displays and remote control units
 
are typically located at the indicator sites. 
 The two sites are connected
 
via either microwave data link or underground cables. Separation between
 
the two sites is limited to approximately two miles when underground
 
cables are used because of signal attenuation in the cables.
 
The ASR-4 System operates in the S-band frequency range (2.7 to 2.9
 
gigahertz) with a peak power output of 450 kilowatts. The antenna scans
 
a 360 degree azimuth plane with a radiaton pattern that is 1.5 degrees in
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4 
in the horizontal plane and cosecant squared 5 degrees in the vertical plane.
 
The transmitter uses a magnetron signal source and has one of three
 
standard pulse repetition frequencies chosen at the time of manufacture.
 
The receiver provides a Normal and a Moving Target Indicator (MTI) mode
 
of operation. Normal reception detects and processes all reflected signals
 
within the system range. MTI reception cancels stationary target echoes
 
enhancing moving target echoes. Both receiver modes use an amplifier to
 
increase the received signal strength.
 
A standard ILS is comprised essentially of an Outer Marker Beacon
 
and a Very High Frequency (VHF) localizer. The Outer Marker is located
 
4 to 7 miles from the end of the runway and is identified by its 400
 
cycle modulation. The glide slope at the outer marker is approximately
 
2920 feet in width, 475 feet in height, and 2.5 degrees above the horizontal.
 
Lateral deviation from the center of the glide slope path is determined
 
by a cockpit indication of either 90 or 150 Hertz modulation. The Middle
 
Marker Beacon is modulated with a 1300 Hertz signal and is located app­
roximately 4500 feet from the end of the runway. At this Beacon, the glide
 
slope path is approximately 915 feet in width, 5 feet in height, and 200
 
feet above the ground. Both of the Marker Beacons operate at 75 megahertz
 
with an output power of approximately 2 watts. The VHF localizer is at
 
the end of the runway and radiates 100 watts in the 108.1 to 111.9 meg­
ahertz frequency range.
 
6.3.2.3 Performance Parameters
 
The following represent the major performance parameters for the
 
ASR-4 Radar System:
 
(1) 	 Range Accuracy - Targets are shown within 2 percent of their
 
true range provided they are at a range in excess of 10 percent
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of the sweep range in use. In no case will the absolute error
 
be over 2 percent of the true range.
 
(2) 	Azimuth Accuracy - The maximum angular error in the position of
 
targets is + 1 degree.
 
(3) 	Range Resolution - The system distinguishes between two different
 
targets in the same class separated by a distance of 1300 feet
 
on the 40 mile range.
 
(4) 	Azimuth Resolution - Targets of the same class, equidistant from
 
the antenna, and separated by approximately 2.25 degrees are in­
dicated as separate targets provided they are at a range in excess
 
of 10 percent of the sweep range in use.
 
(5) 	Maximum Range - Targets 54 nautical miles from the antenna are
 
detected.
 
The major performance characteristics for the standard ILS are:
 
(1) 	Glide Slope Approach Path - A single glide slope approach path
 
is provided.
 
(2) 	Aircraft Position Indication .- The precise determination of 
aircraft position is indicated within a + 4 degree beam for both 
the localizer and glide path. This beam is measured relative to 
the runway centerline. 
6.3.2.4 Equipment Package No. 2
 
Equipments in this package are intended to represent those in current
 
use plus those whose utilization and installation are already planned.
 
Package No. 2, therefore, contains all of the equipments in Package No. 1,
 
except the display units, plus those equipments identified in Phase A of
 
the NAS. As with Package No. 1, equipments in Package No. 2 also vary
 
widely from one installation to another; therefore, only equipments likely
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to (1) significantly influence traffic delays and (2) be common to a ma­
jority of the installations are considered. Equipments in this package,
 
then, are
 
(1) An ASR-7 Radar System
 
(2) Equipment identified in Phase A of the NAS plan.
 
(3) A standard FAA ILS
 
6.3.2.5 Description
 
The ASR-7 Radar System has the same basic components and redundant
 
operational features as does the ASR-4 System described in Section 6.3.2.2.
 
All circuitry uses solid state devices and construciton concepts are almost
 
completely modular. The operational range of the ASR-7 is approximately
 
90 nautical miles and 50,000 feet altitude. Aircraft range and azimuth
 
are indicated on 16 inch cathode ray tube PPI displays. Frequency range
 
and peak power capabilities are essentially identical to the ASR-4 systems.
 
Equipments comprising Phase A of the NAS plan are a Common Digitizer
 
(CD), a digital data communications (DACOM) receiver and transmitter, a data
 
receiver group (DRG), a central computer complex (CCC), a computer display
 
channel (CDC), computer update equipment (CUE), appropriate displays, and
 
a system maintenance monitor consol (SMMC). The broad objective that install­
ation of these equipments will satisfy are:
 
(1) Automatic transfer, processing and updating of flight information.
 
(2) Automatic establishment and maintenance of radar identification.
 
of aircraft
 
(3) Automatic display of altitude and flight level information
 
with aircraft position.
 
(4) Provide a computer processing capability to serve as the basis
 
for future addtion of automatic improvements to ATC.
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The CD equipments take raw radar and beacon data and convert it to
 
digital messages to be transmitted to an ATC center. These messages are
 
then transmitted over telephone lines by the DACOM equipments. The DRG
 
receives the CD message from DACOM equipments, provides message synchroni­
zation and decodes the message labels for routing the messages to the
 
desired control centers. The CCC receives the incoming messages and (1)
 
prepares for distribution of flight plans, and (2) updates radar informa­
tion on display equipments. Data from the CCC and requests for review by
 
the controller is displayed on the CDC equipments. A command link between
 
the computer and controllers is provided by the CUE to assure that the de­
sired flight data is processed. The status operational mode and configur­
ation is usually displayed by means of monitors provided as a part of the
 
SMMC equipments. All of these equipments function together to provide a
 
high degree of automatic data handling and processing primarily for enroute
 
ATC.
 
6.3.2.6 	 Performance Parameters 
The following represent the major performance parameters for the 
ASR-7 Radar System:
 
(1) Range Accuracy - Targets are shown within 2 percent, or 
0.05 inches on the display whichever is greater, of their 
true range provided they are at a range in excess of 10 
percent of the sweep range in use. 
(2) Aximuth Accuracy - The maximum angular error in the 
position of targets is 1 degree. 
(3) Range Resolution - The system distinguishes between two
 
different targets in the same class separated by a distance
 
of 821 feet.
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(4) 	Azimuth Resolution - Targets of the same class, equidistant from 
the antenna, and separated by approximately 1.5 degrees are indicated 
as separate targets provided they are at a range in excess of 10 
percent of the sweep range in use.
 
(5) 	Maximum Range - Targets 80 nautical miles from the antenna and
 
5 square meters in size have been detected.
 
Performance parameters of the equipments to be implemented during
 
Phase A of the NAS plan are not directly relatable to the system level
 
performance parameters; consequently, they will not be delineated here.
 
This does not imply that these equipments do not improve ATC. Instead,
 
the improvement is somewhat intangible in-so-far as the relationship to the
 
system 	level performance parameters established in Section 6.3.3.
 
The ILS performance parameters are identical to those listed in Section
 
6.3.2.3 since the same ILS is used in this equipment package.
 
6.3.2.7 Equipment Package No. 3
 
Equipments in this package include those in Phase A of the NAS plan,
 
the ASR-7 Radar System, plus some equipments virtually certain for future
 
installation. These additional equipments are ones which are capable of
 
significantly affecting traffic delays. The following specific equipments
 
are 	contained in this package:
 
(I) 	An ASR-7 Radar System
 
(2) 	Equipments included in Phase A installations of the NAS plan
 
(3) 	An improved ILS system
 
6.3.2.8 Description
 
A brief description of the ASR-7 Radar System and the NAS plan Phase
 
A equipments was provided in Section 6.3.2.5.
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6.3.2.9 	Performance Parameters
 
Performance parameters for the ASR-7 Radar System and the Phase A
 
equipments 	in the NAS plan were presented in Section 6.3.2.6.
 
The major performance characteristics for the improved ILS are:
 
(1) 	Glide Slope Approach Path - Approach paths for curved and/or 
dogleg approaches both in the vertical and lateral directions 
are provided. 
(2) 	Aircraft Position Indicator - A precise determination of aircraft
 
position is indicated within a + 40 degree lateral beam from the
 
runway centerline and a 15 degree vertical beam above the hori­
zontal.
 
6.3.3 System Level Performance Parameters (Time Separation Parameters)
 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of various ground equipment
 
configurations, it was necessary to specify pertinent performance parameters
 
which can be independently or collectively varied in a computer model of
 
the ATC system. These parameters must be ultimately related to traffic delay
 
since this was the ultimate criteria established for effectiveness of the
 
ATC system. In establishing these parameters a single runway IFR conditions
 
and a single approach and departure route were assumed.
 
Five basic performance parameters were identified as necessary for
 
the computer model inputs. These parameters were defined as:
 
(1) 	 parameter T - Departure Followed By Departure Time. This is 
the average time interval between clearance to takeoff or start 
roll for two successive aircraft on the same runway. For air­
craft of the same general class published data indicates that 
the average value of T is approximately 90 seconds. 
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(2) 	Parameter F - Deaprture Followed by Arrival Time. 
This is the
 
average time interval required to release and clear a departing
 
aircraft in front of 
an arriving aircraft. Wide variations in
 
the average value of F result because of its being a function
 
of aircraft class. Published data indicates that a value of
 
approximately 65 seconds is reasonable for aircraft of the 
same
 
class. 
The minimum 3 mile spacing imposed by current regulations
 
is basic to the establishment of 65 seconds as a vAlue for F.
 
(3) 	Parameter R 
- Runway Occupancy for Arrivals. This parameter has
 
a dual definition as follows: (a) the average time interval
 
between "over threshold" and "off runway" for the first aircraft,
 
and 	(b) the average time interval between arrival and departure
 
of two aircraft in terms of "over threshold" and "off runway" of
 
the arriving aircraft. Establishment of an average value for R
 
was particularly difficult because of its variations as 
a function
 
of aircraft class, landing rate, runway turnoffs, altitude, weather
 
conditions, etc. 
 However, published data normally establishes
 
R as approximately 52 seconds.
 
(4) 	C-Commitment Interval for Arrivals. 
This parameter represents
 
the average time interval between the commitment to land and
 
"ver threshold" of an arriving aircraft. Published data indi­
cated that C is approximately 28 seconds for large aircraft and
 
12 seconds for very small aircraft. Factors such as reaction
 
time, arrival population, etc., influence C.
 
(5) 	A - Minimum Time Interval Between Consecutive Arrivals. The
 
factor that results when R and C are added to observed inter­
arrival time gaps represents the parameter A. These time gaps
 
are commonly inserted by the pilot/controller to provide a buffer
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or safety margin to offset any misjudgements that may have occurred.
 
The parameter value varies significantly as a function of both
 
aircraft mix and landing speeds, but an average time interval of
 
168 seconds is consistent with published data.
 
6.3.3.1 Performance Improvements
 
6.3.3.1.1 Parameter C
 
The IFR conditions initially assumed require that a pilot be assured
 
of a landing somewhat earlier in the approach than would have been necessary
 
under VFR conditions. Also under VFR conditions, the pilot can quite
 
accurately decide for himself whether or not he is in a position to continue
 
his landing procedure or to go around. IFR conditions, however, pose a
 
substantially different problem since the poor visibility and weather
 
demand that the pilot fly by his instruments. As a consequence of the
 
IFR conditions, the major burden of establishing a commitment-to-land-­
and thereby the time interval C -- falls on the controller. To establish
 
C with a reasonable trade off between safety and number of landings per
 
time interval, the controller is heavily dependent on the ground equipment
 
at his command. Obviously, the more capability the ground equipment pos­
esses, the smaller the value of C can be.
 
The pertinent improvements of Equipment Package No. 2 over Package
 
No. 1 were as follows:
 
(1) range accuracy - 0% 
(2) azimuth accuracy - 95% 
(3) range resolution - 58.4% 
(4) azimuth resolution - 46% 
(5) glide slope path - 0% 
(6) aircraft lateral position -0% 
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(7) aircraft vertical position - 0%
 
(8) range 38%
 
An additional consideration was the fact that the NAS plan Phase A equip­
ments should improve the ability to group arriving aircraft according to
 
speed and class categories as well as landing velocity profiles. When
 
all of these factors were collectively considered, it was judged that the
 
parameter C would be reduced by 13% when Equipment Package No. 2 was im­
plemented instead of Package No. 1. No additional improvement was evident
 
when Package No. 3 was considered relative to Package No. 2.
 
6.3.3.1.2 Parameters T and F
 
The factors influencing the parameters T and F were essentially the
 
same, and consequently, the two parameters were considered simultaneously.
 
IFR conditions demand that aircraft spacing be rather rigidly enforced,
 
sometimes quite a long way from the runway. The current FAA regualion
 
requires a minimum spacing of 3 miles between successively arriving aircraft.
 
This limit is thought to be based primarily on the ability of present radars
 
to "touch" the skin of an aircraft. Both T and F are significantly inf­
luenced by arrival/departure populations and routes. Additionally, the
 
ability to accurately and safely maintain precision approach paths becomes
 
a primary consideration in the parameter T. A definite relationship between
 
T and F -- and C as well-- exists as a function of the controller. He has
 
the primary responsibility of deciding how far an arriving aircraft can be
 
from touchdown and aircraft departures still be permitted. A 2 mile distance
 
from touchdown is typical, and is obviously related to the commitment-to­
land point, and thereby to C. The controller's ability to safely and eff­
iciently make this determination is strongly influenced by ground equip­
ment capability.
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Based on the precent improvements of Equipment Package No. 2 over 
Package No. 1 as given in Section 6.3.3.1.1 was judged that T could be 
reduced by 55% and F reduced by 11%. Equipment Package No. 3 offers the 
following improvements over Package No. 2: Glide slope path - 100%, air­
craft lateral position - 90% and aircraft vertical position - 100%. Based 
on these capabilities, the parameter F could be reduced by an additional 
26% when Package No. 3 is used instead of Package No. 2. 
6.3.3.1. 3 Parameter R
 
There is very little overall benefit Lo be realized from any config­
uration of ATC equipment that improves F, R, and C but is not capable of
 
enchancing the runway movement of arriving aircraft. Yet, of all the literature
 
surveyed, it appears that the research being currently funded generally
 
ignores this important area. Published data specifically identifies this
 
factor as being the major reason that when time intervals under all types of
 
conditions are averaged, it takes 78 seconds to handle one aircraft operation.
 
Additionally, this 78 seconds provides a limit of 46 operations per hour on
 
a single runway. The time period of this course did not permit conception
 
and evaluation of new equipment of even an evolutionary nature; however, the
 
following broad ideas were explored but not in suffiecient depth to develop
 
performance parameters:
 
1 A ground radar system with sufficient anti-clutter capability
 
to make tracking and directing of aircraft possible on the
 
runway.
 
2 
 The use of television cameras mounted on the nose wheel and
 
with displays in the cockpit.
 
3 
 Runway configuration with essentially a continuous high speed
 
turnoff such that the pilot could clear the runway just as soon 
as his aircraft speed would permit a gradual turn.
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4 
 Electronic sensing devices mounted in the runway with suitable
 
display of aircraft position at the controller who would "map"
 
out the rapid runway departure to be used by an arriving aircraft.
 
Since more of these possibilities were fully explored, it was assumed that
 
R could be reduced by 10% for Equipment 2 and 3.
 
6.3.3.1.4 Parameter A
 
As indicated in (5) of Section 6.3.3, the parameter A varies directly
 
with runway occupancy (R) and committment to land (C) time intervals. The
 
values for these two intervals have been estimated in (3) and (4) of Section
 
6.3.3 as 52 and 28 seconds, respectively. Since the estimated value of
 
parameter A was 168 seconds, the "buffer" or "safety margin" gap becomes
 
168-(52 + 28) or 88 seconds. It was this 88 second time interval to which
 
improvement attention was directed.
 
Observations made at terminals such as Chicago's O'hare reveal that
 
the average distance between large aircraft during the arrival phase is
 
at least six miles. This separation and its corresponding time interval are
 
twice the three mile limit imposed by the FAA. This is almost certain to
 
exist until arrivals per hour exceed approximately 25. The excess three
 
mile separation or "gap" is attributable to factors such as a pilot/cont­
roller confidence factor, pressure on pilot/controller as arrival rates
 
increase, departures that must be sandwiched between arrivals, aircraft
 
mix and class, any stacking or orbiting that has taken place, etc. Several
 
of these factors are directly influenced by ground equipment capabilities.
 
When the capabilities of Equipment Package No. 2 were compared to those of
 
Package No. 1, it was determined that the 58.4% improvement in range res­
olution would permit the 88 seconds to be reduced to 66 seconds. An add­
itional second reduction was possible in view of the improved capabilities
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of Equipment Package No. 3 relative to Package No. 2 Thus, the 88 second
 
time interval realized a total reduction of 26 seconds and the parameter
 
A changed correspondingly.
 
6.3.3.2 Parameter Summary
 
The following table summaries the time separation parameters for the
 
three equipment packages considered.
 
TABLE 6.1
 
Equipment Packages
 
Parameter 1 2 3 
C 28 sec. 24.4 sec. 24.4 sec.
 
T 90 sec. 40.5 sec. 40.5 sec.
 
F 65 sec. 57.8 sec. 42.8 sec.
 
R 52 sec. 46.6 sec. 46.6 sec.
 
A 168 sec. 148 sec. 142 sec.
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6.4 Controls Model
 
6.4.1 Introduction
 
The controls model presented here was the digital computer program
 
used in conjunction with the other computer programs written by the other
 
groups in the class to evaluate the cost and effectiveness of the air trans­
portation system. There were five basic parts of the controls computer
 
programs. The largest part of the program was devoted to determining the
 
average air and gound delay experienced by aircraft entering or leaving
 
the terminal area. Another part of the program determined the number of
 
runways needed based on the delays calculated. After the number of runways
 
were determined the land area required for the runwasy was determined
 
the average taxi times were caluclated. The last part of the program
 
determined the cost of the control system. Each of the five major components
 
of the controls model will be explained in the following sections. A
 
simplified block diagram showing operation of the complete control model is
 
shown in Section 6.4.8.
 
6.4.2 Average Air and Ground Delay
 
The purpose of this portion of the model was to determine delay
 
in the terminal area given a particular mix of aircraft and the total
 
average operations per hour. An additional requirement was that the model
 
be capable of analyzing certain critical parameters (A, R, C, T, & F). In
 
order to accomplish this within the time constraints of the project a
 
simple and easily programmable model was required. After an exhaustive
 
search, it was decided that a model developed by the Airbore Instruments
 
Laboratory (ALL) would be used. In order to use the selected model, numerous
 
charts and graphs had to be programmed. Once this was accomplished, the delay
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could easily be calculated. (For the delay submodel formulas, flow diagrams
 
and computer printout see Appendix 6-A).
 
The model served well as a tool to determine delay in the present 
ATC system. However, the critical parameters can only be changed on a per­
centage basis which caused difficulty in assessing the merits of the various 
equipment packages. Using the percentage change approach, the model was 
quite satisfactory for analyzing the effect of individually reducing each 
critical parameter. 
6.4.2.1 	Model Operation
 
The computational process of this portion of the model was quite
 
straightforward. Model inputs include number and placement of highspeed
 
turnoffs, runway lengths, runway altitude, percentage mix, and total
 
operations per hour (assume number of landings = number of takeoffs). 
The model outputs were air and ground delay in seconds. The basic portion
 
of the program was a stored listing of the critical parameters. The value
 
of each parameter varies according to the number of operations per hour.
 
The 	program determined the average value for each parameter using probability
 
theory and averaging techniques based on the aircraft mix. Once the final
 
value for each parameter ahd been determined the delay was easily calculated
 
using a series of delay formulas.
 
In order to determine the parameter sensitivity, each parameter (A,
 
C, T, F, & R) was varied individually on a percentage basis (i.e. reduced
 
from 100% of full value to 5% of full value). A plot of delay versus
 
percent reduction reveals an indication of the relative sensitivity of
 
each parameter.
 
In addition, it was required that the model possess a capability of
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I 
calculating delay for each of three different ATC equipment packages.
 
The only feasible way of accomplishing this was to introduce a percent
 
reduction in each parameter on a judgement basis after analyzing the
 
effectiveness of each equipment package. This was not an ideal method.
 
However, it does give an indication as to the merits of each package.
 
In general, it was felt that the model was quite effective for det­
ermining delay of the present day system and future systems if the
 
critical parameters can be reduced on a percentage basis.
 
6.4.2.2 	 Capabilities & Limitations
 
The model was capable of computing air and ground delay as the num­
ber of operations per hour was varied, computing air and ground delay
 
as each critical parameter was varied, and computing air and ground
 
delay for each of three different packages.
 
There are a number of limitations to the model in its present state.
 
However, with some changes most of the limitations can be eliminated.
 
The limitations of the programs are listed below:
 
(1) 	Runway altitude was fixed.
 
(2) 	Runway length was fixed.
 
(3) 	Number & placement of high speed turnoffs was fixed.
 
(4) 	Handles only IFR conditions.
 
(5) 	Runway was fixed as a single runway with only one IFR
 
departure corridor.
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The limitations above can be eliminated with additional programming 
of charts and tables for each different type of runway configuration and 
weather conditions (IFR, VFR) expected. These limitations were not con­
sidered critical to the effectiveness of the model due to the fact that
 
the comparison of parameter sensitivity was relative. The limitation
 
does, however, the overall analysis due to the fact that only one
 
runway configuration was considered. Given the time, a more sophisticated
 
program could be generated which could consider a variety of runway
 
considererations.
 
6.4.2.3 Suggested Improvements.
 
In order to more fully investigate the total air traffic control 
system to include various landing takeoff patterns, runway configurations, 
holding patterns, separation reduction, etc. a more general model must be 
developed. One such model could be generated using a general purpose
 
computer language (GPSS). A model of this type could be used to analyze
 
equipment improvements in a much more efficient manner. The only difficulty
 
with a model of this type is the fact that it is difficult if not impossible
 
to fast time simulate pilot & controller actions and reactions. This
 
problem was alleviated using the AIL model because the parameters were
 
actually measured at airports and the human reactions were incorporated
 
in the parameters themselves.
 
6.4.3 	 Number of Runways
 
For each of the eleven cities in the system the number of operations
 
per hour were supplied as input data by the routes model. The operations
 
per hour as used here consider an operation as a takeoff or landing and
 
also assume that the number of takeoffs were equal to the number of landings
 
for any one city. Also, the operations per hour were the average number
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of operations determined by assuming a completely flat arrival rate for 24
 
hours a day, seven days a week, and 365 days a year. For each city the
 
fraction of the total operation per hour occupied by each type of aircraft
 
was supplied. The number and type of airports at each city were also
 
furnished as input data. It was prearranged that six cases would be con­
sidered. These six cases were outlined in part (A) of Section 6.2.1.
 
In order to determine the number of runways it was necessary to est­
ablish the maximum delay that would be allowed. This maximum delay was
 
left as a variable such that the effect of its value on the effectiveness
 
of the overall system could be evaluated.
 
To actually calculate the number of runways necessary, one runway was
 
first assumed. If either the average ground delay or the average air delay
 
exceeded the maximum allowable delay another runway was added. Additional
 
runways would be added until an acceptable delay was reached.
 
When more than one airport in a city was available the following
 
criteria was used to determine how the operation for a city would be divided
 
among the airports. If only a CTOL airport was available all CTOL and STOL
 
aircraft would be landed on the CTOL runways. If both CTOL and STOL runways
 
were considered all STOL aircraft went to STOL runways and all CTOL aircraft
 
went to CTOL runways. If more than one airport had STOL runways then the STOL
 
arrivals were divided equally among the STOL runways, and the same was done
 
for CTOL.
 
6.4.4 Runway Area
 
Since all the runways were assumed to be parallel, the calculations
 
for the runway areas were simplified. It was assumed that the width of
 
both STOL and CTOL runways was 150 ft. and the length of the CTOL runway
 
was 10,000 ft. The lenght of the STOL runways was determined by the air­
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craft group and was read as input data to this program. Both CTOL and
 
STOL runways were assumed to be separated by 5000 ft. Then it was assumed
 
that all runways could be contained in a rectangle and 1000 ft. added to
 
each end of the runway rectangle. Also if more than one runway was considered
 
the excess area between the runways was calculated. The excess area re­
presented land between runways that could be used for the terminal building
 
or parking. The excess area was considered to begin 1000 ft. from any
 
runway. The 1000 ft. was assumed to be sufficiently large to account for
 
taxi ways that would accompany each runway and would, of course, not be
 
available for the terminal building or parking.
 
6.4.5 Area Taxi Time
 
The average taxi time was calculated in a simplified manner. Since
 
it is difficult to determine exactly where to place the terminal building
 
for any particular city because the land availability of that city, the
 
terminal building was assumed to be located at the centroid of the run­
ways. Figure 6.11 will help to illustrate how the centroid was calculated.
 
Y
 
O510. CTOL 
ASSUMED TERMINAL BUILDING LOCATION
 
Figure 6.11
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This figure represents one CTOL and one STOL runway. Both runways
 
were assumed to be symmetric about the x axis. The sum of the moment
 
about the y axis was then calculated. A moment was considered to be the
 
distance the runway was from the y axis times the length of the runway.
 
The sum of the moment was then divided by the combined length of all the
 
runways. The resulting number was the distance the centroid was located
 
from the y axis. Because of symetry, the x coordinate of the centroid
 
always lies on the x axis. The taxi distance was then assumed to be a
 
straight line between the centroid and the end of the runway. Assuming
 
the taxi speed to be 25 mph, the taxi time could be estimated.
 
6.4.6 Air Traffic Control System Cost Model
 
The purpose of the ATC cost model was to determine the 1985-projected 
costs of the ATC system. These costs include the essential equipment,
 
maintenance expenses, and salary expenses for three differnet package
 
systems. Each package can be divided into 3 parts: airborne equipment,
 
terminal equipment, and enroute equipment. In determining the cost the
 
following assumptions were made:
 
(1) 	 Eleven cities are involved.
 
(2) 	 Two air route traffic control centers are involved.
 
(3) 	 Two radar sites for each center exists.
 
(4) 	 One radar site for each airport exists.
 
(5) 	 Thirty five VOR/DME stations for each center exist.
 
(6) 	 Salaries and maintenance expenses will rise 3% a year.
 
(7) 	 The system will be operational in 1975.
 
(8) 	 Terminals with 50,000 or more yearly operations are considered
 
high activity terminals.
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(9) 	 Terminals with less than 50,000 yearly operations are
 
considered medium activity terminals.
 
(10) 	The cost of individual pieces of equipment is an average
 
cost; at each location the cost may vary.
 
The purpose of this model was to allow a rough comparison of the costs
 
of each ATC system package being considered. (A flow diagram and computer
 
printout of the cost model are shown in Appendix 6-B). 
6.4.7 	The Cost of Equipment Packages
 
To determine cost for the ATC system, three system packages are con­
sidered. Package 1 is the present (1969) system, the components of 
Package i are: 
ASR-4 (Radar) 
ILS Ground Equipment
 
VOR/IIE Stations
 
VOR/DHE Receivers
 
Altimeters
 
ILS Onboard Equipment
 
Transponder.
 
Package 2 contains NAS Stage A modifications, transponders with identifi­
cation coding, ILS, and improved radar. Thus Package 2, includes:
 
NAS-A
 
SR-7
 
ILS Ground Equipment
 
Coder Transponders
 
VOR/EtE Stations
 
Altimeters
 
ILS Aircraft Equipment
 
VOR/EKtE Receivers
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Package 3 adds Area Navigation (R-NAU) capability and the proposed advanced
 
ILS. This package includes:
 
Area Navigation Equipment
 
PVOR/DME
 
AILS (Advanced) Ground Equipment
 
Coder Transponder
 
ASR-7
 
NAS-A
 
AILS (Advanced) Air Equipment
 
VOR/DME
 
The following table contains the airborne and enroute costs of each 
package. TABLE 6.2 * Millions of Dollars 
Package Airborne Costs Enroute Costs
 
Number (Per Aircraft) (Total System)
 
VOR/DME .002 VOR/DME 10.500 
Altimeter .001 ASR-4 Radar 2.720 
#1 ILS .010 Center Facilities 2.820 
Transponder .002 16.040 
.015 Operating Cost/Yr. 1.395 
VOR/DMH .002 VOR/DME Station 10.500
 
Altimeter .001 ASR-7 Radar 4.400
 
#2 ILS .010 NAS-A 7.478
 
Coder Transponder .008 22.378
 
.026 Operating Cost/Yr. 1.795
 
PVOR/DME .003 VOR/DME Station 10.500
 
Altimeter .001 ASR-7 Radar 4.400
 
#3 AILS .015 NAS-A 7.478
 
R-NAV .050 
 22.378
 
Coder Transponder .008
 
.088 Operating Cost/Yr. 1.795
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The following table contains the terminal costs of each package.
 
Terminal Costs 
(Per Airport) 
Package 
Number High Activity 
#1 
Radar Tower 1.410 
ASR-4 .680 
ILS .468 
2.558 
Operating Cost/Yr. .641 
#2 
Radar Tower 1.410 
ASR-7 1.100 
AILS .500 
3.010 
Operating Cost/Yr. .661 
#3 
Radar Tower 1.410 
ASR-7 1.100 
Hermes 
.500 
3.010 
Operating Cost/Yr. .666 
* Millions of Dollars 
Table 6.3 
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Medium Activity
 
Radar Tower 1.108
 
ASR-4 .680
 
ILS .468
 
2.256
 
Operating Cost/Yr. .559
 
Radar Tower 1.108
 
ASR-7 1.100
 
AILS .500
 
2.708
 
Operating Cost/Yr. .579
 
Radar Tower 1.108
 
ASR-7 1.100
 
Hermes 

.500
 
2.708
 
Operating Cost/Yr. .584
 
6.4.8 The Controls Model
 
A simplified flow diagram of the controls model computer program is
 
shown in Figure 6.12. 
 A detailed flow diagram of the delay submodel as
 
well as an actual computer printout are shown in Appendix 6-A. The cost 
submodel flow diagram and computer printout are shown in Appendix 6-B.
 
6.5 Results and Conclusions
 
6.5.1 Results
 
The applications of the delay model for each equipment package are 
illustrated in Figures 6.15-6.18. 
The aircraft mixes considered were as
 
follows (format is CLASS 1/CLASS 2/CLASS 3/CLASS 4/CLASS 5/ where class­
ification of aircraft in Section 6.2.2):
 
(1) 0.O/0.0/0.0/l.0/O.O
 
(2) 0.6/0.0/0.2/0.2/0.0
 
(3) 0.2/0.0/0.6/0.2/0.0
 
(4) 0.1/0.45/0.12/0.13/0.2 
Note: STOL aircraft were considered CLASS 4 aircraft. 
Each time separation parameter (T, F, R, C and A) was subjected to
 
a sensitivity study. 
This was done with an assumed mix of 0.1/0.45/0.12/
 
0.13/0.2 and considering equipment package 1. 
The purpose of this sensitivity
 
study was to reveal those time separation parameters that were the most
 
critical. Once the critical parameters are identified equipment and/or
 
facilities might easily be substituted into the air traffic control system
 
to reduce the delay times. 
The results of this sensitivity study are ill­
ustrated by Figures 6.13 and 6.14.
 
6.5.2 Conclusions
 
The following conclusions were determined from the graphs of Figures 
6.13-6.18.
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(1) 	 The use of equipment packages 2 and 3 in the delay model results
 
in a substantial reduction in ground delay of up to 86%. And
 
reductions in air delay of up to 80%.
 
(2) 	 The STOL aircraft, as expected, performed much more satisfactorily
 
where 	it operated at a 100% STOL airport.
 
(3) The introduction of a runway or runways for general aviation
 
use only may be expected to reduce delay for commercial aviation
 
if general aviation aircraft are restricted to the use of only
 
the general aviation runways. This reduction in delay results
 
from elimination of slower aircraft in the queue waiting to land
 
or take-off.
 
The sensitivity study of the five time separation parameters (T, F,
 
R, C and A) revealed that A was the most sensitive separation parameter.
 
Thus the greatest delay reduction may result from an improved Arrival-

Arrival separation criteria. Additionally, this parameter might provide
 
the most economically feasible method of reducing delay.
 
There are several important options which must be considered in con­
junction with this study. These affect safety and the capability for
 
continuous smooth operation (no surges) of an air traffic control 
system.
 
(1) 	 The introduction of an advanced ILS system will contribute to
 
an increased safety level. Further, the enhanced weather cap­
ability will contribute to reducing "surges" in the system.
 
(2) 	 The development of related equipment will contribute to reducing
 
"surges" Related equipments are such items as aircraft window
 
defrosters, runway heating systems, advanced aircraft braking
 
capability and fog dispersal devices.
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(3) Collision avoidance equipment can not presently be economically
 
developed (See Appendix E).
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CHAPTER 7
 
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
 
7.1 Introduction
 
A cost-effectiveness analysis is the fundamental building block for
 
any systems engineering project. Simply stated, this analysis is respon­
sible for examining each alternative system to establish the extent to
 
which that system accomplishes the desired objectives and to estimate the
 
requirements for men, material and equipment necessary to make that alter­
native a working reality. A statement of system objectives and a means of
 
measuring these objectives are necessary before any effectiveness analysis
 
can be done on the alternative systems. Requirements for men, materials
 
and equipment can be summarized as a total cost for each alternative.
 
Individual requirement break downs need only be considered when limitations
 
are imposed on a specific resource.
 
7.2 Measure of Effectiveness
 
The function of any air transportation system is to supplement the
 
national transportation system by providing adequate air transportation
 
between all of the major cities of the continental United States. Two key
 
words are drawn from this functional statement in order to define effect­
iveness - adequate and major cities. "Major cities" implies a large
 
grouping of people who want to travel. The existance of this demand is
 
fundamental to the approach taken here. "Adequate" implies a degree of
 
acceptance. People who want to travel will select a mode based on the
 
adequacy of available modes (here they take in account various factors
 
like travel time, cost, mode frequency, service, ride comfort, and safety).
 
If effective transportation modes are not available, expectations may be
 
reduced for some types of trips while others will simply not be taken.
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The approach used in this study is iterative in that forecasted
 
travel demand is based on population, location, etc. and then each alter­
native system is forced to meet that demand. The level of service for
 
each alternative is then evaluated for its effect on passengers. The
 
more effective a system, the larger will be its share of the total de­
mand. Total Revenue Passenger Miles (TRPM) was chosen as the measure­
of-effectiveness for the air transportation system. A TRPM is simply
 
one passenger flying one mile between his origin and destination. The
 
distance used to calculate TRPM is the direct distance between origin
 
and destination and not the actual distance flown. The revenue pass­
enger miles for each route is calculated and then individual routes are
 
summed to obtain the system's TRPM.
 
Certain characteristics of air transportation were felt to have
 
a greater influence on air travel than other characteristics. It was
 
the objective of the effectiveness model to account for these influences
 
in air travel. Travel time, fare and frequency of service were considered
 
of prime importance.
 
7.2.1 Travel Time and Fare
 
The forecast demand of air passenger traffic (See Chapter 3) does
 
not take into account any additional traffic generated by airplanes and
 
transportation modes from/to the airport with fares and travel times
 
significantly lower or higher than the expected fare or travel time.
 
The total travel time is the time between leaving the actual depart­
ure point and the arrival at the actual destination (door-to-door time).
 
The fare is defined as the total cost for a trip and includes, in addition
 
to the ticket cost, the cost of traveling to the departure terminal and
 
the cost of traveling from the destination terminal to the actual end point
 
of the journey.
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7.2.2 Flight Frequency
 
The frequency of service can have a tremendous influence on air
 
travel. The frequency allocation function is used to generate revenue
 
passenger miles at a specific flight frequency from the potential demand
 
which is at an infinite frequency (See Appendix 7-A). This function is
 
based on the normal probability function and takes into account the vari­
ations in competitive transportation trip times. Due to the complexity
 
of the actual scheduling of the flights, it is not considered. It is
 
assumed that the airlines will schedule flights according to the demand
 
fluctuations.
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7.2.3 	Other Effectiveness Parameters
 
Other effectiveness parameters such as ride comfort, noise and
 
safety are discussed in Appendix 7-A. However, due to 
the time limit­
ations of the course no projection of these parameters could be made.
 
Therefore they are omitted in the effectiveness function.
 
7.3 	 S stem Cost
 
The purpose of 
the cost analysis is the systematic determination
 
of the economic impact of the alternative propdsals. Particularly the
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economic cost refers to the use of resourses - manpower, raw materials,
 
and the like, necessary to design the system, build it and then operate
 
it for a period of time. Cost analysis is not an end in itself, but
 
serves rather as an input to the general cost-effectiveness analysis.
 
A typical idealized life cycle of a system is divided into three
 
phases as shown in Figure 7.3. An identical breakdown was utilized for
 
this study. Research and development costs were the investment costs.
 
The operationing costs were estimated over a ten year period from 1975
 
to 1985. The total system cost was then calculated as a compound amount
 
in 1985. Each group - aircraft, terminal and controls - was responsible
 
for the necessary calculations for their equipment and the equations can
 
be found in their respective models.
 
SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE
 
to 
(­
0 
U) 
TIME 
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7.4 Cost-Effective Analysis
 
The objective of the cost-effective analysis is to show the relat­
ionship between the costs and effectiveness for various alternative solu­
tions. Simply stating these relationships however does not show the
 
optimum or best solution. 
Usually, either a required effectiveness must
 
be specified and then the cost minimized or 
that effectiveness, or a
 
required cost must be specified and the effectiveness maximized.
 
On the other hand, both required cost and effectiveness should
 
not be specified. ThIs over specification can result in asking for alter­
natives that are either unobtainable (Point A in Figure 7.4) or under­
designed (Point B in the same Figure). An extreme case of over speci­
fication is the requirement of maximum effectiveness for the least
 
possible cost. 
 Clearly these requirements are contradictory and can
 
not be met at 
the same time.
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The method of obtaining effectiveness used in this study tends
 
to make most systems have approximately the same level of effectiveness,
 
and the study could therefore be judged as a fixed effectiveness model.
 
Further results are explained in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 8
 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
 
8.1 Introduction
 
Due to the limited time of study, only one computer run involving
 
189 alternative solutions was made. In this run four variables were in­
vestigated. They were:
 
1. Aircraft Design Range (STOL)
 
2. Aircraft Cruise Speed (STOL)
 
3. Aircraft Passenger Capacity (STOL)
 
4. Air Traffic Control Package
 
In the simulation ,values were assigned to the above variables as
 
input data, resulting in 189 alternative solutions. For each alternative
 
solution, the demand, route structure, aircraft mix, delay, revenue, costs
 
and effectiveness were determined by the models. Also terminals were
 
designed for each city based on the traffic density and type of aircraft
 
utilized at a given city. For each case the system was "operated" for
 
a ten year period. Finally the most cost effective alternative was chosen
 
fa "implementation".
 
Two dependent variables, the total system cost and the system
 
effectiveness were instrumental in making the final design decision. Let
 
us define them carefully here. 
Total System Cost is the sum of the direct operating costs and
 
capital recovery for the aircraft, air traffic control system, and
 
t(rminals for the 1975-1985 period, expanded at six percent interest to
 
the compound amount in 1985. Included are developmental and design costs
 
for new technobgy and the cost of passengers' time.
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System Effectiveness was measured by the total number of passenger 
miles flown per day. 
8.2 Data 	Acquisition
 
As an aid in plotting the required data, the "computer team" used 
a tandardized form to record the input and output for each alternative. 
Only that output which would be used to form the final decision was re­
corded on these forms. Figure 8.1 shows the format used and the data 
which was recorded. 
DATA RECORDING SHEET 
Case
 
I--- Stol No.
 
(L Control Package
 
Z 	 Design Range
 
Cruise Speed
 
Passenger Capacity
 
Effectiveness 
I-	 Revenue
 
Cost for Aircraft
 
I-- Cost for Controls
 
A Cost for Terminals 
0 
Total 	 Costs 
Figure 8. 1
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From 189 such data sheets, plots of system cost and effectiveness
 
versus design range, cruise speed, passenger capacity, and air traffic
 
control package were made.
 
As an example Figure 8.2 is a plot of Total System Cost versus
 
passenger capacity for various range aircraft, the air traffic control
 
package and cruise speed being held fixed. In other plots the cruise speed
 
was allowed to vary with some other parameter fixed.
 
Approximately fifty such plots were used to graphically record the
 
data accumulated.
 
8.3 Analysis of Data
 
8.3.1 Analysis 
Analysis here of the entire data set is prohibited by the large
 
number of graphs required. Those graphs which were most instrumental in
 
making the final decision will be given along with the reasoning involved.
 
Figure 8.3 indicates that the total system cost was lowest for the 
larger 120 passenger capacity aircraft. It was also most effective. 
Notice in the graph of system effectiveness versus STOL design 
range, for control package one and 120 passenger capacity (Figure 8.4) 
that the ordinate varies from 9 to 10 million passenger miles per day. 
The total variation in effectiveness is therefore only about five percent. 
Points A and B, representing 600 and 1000 mile design range aircraft 
respectively are almost equally effective. A plot of total system cost
 
versus aircraft design range (Figure 8.5) indicated that the system in­
corporating the 600 mile design range aircraft is at a cost roughly twice
 
as much as the one incorporating the 1000 mile design range aircraft
 
(point B).
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A plot of total system cost versus aircraft design range (Figure
 
85) indicated that the system incorporating the 600 mile design range 
aircraft at a cost roughly twice as much as the one incorporating the
 
1000 mile design range aircraft (point B).
 
Referring again to Figure 8.4, notice that the total variance in
 
system effectiveness with aircraft design speed is only one and one half
 
percent. Figure 8.6 indicates that the variance in total system cost with
 
aircraft design speed is also minimal for the 1000 mile design range air­
craft.
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Aircraft 
CTOL- L-10l1 
STOL-Four Engine Turbo Prop - 25500 H.P 
Cruise Speed 400 M.P.H. 
Range 1000 Miles 
Capacity 120 
Length 98.5 ft. 
Span 92 ft. 
Gross Weight 105,000 lbs. 
THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE AIRCRAFT COMBINATION DETERMINED
 
Figure 8.7
 
- 0 
Because of the small variation in system cost and effectiveness
 
with aircraft cruise speed, the faster 400 mph CTOL aircraft was arbitrarily
 
chosen for the system.
 
All of the plots were originally made to the same scale on translucent
 
graph paper so that by comparing various plots on a tracing table, it was
 
determined that Package One, the present day Air Traffic Control System
 
was no less effective than the other two considered and was less costly.
 
8.3.2 Results
 
By the preceeding analysis the following system was determined to
 
be the most cost effective.
 
The aircraft combination (Figure 8.7) includes the Lockheed L-1011
 
Jumbo Jet which represented the CTOL aircraft in the system simulation.
 
The STOL is a four engine turboprop with a total of 25,500 H.P. It
 
requires a 1000 ft runway, has a cruise speed of 400 mph and 1000 mile
 
design range.
 
The air traffic control system is the conventional instrument
 
landing system. Terminals are designed for various cities as required
 
by the aircraft mix. Some cities have only a CTOL port, others a STOL
 
port, and some a CTOL port with an additional STOL runway. (Fig. 8.8)
 
This fully describes the system.
 
Terminals 
CTOL 
STOL 
CTOL- STOL 
Figure 8.8
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8.3.3 	A Closer Look at the Results
 
Some of the indicated results are rather unexpected. It is known,
 
for instance, that the present air traffic control system is inadequate
 
even today. It must be remembered that these results are based on a
 
single computer run, in fact, the first run ever made with all the models
 
functioning together.
 
In the system using short range STOL aircraft the terminal costs
 
greatly exceeded the aircraft costs, while aircraft costs were slightly
 
greater than terminal costs where long range STOL were in the system.
 
(Figures 8.9 and 8.10).
 
This can be explained by looking at the effect of Demand on System
 
Cost (Fig. 8.11) when the total number of operations is low, the fixed
 
costs of the terminals are predominate. This effect was amplified when
 
short range STOL were in the system, requiring many more of the expensive
 
CTOL terminals than the long range STOL system requires. The effect was
 
further exagerated by the fact that the CTOL model was written for the
 
moderate to high demand of larger cities. Its fixed costs therefore in­
clude a tower, hangers, fire fighting equipment and the like rather than
 
the runway and wind sock required by a very low number of daily operations.
 
The STOL port in contrast has a relatively low fixed cost.
 
The air traffic control system design might also have changed
 
had the demand been higher. The plot of delay versus number of operations
 
given in Fig. 8.12 shows very little difference in delay for the three
 
control packages when the number of operations is low. There is, however,
 
a considerable difference in delay for the three packages when the
 
number of operations is high. The air traffic control design would most
 
likely have been different had congestion been generated.
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Operations 
Most of the questionable results can therefore be traced to low
 
traffic density in the first simulation.
 
8.3.4 Refinements
 
Consideration of the difficulties encountered in the first run led 
to determination of several refinements which could have been made in 
the simulation had time permitted. (Fig. 8.13) 
REFINEMENTS 
*] 
1 
1 
1 
ALLOW TRANSFERS 
IMPROVE ROUTE ASSIGNMENTS 
PROVIDE FOR INTERNATIONAL AND GENERAL 
AVIATION 
ANALYZE CURRENT SYSTEMS 
Figure 8.13 
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The first refinements to be made would be to allow passenger
 
transfers and to assign aircraft to routes by cost-effective analysis
 
rather than by range. These changes would increase traffic and make
 
the simulation more realistic. Provisions for international flights
 
and general aviation in the models would also provide additional traffic
 
for the system. Finally, the DC-9 flown as a STOL aircraft in the system
 
compared well with the design STOL. It would be helpful to simulate a
 
total CTOL system to provide a comparison for the STOL'S advantages and
 
disadvantages.
 
The design STOL is the largest, fastest, longest range STOL considered.
 
It would be advisable therefore to run still larger, a faster, and longer
 
range STOL in a second simulation in order to find the truly optimum
 
system.
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January 21, 1969
 
Captain Thomas Oakes, Director of Flight Operations Capability
 
Project, Eastern Air Lines
 
"Short Range Air Transportation - Next Generation Vehicles and
 
Control" 
January 23, 1969 
Professor William W. Seifert, Director, Project TRANSPORT,
 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
 
"Systems Aspects of High Speed Ground Transportation" 
January 28, 1969 
Alan M. Voorhees, Alan M. Voorhees and Associates 
"Public Reaction to Transportation Improvements" 
February 6, 1969
 
C. W. Randall, Sales Staff Supervisor, Southern Bell Telephone
 
"Can Communication Substitute for Transportation?"
 
February 11, 1969
 
Robert Gladstone, Robert Gladstone and Associates 
"Land Use Considerations in Urban Air Terminal Design" 
February 18, 1969 
Dr. Robert Simpson, Director of Flight Transportation Laboratory,
 
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massachusetts
 
Institute of Technology
 
"V/STOL Aircraft as the Interurban Transportation Mode" 
February 20, 1969 
Dr. Morton I. Weinberg, Head of Transportation Systems Section,
 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.
 
"Intercity Transportation Modes of the 1980's" 
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APPENDIX 3-A
 
This appendix details the study of variation in travel demand and the
 
methodology used in forcasting that demand. Specific information pertinent
 
to a more complete understanding of these subjects is presented here. As
 
such, the relevant portions of Chapter 3 should be read in conjunction with
 
the material presented here.
 
3-A-I Variations in Demand
 
It is obvious that air travel demand does not remain constant with time.
 
Seasonal, daily, and hourly peaks are almost always experienced. The design
 
of the terminal must be based on a knowledge of these peak periods so that 
a determination of design volume and load factors can be made. These varia­
tions are discussed below.
 
3-A-I. Seasonal Peaks
 
At this time, statistics for the calendar year 1967 are the most recent
 
available. Figure 3-A-I, Seasonal Variation in Demand, plots per cent of
 
total revenue passenger miles against the month of the year. The results
 
are also tabulated on table 3-A-I. It is assumed here that the use of
 
schedule timing does not affect the month in which the user flies. For
 
shorter periods of analysis (days, hours) this assumption is questionable.
 
As shown in Figure 3-A-1, the seasonal peak occurs during the summer
 
months, where in the month of August, approximately 10.5 percent of the
 
annual travel occurs. This peak reflects an increase in vacation travel
 
during December, caused by the increased travel demand for the Christmas
 
holidays.
 
3-A-1.2 Daily Peaks
 
Data on weekly air carrier operations has been extremely difficult to
 
obtain. Further investigation is necessary in this area. However, studies
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TABLE 3-A-i 
Seasonal Variation in Demand 
Month R.P.M. (millions) % Total 
J 5300 7.6 
F 4600 6.6 
M 5800 8.3 
A 5500 7.8 
M 5400 7.7 
J 6700 9.6 
J 6750 9.6 
A 7323 10.5 
S 5950 8.5 
0 5750 8.2 
N 4450 6.4 
D 6450 9.2 
69973 
Key: R.P.M. = Revenue Passenger Miles 
Source: Civil Aeronautics Board, Handbook of Airline Statistics 
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previously undertaken show the demand for Friday and Monday to be higher
 
than for the rest of the week, reflecting the dependence of weekly travel
 
on the business trip.
 
3-A-1.3 Hourly peaks
 
As in the automobile travel demand, air travel also experiences two
 
daily peaks, one during the early morning and the other in late afternoon.
 
This is shown in Figure 3-A-2, Hourly Variation in Demand. The hourly var­
iation during the peak day does not show definite peaks as does the average
 
day, but remains fairly constant throughout the day, except for the early
 
morning. Again this points out the fact that peak hour passenger volumes
 
are influenced a very great deal by non-business travel.
 
3-A-1.4 Peak Day and Busy Hour as Related to Average Daily Traffic
 
The ratio of the peak day and the average daily traffic is of great 
relevance in determining the design volume of the terminal and aircraft. 
Of equal importance is the ratio of busy hour to the average daily volumes. 
Both of these areas are investigated and discussed below. 
3-A-1.5 Ratio of Peak Day to Average Daily Traffic e 
The peak day is that 24 hour period beginning at midnight in which the
 
airport handles the highest traffic volume of the year. Average daily
 
traffic is simply the annual volume divided by 365 days. Peak day departures
 
as a per cent of average daily departure were plotted for major air centers
 
for fiscal year 1967. The results are tabulated in Table 3-A-2 and plotted
 
in Figure 3-A-3.
 
The average value of the peak day departures as a per cent of average
 
daily traffic was 169. In 1964, 1965 and 1966 these values were 163, 171
 
and 178 respectively. Therefore, it cannot be said with any confidence at
 
this point what the annual trend of the peak day/average daily traffic ratio is.
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TABLE 3-A-2
 
Peak Day Demand Related to Average Daily Demand
 
I.F.R. Departures (F.Y. 1967)
 
Center Annual Daily 
Average 
Chicago 521,481 1429 
New York 506,655 1388 
Cleveland 410,940 1126 
Fort Worth 354,663 972 
Washington 346,334 949 
Huston 338,994 929 
Atlanta 314,660 862 
Los Angeles 311,891 654 
Oakland 287,129 787 
Indianapolis 268,036 734 
Boston 243,971 668 
Mimai 240,846 660 
Kansas City 236,789 649 
Jacksonville 215,564 593 
Memphis 199,345 546 
Seattle 198,215 543 
Albquerque 160,739 330 
Peak Day 

2455 

2447 

1871 

1718 

1591 

1628 

1409 

1339 

1107 

1179 

1205 

977 

1395 

1005 

986 

768 

535 

Per Cent of
 
Daily Average
 
172
 
176
 
166
 
177
 
168
 
175
 
163
 
157
 
141
 
161
 
180
 
148
 
215
 
169
 
181
 
141
 
171
 
Source: F.A.A. I.F.R. Air Traffic Activity (F.Y. 1967)
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3-A-1.6 Ratio of Busy Hour to Average Daily Traffic
 
Busy hour data for the entire United States is not compiled by the
 
F.A.A. or C.A.B. and is not readily available otherwise. However the
 
F.A.A. Air Traffic Division, Airport Activity Data sheets (RIS-AR-7230-16)
 
were obtained, which list the busy hour operations for the southern region.
 
Unfortunately, the limited data reduced the reliability of the busy hour
 
study, since it included only a few major airports in the south. The
 
data used, however, is compiled in Table 3-A-3. Busy hour Demand Related
 
to Average Daily Demand.
 
The busy hour demand as a per cent of average daily demand varied
 
from a high of 21.3 per cent for San Juan to a low of 4.0 per cent for
 
Jacksonville. Obviously more data on airports outside the southern region
 
is needed. The results of the investigation are inconclusive.
 
TABLE 3-A-3 Busy Hour Demand Related to Average Daily Demand (F.Y. 1967)
 
Daily Per Cent of
 
Center Annual Average Hour Daily Average
 
Atlanta 324,660 862 49 4.5
 
Miami 240,846 660 53 8.0
 
Jacksonville 216,564 593 24 4.0
 
Memphis 119,345 546 54 9.9
 
San Juan 53,417 146 31 21.3
 
3-A-2 Details of the Demand Model
 
The gravity model suggested by M.I.T. states that the traffic demand
 
between two population centers is proportional to the product of their
 
populations and inversely proportional to some power of the distance between 
them: = iP 
Tij (I) 
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where: Tij = traffic between the ith origin and the jth destination.
 
P, = population of i.
 
Pj = population of j. 
Dij = distance between i and j.
 
a = constant associated with air travel.
 
If a proportionality constant (K) is inserted, the resulting relationship can
 
then be expressed as an equation:
 
pP
 
T . = (2)Dija 
As the distance between the pair of cities approaches zero, the travel
 
increases without bound. Since this is not characteristic of air transportation,
 
a modification is made which, for short distances, reduces the travel demand
 
until a meeting with the gravity model curve occurs.
 
Tij= P i? (i -(dDj) 
T a (l-e ii ) (3)ij a 
13
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Using the above equation, with a constant value of K, growth in travel
 
demand is completely dependent on growth in population of the various areas.
 
Since population growth has been much slower than the growth of transportation
 
demand, it must be concluded that K is not constant, but a function of time,
 
K(t). A suggested modification in Equation (3) to include an annual percent­
age change in air travel demand is:
 
[Ti (n) K Pi(n) P. (n) - (bDij)l+-j 	 P P i 
= a ie+100 -00 100 
ij 
(4) 
where: 	 Tij (n) = travel demand, n years after vase year 
Pi(n) population of city i, n years after base year 
Pi(n) 	 = population of city J, n years after base year
 
Pi(n) 	 = annual percentage change in population of city i
 
pi(n) 	 = annual percentage change in population of city j 
tij 	 = annual percentage change in air travel demand 
D.. 	 = distance from city i to city j 
a, b 	 = empirically derived constants 
A complete derivation of this can be found in the Lockheed-Georgia
 
Company report [3].
 
Two final adjustment factors were also considered in adapting the
 
final model. Cities of the same population may not generate the same volume
 
of traffic because of differences in income factor (Ii) to adjust the traffic
 
volume. A second factor to consider is the attractiveness of a city to
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travelers and businessmen. Because of the complexity of measuring this factor,
 
it was omitted from the final model.
 
3-A-3 Final Model of Demand
 
A computer program was developed that will calculate TI for 144 Urbanized
 
areas in the United States and described by the U.S. Bureau of the Census [4].
 
Areas were omitted if sufficient data was not available to allow forecasting
 
population into the future. Predictions were made for the years 1970, 1980,
 
1990, and 2000, based on Equation (5).
 
P(n) Pj(n) 
-(bD J +tij Pi piTii(n) K D a i e 00 1000 1i (5) 
The constants were reevaluated after the program had sucessfully com­
pleted the initial run and a comparison of results could be made with other
 
predictions.
 
3-A-4 Reduction of the Network
 
A network of 144 cities can be connected by over 10,000 direct links.
 
Due to practical limitations of time and computer facilities it was necessary
 
to reduce the study area to a smaller network with fewer cities and their
 
connecting links. Since it would be hard to find one area in the nation which
 
would be considered typical or represenative of the entire United States, a
 
reduced network was constructed without reference to any specific area or
 
region of the nation. In the determination of the reduced network, two char­
acteristics seem to have prime importance. The geographic distribution of the
 
cities of the reduced area should be similar to that of the larger area and the
 
trip generating potential of the cities of a given size should not be affected
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4 
by the reduction. With these considerations in mind, a sample area was created.
 
3-A-4.1 City Size and Geographic Distribution
 
The choice of a typical area should not bias the results of the study by
 
having too many small cities for the total number included, likewise it should
 
not be dominated by too many large ones. The population of each city in the
 
sample area is fixed so that the sample area will have approximately the same
 
probability distribution function as that of the 144 urbanized areas originally
 
considered. Figure 3-A-5 compares the two distributions.
 
Construction of a typical network involved specification of distances
 
between cities as well as the demand. To accomplish this a summary of the
 
number of connecting links for various length trips was taken from the data
 
available on the 144 urbanized areas. For the purposes of this study dis­
tances of over 2000 miles were not considered. All other links were summarized
 
in a cumulative function.
 
A trial-and-error method was then used to construct an arrangement of
 
eleven cities which would have a similar cumulative distribution. Figure 3-A-6
 
indicates the two distributions and Figure 3-A-7 is a scale drawing of the area
 
finally selected for the study. Assignment of populations to the locations in
 
this arrangement was a similar trial-and-error process, however, no attempt was
 
made to construct a cumulative plot of percent of total trips versus distance
 
of trip.
 
3-A-4.2 Trip Generation Potential of Cities
 
Since the reduction in the number of cities under consideration reduces
 
the number of possible destinations for a given city, total trip producing
 
potential for that city is reduced unless trips external to the sample area are
 
considered. This was accomplished by first predetermining the trip producing
 
potential of a city based on its projected population and then subtracting the
 
internal trips for this city from this potential. External trips were made
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through regional hubs thus eliminating the necessity of connecting every city
 
to external destinations. A further explaination of this will be found in
 
Appendix 3-B-2.
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V 
3-A-5 Computer Printout
 
The following computer printout is the actual Demand Model written in
 
the Fortran V computer language.
 
* C 
C THIS PROGRAM WILL TAKE THE 1960 POPULATION AND THE 1950-1960 
C INCREASE AND PROJECT THE POPULATION DOR 1970P1980.I990, AND 2000, 
C IT WILL CALCULATE THE DISTANCE BETWEEN EACH CITY PAIR AND THEN 
C ESTIMATE AIR TRAFFIC DEMAND BETWEEN EACH CITY PAIR. 
C 
C THE FIRST DATA CARD TELLS WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CITIES TO 
C BE CONSIDERED IN THIS RUN. 
READ(5,10) NMAX 
10 FORMAT (13) 
DIMENSION CITYDT(144,8)p USPOP(6), POPPRJII44e6,3)p CSUS(6), 
C 
IBPRJ(144 6) 
THE SECOND THROUGH N+1 DATA CARDS GIVE DATA-ON CITY NAME AND 
C NUMBER AS WELL AS POPULATION, POPULATION INCREASE. LATITUDE' 
C LONGITUDE AND INCOME LEVEL. ATTRACTIVENESS WAS BEEN OMITTED 
C FOR FIRST RUN INFORMATION. 
101 READ(5,11) N. (CITYDT(NI),Iz1.8) 
11 FORMAT (I3,21XF9.OPF7.3.F4.OPF3.0,F5.OF3.O.F6.0F6. 0) 
CITYDT(N.3) = CITYDT(N.3)+ CITYDT(N,4)/60;. .. 
CITYDT(N#5) = CITYDTN,5) CITYDT(N,6)/60.O 
IF (N.LT.NMAX) GO TO 101 .. . 
C ONCE THE DATA ON EACH AREA HAS BEEN READ THE PROJECTED POPULATION 
C FOR THE U.S.A. IS NECESSARY. LAST DATA CARU­
READ(5.12) (USPOP(I),If=I6) 
C 
12"FORMAT (6F10.1)
THE NEXT SECTION WILL PROJECT THE POPULATION OF EACH CITY BY 
C -THREE METHODS: ARITHMETIC, RATIO AND GEOMETRIC. -THIS DATA-IS 
C STORED IN 'POPPRJL I' WHICH IS A THREE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. THE 
C FIRST SUBSCRIPT IS THE CITY NUMBER, THE SECOND THE TIME PERIODS. 
C AND THE THIRD THE PROJECTION METHOD (I=ARITH,2=RATIOr3=GEOMETRIC) 
WRITE(6,15) 
15 FORMAT(lHI,34HTHIS IS THE POPULATION PROJECTIONS) 
DO 109 N=1,NMAX 
DO 102 I=13 
POPPRJ(N.1,I) = CITYDTCN,1) / (1 + CITYDTTN,2)} 
102 POPPRJ(N,2,I) = CITYDT(N.1) 
AINCP = POPPRJ(N,1,1) * CITYDT(N,2) 
GINCP = 1.0 + CITYDT(N,2) 
DO 103 J=l.2 
103 CSUS(J) (POPPRJtN.J.2) / USPOP(J)) / 1000.0 
RINCCS = CSUS(2) - CSUS(1) 
DO 104 J=3,6 
POPPRJ(N,JI) = POPPRJ(NJ-1,1) + AINCP 
CSUS(J) = CSUS(J-1) + RINCCS 
POPPRJCNJ,2) = CSUS(J) * USPOPIJ) WgOTT 
104 POPPRJ(N,J'3) = POPPRJ(NJ-1,3) * GINCP 
DO 108 J=2,6 
C THIS SECTION TAKES THE THREE PROJECTIONS OF POPULATION AND SELECTS 
C A BEST ESTIMATE. IF THE RATIO PROJECTION IS BETWEEN THE OTHER TWO, 
C IT IS SELECTED. OTHERWISE 1/3 OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ARITH. 
C AND GEOM. IS ADDED TO THE ARITHMETIC FOR TRE-BESTSTTMATE. 
IF (POPPRJ(NJu2) - POPPRJ(NJel)) 105,106.107 
105 BPRJ(NJ) = POPPRJ(NJ,1) + 0.333 * (POPPRJTNJ3)-POPPRJ(NJ,1)) 
GO TO 108 
I 106-'CONTINUE . ..-... 
IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 107 
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GO TO 105
 
107 BPRJ(NeJ) = POPPRJ(NPJ.2)
 
108 CONTINUE
 
109 CONTINUE
 
C STATEMENTS 108 THROUGH. BUT NOT INCLUDING 109t CAN BE REMOVED
 
C ONCE PROGRAM HAS BEEN RUN SATISrACTORALY.
 
C
 
C
 
DIMENSION DIST(144.144)p TRVLIN( 61,144)

C THIS SECTION OF PROGRAM CALCULATES THfZ--GEAT-ZTAcLE--ISTANCE
 
C BETWEEN CITY PAIRS BASED ON LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.
 
WRITr(6. 16)

16 FORMAT(IHI'39HTHIS IS A SAMPLE OF THE DISTANCE OUTPUT)
 
DO 311 I=iNMAX
 
DO 310 J=INMAX
 
IF (J-I) 302302303
 
302 DIST(IJ) = 0.0
 
GO TO 310
 
303 IF (CITYDT(I5) - CITYDT(J,5)) 305*304.305
 
304 DIST(IpJ) = ABS(CITYDT(I,3) - CITYDT(Je3)) * 60.0 / 1.17
 
GO TO 310
 
305 IF TCITYDT(I.3) - CITYDT(Jt3)) 30Y.3D06i3U. .
 
30b RADAOB = ABS(CITYT(I.5) - CITYDT(Ur5)) * 0.01745
 
OA = 3438.0 * COS(CITYDT(I.3) * 0.01745)
 
AB = 2.0 * OA * SINCRADAOB / 2.0)
 
AOB = 2.0 * ASIN((O.5 * AB)/(3438.0))
 
DIST(IPJ) AOB * 57.296 * 60.0 / 1.17
 
GO TO 310
 
307 ALAT = CITYDT(I,3)
 
ALONG = CITYDT(I5)
 
BLAT = CITYDTJP3)
 
BLONG = CITYDT(JP5)
 
GO TO 309
 
308 ALAT = CITYDT(J.3)
 
ALONG = CITYDT(JU5)
 
BLAT = CITYDT(I,3)
 
BLONG = CITYDT(Ip5)
 
309 P = ABS(ALONG - BLONG) * 0.01745
 
PA (90.0 - ALAT) * 0.01745
 
PB ± (90.0 - BLAT) * 0.01745
 
PD ATAN(COS(P)*TAN(PB))
 
AD PA - PD
 
A = ATAN(TAN(P) * (SIN(PD)/SIN(AD)))
 
AB ± ASINSIN(P)* (SIN(PB)/SIN(Al).
 
DIST(I#J) = AB * 57,296 * 60.0 / 1.17
 
3 10' CONTINUE .. .
 .- - - - - ­
WRITE(6.17) I.(DIST(IJ) PJ=lO114OplO)
 
17 FORMAT (1H ,13#14F8.0) .. .
 
311 	CONTINUE
 
DIMENSION KAUL(61)
 
00 350 KONT=IF61
 
350 	KAULIRONT) 0 
BLKDST = 50.0
 
MPDlZ NMAX - I .
 
00 360 1 = lpMPD1
 
M:P02 t I + 1
 
DO 360 J = MPD2NMAX
 
2o4
 
UPLIMT = 50.0
 
356 	IF (UIST(ItJ) - UPLIMT) 358t 358, 357
 
357 	UPLIMT = UPLIMT + BLKDST
 
KK+ I
 
IF (UPLIMT.GT.3001.0) GO 10 358
 
GO TO 356
 
358 KAUL(K) = KAULIK) + 1
 
360 CONTINUE
 
WRITE(6,351)
 
351 	FORMAT(1HI, 25H UPLIM NO. CITIES
 
UPLIMT = 50.0
 
DO 365 I = 1*61
 
UPLIMT = UPLIMT + BLKDST
 
365 WRITE(6p352) UPLIMTu KAUL(I)
 
352 FORMAT (1H PF6.0' IS)
 
C
 
C THIS SECTION PREDICTS DEMAND FOR EACH cITY-PAiR BASED ON THE
 
C GRAVITY MODEL:
 
WRITE(6,18)
 
18 	FORMAT (IHl,31H THIS REPRESENTS DEMAND SUMMARY)
 
MAXI = 0.0
 
MINI = 1.0
 
00 410 InINMAX
 
IF (CITYDT(I,7) .GT.MAXI) MAXI CITYDT(I,7)
 
IF (CITYDT(I#7).LT.MINIJ MINI CITYOT(ITI. ..
 
410 CONTINUE
 
.. DO 445 N t2,6
 
00 411 K =1.61
 
411 TRVLIN(KN) = 0.0
 
TTRVL = 0.0
 
MPDI = NMAX - 1
 
DO 420 1 = IuMPDX
 
MPD2 = I + 1
 
DO 420 J = MPD2,NMAX
 
415 FACTII= CITYDT(1e7) / MAXI 
FACTIJ= CITYDT(J,7) / MAXI 
FACT6 = O.5*(BPRJ(IN)*BPRJCJN))/{{DIST(Iijl' 04)*{I0.0*?.0)) 
SLAC =-(0.007*(DIST(I,J)))**2.0 
FACTE = 1.0 - EXP(SLAC) 
FACTT = (1.1) ** (lO.0*XN) 
XN = N-1 
DIST(JvI) = (FACTII + FACTIJ) * FACTG * FACTE * FACTT 
BLKDST = 50.0 
UPLIMT.= bO.O
K -- Y- .. 	 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
KMAX =61
 
416 IF (DIST(IJ) - UPLIMT) 418,418,417
 
417 UPLIMT = UPLIMT + BLKDST
 
K=K+.
 
IF 	 (UPLIMT.GT,3001.0) GO TO 418 
GO 	TO 416 ..
 
418 	 TRVLIN(KN) = TRVLIN(K,N) + DIST(JI) 
TTRVL = TTRVL + DIST(JI)
 
420 	CONTINUE
 
WRITE(6,21) . .. . . . . .
 
DO 422 I=flNMAX
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DO 421 J=ltNMAX
 
IF (I.GT.J) CITYDT(I.8) CITYDT(I.8) + DIST(I.J)/2.0
 
IF (I.LT.J)CITYDT(IP8) CITYDT(Ie8) + DISTiJ.I)/2.0
 
421 CONTINUE
 
422 WRITE(6p22) I. CITYDT(I8)
 
21 FORMAT (1Hf1bXe16H CITY DEMAND
 
22 FORMAT (IH .SX.I3.FlO.0)
 
C BEFORE INDEXING ON A NEW VALUE OF N WRITE DISTRIBUTIONS
 
DIMENSION CUMTRV(1006). PTRVL(100#6)
 
CUMTRV(1,N) = TRVLIN(C1N) / TTRVL 
PTRVL(IN) = TRVLIN(1uN) / TTRVL 
00 430 K=2KMAX
 
PTRVL(KpN) TRVLIN(K#N) / TTRVL
 
430 CUMTRV(KvN) = CUMTRVCK-IPN) + PTRVL(K.N) 
WRITE(6 19)
 
19 FORMAT (IHi. 14H UPPER LIMIT, 6X,6HaEMANO.9XPHPERCEN1 1OX,3HCUM
 
1)
 
UPLIMT = 0
 
00 445 K =lPKMAX
 
UPLIMT = UPLIMT + 50.0
 
WRITE(6p20) UPLIMT. TRVLIN(K.N). PTRVL(K'N) CUMTRV(KpN)
 
20 FORMAT (6XvF5.0#F15.0F5.3F5.3... . .
 
445 CONTINUE
 
END
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APPENDIX 3-B
 
This appendix details the route selection and loading procedure.
 
WSpecific information pertinent to a more complete understanding of the
 
route selection method is covered here. As such, an understanding of the
 
general procedure is necessary. Therefore, this appendix should be read
 
in conjunction with the appropriate portions of Chapter 3.
 
2-B-1 Inputs to the Model
 
In addition to those items mentioned in Chapter 3, some other parameters
 
are input to the model. These are used to fine-tune the selection process,
 
and to eliminate certain biases.
 
3-B-l.l Aircraft Inputs
 
Several inputs regarding characteristics of the specific aircraft in
 
the mix have been included to assist in calculations carried out in the
 
route model.
 
A utilization curve (See Figure 3-B-1) was introduced. This allowed
 
for the calculation of the fraction of an aircraft that would be necessary
 
to fly a particular route. Since no scheduling considerations were under­
taken, it was only necessary to total these fractions of airplanes needed
 
to determine the total fleet size necessary to fly the network being considered.
 
A second additional input for each aircraft type was a minimum distance
 
below which no assignment would be made. This was included to insure that
 
the plane would be flown over ranges consistent with design considerations
 
used in the aircraft design and cost models.
 
Finally, estimations of operating costs per flight mile were inputs.
 
This was necessary to allow for the elimination of flights which might be
 
carrying only a few passengers in a large capacity aircraft. Such situations
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might otherwise occur, in the case of a final assignment of an aircraft
 
to a two or three legged flight, if it were not checked.
 
3-B-1.2 Route Inputs
 
The method by which the routes are determined for input to the model 
was not discussed in Chapter 3. At this point, a few comments are appropriate.
 
The route selection process was conducted using the demand volumes
 
generated by the demand model. 
Those cities with large demands were con­
nected by an appropriate route structure. 
Certain cities were also selected
 
as hub airports, due to their regional characteristics. To the demand
 
calculated for the hub city was added the demands for those feeder cities
 
being served. External flights were also made from these hub cities. 
The
 
routes selected were then re-evaluated and adjusted to account for the in­
creased demands present.
 
In selecting the structure of each route, a combination of leg lengths
 
was employed. 
By using legs of differing lengths, the greatest opportunity
 
was available for each aircraft in the mix of those available to demonstrate 
its particular advantages in terms of capacity versus range. 
While the
 
selection of the routes, and their structure, may appear to be somewhat
 
arbitrary, the demand values generated made route selection reasonably
 
deterministic.
 
3-B-2 The Route Model Algorithm 
Some additional comments regarding the algorithm itself are warranted
 
The process of assigning a plane to a route is described in Chapter 3.
 
Since the STOL craft are assigned first, all demand is reduced to less than
 
a STOL plane load before the CTOL assignment process begins. If a small
 
city is located within STOL range of the hub city, a STOL port may be all
 
that is required at the smaller city, since STOL can 
accomodate all flights
 
to and from it.
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The route model calculated the fleet size required to allow for air­
craft costing. In addition to this, the number of average daily operations
 
for each city was obtained to assist in the consideration of the airport
 
size and control equipment necessary. This calculation was not adjusted
 
for general aviation and only included the commercial flights. This
 
figure was increased to include external trip making.
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3-B-3 Computer Printout
 
The following computer printout of the Route Model utilized is written
 
in the Fortran V computer language.
 
DIMENSION KAPL(100), CSPD(100). MRL (t)P LDATA(10OPO) 
I MINRL(100)e KSRL(IO0)e KDIST(IIPI). KDMD(11IL)t MINRA(200)
 
2 KROUTE(200t1O)v KROUTF(200.2), MAXRAI2DOtICPAX(II) NCF(11)p
 
3 NSPAX(11)# NSF(11)p KFREQ(11v11)v NPAXIJ(11P11)e NSAVIJ(11.P1)p
 
4 AFT(11e11),NCTAP(1). NPF(11.I1I1, NSFIJ(t1,111)-NCFIJ(11.11)#
 
5 FUDGE(lI)p COSTR( 10)t NOPHR(11)
 
903 FORMAT (II12)
 
904 FORMAT (53H1PROGRAM TERMINATED IN READ SECTION OF AIRCRAFT FILES#/
 
143HAN IMPROPER DATA IDENTIFIER WAS TNCOUNTEREU)
 
905 FORMAT (I1I3.13,I3PI4.I2#11I4)
 
906 FORMAT (67H1PROGRAM TERMINATED DO TO IMPROPER SEQUENCE OF AIRCRAFT
 
1 DATA CARDS )
 
907 FORMAT (11912)
 
908 FORMAT (IHI#54HPROGRAM TERMINATED IN READ SECTION OF STUDY AREA F1 
ILES-/ / OH AN IMPROPER IDENTIFIER WAS TNCOUNTEIE- T­
909 FORMAT (11#12.1114)
 
910 FORMAT (IHlu44H THE DISTANCE MATRIX CARDS ARE OUT OF ORDER I
 
911 FORMAT (I1e12#11I7)
 
912 FORMAT (1H1e42H THE DEMAND MATRIX CARDS ARE OUT OF ORDER 1
 
913 FORMAT (1I.3) 
914 FORMAT QIH149HPROGRAM TERMINATED INtE -SECTTOUOF-ROUTE FXLESu/ 
139H AN IMPROPER IDENTIFIER WAS INCOUNTERLD 
915 FORMAT (11,13r512) 
916 FORMAT (IHIP33HTHE ROUTE CARDS ARE NOT IN ORDER I 
929-FORMAT(121 I12r.7b) .. . 
930 FORMAT(I2,13e5I5) 
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931 FORMAT(12,13,I5,FB.3,I5,F8.3,F7.3)
 
933 FORMA1T(I2rI5I5)
 
935 FORMAT(1H1,44H AN ERROR OCCURED IN THE RUN DATA FILE
 
936 FORMAT(I2,I3,I3,4XI8,12X.I8,6X-i).
937 FORMAT(12,1H,,I2,1H,,l3,1H,,14,1H,)
 
938 FORMAT(III2,11F7.0)
 
939 FORMAT(42H1 THIS IS A PRINTOUT OF THE AIRCRAFT FILE v/52H I.D.
 
ICAP. CSU RANGE DISTANCE-COST PAIRS ,47x.iiH MINRL RWY )
 
940 FORMAT(I4,3I7tbXe 4(15eIpSX),5XI6,I5)
 
941 FORMAT1IHI,36HTHIS IS THE DISTANCE MATRX FiWTRr-i2,aSH CITIES. )
 
942 FORMAT(1H ,I3,1116)
 
943 FORMAT(1H */u35H THIS IS THE DEMAND BETWEEN -C1ES -P/) 
945 FORMAT(13HIROUTE FILES,/14H NO. SEQUENCE#//)
 
946 FORMAT( I3,415,I5uI5)
 
947 FORMATIIHX, //11H RUN NUMBERI3,///,14H PLANES IN MIX t
 
I15v5H AND ,I5,/,4Xp8HQUANTITY,2X,15,5(rsrT,56H CITY-AIRPORT MAX
 
2DY OPS/HR CONTROLS RUNWAY LENGTH
 
949 FORMAT(IH v /,22H CTOL FRACTION CLASS 2,6-X22H STOL FRACTION CLASS
 
i ,15,
IF1.5,I8,25XI3,FO.5,I8) 
948 FORMAT(1H v14tI6r5XI3vI8,8XpIlFIIO)
 
950 FORMAT(28HICARDS FOR TERMINAL MODEL I
 
951 FORMAT(I5,I5,1618)
 
952 FORMAT(28H1CARDS FOR EFF.MODEL
 
953 FORMAT(IH ,212*llI4p2I0.pI2pI5) . ..
 
954 FORMAT( 212,1114t2110,I2pI5)
 
955 FORMAT(35H AVERAGE FLYING TIME FROM I TO J -y-.
 
956 FORMAT(1IFIC.4)
 
957 FORMAT(Ia#I2,11F63)
 
958 FORMAT(19H1 FREQUENCY MATRIX I
 
960 FORMAT(2H ,//,17H NO1 NPIM1 NAVRGI,2OX7H N02 NPIM2 NAVRG2e/,
 
113I6,I5,23X,13,I6,I5)
 
961 FORMAT(15H FUDGE FACTORS ,//iSB.3) 
962 FORMAT ( 6110 1 
963 FORMAT (7110 ) 
964 FORMAT t 311OFIO.5 110) 
965 PORMAT(6I1O) 
9b6 FORMAT(I5,I5,111O) 
967 FORMAT(1H ,13,13,2214) 
968 FORMAT(I2,12,2213) 
969 FORMATI28HICARDS FOR AIRCRAFT M0D.EU--T .­
970 FORMAT(1H ,I2.I3,I4vI5) 
971 FORMAT(28HZCARDS FOR CONTROLS MODEL I -­
972 FORMAT(I2eI2116) 
994 FORMATtI5,11FIO.3) 
995 FORMAT(I5.1lI1O) 
996 FORMAT(310) ... 
997 FORMAT(I5,I5FO.1,4FI0.4u4FI0.2) 
9 9 8 FO R MATC12FI O .3 ) --.. . .. . 
999 FORMAT(12110) 
1000 FORMAT(1HI) 
1001 FORMAT(IH I 
MF-DY- 6.... . ... . . 
YHRS = 8760 
"NP ± 2 . ... . 
NCLAS1 = 1 
NCLAS2 t .. 
GDMIN 1 
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--
C
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C
 
C 

C 
C 

C 
ThIS SECTION READS THE AIRCRAFT FILE AND PRINTS- HE-bATAFOR
 
REVIEW
 
WRITE(6,939)
 
READ(5# 905) KATP NDF
 
IF (KAT.EQG1) GO TO 2
 
I WRITE(6 904)
 
STOP 1108
 
2 DO 3 I=I.NDF 
READ(5u 905) Je L, KAPL(I), MIKE v MRL(I). LDATA(.Itl) 
I(LOATA(ItK),K=2v 9). MINRLCI)( KSRLCI) 
CSPD(I) = MIKE 
IF (J.NE.1) GO TO I 
WRITE(6o940) L' KAPL(I)u MIKE v MRLCI)' (LDATA(ItK)oK=29), 
IMINRL(I),KSRL(I) .. .. . 
IF (L.EQ.30) WRITE(6.939) 
IF (L.EQ.I) GO TO 3 
WRITE(5 906) 
STOP 1108 
3 CONTINUE 
THIS SECTION READS THE FILES ON THE STUDY AREA, THE DISTANCE
 
-'BETWEEN NODES 15 READ FIRSTr-THEN-TfiE DEMAND.
 
READISp 907) KATP NODE
 
WRITE(6#941) NODE
 
.IF-(KAT.EQ.2)GO TO 5 "
 
4 WRITE(6, 908)
 
. 
STOP 1108 

5 DO 6 I=IuNODE 
- READTS-909) J0 Kt (KDIST(X.12,IiN . ... 
WRITEt6942) K' (KDIST(I,I2),I2=,NODE)
If IJ.NE.2) GO TO 4 
IF (KDIST(ItI).EG.0) GO TO b 
WRITEI6, 910) 
STOP 1108 
6 CONTINUE
 
WRITE(6,943)
 
- 7 I=lNODE __ 
READ(S, 911) J' K' (KDMDCII2),I2=1,NODE) 
wRITE(6,942) K' (KDMO(II12)rI2" ,NODEV . 
IF (J.NE.2) GO TO 4IF-IKDMD(II).EQ.O) GO TO 
 7
 
WRITE(6p 912)

.---
ST IIUB.1 
7 CONTINUE -_s8_ 

FUDGE IS AN ARRAY OF FACTORS TO ADJUST TRAVEL FROM CERTAIN NODES
 
"-T0 THE EXPECTED MAGNITUDE
 
-READT5i 938) J,K P (FUDGE (IiiZpfrlNDETF 
WRITE(6.961) (FUDGE(I)#I=I11) 
THIS SECTION READS INFORMATION ON THE POSSIBLE ROUTES.
 
READ(b. 913) KAT, MAXR
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IF (KAT.EQ.3) GO TO 9
 
8 WRITE(6e 914)
 
STOP 1108
 
9 KONT = I
 
DO 12 I=lPMAXR
 
IF (KONT.EQ. 1) WRITE(b,945)
 
READ(5, 915) J, K, (KROUTE(II2),I2=1,5)
 
NAUX ± KROUTE(I.1) + I
 
IF(J.NE.3) GO TO 8
 
-IF (K.EQ.I) GO TO 10
 
WRITE(6. 916)
 
STOP 1108
 
10 	MINRA(I) = 9999
 
NOM = KROUTE(I#1) - 1
 
MAXRA(I) = 0
 
00 11 J=lpNOM
 
ITHN = KROUTE(IJ+1)
 
JTHN = KROUTE(IPJ+2)
 
IF (KDIST(ITHN.JTHN).LT.MINRA(I)) MINRA(I) KDIST(ITHNJTHN)
 
11 IF (KDIST(ITHNJTHN).GT.MAXRA(I))-MAXRA(I)Y KDISTY(HNJTHN)
 
KONT = KONT + I
 
-rF (KONT.EQ.50) KONT = I
 
WRITE(6P946) K, (KROUTE(II2),I2=2,NAUX),MINRA(I)PMAXRA(I)
 
12 CONTINUE
 
14 CONTINUE
 
C 
C THIS SECTION READS DATA ON SPECIFIC RUNS. IT IS ASSUMED THAT 
C THERE ARE TWO PLANES IN THE MIK U"DNET_-T _ONO}TrAN ONE35TOL 
C (NO2). THE PROGRAM WILL CONTINUE TO CYCLE UNTIL THE LAST DATA 
C CARD IS READ AND AN ERROR MESSAG- APPEARS --47.. 
C
 
KRUNNO = 1 
15 	READ(5,933) KAT, NOt, N02
 
IF (KAT.NE.1O) GO TO 55
 
PIMI = 0
 
PIM2 = 0
 
KDST1 = 0
 
KDST2 Z 0
 
DO 16 I=1#11
 
NSr(I) = 0 ....
 
NCF(I) = 0
 
NCPAX(1) =0 ..
 
NSPAX(I) = 0
 
0D 16 Jflhll
 
NSAVIJ(IJ) = 0
 
..AFT iJ) = 0
 
KFREG(IJ) = 0
 
NPAXIJ(IJ) = KDMD(IJ . .
 
NSFIJ(IeJ) = 0 
NCFIJ(IJ) z 0 ....
 
16 CONTINUE
 
-DO 17 1-I.MAXR
 
KROUTF(I,1) = 0
 
K'RouTF(I,2) = 0
 
17 CONTINUE
 
C
 
C THE FIRST STEP IS TO PLACE STOL PLANES ON ALL POSSIBLE ROUTES
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--
C THAT HAVE ENOUGH DEMAND TO FILL THE PLANE TO 80 PER CENT OF
 
X KAPL(NO2)
 
LOAD2 = 0.6 * X 
O iO0-KTHR=1PMAXR .. ..
 
IF (MRLLNO2).LT.MAXRA(KTHR)) GO TO 100
 
IF IKROUTE(KTHR,1).NE.2) GO TO ioV=
 
ITHN = KROUTE(KTHR,23
 
JTRN-'-KROUTE(KTHR,3)
 
IF (NPAXIJ(ITHNPJTHN).LE.LOAD2) GO TO 100
 
NUM = NPAXIJ(ITHNPJTHN)/LOAD2
 
KDST2 = KDIST(ITHNIJTHNI * MUM * 2 + KDST2 
KROUTFAKTHRu2) = KROUTF(KTHR,2J + UM -2 
NPAXIJ(ITHNPJTHN) = NPAXIJ(ITHNvJTHN) -NUM * LOAD2 
N-AXIJ(JTHNPITHN) = NPAXIJ(JT4N-i'THNI - NUM * LOAD2 
KFREG(ITHNPJTHN) = KFREQ(ITHNPJTHN) + NUM 
KFEG(JTHN#ITHN) = KFREO(JTHNITH)-+ NUM 
NSPAX(ITHNJ = NSPAX(ITHN) + NUM * LOAD2 
NSPAXUJTHN) = NSPAX(JTHN) + NUM *-LOAD2 
NSF(ITHN) = NSF(ITHN) + NUM * 2 
NSF-JTHN) = NSF(JTHN) + NUMC*2 
NSAVIJ(ITHN#JTHN) = NSAVIJ(ITHNPJTHN) + NUM * KAPL(N02) 
NSAVIJ(JTHNITHN) = NSAVIJ(JTHNI-HN) + NUN * KAPL(N02F
 
DIST = KDIST(ITHN#JTHN)
 
. . ..

.. . ... ..

...... t-NO2 
Al = (DIST-100.O) 
... -Al / CSPD(L) 
BTYME = A2 + 0.6 
--- IF (BTYfE.GT.2.0) GO TO 95 
UTILI = (1586.6 + 1673.3*BTYME - 316.8*BTYME**2.0) YHRS 
-70 TO-.99 
95 IF (BTYME.GT.3.0) GO TO 96 
UTTLI = (2800.0 + 400.O*BTTMET7 YHR R 
GO TO 99 
96 IF T(BTYME.GT.4.0) GO TO 97 ...... . .. .. 
UTIL1 = (3400.0 + 200.O*BTYME) / YHRS60 	T0799... . .. . . . . .
 
97 	IF (BTYME.GT.6.0) GO TO 98
 
UTIL - = (3800.0 + lO0.0*BTYME17-RS
 
GO TO 99
 
98 UTILI = (4100.0 + 50.O*BTMEI 7 YRRS­
99 PIM2 PIM2 + 2.0 * NUM * (BTYME/UTIL1)/24.0
 
AUX NUM
 
AFT(ITHNJTHN) = AFT(ITHNPJTHN) + AUX * BTYME
 
AFTtJTTKbITHNI = AFT(JTHNDITRN-AIJX * UITML
 
100 CONTINUE
 
3000 CONTINUE . ... 
C 
C -THE- NEXT STEP IS TO PLACE CTOL PLANES OT-lL--ROUTES--POSSBLE 
C THAT HAVE ENOUGH DEMAND STILL REMAINING TO FILL THE PLANE TO 
C-- PI tENT CAPACITY.-
C 
... -KAPL NO1) 
.. ..... 
 ......... 
LOAD1 = 0.6 * X 
-'0- KThRtIMAXR 
IF (MRL(NOI).LT.MAXRA(KTHR)) GO TO 200 
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IF (MINRLCNO1).GT.MINRA(KTHR)) GO TO 200
 
IF (KROUTE(KTHRPI).NE.2) GO TO 200
 
ITHN = KROUTE(KTHR#2)
 
JTHN = KROUTE(KTHRP3
 
IF (NPAXIJ(ITHNPJTHN).LE.LOADI) GO TO 200
 
NUM = NPAXIJ(ITHNtJTHN) / LOADi
 
KDST1 = KDIST(ITHNPJTHN) * NUM * 2 + KDSTI
 
KROUYF(KTHRP1) = KROUTF(KTHReI) + NUM *2 .
 
NPAXIJ(ITHNeJTHN) = NPAXIJ(ITHNPJTHN) - NUM * LOADI
 
NPAXIJ(JTHN#ITHN) = NPAXIJ(JTHNPITHN ;N1M--LbA0 ..
 
KFREQ(ITHN#JTHN) = KFREO(ITHNFJTHN) + NUM
 
KFREG(JTHNPITHN) = KFREQ(JTHNtITHN) + NU.
 
NCPAX(ITHN) = NCPAX(ITHN) + NUM * LOAD1
 
NCPAX(JTHN) = NCPAX(JTHN) + NUM * LOADI
 
NCF(ITHN) NCF(ITHN) + NUM * 2
 
NCF(JTHN) NCF(JTHN) + NUM * 2 . .. ..
 
NSAVIJ(ITHNPJTHN) = NSAVIJ(ITHNPJTHN) + NUM * KAPL(NOI)
 
NSAVIJ(JTHNpITHN) = NSAVIJ(JTHNITHN) +-NOM-* KKPL(NOB)
 
DIST = KDIST(ITHN'JTHN)
 
L NO. .
 
Al (DIST-100.O)
 
. ...

A Z Al / C S PD (L ) -. 
.
 
BTYME = A2 + 0.6
 
IF (BTYME.GT,2.0) GO TO 195
 
UTILI = (1586.6 + 1673.3*BTYME - 316.8*BTYME**2.0) / YHRS
 
GO TO 199
 
195 IF (BTYME.GT.3.0) GO TO 196
 
UTILl = (2800.0 + 400.O*ETYME) /-YHRS-

O0 TO 199
 
196 IF (BTYME.GT.4.0) GO TO 197 . ....
 
UTILl = 13400.0 + 200.O*BTYME) / YHRS
 
GO To 199
 
197 IF (BTYME.GT.6.0) GO TO 198
 
UTILI = (3800.0 + 100.0*BTYME) -YHRW.- .. .
 
GO TO 199
 
198 UTILl = (4100.0 + 50.O*BTYME) / YHRS ­
199 PIMi = PIMI + 2.0 * NUM * (BTYME/UTILI)/24.0
 
AUX = NUM
 
AFT(ITHNPJTHN) = AFT(ITHNPJTHN) + AUX * STYME
 
AFTIJTHNPITHN) = AFT(JTHNPITHN) + AUX-*-*TT TME
 
200 CONTINUE
 
C 
C STOL CRAFT ARE THEN PLACED ON ALL ROUTES THAT STILL HAVE DEMAND
 
C AND CAN BE FLOWN FOR LESS THAN ONE DOLLAR IERXREVV SEAT RILE.
 
C
 
COSTRI2I = LDATA(N02#3) ..
 
COSTR(I) LDATA(NO2.2)
 
COSTRT3) LDATA(NO2#4)
 
COSTR(4) = LDATA(N02.5)
 
COSTR15) LDATA(NO2p6)
 
COSTR(6) = LOATA(NO27)
 
COSTRTI = LOATA(N02#8) .
 
COSTR(8) = LDATA(NO2p9)
 
-- 300 KTHR I#MAXR
 
IF (MRL(N02).LT.MAXRA(KTHR)) GO TO 300
 
..IF(KROUTE(KTHRuI).NE.2) GO TO 250 ..
 
ITHN = KROUTE(KTHRP2)
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JTHN KROUTE(KTHR,3)
 
DISTI KDIST(ITHNPJTHN)
 
I=1
 
201 	IF (COSTR(I).GT.DIST1) GO TO 202
 
I=I+2
 
GO TO 201
 
202 	CST = COSTR(I+1) * DIST1 
EFF = NPAXIJ(ITHNPJTHN) * KDIST(ITHNYJTH14-UI . .--. 
GODNS = CST / EFF 
IF (GOMIN.LT.GOODNS) GO TO 300 
NUM = 1
 
KDST2 = KDST2 + NUM * KDIST(ITHN,JtHNf2 .
 
KROUTF(KTHR.2) = KROUTF(KTHR'2) + 2
 
KFREQ(ITHNeJTHN) = KFREQ(ITHNuJTHN) + I-. .
 
KFREG(JTHNeITHN) = KFREQ(JTHNtITHN) + 1
 
NSPAX(ITHN) = NSPAX(ITHN) + NUN * NPAXTJITHN..JTNJ..
 
NSPAX(JTHN) = NSPAX(JTHN) + NUM * NPAXIJ(JTHNeITHN)
 
NPAXIJ(ITHNtJTHN) = 0
 
NPAXIJ(JTHNvITHN) = 0
 
NSFCITHN) = NSF(ITHN) + 2
 
NSF(JTHN) = NSF(JTHN) + 2
 
NSAVIJ(ITHNPJTHN) = NSAVIJ(ITHRWPJTHNT-KA-PLTNUiZ
 
NSAVIJ(JTHN.ITHN) = NSAVIJ(JTHN#ITHN) + KAPL(N02)
 
DISTI = KDIST(ITHNPJTHN)
 
L = N02
 
BTYME = (DIST1 - 100.0) / CSPD(L) 4 O6.
 
IF (BTYME.GT.2.0) GO TO 245 
UTILI = (1586.6 + 1673.3*BTYME - 316- B*TYMEL**tZ.0f THRS'-
GO TO 249 
245 IF (BTYME.GT.3.0) GO TO 246 
UTILl = (2800.0 + 400.O*BTYMEJ / YHRS 
- GO to 249 
246 	IF (BTYME.GT.4.0) GO TO 247
 
UUrL1 = (3400.0 + 200.O*BTYME-7-THRS
 
GO TO 249
 
247 	IF (BTYME.GT.6.0) GO TO 248
 
UTILl = (3800.0 + 100.0*BTYME) / YHRS
 
GO TO 249
 
248 	UTILl = (4100.0 + 50.0*BTYME) / YHRS
LIT W-U-'- ... . ..
2.0 * NUM * BTYME /UTI 7249 	 PIM2 = PIM2 + 
AUX 	= NUM
 
AFT(ITHNjTHN) = AFT(ITHNPJTHN) + AUX * BTYME-...... 
AFT(JTHNITHN) = AFT(JTHNPITHN) + AUX * BTYME 
GO TO 300 
250 	ITHN = KROUTE(KTHRP2)
 
..TfW=-KROUTEKTHR3) --

KTHN : KROUTE(KTHRe4)
 
DISTI ± KDIST(ITHN#JTHN)
 
DIST2 = KDIST(JTHNKTHN) _
 
I=I
 
1 

251IFTCSTRI).GT.DISTI) GO TO 252
 
I=I+2
 
GO TO 251
 
252 	 IF (COSTR(J).GT.DIST2) GO TO 253
 
J J + 2
 
GO TO 252
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253 	CST = COSTR(I+1) * DIST1 + COSTR(J+1) * DIST2 
NPAX13 = NPAXIJ(ITHNPKTHN) 
NSAV12 = KAPL(N02) - NPAX13 
IF (NSAV12.LT.NPAXIJ(ITHNFJTHN)) GO TO 2TO.. ... 
NPAX12 = NPAXIJ(ITHN#JTHN) 
GO TO 275 
270 	NPAX12 = NSAV12
 
275 NSAV23 = NSAV12
 
IF ( NSAV23.LT.NPAXIJ(JTHNPKTHN)) GO TO 280
 
NPAX23 = NPAXIJ(JTHNPKTHN)
 
GO TO 285
 
280 NPAX23 = NSAV23 
285 EFF = NPAX13 * KDIST(ITHN#KTHN) + NPAX12 * KDIST(ITHNPJTHN) + NPAX 
123 * KDIST(JTHNPKTHN) + 1 
GOODNS = CST / EFF
 
IF (GDMIN.LT.GOODNS) GO TO 300
 
NUM = 1
 
KDST2 = KDST2 + KDIST(ITHN#JTHN) + KDISTIJFINrtRTHN)
 
KROUTF(KTHR,2) = KROUTF(KTHRu2) + 1
 
NPAXIJ(ITHNPJTHN) = NPAXIJ(ITHNoJTHN) - NPA-X12
 
NPAXIJ(ITHNKTHN) = NPAXIJ(ITHNKTHN) - NPAX13
 
NPAXIJ(JTHNvKTHN) = NPAXIJ(JTHNtK'THN - NAX2. ....
 
KFREG(ITHNPUTHN) = KFREQiITHNFJTHN) + 1
 
KFREQ(ITHNKTHN) = KFREQ(ITHNPKTHN) + 1
 
KFREQ(JTHN.KTHN) = KFREQ(JTHNPKTHN) + 1
 
NSPAX(ITHN) = NSPAX(ITHN) + NPAX12 + NPAXi3
 
NSPAX(JTHN) = NSPAX(JTHN) + NPAX23
 
NSF(ITHN) = NSF(ITHN) + 1
 
NSF(JTHN) = NSF(JTHN) + 2
 
NSF(KTHN) = NSF(KTHN) + 1
 
NSAVIJ(ITHNPJTHN) = NSAVIJ(ITHN#JTHN) + KAPL(N02)
 
NSAVIJ(ITHNPKTHN) = NSAVIJ(ITHN#KTHN) 4 K-APLON2)
 
NSAVIJ(JTHNPKTHN) = NSAVIJ(JTHNPKTHN) + KAPL(N02)
 
DISTI = KDIST(ITHN#JTHN)
 
L = NO2
 
KI ITHN
 
KJ JTHN
 
KONT z 0
 
286 BTYME = (OISTI - 100,0) / CSPD(L) + 0.6 
IF CBTYMEGT.2.0) GO TO 287 .. 
UTILI = (1586.6 + 1673.3*BTYME - 316.8*BTYME**2.0) / YHRS 
GO TO 291 
287 	IF (BTYME.GT.3.0) GO TO 288 
UTTI = (2800.0 + 400.0*BTYMEJ t YHRS 
GO TO 291 
288 	IF [BTYME.GTo4.0) GO TO 289 
UTILI = (3400.0 + 200.0*BTYMEI / YHRS 
GO-TO 291 
289 IF (BTYME.GT.6.0) GO TO 290 
UTILI = (3800.0 + 100.0*BTTE) / THRS 
GO TO 291 
290 	UTILl (41000 + 50.0*BTT4E1 r-THRS.--­
291 	PIM2 = PIM2 + NUM * (BTYME/UTILI)/24.0 
AFT(KItKJ) = AFT(KIKJ) + DISTII CSPD(Ii. 
KONT 1 + KONT 
DIST KDIST(JTHNtKTHN) 
KI Z JTHN 
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_____ 
KJ = KTHN
 
--IF (KONT.EQ.I) GO TO 286
 
300 CONTINUE
 
4000 CONTINUE
 
C 
C CTOL CRAFT ARE THEN PLACED ONWAL OUTI-UTES THAT STI AVE UEMANO
 
C AND CAN BE FLOWN FOR LESS THAN ONE DOLLAR PER REV. SEAT MILE.
 
C
 
COSTR(1) = LDATA(NO12)
 
COSTR(2)± LDATA(NOI3)
 
COSTR(3) = LDATA(NOlp4)
 
COSTR(41 ± LDATA(NOl 5)
 
COSTR(5) = LDATA(NO16)
 
-COSTR(6) = LDATA(NOl'7)
 
COSTR(7J = LOATA(NO1.8)
 
...COSTRt&) = LDATA(NOI.9)
 
DO 400 KTHR=I'MAXR
 
IF (MRL(NO1).LT.MAXRA(KTHR)) GO TO-'40f
 
IF (KROUTE(KTHRPt)NE.2) GO TO 350
 
ITHN : KROUTE(KTHRu2)
 
JTHN KROUTE(KTHRu3)
 
DISTI= KDIST(ITHNPJTHN)

'=1 

3u-IF ICOSTRAI).GT.DISTI) GO TO30 Z
 
1:1+2 ____
 
-GO TO-301
 
302 CST = COSTR(I+1) * DISTI
 
. -EFF-" NPAXIJ(ITHNPJTHN) * KISTTTRT-JT T-f Vr
 
GOODNS = CST / EFF
 
-.. GO 400
IF (GDMINALT.GOODNS) TO 
NUM = 1 
KDSTI KDSTV + NUM* KDISTITHIjjT- . . . 
KROUTF(KTHRP1) = KROUTF(KTHR.l) + 2 
-NCPAX(ITHN) = NCPAX(ITHN) + NU9_-INAXlTITRRJ;TJTHNr..... 
NCPAX(JTHN) = NCPAX(JTHN) + NUM * NPAXIJ(JTHNpITHN) 
NPAXIJCITHNJTHN = 0
 
NPAXIJ(JTHN.ITHN) = 0
 
NCF(ITHN) = NCF(ITHN) + 2
 
NCF(JTHN) = NCF(JTHN) + 2
 
NSAVIJ(ITHNJTHN) = NSAVIJIITR# J
THNr+ KAPLTNOI 
NSAVIJ(JTHNeITHN) = NSAVIJ(JTHNuITHN) + KAPLINOl) 
DSTI = KOIST(ITHNPJTHN) 
KFREG(ITHN#JTHN) = KFREQ(ITHNPJTHN) + 1 
KFREO(JTHNITHN) = KFREQ(JTHNrITHNJ + i .. . 
L = NOI 
--- M--	 100.0)-. r 1 DISTI - / CSPT. + U,
 
IF (BTYME.GT.2.O) GO TO 345
 
_UTIL1 = (1586.6 + 1673.3*BTYME - 36h8w*]BTWE*lU7 YRS-

GO TO 349
 
345 IF (BTYNE.GT.3.0) 60 TO 346 . . . . ..
 
UTILl = (2800.0 + 400.0*BTYME) / YHRS
 
. . 549
 
346 	IF (BTYME.GT.4.0) GO TO 347
 
UTILI = 13400.0 + 200.*BTYMETT/-_YRR-

GO TO 349
 
U47 ME0t6).0 T6M34R
TrT Go 

IJTILI (3800.0 + 100.O*BTYME) / YHRS
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GO TO 349 
348 UTILl = (4100.0 + 50.o*BTYME) I YHRS 
349 PIMl = PIMI + 2.0 * NUM * (BTYME/UTILI)/24-.O 
AUX = NUM
 
AFT(ITHNPJTHN) = AFT(ITHNFJTHN) + AUX * BTYME
 
AFT(jTHNITHN) = AFT(JTHNpITHN) +-AUX *bTYME .....
 
60 TO 400
 
350 	ITHN KROUTE(KTHR,2)
 
JTHN = KROUTE(KTHR#3)
 
KTHN = KROUTE(KTHR#L)
 
DIST= KOIST(ITHNeJTHN)
 
0ISt2 KOIST(JTHNPKTHN)

1=1
 
351 	IF (COSTR(I).GT.DIST1) GO TO 352
 
GO TO 351
 
352 	IF (COSTR(J).GT.OIST2) GO TO 351
 
J J + 2
 
GO TO 352 . ...
 
353 CST = COSTR(I+I) * DISTi + COSTR(J+I) * DIST2 
NP-AX13 = NPAXIJ(ITHNKTHN) 
NSAV12 = KAPL(NOI) - NPAX13
 
IF (NSAVI2.LT.NPAXIJ(ITHNJTHNI) GO TO-3 ..
 
NPAX12 = NPAXIJ(ITHN#JTHN)
 
GO TO 375
 
370 NPAX12 = NSAV12
 
375 NSAV23 = NSAV12 
IF ( NSAV23.LT.NPAXIJ(JTHN.KTHN)) GO TO 380 
NPAX23 = NPAXIJ(JTHNPKTHN) 
GO TO 385 
380 NPAX23 = NSAV23 
385 EFF = NPAX13 * KDIST(ITHNKTHN) + NPAX12 * KDIST(ITHNPJTHN) + NPAX 
123 KOIST(JTHNoKTHN) + 1
 
GOODNS = CST / EFF
 
IF (GDMIN.LT.GOODNS) GO TO 400 .
 
NUM = 1
 
KDSTI = KDSTI + KDISTCITHN#JTHNv+KDISTjQTRNxMvKTRff-. .
 
KROUTF(KTHRP2) = KROUTF(KTHR.2) + 1
 
.4PAXIJ{ITHNJTHN) = NPAXIJ[THNYJTRF4T-Np .. ..
 
NPAXIJ(ITHNpKTHN) = NPAXIJ(ITHNPKTHN) - NPAX13
 
NPAXIJ(JTHNKTHN) = NPAXIJIJTHNKTHNT----NPAX2S3 . ....
 
KFREQ(ITHNPJTHN) = KFREQ(ITHNPJTHN) + 1
 
KFREOCIT4NKTHN) = KFREOCITHN) KTHNT - ..
 
KFREQ(JTHNPKTHN) = KFREG(JTHNPKTHN) + 1
 
NCPAXTITHN) = NCPAX(ITHN) + NPAXI2rTMiX1rr
 
NCPAX(JTHN) = NCPAXCJTHN) + NPAX23
 
.NCFLITHN)= NCF(ITHN) + I . 
NCF(JTHN) = NCF(JTHN) + 2 
NCF(KT N) = NCFCKTHN) + 1 . ........ ... .. ......... .. . 
NSAVIJ(ITHN.JTHN) = NSAVIJ(ITHNvJTHN) + KAPL(NOI) 
....	 = NSAVIJ(ITHNKTIU-+-XITNIW ...---...
S AVIJ(ITHN#KTHN) 

NSAVIJ(JTHNDKTHN) = NSAVIJ(JTHNPKTHN) + KAPL(NOI)
 
--DTSTV_- KDIST(ITHNPJTHN) ..
 
L = NO1
 
KJ = JTHN 
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KONT = 0 
386 BTYME = (DISTI - 100.0) / CSPD(L) 4- 0;-.. 
IF (BTYME.GT.2.0) GO TO 387 
UTILI = (1586.6 + 1673.3*BTYME --316.8*BTYME**2.Wb) TWHS 
GO TO 391 
387 IF (BTYMEGT.3.0) GO TO 388 
UTILI 1 400.O*BTYME) I/ YHRS. . . . 2800.0 + 
GO TO 391 
388 IF (BTYME.GT.4.0) (0 TO 389 
UTILI = (3400.0 + 200.0*BTYME) 7 -YTI4R 
GO TO 391 
389 	IF (BTYME.GT,6.0) GO TO 390 
UTILI = (3800.0 + 100.0*BTYME) / YHRS 
GO TO 391 
390 	UTILl = (4100.0 + 50.O*BTYME) / YHRS
 
391 	PIMI = PIMi + NUM * (BTYMENTILITL-UV-U­
AFT(KI.KJ) = AFTtKIPKJ) + OISTI / CSPO(L) 
KONT 1 + KONT 
DIST1 = KDIST(JTHNPKTHN) 
KI = JTHN 
KJ = KTHN 
IF (KONT.EQ.I) GO TO 386
 
400 CONTINUE
 
500 CONTINUE
 
C 
C CALCULATIONS FOR THE NECESSARY PRIN T .. .... 
NPII = PIMI 
NPIM2 = PIM2 
NPMIT t PIM1 +PIM2 . 
DO 610 I=1,11 
AUX - NCPAX() 
NCPAX(I) = AUX * FUDGEI) * 2 
AX ±,NSPAX(I) 
NSPAX(I) = AX * FUDGECI) * 2 
NSF(1) = NSFCI) * 5 
NCF=I) NCFCI) * 5 
NOPHR(I) = (NSF(I) + NCF(I)) / 24 
610 CONTINUE 
MSRL = KSRL(N02) 
DO 650 Iflll 
NSOP = NSF(I) .. . 
NCOP = NCF(I) 
IF CNCOP.NE.0) GO TO 615 
NCTAP(I) = 6 
GO'TO 650 
615 CONTINUE 
TOP = NCOP + NSOP 
IF (TOP.GT.1000.) GO TO 625 
IF (NSOP.GT.300) GO TO 620 
NCTAP(I) = 1 
GO-TO 650 -
620 CONTINUE 
NCTAP=I) 3 ... 
GO TO 650 
62W5--W 1UNC0PGT500) GO TO 630 
NCTAP(I) = 4 
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GO TO 650 
630 IF (NSOP.GT.200) GO TO 635 
NCTAP(I) = 2 
GO TO 650 
635 NCTAP(II = 5 
650 CONTINUE 
DO 690 I=1.11 
DO 690 J=fl.1 
AUX = KFREQ(I.J) 
AFT(IuJ) = AFT(IFJ) / AUX 
NPF(I.J) = KDMD(IPJ) 
IF (KDMD(IPJ).GT.NSAVIJ(IPJ)) NPF(IPJ) NSAVIJ(i.J) 
690 CONTINUE 
DO 700 KTHR=lFMAXR 
IF (KROUTE(KTHRI.EQ.3) GO TO 695 
ITHN = KROUTE(KTHR,2) 
JTHN = KROUTE(KTHR#3) 
NSFIJ(ITHNJTHN) = NSFIJ(ITHNPJTHN) + KROUTIZ(KTHR,2) 
NCFIJ(ITHNJTHN) = NCFIJ(ITHNFJTHN) + KROUTF(KTHRpl) 
NSFIJ(JTHNITHN) = NSFIJ(JTHNITHN) + KROUTF(KTHR.2) 
NCFIJ(JTHNeITHN) = NCFIJ(JTHNITHN) + KROUTFCKTHR,1) 
GO TO 700 
695 CONTINUE 
ITHN = KROUTE(KTHR#2) 
JTHN = KROUTE(KTHR.3 I 
KTHN = KROUTE(KTHR.4) 
NSFIJ(ITHNPJTHN) = NSFIJ(ITHN.JTHN) + KROUTF(KTHRe2) 
NCFIJ(ITHNJTHN) = NCFIJ(ITHN.JTHN) + KROUTFCKT),RI) 
NSFIJ(JTHN.KTHN) = NSFIJ(JTHN.KTHN) + KROUTF(KTHRP2) 
NCFIJ(JTHN.KTHN) = NCFIJ(JTHNPKTHN) + KROUTF(KTHR.1) 
700 CONTINUE 
KFI = 0 
KF2 = 0 
DO 720 I=l.ll 
DO 720 Jnlhll 
KF1 = KFI 4 NCFIJ(IJ) 
KF2 KF2 + NSFIJ(IJ) 
720 CONTINUE 
NAVRG1 = KUSTi / KF1 
NAVRG2 = KDST2 / KF2 
C 
C THE PRINT PUNCH SECTION WILL CYCLE THREE TIMES FOR EACH MIX THAT 
C IS RUN. THIS IS DONE TO ALLOW THREE PACKAGES OF CONTROL EQUIP-
C MENT TO BE TESTED 
C 
DO 899 KPACK=l13 
C 
C DATA FOR THE CONTROLS MODEL IS PUNCHED FIRST.--THE I.D. NUMBER 
C IS 12 AND THERE SHOULD BE 33 CARDS PUNCHED. 
C 
WRITE(6e971) 
KID = 12 
WRITE(7.929) KID. NPp NOl. NPIM1p N02' NPIM2 
WRITE(6v962) KID.NP.NO1NPIMlNO2pNPIM2 
DO 810 I=I,11 
WRITE(6e963) KIDIoNCTAP(I)PMAXDYPNOPHRUIIfK C MSRL 
WRITE(7,930) KID. It NCTAP(I), MAXDY. NOPHR(I), KPACKP MSRL 
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Fl = NCF(I) / (NCF(I) + NSF(I))
 
-r2 = 1.0 - FI
 
WRITE(7.931) KID. It NOl' Flo NCLASI
 
WRITE(7931) KID# It N02' F2 NCLAS2 ­
WRITE(b.964) KIDeI*NOIPFIPNCLASI 
WRITE(6.964) KID.IpNO2#F2NCLAS2 
810 CONTINUE
 
C DATA FOR THE TERMINAL TIMES MODEL IS PUNCHED NEXT. THE I.0. 
C NUMBER IS 13 AND THERE SHOULD BE i C-AIDS. 
C 
KID= 13 .
 
WRITE(6.950)
 
00 820 I=1,11
 
WRITE(7.936) KID. NCTAP(I). It NSPAX(I)v NCPAX(I)e MSRL
 
-WRITE(6965) KID.NCTAP(I).INSPAX(1)PIXCAXTf-NSR. . .
 
820 CONTINUE
 
C 
C DATA FOR THE EFFECTIVENESS MODEL IS PUNCHED NEXT. THE ID. 
C NUMBER IS 14 AND THERE SHOULD BE 33 CARDS. -
C 
I1~Y _-_14
 
WRITEI6.952)
 
. . .

. ..
. .
D0 -825 f1l.11 

WRITE(6.966) KID.IP(NPF(I#K),K=I.1l)
 
825-WRITE(o972) KID. IF (NPF(IK).K=Il li)-.. .. ... .... .
 
WRITE(6.955)
 
----- DO 830 I=1#11 
WRITE(6.956) KIDpIe(AFT(IpJ)hJlh11)
 
830 WRITET7i,57) KID, It (AFT(I.K), R1 hi .
 
DO 835 I=lll
 
WRITE(6.953) KIDPIeCKFREG(IiJ),J-lI,)&NSPAXtTIfNCPAXXt)hNCTAP(I)*
 
IMSRL
 
WRITE(7.954) KIDPIeCKFREG(IJ),Jf.I1IiNSIArTITl-NCAXTrIiFCTAP(I)
 
IMSRL
 
835 CONTINUE
 
DO 840 I=1l11
 
WRITE(6.967) KIDI.(NSFIJCIJIJ=I,1)eiNCFIJTIiKI.KIl. )
 
840 WRITE(7,968) KIDI,(NSFIJ(IJ).J=,l1),(NCFIJ(I,K).K=l11)
 
C . 
C DATA FOR AIRCRAFT COST MODEL IS PUNCHED LAST. THE ID NUMBER
 
C IS 15 AND THERE SHOULD BE 2 CARDS.
 
C
 
KID= 15
 
WRITE(7937) KID# NOl, NPIM1. NAVRG1
 
.WRTET6,970) KIDNO1NPIM1NAVRGI 
WRITE(7.937) KID' N02. NPIM2, NAVRG2
 
WRITE(6.9701 KID.N02NPIM2NAVRG2
 
KRUNNO = KRUNNO + 1
 
899 CONTINUE
 
GO TO 15
 
55-WRITEThe 935)
 
END 
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APPENDIX 4-A
 
URBAN LAND VALUE MODEL
 
The urban land value model has been tested in order to determine
 
how well the model values compared with values obtained from independent
 
observations. The relationships are shown in TABLE 4-A-1.
 
For Los Angeles, the table shows that mean high for the independent
 
observation is 19.5% above the calculated estimate, and the independent
 
mean low is 1.7% below the calculated estimate. The Seattle data compari­
sons indicate that the estimator calculations are low for the North, South,
 
and East areas, but high for the West area.
 
For Washington, D.C. the estimator is low 2.8 miles, high at 4.1
 
miles, and varies with high and low estimates.
 
From this table, we can see that the estimator equation gives
 
values that are considerably lower than those obtained by actual investi­
gation.
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O.IGO 0.022 -12 
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TABLE 4-A-1
 
APPENDIX 4-B
 
PROCESS TIME MODEL
 
4-B-i Constant Time
 
The following table was used to determine the constant term in the
 
process-time model:
 
Function TIME (Min.) Totals
 
Arrive Depart
 
ticket clearance* --- 8 8
 
baggage check-in --- 2 2
 
baggage claim 5 --- 5
 
board plane** 10 10 20
 
*Ticket clearance time of 8 minutes is based on a service rate of I person
 
(with reservation) every two minutes and a waiting line of 4 people.
 
**Board plane refers to both loading and unloading passengers
 
35
 
Constant term = average time = 35 = 17.5 min.
 
4-B-2 Time from Auto to Terminal
 
A McDonnell Aircraft Corporation report presented a relationship between
 
daily passengers (PAX) and size of parking lot area area (AI) needed:
 
AI = 0.1 PAX (280) Reference [2] 
Assuming a square parking lot, the length of a side (L) is:
 
L = [0.1 PAX (280)]. 0.5 or d = 3.97 0.5 
od1 .9 FAX'. 
Also, it can be shown that the average parker in this lot must travel 0.751
 
to get to the terminal, therefore, the average parker's walking distance (d1 ) is:
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- d1 3.97 PAX 0 . 5 PAX0.51= T 'n. 0.018 FA 
4-B-3 Time to Get to Correct Gate Position
 
The McDonnell Report also developed a relationship for effective terminal 
floor area (A2) based on the number of daily passengers:
 
4.427 PAX0.798A2 te F  
Making the same assumptions as for the parking lot the passenger's terminal
 
walking distance (d2 ) is:
 
0 5
4 2 7 798] 6.87 (PAXO0798 .d2 = 0.75 [e 4 . PAX0 . = 
The time walking to the correct gate (+2) is:
 
7 9 8)0.5
6.87 (PAX0 . 0.031 PX0.4 
t2 
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Combining these three parameters we get the total process time (PT):
 
45 
17.5 + 0.018 PAX 0 + 0.031 PAX
0 
. 
PT = . 
A plot of this relationship is presented below: 
T M L R{S$ Tfl 
TO~AL MILTOESS Il 
Figure 4-B-1
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APPENDIX 4-C
 
List of Symbols
 
STOL Terminal Model
 
Symbol Definition
 
A Area of urban area in square miles
 
X Distance from CBD to STOL port
 
p Distance from S/CTOL to line denoting area of least
 
distance to S/CTOL
 
Ps Daily passengers at STOL
 
Pc Daily passengers at CTOL
 
Psc Daily passengers at S/CTOL
 
C Conventional Airport
 
CS Conventional Airport with STOL port
 
S Independent STOL port
 
4-C-1 Access Distance
 
Assume a particular city would have one of six airport cases (See
 
Figure 4.4). These cases are:
 
I. 2C
 
2. C
 
3. CS
 
4. Cs+S 
5. CS +S +C 
6. S 
Further assume urban areas to be square. The C and CS ports are located
 
at the midpoint of one of the sides. For simplicity, the S ports in cases 4
 
and 5 are located on this line joining the C or CS port and the CBD. The CBD
 
is assumed at the center of the square.
 
Assume persons move in Y direction then in X direction in all cases.
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4-C-1.1 Case 1. 
1. Total persons north of CBD - 0.35 Pc 
2. " I south " " i0.35 Pc 
3. g i in " = 0.30 Pc 
4. Y movement of persons north of CBD = 1/4L 
5. i t o 	 i south " - 1 /4L 
6. 	 in " = 0 
where L A 
7. Xmovement of persons north of CBD - 1/2L 
8. it i " 	 south i " 1/2L 
9. i it in " . 1/2L 
Weighted average distance to CTOL (D ) is:
 
D = 0.35 Pc (1/4L + 	1/2L) + 0.35 Pc (1/4L + 112L) + 0.30 PC (L1/2) = 0.675L 
C 	 PC 
4-C-1.2 Case 2. As 	in Case 1.
 
1. 0.35 Pc
 
2. 0.35 Pc 
3. 0.30 Pc 
4. 1/4L
 
5. 1/4L 	 Dc 0.5L 
6. 0
 
7. 1/4L
 
8. 1/41,
 
9. 1/2L
 
D 0.35 Pc (1/4L+ 1/4L) + 0.35 Pc (1/41.+ 1/4L) + 0.30 Pc (112La = 0.51, 
c Pc 
4-C-1.3 Case 3. As in Case 1. 
Distance to S/CTOL = Dsc = 0.675 L 
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4-C-1.4 Case 4. Ds = distance to STOL
 
) = 1/41 - I/2X A = 0.7 (Ps + Psc)/A 
A' Lp 
Dsc = ( l/2 + LI/4) = 3L/8 - X/4 
Ds ([(IIL2 /16) 	+ XL + 5X2/41 0.35(Ps + Psc)/L + !X/0.3(Ps + Pse)) 
Ps + Psc + (A L / 4 ) + Lze/2 
4-C-1.5 Case 5. 
Ds is as in Case 4; Dsc + Dc is as in case 2 
4-C-1.6 Case 6. Ds is as Dc in case 1.
 
4-C-2 Cost of Access 
N 
Total cost of access for a city (Ca) is: Ca = K 1Z T.P1 
Where: = $16.75/hr (See Section 4.2.3)X I 

P.I = Passengers using port i 
0.59910 
T. = 9.156 D. = Hours to particular port
L I 
D. = Average distance in miles to particular port 
N = Number of ports in city
 
4-C-3 Land Cost
 
(CI) is: 844(Pa/1000)0309A0,971
 Land Cost per acre 

0 8 6 7
 (lOX) 
where: Pa = urban area populati= Distance from CBD to STOL portA = Area of urban area in square miles 
4-C-4 Cost of STOL Terminal
 
By a search procedure, the point at which costs of structure, land, access,
 
operations, and maintenance were minimized was found. This was done for a
 
conventionally designed STOL port which is built on the ground; and a single
 
monolithic structure which included terminal, hangers, parking and runways.
 
The basic design was for a runway length of 1350 feet. If the runway
 
was over 1350 feet the appropriate costs were proportioned. A STOL structure
 
was considered only if one runway was needed.
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If only one runway minimize:
 
(1) K2Cd1+ 	K3(1.1 Ct1+ 60 Cl) + K4 (Cn + Ca) + Fc
 
(2) K2Cd2+ K3(.1 Ct2+ 1.5yCl) + K4 (Cn + Ca) + Fc
 
using least 	value of the two equations as cost. Otherwise minimize only (2).
 
Where: 	 K3 = Interest constant for design period 
K4 = Interest constant for construction period 
K5 - Interest constant for operations period 
Cd- 0.04 Ct = Design cost of monolithic terminal
 
Cd 0.04 Ct 2 = Design cost of conventional terminal
 
CtI - Construction cost of monolithic terminal 
(Ps +Ps-AA') Lr 1350 $18,586,265
 
Ct 2 - Conventional terminal =
 
(Psc + Ps-AA')63 + i-r
 (Pse+ 1350 $2,343,930P-AA)63 
Lr - Length of STOL runway in feet
 
y = Acres for terminal buildings and parking = 40 + 7--sc--A')
26402 (s 
Ca = Access cost per year 
Cn = Yearly operations and maintenance costs = $300.00 + -3 (Ps+Psc-AA') 
Fc = cost of CTOL or S/CTOL facilities 
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APPENDIX 4-D
 
Computer Printout of the
 
CTOL - STOL Terminal Effectiveness Model written
 
in the FORTRAN IV Computer Language.
 
C * * * * THIS PROGRAM HAS PUNCH CARD OUTPUT * * * * * * * * * * * 
C-4 
C STOL - CTOL TERMINAL COST EFFECTIVENESS MODEL 
- 5 
C- - E'FECMVrNtSS VERSTUIC6 
C UEVELOPED BY DASH# MULLEN, AND KASHuBA 7 
C. PROGRAMMED By DASH-AND LEFtWICH 8 
C tOR AE / ME / EE 655-6 - COMPLEX SYSTEMS DESIGN 9 
CI 
C _ rHE VARIABLES USED IN THIS PROGRAM ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS - 11 
C 12 
C A AREA OF CITy IN SQUARE MILES 13 
C AC AREA SERVED SY THE CTOL TERMINAL 14 
C ACT BASIC CTOL AIRPORT LAND 15 
C AKI COMPOUNDED DESIGN COST FACTOR ( 2.,99 ) 16 
C AK2 COMPOUNDED CONSTRUCTION COST FACTOR ( 2,014 ) 17 
C AK3 COMPOONED OPEATIONS COST FACTOR C 13.72 18 
C AL = SIDE oF CITY IN MILES 19
 
C ALFCR = TOTAL LINEAR FEET OF CTOL RUNWAYS 20
 
C AM = COUNTER 
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C ANSR NUMBER OF SyoL RUNWAYs 22 
C AST BASIC STOL AIRPORT LAND 23 
C.. ASTI AREA -iR ED FOR STOL TERMINAL 2i 
C AST2 MINIMUM STOL LANU AREA 25 
C BL COUNTER 26 
C CA TOTAL ACCESS COSTS TO STOL TERMINAL 27 
C- CO1 DESIGN COST OV STOL TERMINAL ( CT1 ) 28 
C _ _CD2-= DESIGN COST OF STOL TERMINAL ( CT2 ) 29 
C CF -CONVERSION FACTOR - SQUARE FEET TO ACRES (13560) .. 30 
C CL = LAND COST FOR STOL TERMINAL 31 
C CNW= OPERAIUNS-COSrT OFSTOL TERMINAL 32 
C CTT = CTOL TRAVEL TIME 33 
C =CT1 1WERMINAL CasT OFP9 OL TERMINAL AND STRUCTURE PARKING 
C CT2 = TERMINAL COST STOL TERMINAL AND GROUND PARKING 3r)
-C- OC-A-VE-RA ED-TANCE TO CTOL TER-MNAL .. 6-
C OCP DAILY CTOL PASSANGER DEMAND 37 
-C - - DEN t DENSITY OF-POPULATIONOF TRIpS as 
C DS = AVERAGE DISTANCE TO STOL TERMINAL 39 
-c OSP DAILY STOL PASSANGER DEMAND 40 
C E = NATURAL LOG BASE 41 
-C--EA" ExESS CANIYTA REAF rVrILAr CTOC- ~42_
C LAST EXCESS LAND (AREA) AVAILABLE AT STOL 43 
.- F-C CTOL-ANNUAL COST FUNClON - TOTAL .44. 
C FCA = CTOL ANNUAL COST FOR I OR 2 STORY CTOL 45 
-C - FCBr CIOL-ANNUAL COST FROM 3SUBROUTINE TERCOS 46 
C FCC MINIMUM COST OF CTOL TERMINAL ( I OR 2 STORIES ) 47 
-Cr.. FCT--]W4TIRURTCOST ECOND ch T-'ERMINAL (CASE 57 .. W 
C I = COUNTER 49 
IA = AREA OF CITYIN SQUARE MILES 50 
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C IACT BASIC CTOL AIRPORT LAND 51 
C P r w-rAT PORrLANw . ..- ' -- -2--
C ICASE CASE NUMBER 53 
C ICTC =CTOL-TERMINAL COSt -. 54 
C ID IDENTIFIER NUMBER 55 
c- --iLICP -- DAILY-CTOL PASSANGER-DEMOND .6 
c IDNO = IDENTIFIER NUMBER __ _57 
C -- USP = DAiLYTOILISANGE DERAND 58 
C 102 = IDENTIFIER NUMBER 59 
C -- IEACT --EXCESS LAND (AREA] -AVATLABLEArCTOL -----........ .... - 60
 
c IEAST EXCESS LAND (AREA) AVAILABLE AT STOL 61
 
C ---- RbUNU ACCESS TIME AT-Tbr --
IGIT- ----- -
C IBATS 2 GROUND ACCESS TIME AT STOL 63 
Cw~~jr~rsTrrtL __-6 -6 
C IPTS GROUND PROCESS TIME AT STOL 65
 
c IPOP- CITY-POPULATION 66
 
C IRLS = RUNWAY LENGTH OF STOL RUNWAYS 67
 
-------- StC- STOL TERMINAL COST
 
COUNTER 69
C J 
. . TO__..-C----C - -- -SE--NUOMBER .. . . . . .. . . . -

C K COUNTER 71
 
C L =: CO UNTE -R . . . .......---------- 72­--------------------------..... 

C LFCR 2 TOTAL LINEAR FEET OF CTOL RUNWAYS 73
 
c M -COUNTER ------

C N COUNTER (CITY NUMBER) 75
 
C NA - TYflyNUETfE_ F6
 
C NA2 CITY NUMBER 77
 
C --- CT_ NUMBER OF-StORIES--ff-CTOC TE-RMINA ,- ---. ............. ....
-- -- ..... "8
 
C NSR = NUMBER OF STOL RUNWAYS 79
 
c P= SUM OFDSP ANDWDCP IN CASt -6- -

C POP = CITY POPULATION 81
 
C__ -U EZFsTx TUCUL---HRIZONTLrTXRvD -3~PSN~GERb 
C RD = RUNWAY LENGTH OF STOL RUNWAYS 83 
-C -- IRLS -"RUNWAYLENTHWOF STOL RUNWAYS.... 
C SPAC = STOL PASSANGERS AT CTOL TERMINAL 85
- . -SPAS r=-Oc -FJASSAN4-ERS--AT-STOL TEfMjiNAL.
 
C STT = STOL TRAVEL TIME 87
 
C TAp = TOTAL ANNUAL CTOL S E ....... ........ 18.
 
C TCT = TOTAL COST MINIMIZING VARIABLE- 8
 
-C---- TCTU1-TOTAL COST F1JNCTI ON mYOLH RE ............. 
C TCT2 2 TOTAL COST FUNCTION - GROUND LEVEL STOL 91 
-C----- COST AND OY... 92TCT3- t--TJA)IuM OF TCYU 
C TCT4 = MINIMUM STOL COST (CASE 4) 93
 
C TDCP = TOTAL DAILYTCTLPAS KNWtSr - V4_ 

C VA = AVERAGE VALUE OF TIME PER HOUR S16.75 96
C - --- LOCAttON OF STOL TERMINAL PRO- THE COD 
 97
 
90
C 

- ----OTMENSIOW-xPoP (Ili IA Vi , NA--(1)e# ICASE (11)p lusp 40#~ -0 
I 1OCP (11), IRLS (11)# RLS (11) TO (11)p FCA (11) 101
 
DIMENSION ID2 ill), NA2 (11), 7A -I) !AIT I), YEAcT (11), ---- I
 
I IEAST (11)p NSR (11)p LFCR (11)p TCT (100)t FCIIOO) lO
 
SCDOffMOrActp# SPACrANSR, POP4cAL;A.FCRp KCT EAcr, NSCT, FCB A--- 105 -
DATA (IPOP (I).I=1,11) / 2750000t 200000p 1450000p 140000, 110 
- i 300060 ij100D0 10000000 35000i 27b000, 9000, 700000 / .... --- .. 
DATA (IACI) , I=1,I1) / 506, 27, 125' 31. 820 53t 1030. 44. 112
 
DIMENSION 11(50p20), 12(50#20)p I3(50#20)p 14(50p20)t I(SO20)e
 
-------1(W0i20Y-I-015D'a0 111(502f0)o i112(50,201i I13150U0o) - - - ­
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--
---- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---
2114(50.20}) 115(50.20). 116(50#20)o 117(5n,2O) 
000ooo J=1,9 4 
READ ( 5. 3)(II(JI). 12(Jol). 13(JI)_I (JtI). I5(J-)p 
1000 CONTINUE
 
READ ( 5.22) ( Ilo(JI). !t1(Jn.712(J.!), 113(J.1),
ji1(J, ).
 
j11 5(Je I:) , I. 17 J I J. 11 ) YI, 

2000 CONTINUE
 
C READ INPUT DATA FROM ROUTE MODEL 116
C .. . .. .. .. . . .. . ... .. .... .... .... . .1 --

UO 740 IREP = 1#9
WRITE I 6, 1) IREp IFT
 
1 FORMAT ( IHI, 40H INPUT DATA TERMINAL EFFECTIVENESS MODEL /130
 
1 tffN1TERATr6Nff * 15 Wf-)-----------
_f ---------------

O 20 J=1,11 " 134
 
U. J ) Y- p-J- ----- - -- -- ------------------------ 4----------
ICASE(J) 12(IREPJ)
 
.....IAT-JFh 3(IREP.J1
 
IDSP(J) 14(IREPJ)
 
--- . . . ... . ... .. . ......-------------------------------­1DCVC4V -S lRE . ... . .. 

IRLS(J) I6CIREP#J)
 
C 2 EIV-,~ E~l ~ UTWt~~AJVO~J7ofcT------- 3
 
~~~LILS(J)136
 
3 FORMAT C I2,213, 112, I20, 110 13-

C
 
C - WHERE- ID -1NPUT IDErNffIER~tW4Oi E1R-------- -------------- --16
 
C ICASE CASE NUMBER 141
 
C NA ± 1TY NUMB ER --- -- - --- - - ----- --- ----------

C IDsP NUMBER OF STOL PASSANERS ( DAILY ) 143
 
C IDCP NUMBER OF CTOL PASSANGERS ( DAILY ) 144
 
C IRLS RUNWAY LENGTH OF STOL 145
C 
 146
 
C 147
 
Ct--- ----IECR--IfPLfATr-FAN aOUTE MODEL ------- -- ------------------- 4 -

C 149
 
IF ( J - NA(J)) 11, 4. 11
 
4 IF (I30() - 13) 11, 5, 11 155
 
I)F--- 6phAT6o 11-------------------------- -----------
-- -- -- -- ---------- 1-66
 
6 iF (NAIJ)) 11, 11, 7 161
 
7_IF A-jJ - -------- --
I----------------------.------------. 

a IF (ICASE(J)) 11 11 9 163
 
9 IF (IRLS(J)) 11 11' 10 164
 
10 IF (IRLS(J,-1350 )14. 15. 15 
 165
 
12 FORMAT (29H ERROR IN INPUT DATA . CITY # 12 /27H PROBRAM TER..NA 171
 
- jED INRA 31 OTO O 'AIA Ur NPut ID p 2 
_
 
0 TO 750 175
 
14 RLS(J)= 1350. 176
 
WRITE ( 6, 17 ) ID(J). ICASE{J)1 NAtJ)_IDSP(J,)IDCP(J). IRLs(a) 177
 
15 RLS(J)= IRLS(J) 179
 
------ W J_ T--(a P 1CsE-W-, NA -uoCP(v, Lg----­
17 FORMAT ( H p12 p213. 112 p £20. Io l l, 
20 CONTINUE 183 
C 18i 
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C _187
 
DO 40 K1,1j -­
ID2(K) C IIO(IREPPK) 
IACT(K) 112(IREPK)
 
IEACT(K) I14tIREP.K) 
- IEAST(K) = IiSIIRPT. 
LFCR(K) = I16(IREPK) 
-------- NSgc(K) I I 7dIREFP) -.... 
C 21 READ ( 5 22p END: 39 ) 102(K). NA2(K),IACT(K)oIAST(K)PIEACTK) 195 
c 1IEASTIKl' LFtCRTK). 4SRIX)---------------------------- --- --- 19 
22 FORMAT ( 12' 13t 5110 13 ) 197 
.WRIE I W 2YT-JT2-UKYRA2K)P IACTIK), IASI(K)u ELAGTKK);19­
1 IEAST(K), LFCRCK), NSR(K) 199 
23 FURMAT u i H P- -"2* 13 5T1 0 - j . . . ..... . . . . . .. .... . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .20 0f 200C WHERE- ID2----c ----- -INPUT rDETTFIEt-NURBER ..-----.------ ......---------------- ----------- z0 
C NA2 z CITY NUMBER 202 
C =A 1C IOI. AIRPORT LANDO 
C lAST = BASIC STOL AIRPORT LAND 20, 
C ............IEAtf EXCE S- TUL-ArPOT LANE --------------------.------------------ 05 
206 
C7 -FCR- .... ------ 7 
C IEAST C EXCESS STOL AIRPORT LAND 

-TOTAL-LNEAR FEET-OF--CTOL- S-----------
C NSR : NUMBER OF STOL RUNWAYS __ 208 
C CHECK INPUT DATA FROM CONTROL MODEL 211
 
C --- - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - -212
 
IF ( ID2(K) - 23 1 39# 24' 39 215
 
26 IF C NA2(K))39P 39, 28 225 
- 28-F- I~t(K 39, 30, 30 20­
30 IF IIAST(K)) 390 32# 32 - --------- -------------- 235
 
34 IF CIEAST(K)) 39. 369 36...........................................24
 
SRK) ---­3§*-s;-v- 38-------------- ---­
38 IF (K - NA2(K)) 39o 40, 39 253 
39 WRITE ejj2FNA (K). 253IO2(K) a ­
60 TO 750 255 
40-uTNWUn -----------------------------------­r ---- - - ---- - - ---- - - ---- - 26 
C 257 
C ETABL---VALUES-OF-CNSANTrS--ltfS PRoGRA- - 258
 
259
C 

AKI 2.399 --------------------------------------------------------------262
 
..........AK2- ---- -----. . .... 
 . 263 
AK3 13,972 - 264 
----- - E tG . ... ........... . ............. ...................... . ........ 2 65 
CF = 43560. 266 
WRITE ' 6,50 267 
50 FORMAT ( IH, 12H OUTPUT DATA /2 ) 268 
C INPUT DATA CHECKING COMPLETE - BEGIN CALCULATIONS 271 
0 740 N :1,11 275!
 
276
f 277
C ESTABLISH VALUES OF INPUT VARIABLES FOR EACH CITY 
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---------- -
POP = IPOP (N) 285
 
-
A IA (N) --- 2v 
AL 2 SORT (A) 295 
-AnjrT---- -------------- ------ 3U6 
-SP IDSp (N) 305
 
-O - -fi -----------.-------------------------------------------------------- 3---

RD IRLS (N) 315
 
ACT 2 IACT (N) 30o 
AST IAST (N) 325 
--c-A---- .--..... .... ... ... ... . ...---------- -336-
LAST =IEAST (N) 335 
-ANS-- -NSR-- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 
ALFCR = LFCR(N )35t
 
C g 0
 
C SELECT TYPE OF CALCULATIONS BASED ON CASE NUMBER 401

-C - W AHERE
...................................................... 

................... 
............... 
 --O -

C CTOL AIRPORTS STOL AIRPORTS 403
 
C ASE 1 I .......- - - -- --

C CASE 2 2 0 405
 
C CASE 3 1 (WITH STOL) 0 406
 
C CASE 4 I (WITH STOL) 1 407
 
C CASE 5---------- I l H -S?OL-. .....i .............................................lob
 
C I (WITHOUT STOL) 409
 
C CASE 6 a10-

C 411
 
00 TD 1 100t 200. 300f '00. 500, 600 ) eJCASE -1-
C 1000 
-CA ---------------------------------------------------C . LATIb 
C 1002 
-aWCV Cw1E5--i03r36;--------------------------Ps
SPAC = 0. 1004 
ANSR 0 1005. 

00 120 NSCT = 102 
 1006
 
FCACNSCT) = FCB r011
 
IF (FCA(j) -FCA(2) ) 125, 125, 127 1016
 
125 FCB 4
CA(1)
 
00 TO 129 1018
 
----------------------------------------------- ---------------------- --------IWIW­
129 FC = 16. * FCB 1020 
TDCP = OCp + DSP 1035
 
IBATC =(0,156 * 1( 0.675 * AL ) ** 0.5"1 ) 6 0 104o
O. 

IGPTS = 0 1050
 
P-- -rrtbTj intj i 4-y-------------------- --- --------- s -cfx i TOer -& 0
-ISTC 2 l~ 
ISTC 01070 
=-- ........................ .........- -876
I-------r - F .................... ................ .. . ......--- i-
0 TO 700 1090
 
c o00
 
C CASE 2 - CALCULATIONS 2001
 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 0 02Y.
 
200 TACP =(OCp / 2.) * 365, + (DSP / 2__ 365 ---------------------------- 2003
 
spAUWU.-------------------- 200*4-

ANSR = O. - 2005 
VV ZZU NSCT = rPZ 2006 
CALL TERCOs 2010 
P-A(RSCT - -FC --------------------------------------- 0 11
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------
220 CONTINUE 2013
 
IF C FCAi(I - -----PCA(2)) 225. 225, 227 204
 
225 FCB F 2015
PCA(j) 

- - O- -2r)--- - - -- -- -- - - - --- - --- -- - -- -- 2016 ­
227 FCB = FCA(2) 2017
A2CONT 

...................... 

..................................-­2018 
FC =(2. * FCB) * 16. 2020' 
ISATS = 0 2030 
IGATC =(0.156 (( 0.5 * AL ) 0.l991 )) * 60. 2040 
--------- .Ip rS -- . . ...........................2 030.-- O-......................................................... 

TDCP = ( DCP + DSP) /2. 2055
 
- - +-- T-To-p-00 
---­
pTC-- 57 ---- TDC--0-4 260--
ISTC = 0 2070 
ICTC = FC 2500 
60 TO 700 2090 
c- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 00--

C CASE 3 - CALCULATIONS 3001
 
300 TACP = DCp * 365. 3010 
SPAC = USP 3015--
ANSR = 0. 3017 
--- - -0fU 3J- Sc --- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - -- --- - - -- - - ----- - -- - - - -3Uy20 
--
CALLn TERCOSI " 3030SO--- A - -FCB---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .-­
320 CONTINUE 3032
 
IF (FCA(1) - FrAI2f) 325. 325, 327 3033
 
325
--- - SFCB = FCA(l)- 303-43
- YO 1 2- ............................................... . .
 
327 FCB = FCA(2) 3036 
...39 CONT114UE----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ -3U-
FC = 16. * FCB 3040 
IUATC 2(0.156 * C 0Ob7. * AL ) 0 5991 ) 6 n , 3050 
IGATS = IGATC 3055 
ST-UYCV_-DCVp K --- ----..- -7 3--0----
SIPTC = 17 5 + 0.018 * (SQRT(TOCP))+ O+031s(TOCP-** 0.4 ) 3060 
------- P- ------ . .. .. .. .. ... . . .. .. . 3-65­0P - -
ICTC = FC 3070 
ISTC = 0 3675 
SO TO 700 3080 
C CASE '4- CALCULATIONS 4OO1
 
400 X2 -(AL / 2.) 4010
 
405 L = 0 4015
 
410 L = L + 1 4017
 
.....-d--AL: - - - X -f 2-. .... ............................. . ............
- -.-- - .............. . 4020 
WRITE 6, 12) Xv L CHECK 3 
-19- -FURKA V- -- - g.-f-v-4 -t- T8 - ---------------------- CHECK (4
 
AC = 0 * AL 4025
 
LG = (0,375 * AL ) -(X 4 
 4*03a
 
DEN:= 0.7sOSP/A 403s 
SPAC---DE--t-------------------------------------------------------- q0oo 
SPAS =DSp - SPAC 4045 
-- - --- (T ;---m TA -l -A T - - I - - --A,- -" s,0---------
1*1(07* DsP) / ( * AL)) + (ASS X) * 0o3 DSP)) / ( +Sp #055 
2 % ULN AL *WvII 4a00 
STT = 0,156 * C ABS(DS) ** 0.5991 ) 4065 
-- ------------ - ---------------------------------- L - 070--TT -- ,- --------
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CA= VA * CTT *SPAC ) + ( STT * SPAS)) 74080 
CN 00000. +(51,87 * SPAS) --- 4W5-
IF (ANSR - 1.) 422. 420f 422 4090 
420 CT1 -- SPAs 49.)yijsg -Ro -Y-139o.0 4095 
GI = 0.04 * CT1 4100 
422 CONTINUE ---- .......--.------------------------....  .1105 
0
CL ( 844. * U POP / 1000.) ** 0.309)1 4 A ** .971 ) / 411nl. 
jt((10. *ABS(X)) 01 .8567 ) + 0.0000001 1.. . 
CT2 = ( SPAS * 63.) +(2343930, * RD / 1350. ) 4120
-0C2 =0.04 * CT2 -------- -4125 
ASTI = ((28. * SPAS) +((E ** 4.42686) * (SPAS ** 0.798))) / CF 4140 
IF (ASTI - EAST )441), 40.144----------- 4145 
440 AST2 = AST 4150 
O'TO _ _ 
443 AST2 = AST + ASTI - EAST 4157 
IF T jCASr S 44i ---------- ­
--. 

1 5zp- ------- 4160 
444 TACP = DCp * 365. 4161 
-DOWW4S NSttf Ii,2 - - -------- ------ - 41762F 
CALL TERCOS 4163
 
445 CONTINUE 4165 
IF CCAflV -- FPCA2) f 4W6F4i6rli47 ------ -- ---- 16 
446 FC8 = FCA(1) 4167 
GO T0 _446 - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - 4168 
447 FCB = FCA(Z) 4169 
£418 CoNTINUE7- '[T-
FC = FCB 16. 4171 
450 19 (ANSR - 1.) 456, 452.456 . .. .. ..-------------------------4173 
452 TCT = CAKX * CD) + (AK2 * Ll * CTI + 60# * CL 8 + (AK3 * 4175 
j C CN + CA FC 4q180 ­
456 TCT2 = ( AKI * CO2 I + AK2 *(1±1 * CT2 + 1.5 * AST2 * CL 1 a 4185 
YtAJK3_r -tr-v& - - + FC .. . ... ....... . .. ..... fl0 
IF ( TCT2 - TCTI 464, 464p 458 4195 
458-IF ( TCY1 ) 464. 464.460 4200 
460 TCT3 = TCTI 4205 
GOY TOd 466 - --------- ---- 4210 ­
464 TCT3 = TCT2 4215 
468 Y-TM L)_ TCT3 4yO­
FC1(L) = FC 4225
 
...8L - .... . . . . ... . . . . ......... L 0

_BL--- _ ----_L - --- -4------- -- -- --- 230 
472 X = X + 1. 4235 
--IFlVfC-;-.AL- T-Wide 4Z740 
476 CONTINUE 4245 
.....TCTZ = TCT(1M-
AM = 0. 4251_ 
-----Ft-- T CI(j1 ----- ---- 4 5 
00 484 M=2,L 4255 
------ f 8, 44 8 ---- -~C-TtU------ 42606 
480 TCT4 = TCT (M) 4265 
-FC--=FCI(M)
AM = M - 4270 
484 CONTINUE -280 
C 4285 
C---- CALCULATION OF-OUtUT DAA ----------------- - -a9 0
 
C 4295 
X = -I AL / 2,T 4 AM ------
Q = AL / 4, - X / 2, 4305 
-AL- - -­- 4 1
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----------- ----------------------------------------------- 
UCz( 0,375 * AL) - C X/.4. ) 4315 
DEN 0,7 5 DP/A ..... W 
SPAC DEN AC - 4325 
US: (( 0,6875 * t AL ** 2. ) + ( 0* AL 3 * C 1.25 * ALes 2. 4335 
~~~~~~~~~~ 03*D~ ------V77(434D-_r;6tv---~SX 

Q 3) 

IGATS =(0,156 * I ABSDS) ** 6) 4a0
 
2 DSP 	+ (DEN * AL 4 45  
0.5991 s0. 

IGATC =(0,156 *(((DC * SPAC + 0,675 *_AL * DCP I / ( DCP + SPAC 4355
 
S ) ** ;- - T --- .......... .......... . . ........ .......--------------------------6
o --

IGPTS.= 17,5 + 0.018 * (SORT(SPAS))+ 0,031 * (SPAS ** 0.44) -4365
 
..... 	 TDCW- DTCp SWAC-------
----- 4a67 
IGPTC = 17 5 + 0.018 * (SQRT(TOCP)) 0.031 * (TDCP *5 0.4) 4370 
... TCTC 2 FC 	 1435 
ISTC 	= TCT# - FC . 4380
 
-
T- - - - - - --- - -- - - -- ---- - - --..
------------------------ - ------------ -- --- --.-------- ..  4400 
CCf5000
 
----- .SE-5-- -- AT' ..--------------------- ----------------------------------- 00­
5002
C 
c Atit FR 5.TO 15It t AML AS CASE 4 5U113 
C EXCEPT FOR CTOL TERMINAL COST - 5004 
500 00 TO 400 50O 
c - . -.-. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . a t... ..-.- .

C CALCULATIONS FOR CTOL TERMINAL COST 5012
 
C 5013
 
520 TACP = (DCP / 2.) * 365. 5020
 
C 	 CALCULATIONS_FOR CTOL TERMINAL WITH STOL RUNWAYS .5030
 
C
 
00 540 NST 1,2 350
 
CALL TERCOs 5050 
FCA(NSCT) FCB 5051 
540oowli 5060CONTINU 
IF (FCA(1) - FCA (2)) 550 p550 o560 . ........................... ................. 506$
 
5075
 
560 FCC = FCA(2) 51)O
 
570 CONTINUE 5085
 
-C----.... - ­
0 TO 	570 

5095C 	 CALCULATIONS FOR CTOL TERMINAL WITHOUT STOL RUNWAY 
------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 o 
SPAC = 0. 5105 
ANSNZ . 5110 
00 580 NSCT = 1.2 5115 
-----tWLLTERC OS --- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - --5 9 
FCA(NSCT) = FCB 5125 
530 CUINUF ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- !-6-
IF (FCA(I) - FCAI2)) 590. 590, 595 5135 
590 PCO = fCA(j) 5140 
0 TO 596 5145 
rt)-rrrrrFAf(j)------------------------------------------------------------- ss 
C 5155 
C---- AUWCOSTS rPOW I-RE tTDUTERM!VALV-ii - REOIT5XU if 
5165C 
096 PC : tPCC + FCO) * 16, 	 5 1 
ANSR = NSR (N) 517g2 
,0 - -- - 5 
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-- -- - - - -- -- - - - - ---- --- -- - 
C 	 6000 
C CASE 6 - CALCULATIONS I 
C 6002 
600' SP---C--FC 0. . . . -- ...------------------------ - -6016-
CT2 (63. * -P ) + ( 2343930. * RD / 1350. 6020 
US 0.675 * AL 6040 
CA 2 VA * . 0.156 * t AMS(OSJ**0.5991) * P 1 6050 
CN 2 300000. + ( 51.87 * P ) 6060 
---- . --
- - ---
- - O; r -T-- ------- . -70­
_( 5. AL ) ** 0.867 1 6071 
........------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -60sb-E
ASTI =( 28. * P ) + (( E ** 4.42686 I * C P ** 0.798 3)) / CF 6090 
IF (ASTI - EAST 1 620. b20 825 6100 
620 AST2 - AST 6110 
625 AST2 -AST + ASTi - EAST 	 6130 
-614o
 
630 TCT2 2 (AK1 * C02) + AK2 * (1.1 * CTE + 1,5 * AST2 * CL ) + 6150 
1 AK3 * (N + CA)-TCTI4 TCTa. 	 6170TC 4 =_CI ................................................................. .... .... .-61-O-

C CALCULATION OF OUTPUT DATA 	 6190
C ­
---- - -- -----6200 
IGATC = 0 6210 
ISATS 1(0.156 * t( 0.b * AL ) ** ).gY1}) 0 60. 6220 
IGPTC = 0 6230 
---TS-r.-- rOOyR--i-- -6Z- -Q-T 
ICTC = 0 6250
 
I----fr- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 626o 
G0 TO 700 6270 
C 	 7000 
C UATA OUTPUT SECTION 7001 
_c W02 
700 IDNO = 37 	 7003
 
iR~rr~v~orIUN~iWAY rbp~s~ewreTlwl------t-------------7V4 
WRITE 1 7, 702 ) IDNO# IATSP 10PTS, ISATC# ISPTC, No IfEP 7015 
701 FORMAT ( Ii . 12f 4. 415p '49XP I5 7020 
702 FORMAT ( 12f I, 415 # 49X, 15 ) 7025 
C WHERE IDNO IDENTIFIER NUMBER (34j 7031 
c---- ------ A -- OUND -ee -s -f UTW --------- ........703--C IOPTS GROUND PROCESS TIME Ar STOL C WIN 3 7033 
C ISATC 2 UROUNU ACCESS TIME TO CTOL ( NAN 1 7034 
C IGPTC GROUND PROCESS TIME A1 CTOL C WIN 3 7035 
C -- ------------.= CIT U4B R ........................ ......... tN3R6­
7037
 
750 	STOP 7050 
LND 705j 
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---------- 
- -
9000
SUBROUTINE TERCOS 

C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE CTOL CoST FOR THE CTOL - STOL 9010 
C FFCTVESW AN-COST-MOE ---------- --------------------------------9015 
C 9020¥-P -AL..-A.FC#_-TSP1K'-;-9#--ACT EACT #_1SCT tFCB-A -----9025 
C 9030 
C LUNVLTI VARIAUtLL- IN COMMON FOR USE IN SUBRUUTNE-TtRCOs 9035--
C 9040 
- IF Lwa- - -- r . . . . - --... . . . . . .. . . . . . ..... . . .. . . ..... . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . g 4 5N s -- -- - . 
TAP = TACP 9050 
K-PoP-
-9055 
RUNL ALFCR 9060 
TSP SPAC 965 
TOA ACT - 9070 
----- NOM'JWSR -------------------------- --------- -- _i7 
ELANO = EACT 9080 
SAR-F--A 9083 
C 9085 
-C-- WMLKL .. 909b-
C IFLAB IS NUMBER OF STORIES IN TERMINAL BUILDING 9095 
C ---TAP -I --- TAL--NUA---PASSENGERS USING - TOL TERMINAL, MAY 9100 
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-------- 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C INCgLUE STOL PASSENGERS 9105 
C P Is 1985 URBAN AREA POPULATION 
C RUNL IS TOTAL RUNWAY LENGTHS FROM CONTROL GROUP IN FEET 9115 
c----
C 
C 
TS~i 
TOA 
NNU 
--SY-TrAL-xILY --TOLt-XSrsk~g---------------------
IS TOTAL AREA FROM CONTROL GROUP IN SQ FT 
fl EffUOFrSTOC AIJ$4W 
---- 16 
9130 
C AL IS LENGTH OF SIDE OF THE CITy IN MILES 9135 
C ELAND IS THE EXCESS LAND PROVIDED BY CONSIROL BKOUp IN SO PT 914D 
C 9145 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 15
 
C UALCULATE LAND VALUE IN 1969 DOLLARS PER SQUARE FOOT---------- 9155
 
C" 1---- D-iSTANCE-FROR-C y6-THE~-CTOU----------------- . .r-B
THE- --

C 9165
 
PRICE =((844- *(P/10000)a*.309*ARS*.971)/cIO.O*R)**s867)I/1 87 9175
 
.... RFICE-- -- m - - .- -. -..-. -...- .­ . -------	 1= # C-f 3 6 ;0u --... - ..-. -. - .- - .- . - -. . --.... ...... 6­. ... . .  

C 9185 
.. -CHANGE-NUM-- OF---- ---------------------------------- 918-E- O---RUNWAYS-- -----
C .9195 
FN =NO 
 90
 
C 
 9205 t 
----------- ---­
LYy~tc1xuA--r~w-------- - --------- §I6
C 9215 
IF (TAP.GE1000000.o0O.AND.TAP.LT.2O000000, TPHP=TAP..035 9225IF (TAP.GE:1O0OOOO.OANDTPR.O000O 	 -
THTAP* 040O 9-
IF (TAP.GE,500000.0.AND.TAP.LT.1000000.) TPHPrTAP.050 9235
 
IF I(TAPl .GE.160O6OO.O16 -ANb.-rA .LT.5 60 .),o -------- lPP_*IOJ6- ----------- §2406
IF (TAP.LT10000.O) TPHP=TAP*.120 -925 
C CALCULATE COSTS FOR BUILDINGS AND RUNWAYS 	 9255
 
C 	 9260
 
C PARKING 	 9260
 
926b
CPARK =26.72 *TPHP 
 97
 
C R_=-------7-*-PP-----------------------------------------
-------------------------------
9275
 
C TERMINAL 285
 
C 92go
CTERM = 90,5 * TPHP 9290 
C 929--5_0

C RUNWAY PAVING 	 9305
 
93l0
 
CRUN = *48 ( RUNL* 200.0 + 
RUNL * 750+1800000.0*TpHP/000.) 9315
 
C COST OF STOL RUNWAYS IF NEEDED 	 9325
 
CSTOL:CFN*I500000.*(.04f2.399 +il.IIO+(ZOO000.1 30 . TSP/q6.) 9_355
9335 
C 1*13.92-- 6..... 934-.
 
C NOW LOOK AT LAND COSTS 9350
 
C LAND FOR PARKING LOT IN SQ FT 9355
 
ARI : 1.3 * 280.0 * TPHP 	 9360 
C LAND FOR TERMINAL BUILDING INSO FT 9375 
C FLA Z IFLAS 93851
1	 938g 
-- -LA-- --	 --------------------------------------------------- -----------­
2142
 
c 9395 
-~-~r--F O STOL RUNWAY IF NEEDED 
c --. 9405 
C 9415
 
C 9425
 
9430-
AE = 75 *ELAND 
Ad = AR1 +AR2 + AR3 9435 
IF(AB,SE.AE) DIF = AB . AE 9445
TTOK - - -OA -70-F.. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .9 5 0
 
c 9;455 
C LALCULATE LAND LOST 94b0 
C 9465 
----LCUS-_Tt6Ar-_PRICt-__l ------------------------------------------------------- 97 
C 9475i 
c _ -__CCO CPARK + LTERM + CRUN + CSTOL + FLCOb 9485 
C 9495 
-C-----CONVERT TWtAO MrTVAIA E-USE- TE -RAIN -PROSRAM ------------ 950-] 
c 9505!
 
SPCB --------------------------------------------------- ----------------------~ 
RETURN 9515
 
END 9520
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APPENDIX 4-E 
Computer Printout 
Cost Version of The CTOL and STOL Terminals 
DATA OUTPUT SECT!?N - COST VFRSION AnTn 
14074 CON(NUIV 
WL~1E4~1453 
ORMA 
+ * LCST T 
1 tNO, TtCST* IPEP 
.. 4 is I­
$ 
.3,.#'nKn 
8l. 
C 
749 
xC$ 
CONTINUEF 
END 
TOTAL ;COST OF AU.L 
~ 
CYOL AND SYQI TERt4NL 
' 160 
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APPENDIX 4-F 
Parametric Terminal Cost Analysis 
List of Symbols and Assumed Values 
Symbol Definition 
A area 
A/C aircraft 
Ct angle of sector 
BAG number of bags/type passenger 
CAC total annual cost of A/C apron 
CBAG total annual cost of Baggage System 
Cd total annual cost of double track 
C total annual cost of Parking Structure 
Cpl total annual cost of Parking Lots 
CRD total annual cost of Internal roads and ramps 
Crds total annual cost of roads 
Ct total annual cost of terminal building 
Ctun total annual cost of Subterranean Stations 
CA construction cost of aircraft parking/ft2 
CDT construction cost of double track 
CLB construction cost of conveyor/ft 
CPL constructions cost of parking lot/ft2 
CPS constructions cost of parking structure/ft 2 
CRD construction cost of Roads 
(1) bituminous concrete 
(2) Portland Cement concrete 
CRFmi Capital Reduction factor = i(i+lm 
Assumed Value
 
$5/ft2
 
$1,288/ft
 
$2/ft2 
$6.50/ft2 
$138.4 .10 3/Lane-Mi 
$1.037 .106/Lane-Mi 
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Symbol 	 Definition 

where m (first two digits) = expected life
 
time years (20,15)
 
i (last two digits) = interest rate (10)
 
CRP construction cost of Ramp/ft2 
CSORT construction cost of sorter of capacity Q 
CST construction cost of 	subterranean station/ft
 
terminal building/ft 2 
CTL construction cost of 

CTUN construction cost of tunnel/ft length-ft dia. 

DT diameter of Tunnel (ft)
 
ELV ft elevation (average)
 
f fraction of loading area on ground level 

FL number of floors
 
FLT number of flight storage areas 

g 	 number of sorting decisions for type sorter 
GSF geometrical shape factor 
j maximum number of sorting levels were flow rate 
can be kept at maximum rate of Q
 
LAN number of lanes
 
LB length of conveyor belt [complete (ft)]
 
LRD length of road/lane
 
LS length of station 

LT length of tunnel
 
N total number of sorters in system
 
n 	 number of sorting levels 
n number of stations 

OA annual operating cost of aircraft apron 

ODT annual operating cost of double track 

OLB annual operating cost of conveyor system/ft
 
OPL annual operating cost of parking lot 
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Assumed Value
 
$10,73/ft2
 
$6.27/ft 2
 
$25.58/ft-ft.
 
0.5
 
3
 
2,3
 
200 ft.
 
6
 
2
$.75/ft 2 $0.75/ft

$.75/ft $0.75/ft
 
2
$.50/ft 2 $0.50/ft

Symbol 	 Definition 
OPS 	 annual operating cost of parking structure/ft2 

ORD 	 annual operating cost of roads
 
ORP annual operating cost of ramp/ft length-ft de­
viation
 
OST annual operating cost of subterranean Station
 
OTL 	 annual operating cost of terminal building/ft2 

OTUN 	 annual operating cost of tunnel/ft length-ft. dia 

PAX 	 typical peak hour passengers expected for a
 
particular airport
 
PIC 	 number of baggage collection points
 
PL 	 price of land (dollars per acre)
 
PR 	 packing ratio
 
Q 	 sorter capacity
 
rMP 	 (ft of ramp/lane) (LAN) 
WS width of station 
Z fraction of PAX using Rubber Wheel 
transportation 
Assumed Value
 
$.50/ft 2 $0.50/ft2
 
$1/ft 2
 
$1 ft-ft dia.
 
185 ft.
 
0.98 for national
 
average 
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1 
4-F-I General Cost Model
 
parking lots:
 
Cp = PAX(I.3)280 [CPL(CRF2010) + OPL + PL(.I0) 
PI 36004.356 x I10 
Where:
 
TPHP = 3600
 
1.3 car spaces/TPHP
 
280 ft2/car space
 
4.356 x 104 ft 2/acre
 
.10 = CRF for land at 10% interest (20 year life).
 
Parking Structures:
 
C = PAX(I.3)(280) [CPS(CRFl510) + OPS].

P
 
Where there are
 
TPHP = 3600
 
1.3 car spaces/TPHP
 
280 ft 2icar space
 
Roads:
 
PAX(Z) (LRD(LAN)(CRD(CRF2010) + ORD) +
 
rds 3600 
RMP(ELV)[CRP(CRF2010) + ORP)]. 
Terminal Building (except baggage handling system):
 
I02)

PAX(319.6) [CTL(CRF2010) + OTL + 

3600 FL(4.356 x 10)
 
= 
Where
 
TPHP = 3600
 
319.6 ft 2/TPHP
 
1.2 implies 20% extra land for roads, etc.
 
4.356 x 104 ft /ACRE
 
Cut 	and Cover tunnel cost (for open apron only)
 
Ctun = (LT)(DT) [C tun(CRF2010) + OTUN].
 
Dbuble track in tunnel (open apron):
 
cd = 3 	0(PAX) (L) [CDT (CRF2010) + ODT] 
3600 TPHP/terminal unit
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2 = since only double track costs are known a single 
track cost is approximated by using double track 
for 1/2 the tunnel length.
 
Subterranean Station (open apron; less tracks):
 
Csts = ) [(LS)(WS)6J[CST(CRF2010) + OST] 
3600 TPHP/terminal
 
6 gate positions or stations/terminal.
 
A/C Apron Cost (less packing and terminal area; includes geometrical
 
shape factor and equipment and service vehicle areas:
 
PAX(60,000) (PR)(GSF)[CA(cRF2OlO) + OA + PL(l.I)CAC - (200)(3600) 4.356 x 104I
 
where there are
 
60,000 ft2/A/C parking area (200 x 300 ft2 each)
 
200 TPHP/A/C
 
3600 TPHP/terminal 
1.1 = 10% excess land for A/C access to apron area from 
taxi ways.
 
Terminal Road Cost and Ramp Cost:
 
(A=X-)(- ) [.40(.52)(2)(20)] + 0.4(l.5)(20)
 
+ (0.22)(5)(40)[ (12)[CRD(CRF2010) + ORD](f)
 
5280
 
+ (1-f)(12)(CRP)(CRF2010) + ORP] 
where the numbers as written mean: 
PAX
 
(PAX=number of terminal units
 
3600.
 
3600 - arrival rate of TPHP (60 TPHP/min.)
 
.40 of TPHP come by car and unload at terminal
 
.52 of TPHP comes by car
 
2 minutes to unload/car
 
20 ft unloading room/car
 
.4 of TPHP come by Taxi
 
1.5 minutes to unload/Taxi 
20 ft unloading Rm/Taxi
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.22 of TPHP come by bus
 
5 min. unloading time/bus
 
40 ft/bus
 
12 ft/roadlane (STANDARD)
 
5280 ft/mile
 
4-F-2 Baggage System Cost
 
Let: Q = given sorter capacity (Bags/hr)
 
q = 2 for a "yes-no" sorter 
3 for a "Right-Left-Straight" sorter 
Bag = 1.5 bags/Domestic passenger 
= 2.5 bags/international passenger 
number of bag pick-up points = (P0)(BAG)Pic = (3600)(Q)
 
n =-number of sorting levels
 
j = maximum number of levels where flow rate can
 
be kept at maximum rate Q
 
N = total number of sorters 
FLT = number of storage areas for flights. 
Now a simple tree diagram yields: 
= gnFLT 

or n = log (FLT)
 
likewise
 
j = log (Pic) or = Pic 
number of sorters for maximum load on system is given by
 
n
N=Pice g, Pie 2j +l 

(N-) (') + (I-) (g2) + . . . + ( + gj+ gj+2+ g 
g S gg 
or n 
K=j+ g = j(Pic) + g n gN=j(Pic) + 
K=l
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K=+ 	 log ( )
ij Ko 	 I 

-Pic + l9~gj =Pic [log (Pic) + E Pi g ) 
K-i g K-1 
lo (FLT(3600)(Q)\ 
9gg(PAX)(BAG)
 
N (FAX)(B ) [log (PAXBAG 	 g (3600)(Q) g (3600)(Q) 	 gK=l
 
Now we can write the cost of the Baggage System as 
C - N(CSORT)CRF1510) + (LB)(l.4)(CLB)(CRFl5l0) + OLB 
where 1.4 40% addition belt is needed. 
4-F-3 TERMINAL CONFIGURATIONS
 
4-F-3.1 Satellite Sector (See Figure 4.12) 
Assume x = r7 and y -0 for R> > r7 
Therefore a = 2 tan-rr7 
A A1 
5 X r7 
where 	A = Central nub terminal area and parking area 
and 	excess area and road area
 
c2 

= 878,087 ft
 
= 1 	 2 
2 r3 

bounds on r7
 
(1) 	for open apron style parking
 
r7 max = 589 + 100 + 300 = 989'
 
(2) 	for nose-in parking style
 
r7 min = 206 + 300 + 300 = 806'
 
1 	 1 
(3) 	If we let 2 = waiting room and 1 public space 
= 145, 193 ft2/floor on 2 floors 
Then r7 = 215 + 300 + 300 = 815' = Value to be used 7 where r6 = 215 ft. 
Satellite terminal
 
radius = r6 = 215
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A2 = 145, 193 ft 2/floor 2 floors
 
Roof Parking = 145, 193 ft2 520 spaces
 
Central terminal area = Total = Satellite Term/Area (Total) 
= 1,143,400 - 2(145, 193) = 426, 507 ft 2/floor 2 floors 
ft2Roof Parking = 426, 507 1,525 spaces 
Total Parking Necessary at 1.3 spaces/TPHP 280 ft2/space
 
4,675 spaces 1,130,400 ft2 TOTAL
 
Central Parking on three levels = 1,310,400 - [426,507 	+ 145, 193]
 
3
 
638, 70 0 = 212,900 ft2 /level 3 Three Levels.
 
3
 
Road area and Excess Land = 20% of terminal area (TOTAL)
 
2
 
= 228,680 ft

of 4675 parking 	spaces = 50 to 55% are for passenger and visitors.
 
The remainder are for employees, etc.
 
Total area of Central Complex = AI
 
228,680 Road & Excess
 
212,900 Parking
 
426,507 Central Terminal
 
2
 
878,087 ft = A1
 
R = r5 + r7
 
a 
2 A~ + E 2__ 
Sector area = (y)R • r5 = = + E 2r7 r5 A I 
22 
Let E = Service Vehicle area for 8 vehicles/AC 300 ft 2/vehicle = 
14,400 ft2 r5 = 2,537 ft. 
and 
.815.
 
u=2arc tan ( = .622 rad = 35.60 = 
r3 = 1,680 ft.
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as a check
 
r +r r5
 
1680 + 815 = 2495 < 2537 We have a feasible solution by
 
adjusting E we can obtain.
 
R - 3352 ft.
 
A+E+ d(r 7 ) 2

 
GPR 	- 2
U 
- [(r 7 )2 ] - 50(r 7-r6 )
 
360,000
 
4-F-3.2 Finger Terminal Unit
 
According to the areas noted previously the approximate dimensions are
 
shown on Figures 4.13 and 4.14.
 
Unit I may have its parking area in place in area #1 or #2.
 
Unit II is a modification of I where I has only two floors II
 
has 2 floors for the finger section and three for the main terminal.
 
I 	 II
 
GSF 1 GSF 1 
PR = 1.87 PR= 1.56 
f =0.5 	 f a0.5 
4-F-3.3 Open Apron Unit (See Figure 4.15)
 
Dimensions were determined from previously determined areas. The min.
 
1000 ft A/C terminal separation was based on a 3 minute transit time to the
 
A/C 	at 15 mph.
 
(a) Car configuration (See Figure 4.17)
 
I. 	capacity: 15 people standing plus operator.
 
2. 	velocity: 15 mph horizontal, with minimal accelerations
 
and decellerations
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3. coded for particular flight: color, numbers
 
4. load time: less than one minute
 
5. load rate 2 cars/flight and 6 flight: I car/30 sec.
 
6. electric rail
 
(b) Subterranean Station Gate (See Figure 4.16)
 
1. center platform 200 ft x 185 ft.
 
2. max. of 4 A/C loading escalators
 
3. max. of 3 baggage loading conveyors
 
4. dual service by electric car
 
5. comfortable waiting room and small concessions area.
 
GSF I
 
PR = 4.19
 
f = 1.5 
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APPENDIX 4-G
 
4-G-1 Critical Path Analysis for Terminal Subsystem Improvement Priorities
 
The following figures show the CPM plots used to determine the priorities
 
for subsystem improvement listed in section 4.5.2. The following key will be
 
helpful in reading the figures.
 
Earliest Starting Time after Begin Earliest Completion time.._ 
(OPERATION TITLE) B 
(OPERATION LENGTH) c 
(MINUTES)
 
Latest Starting Time Before End
 
Latest Time (Measured Backward)
 
From End) That This Operation May be
 
Completed Without Delaying the Entire
 
System
 
Arrowhead indicates that all operations after 0 are dependent on this
 
operation. This operation is dependent on all operations terminating at
 
A bold line indicates that this operation is on the critical path.
 
From figures 4-G-1 and 4-G-2, the following terminal requirements for the
 
L-1011-385 aircraft are established.
 
Turnaround Station: Passengers must be ready to load at least 14 minutes prior
 
to roll out. Baggage must be ready to load at least 8 minutes prior to roll
 
out. Passengers are deplaned at best 7 minutes after roll in.
 
Intermediate Station: Passengers must be ready to load at least 8 minutes prior
 
to roll out. Baggage must be ready to load at least 8 minutes prior to roll
 
out. Passengers are deplaned at best 4 minutes after roll in. Baggage is un­
loaded at best 6 minutes after roll in.
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N2q 
'S2i 
3 
T 
4 
M. 
s 
62 
76 
F4 
2 
z0 
66 
CtrAB.LPn  .E t. A,,c AFTn 
L-1O11-385 Turnaround Station (CPM)
 
Figure 4-G-1
 
Connect Tow Tractor 
5hut Down Engines 2 
.gqas to T himi 
PtwnrstoAir.ft t Critical Pth ­
L-1011-385 Intermediate Stop (CPM)
 
Figure 4-G-2 
Tn toemil3Disembark GramdaGround Mode Travel(ORIGIN 
0 7 
Pazsson r to AircrAft9Gate Process 1Ait Line 1 CuGte Ph-ass 10 
Must be complete 8 minutes prior to\ 
rollI out intermediate or 1*4 Iinuto5 
65 Critical Leg Turnaround 
Critical Lea, intermediate 
Must be complete 8 minutes priorCto rollout intermediate or turnaroundt.) 
ateto G 
Critical Path -ia 
Departing Passenger Terminal Process (CPM)
 
Figure 4-G-3
 
Basmase to Gate (Begins 6 minutes after 
rol in iatCrotto un or Itrd 
0 
Critical Path -
Arriving Passenger Terminal Process (CrP) 
Figure 4-0-4 
4-G-2 Preliminary Design of Baggage Handling System
 
Assumptions:
 
1. 	Each gate will serve four pads.
 
2. 	Maximum gate utilization will allow six flights (twelve operations)
 
per pad per hour. (Pad flight volume corresponds to one terminal
 
module.)
 
3. 	An average of sixty passengers will be exchanged per operation.
 
4. 	Passengers may check three bags, no more than 34" in length, but
 
average passenger will check 2.5 bags.
 
5. Conveyors for arriving and departing baggage will be separate.
 
The following points in the system require individual analysis.
 
i. 	Identification system.
 
2. 	Code readers.
 
3. 	Segregators.
 
4. 	Pad storage system.
 
5. 	Aircraft loading/unloading system.
 
6. 	Private vehicle luggage storage and retrival.
 
The New York terminal is thought to place the greatest demand on the
 
system. Therefore, in "Loading" the system upstream of the pads, demands for
 
the New York terminal will be used.
 
Quadrant Requirements for New York Terminal:
 
(372 ra(1/2 ovehicle )d(1/6 -) (1/4 gate (1/4 quadrant = 1.94pad gate
hr 	 operation vehicle 

Two quadrants will be required. The New York terminal baggage distribution
 
system could be schematically drawn as in Figure 4-G-5. It is apparent that the
 
subsystems of this schematic (quadrants, gates, pads) could easily form the
 
entire system for smaller terminals. Also, the system can be easily expanded.
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QuadranWt (M4ode) Seyrcyator 
Qua,',djit 
Pad (Mode) Sej~qterII 
New York Schematic
 
Figure 4-G-5
 
More pads could be served by a single gate, more than four gates could form
 
a quadrant, mode segregators could preceed the quadrant segregators and so on.
 
Certain physical restraints quickly impose themselves on any ambitious expansion
 
plan however. This will become obvious in the following analysis.
 
Required Capacity for Pad Segregator:
 
(4 pads) (6 flights/pad-br) (60 passengers.) (2.5 bags) = 3600 bagsflight passenger hr.
 
Reqnired Capacity for Gate Segregator:
 
(4 gatgs) (3600Bt-a1h) = 14,400 bags/hr 
AL this point it seems advantageous to divide the input between two qua­
drant segregators rather than imposing design requirements of 28,800 bags per 
hour on a single segregator. The required capacities of the gate and pad 
segregators will not be changed. The altered portion of the schematic appears 
in Figure 4-G-6. 
Now we must design a baggage segregator capable of sorting 14,400 bags
 
per hour. This will also impose steep requirements on the code readers. In
 
order to make this burden somewhat lighter, and also to facilitate handling
 
random sized luggage, we shall use "totes" which carry three bags each (all of
 
one passenger's luggage). The totes will be three feet square and will have
 
display windows for inserting cosed identification/routing cards. Six inch gaps
 
will be maintained between totes to facilitate sorting.
 
Identification Design:
 
Alpha-numerics: Destination; Flight Number
 
Optic or Magnetic Binary:
 
SOCIAL GROUND MODE 
INFORMATION QUADRANT GATE PAD FLIGHT SECURITY NO. AT DESTINCTION 
Number of 10 
row columns 1 1 1 3 9 1 
required 
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CHECK IN POINTS3
 
GATE s54oe64r0LtGqATE SE64ACGATOC 
New York Revision 
Figure 4-G-6 
Sixteen columns will be necessary. Allow one inch on each end of the tote
 
wide, with one inch between columns.
 
Code Reader Requirements: 
l14,400 bags)r totes ft 1 hour . 
Belt Velocity =hb . [(1/2.5)- - (3.5 -) 5.6 ft/sec
Vecty-hr. bag tt sec)
 
sec 
Scanner Reading Time = (1/12 ft) (1/5.6 -c) = 0.01488 Seconds
 
This requirement makes photo-cells impractical, magnetic coding will be re­
quired. Code readers will require ten magnetic pick-ups and relays or solid
 
state switching circuits. Code readers at the parking luggage storage facility
 
will also require an amplifier.
 
Segregator Design:
 
Let us assume that each tote and it's luggage will weigh 75 pounds. The 
belt speed is 5.6 ft/sec and the totes are separated by six inches. Also, some 
clearance must be provided between conveyors - design a three inch space between 
conveyors. The time available for a simple transfer device to accelerate a tote, 
displace it 3.25 feet, and return to clear the next tote is (3.5 ft) (56 I 
56ft/sec~ 
= 0.625 seconds. The accelerations required would damage the luggage. 
If the actuator moved with the belt a longer transfer time would be possible. 
Assuming this condition and also that the actuctor will exert a ten pound force 
on the tote until its transverse velocity reaches one ft/second, the merge length 
and time may be computed: 
(10 lbs) (32.2 f-t)(75 pounds = 4.3 ft/sec2 Acceleration a = 
sec 
I ft/sec2 
time to 1 ft/sec velocity ta = ftsec = 0.23 seconds 
4.3 ft/se 2
 
2 2 
transverse distance moved in ta = (0.5) (4.3 ft/sec ) (0.23 sec) 0.11 ft 
3.4 ft 
time to move remaining 3.14 ft = tv = 3 ft 3.14 seconds I ft/sec
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Total Merge Time: tm = (3.14 + 0.23) sec - 3.37 seconds 
Total Merge Length : lm = (3.37 sec) (5.6 ft/sec) + 3 ft - 21.9 ft
 
These accelerations, velocities, merge lengths, and merge times are
 
not unreasonable. Figure 4-G-7 shows a transfer mechanism consisting of
 
chains oriented along the desired tote path which have retractable pins attached
 
to them. On a "divert" signal from the code reader, the pins are lowered be­
hind the tote and it is pushed onto the branch conveyor.
 
Each transfer mechanism will require:
 
(24) (4) = 96 ft of chain, 14 pin holders and pins, a drive, two pin deflectors, 
a pin actuator and eight sprockets (cost $1200). 
Pad Storage - Flight Segregator:
 
The pad will handle:
 
(6 flights/hr) (60 passengers (1 tote 360 totes/hr
flight passenger,
 
We will convey the luggage from the pad segregator to the pad on a gravity
 
conveyor. This will allow accumulation and will provide steady flow to the 
flight segregator. Tilt tables will be sufficiently fast for this operation. 
Figure 4-G-8 shows the flight segregator in schematic form. Tilt tables are 
sections of gravity conveyor which have the capability of tilting on demand by
 
rotating about an axis parallel to the normal line of travel. This dumps the
 
totes onto the flight accumulation conveyors.
 
Each pad storage system will require six tilt tables and code readers. 
Also 
[(1 accumulator) + (6 flights)](60 totes/flight)(3 ft/tote) = 1260 feet of 
gravity accumulating conveyors will be needed (cost $8000).
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Pin . Carrier De+aiL 
To p._ 
P'r PerA-trtCa~m?-Pin Ac+uacr 
Fiee De4a-I 
Figure 4-0-7 
I 
* PadSesre#oP Table 
TM ks 
FL16e4T 5EGQEGATOR 
Figure 4-G-8
 
LOAIMG AIRCRAFT 
Figure 4-G-9
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The extra accumulator will accept bags for all flights which are not
 
yet scheduled for a given pad.
 
Aircraft Loading/Unloading System:
 
By running a traction belt under the gravity flight accumulation con­
veyors, it would be possible to have them operate as powered conveyors also.
 
A gravity conveyor inside the aircraft would deliver arriving baggage to the
 
system. This assumes that one or two men pick the bags destined for this
 
stop and load them on the exiting conveyor. If the baggage racks in the air­
craft are actually free roller conveyors it would be possible to mate the
 
terminal conveyor to the baggage rack and use terminal power to load the
 
baggage bay. This is shown in Figure 4-G-9. It must be pointed out that ter­
minals exchange totes in this system, making standardization mandatory. The
 
only additions to the system required in this process are the portable power
 
and gravity conveyors, estimated at $2000 and $400 each.
 
4-G-2.1 Private Vehicle Luggage Storage and Retrevial:
 
The size of this system will depend on that other ground modes enter the
 
terminal. We have therefore, designed a "module" with a 300 tote capacity.
 
A portion of the module is shown in Figure 4-G-10. Allowing two inches
 
between cells for framework and an additional foot vertically to provide for
 
cell access, the dimensions of the module be as shown. Totes would arrive from
 
the ground mode sorters on a gravity conveyor. This conveyor would mate with an
 
extendible slide section which is in turn matched with a series of thirty tilt
 
tables. The thirty tables have the ability to move as a unit vertically. Proxi­
mity switches on the tilt table unit would sense if a cell were full or empty.
 
As totes passed the code reader at the top of the slide, the social security 
number would be read and fed to the computer. When the tote moved in front of
 
an empty cell the tilt table would rotate, depositing the tote in the cell and
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OCI 
Parker Lus~xge. Module 
Figure 4-G-10 
at the same time notifying the computer of the cell's coordinates. When all
 
sensors indicated full cells, the elevating device would lower or raise the
 
tilt table unit, making another layer of cells accessible.
 
Coordinate notification would work as follows. The elevating mechanism
 
would produce a signal corresponding the "z" coordinate, the activation of a
 
particular tilt table would provide the "x" coordinate, and the direction of
 
rotation of the table would indicate the "y" coordinate.
 
When a passenger called for his baggage the computer would search its
 
matrix for the coordinates of the correct cell and signal the automatic picker
 
to eject that tote onto a slide which would carry it to a coding machine.
 
Here the baggage pick-up number from which the passenger signaled for his
 
luggage would be coded on the tote and the tote would proceed through a sorting
 
system to the pick-up point. Since pick-up and check-in points are at the same
 
location, the tote will remain at this point to be used by a departing passenger.
 
The tilt table unit will be operated by a single shaft coupled to the tables
 
by electromagnetic clutches. Thus the module will require 30 gravity conveyor
 
tilt tables, 30 electromagnetic clutches, three actuating motor and the tilt
 
table elevating mechanism. Also a reader, ten coding machines, an automatic
 
picker, an extendible slide conveyor and framework would cost approximately
 
p20,000. The cost of sorting system which would accompany this unit depends
 
entirely on terminal layout. $4000 per pick-up station is a reasonable estimate.
 
Power Requirements: 
A very safe estimate of the power requirements of the system could be 
made as follows: 
(60 passengers 75 lbs ) (5.6 ft/sec) (I HP sec (.7457 
operation passenger t550 ft-lbs ) HP 
34.17 KW/Peak Hr. Operation
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Cost Model Derivation: 
PRO = Peak Hour Operations 
PPC = Public parking capacity - cars 
CIP = Number of Check in Points 
CL = Total conveyor length, feet 
Crf = Capital recovery factor, 10% interest - 20 years 
Quadrant Segregators - $6000 ea.
 
operations vehicle Pad Hr( gate / quad'
hr (/ ....... ) (63 ( 1 / 4 gae)( 1 / 4 q
($6000) hr. ) (1/2 operation 6 Vehicles pad gatel 
quad = PRO ($31.25) 
Gate Segregators - $6000 ea.
 
Pad Segregator - $6000 ea. 
vehicle unit )($6000)(6 )(Ohr.operation) (1/2 . ) (1/6vepacl)pad hr (1/4 - = nrO ($125.00) 
hr. operation) vehicle) pad 
Pad Storage System, Flight Segregator, Mobile Loading/Unloading Units - $10400 ea. 
hr ) (1/2) (1/6) (p---) = ($866.67) PRO($10,400) (operations) vehicle pad hr lunit.
operations) vehicle ) pa 
Ground Conveyance Luggage Segregator - $6000 ea. 
exactly as many as quadrant segregators PRO ($31.25) 
Totes - $5 ea.
 
($5) (operations) (60 passenger 1 tote ( 
operation passenger) = ($300) £HOhr 

Conveyor - $30/ft 
CL ($30)
 
Pick-Up-Check-In-Points - $4000 ea.
 
($400) CIP
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Parker Luggage Storage Module - $20,000 ea.
 
0) ($20) PPC
(estimated 30% of cars have luggage in storage) ($20,000) (300 = opc 
Capital Recovery:
 
Crf (PHO[(3) (31.25) + 125 + 866.67 + 300) + (30)CL + (4000) CIP + (20)PPC 
= (0.11746) [(1385.42) PHO + (30) CL + (4000) CIP + (20) PPCJ 
CR = (162.73) PHO + (3.52) CL + (469.84) CIP + (2.35) PPC 
Power - $0.025/KW-HR 
KW $.025 8760 Hr(PHO) (34.17 -) ($ ) () ($7483.23) PHOHRO KWH yr
 
Maintenance Personnel $2.50/hr
 
50 (PHOmen) (8760 hr) = ($219) PHO
hr-ma 100 yr
 
Total Annual Cost:
 
TAC (7864.96)PHO + (3.52)CL + (469.84)CIP + (2.35)PPC
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APPENDIX 5-A
 
AIRCRAFT DESIGN MODEL
 
5-A-I Nomenclature
 
PAX - Number of passengers 
V Design cruise velocity - mph 
Vfp Design cruise velocity - fpss 

RANGE Design range - miles
 
FL Fuselage length - feet
 
FD Fuselage outer diameter - feet
 
H Design cruise altitute - feet
 
Th Temperature at cruise altitude - R
 
3
 
Density of air at altitude - slugs/ft

-
Ph 

- Viscosity at altitude - slugs/ft-sec
Ph 

- Kinematic viscosity at altitude - ft2/sec
vh 

ReYfus Fuselage Reynolds No. at altitude
 
ReYwing Wing Reynolds No. at altitude
 
CD Parasite drag coefficient
 
0 
CD Induced drag coefficient
 
CD Total drag coefficient
 
Total lift coefficient
CL 

L/D Lift to Drag ratio
 
WGl First gross weight approximation - lbs
 
Thrust Total available cruise thrust - lbs
 
W(i) Weight of the "i"th component
 
(See component weights formulae)
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SFC Specific fuel consumption - lbs 
fuel/HP-sec 
K Horsepower correction factor 
CONST STOL Constant ­ 6.375 
D Propeller diameter - ft. 
HPsl Total engine horsepower at sea level - HP 
Tit ----- Transmission efficiency factor - 0.90 
I -- Propeller efficiency factor - 0.875 
WG2 Second gross weight approximation - lbs 
1WG WFI-WG2 
WGF Final value of gross weight - lbs 
OPW Operating Weight - lbs 
WCept Weight empty - lbs 
Vlift-off Lift off velocity ­ (118.5 fps) 
NRPsl ----- Normal rated sea level power - HP 
ReYfuss Fuselage Reynolds No. at sea level 
Reywingsl Wing Reynolds No. at sea level 
CD Sea level parasite drag coefficient 
0sl 
Thrustroll Total available take off thrust - lbs 
Dragroll Total take off drag 
a 1 
- Take off acceleration ­ ft/sec
2 
g Gravity constant - 32.17 ft/sec
2 
P Ground roll friction - 0.2 
RWL - Runway length - ft 
Thrustsl Available sea level thrust of one engine - lbs 
AR Aspect ratio - assumed 7.0 
S Wing area - sq. ft, 
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App. 5-A-2 Design Model Formulae
 
A. 	Given input: PAX, V, RANGE.
 
B. 	Determination of fuselage length, FL; fuselage diameter,
 
FD; and number of passengers abreast:
 
PAX FL FD No. Abreast 
40 
 64.0 
 8.8
 
60 77.7 10.5 	 5 
80 80.0 12.2 6 
100 92.1 12.2 6 
120 98.5 15.3 71 
140 104.2 15.3 7 two aisles 
160 112.7 15.3 
C. 	Determination of cruise altitude, H:
 
V (mph) 	 H(ft) 
200 	 20,000
 
300 25,000
 
400 30,000
 
D. 	Determination of cruise air conditions:
 
Th 	= 547 - 0.003566 H
 
25 6 1
 
ph 	= (0.00226 (1-0.00000687 H))4 
=
Ph 3.73x0-7 (Th/520)1.5 (7187/(Th+1987)]
 
vh 	 = Bh/Ph 
E. 	Drag Calculations:
 
Vfp = V(88/60)
s 

Reyfu s = (Vfps FL)/Vh 
Reywing = (Vfps' \5;;)/vh 
CD O1.21.03/(Refus)1/7.[4(FLFD)+6(FD/FL) /2+28(FD/FL) ] 
(iFD2)/(48) + (1.6 • 0.0744)/(Reywing) I/7 
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(CD it0.87 AR)1/2
 CL = 

o 
If CL > 0.5 then CL = 0.5
 
D L
= C. 2/(0087 AR)
 
CD = C i 
F. First Thrust and Gross Weight Calculations:
 
L/D = CL/C D 
WGl = 1/2 - CL * Oh * S * (Vfps)2
 
Thrust = WGI/(L/D)
 
G. Component Weights Breakdown
 
15
5 2 5 

W(fuselage) = W(l) = 0.8fFL 1. FD0 . (4.5 WGI) 
0
. 
W(wing) = W(2) = (0.15 - (0.063 WG1)/100,000) WGI 
W(tail) = W(3) = 0.035 WI 
W(landing gear) = W(4) = 0.04 WG1 
W(oil) = W(5) = 140 
W(furnishings) = W(6) = 550 + 40.PAX 
W(air condition) = W(7) = 500 + 13.PAX 
W(hydralics) = W(8) = 0.0005(WGI)128
 
W(electronics) = W(9) = 642 
55
 
.
W(elect.equip) = W(10) = 1.61(WGI)
0 
W(controls) = W(I1) = 0.02-WG1 
W(payload) = W(12) = 200(PAX + 3) 
- (R A N GE+ 200+
 W(fuel) = W(13) = WGI(I - e 75V)(SFC)/(I /(L/D)) 
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where SFC is the specific fuel consumption = 0.55
 
This amount of fuel includes the standard FAA reserve
 
fuel; enough fuel to fly to destination plus 200 miles
 
plus enough fuel for 45 minutes cruising time at
 
cruise speed.
 
W(fuel tanks) = W(14) = 0.045.W(13)
 
W(engines and nacelles) = W(15) = 1.5f(Thrust * Vfps)/ 
(K.CONST-325)} 
W(Propellers) = W(16) = 56.8((D/l0)* 25 (.9HPsl)/2.02 
0 67
 
.
0.00205)
 
where D = 0.2{(S.AR)1/2 - FD)
 
and HPsl = (Thrust.Vfps)/(K.55Oqt-qp )
 
where it = 0.90 and Tp = 0.875 
0 8 
.
W(17) = 60f(0.666 HPsD)/50)
W(transmission) = 

W(misc.) = W(18) = 0.05-WGI
 
H. 	Second Gross Weight and other weights:
 
18 
WG2 	= W(i) 
i=l 
tAWG = WGI - WG2
 
At this point, assume that the iteraction is complete;
 
i.e., that WGL U WG2 = WGF
 
OPW = WGF - W(13) - W(12)
 
WG1 = OPW - (2/3) w(15) - w(16) - W(17)
 
empt 
I. 	Runway length Calculations:
 
For purposes of runway length calculations the lift off
 
velocity is assumed to be a fixed constant.
 
Vlift-off = 118.5 fps
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NRP = 1.11 HPsl 
ReYfus (693,000FL)
 
si1
 
ReYwing = (693,000" 47h) 
1/71/
CD = 1.2 1(0.0 3 /(ReyfuSsl ) I . [4(FL/FD)+6(FD/FL) I/2 
+ 28(FD/FL)2 "T(FD2)/(4s) + (1.6 - 0.0744)/(Reywing)sl1/7
 
Thrustroil = (1.2 NRPsIP *it 5 5 0 )/(.7 • Vlift-off) 
= (ThrustVfps)/(62.2 - K) 
Dragroll= (1/2) psl(0.7 Vlift-off) CD S 
0°sl 
= 7.78 S CD •S
 
0sl
 
aroll = gf(Thrustroll - Dragroll)/WGF - 4 
2 
where g = 32.17 ft/sec

= 0.2
 
= 2
 
If aroll > 0 fps 2 then aroll 10 fps
 
RWL = Distance to wheels off plus distance to climb 50 feet
 
Distance to climb 50 feet = one half the distance to wheels off
 
RWL = 1.5 (Distance to wheels off)
 
2RWL = 1.5 (Vif~ff)/( aroll )
 
Thrustsl(of one engine) = (2.5 - NRPsl)/4
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5-A-3 Aircraft Parametric Design Model Computer Flow 
Chart For STOL Aircraft 
READ IN: PAK, V, RANGE 
[CALCULATE: FL, FD, H, Th, h, h' ReYfs 
SET S = SMIN ASSUMED1 
IS S5> S ASSUMED?1YE 
NO 
CALCULATE: ReYWing; CD, C D. C L/D, 
O 1. 
THRUST, WGl 
CALCULATE: COMPONENTS WEIGHTS, WG2 
CALCULATE: AWG = WGI - WG2 
IS-s+nsl
 
SSCAN nsWG for ' WGMIN, THE DATA CORRESPONDING 
To ' WGMT N IS THE FINAL DESIGN. 
CALCULATE: NRPsl Reyfus sReywingsl CD 
Thrustroll Dragrol1 atoll PWL 
Thrustsl 
Figure 5-A-I 
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5-A-4 Computer Printout
 
The following computer printout is the actual Aircraft Parametric
 
Design Model written in the B5500 Algol computer language.
 
BURROUGHS 5-5500 ALGOL COMPILER LEVEL 10 TUESDAY. 5/20/69.
 
IUSER' 8481250 BIN 0416
 
ICOMPILE BINOSTY/Er655 ALGOL .13SB0015 *0478 TAYLORHC
 
-
XPROCESSOOOI O3Sth "PUDC!SI]flL1U mit- .. .
0O1l"LGTl 

IDATA.
 
SOATA TAYLIN
 
BEGIN
 
FILE OUT PPMI 0C2.10)S
 
vLTOuT TAYLOUT 162,t5j .
 
FILE IN TAYLIN (2.1O))

REiL CDI . CLFCD CDTFhtJSTt;nRt;ThWUSTSt;vt f Cr;c2vrL# ---

DOrFoTEMPHHRHOHMUHNUHPREYFUSSARREYWING.CDOTOT.CLWGI.
 
THRUSTF.CfOTOTFrHPSL.HPSLFWGEMPT.NRPCR.NRPSL.ANNRI R2.CDOSL, 
- AROL.RWLJ 
REAL ARRAY DELTAW.DEL[OI6OINWWINIOIIIJ 
. .T JiT R -CT----------­" 
TNTZEW 

LABEL LIO.L 2 0.L30J
 
FORM AT ~C~A" lw~~~wtwyjfffjlfGfww&il 
"RLTHRTn.X2,"HPSLX1, AREA",X1 ,SPAN%,X1,PLOD*.X3,WRWL",X2.
 
FORMAT
 
FORMATrM1 ?,13V.X4,2rWC4)"..W(G 1v706N
 
FORMAT FM(9 i*I.QtxjSBp 
WRITECTAYLOUT!Non3) 
WEAIICT-YLINiJCn-C~iAR;CDINTT) ------------------------------------------- ----

LINCT + 0)
 
FOR PAY 6 BEGIN
OSG100s120 O0 

.... +-7 O0o OD-vOU -- -- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - -- - ­y D--BEWIIN - - - --V 

FOR RANGE & 200,400,600.8001000 on BEGIN 
Yr V.200 71HY Hi- 15000 EUSE IF VW-3D TNWWiU70Uf0W113-E--Ah150D0yf--
IF PAX=4A THEN BEGIN FL.64,OJ FD*8,Bi END ELSE 
-
IF Prx.O-THEN BEGTN t.7rr x- nm rL ..
 
IF PAX.SO THEN BEGIN FL80.Oi FD'12.21 END ELSE
 
IF PAXsIOO THEN BE'IN FL'92.1J rlq;-P; ENW-ELX -- --...
.... 
IF PAX.120 THEN BEGIN rL+ 98.5) F0*15.33 END ELSE 
Ir PAXSI4O THEN IErN rL.104.2j r -1~3TENjyrast flEBtM 
FLt112.?g F'i5,l3 END;.
 
L261 LINCY * LINCT+IJ
 
ANN*ANN+Ii
 
IF LINCT u 61 THEN LINCT * I---------­
280 
--------------------
-- -
--------------
- - -  
BLAW[ 5o0.Ctl/50-i)t 1000 
TEHPH * T.CO.003566XH)1

-N014 4 (O.o26x(1.C*(068b1STI8f)Yi445rf)T...................
 
MUM + (3.7300) K((TEMPH/520)*1.5)x((T *T)/CTEMPH * 19ST))f

_+ . . .. . . . .-NOR - UH/RHH J ... .. . . .. . . . . . . 
REYFUS + ((VEL/NUH)xFL).ctI0/7*O)I

--mrff + 300+cl; -MAY f 70 " & M ------------------------------... -------------..................
 
4 FOR S + MIN STEP gO UNTIL MAX DO 
REYHING + t(VEL/NUH)x((S/AR)*0.5))*(1.0/T.O)J
 
*2)))x(3.1416X(FD*2)/(4.OXS))4(1.6xO.OT44)/REYWING)j
 
-CLt (tDDUTTI3.1tx.7f~D -------

IF CL o,5 THEN CL+o.5I
 
W41 + O.5xCLi9tR4W xti(VCL *7)1 ------------------------------
Coy + CL*2/(3.416xOBTxAR)i 
-Tbf & tOOTOT +t~-"-
LOD + CL/COP 
T" "tUT i WfU/7LOU)-------- __----h 
W[I + OBX(FL*5X(VD.0.5)uC(4.5WGI)*0.15)i 
U[71 * f O 150 ( 0 31NG I/lO-OO i IXr iT ................................................ 
14133 + 0.035X14G11 
It3 4 OO4WGIi
 
WES] * 140
 
W(61 + 550+4OxPAXJ
 
WE?] + 500+(13XPAX)i

-WEST O.0,0005 --------........................ ...
WG1*I,28)1 ..-............ 

W[9] + 6421
 
1tOl + 1.61x(WG1*O5S)J .... .
 
[(II2 * O,OpxWG
 
V1M * 200x(PAX+3).
 
PAXs56 THEN wt(21+45000j
 
Nt14I 0,045XW 131)
 
-F 

K * (O.86S-(OSSKH)/30000)1­
1E153 (TH4RUSTxVEL/(CONSTXKx325))xIS..
 
HPSL4 THRUSTxVEL/(Kx433)J
 
W1172 4 oa___60O06K1.11/500)KHPSLXD)*D.1 

-ETAT* 0.05xt4G1
 
142 + OJ
 
7fWii I~ttP ujNfrl-DOWI---- --------
OELCS/501 * WGI-G25 
OrLTAWtS/501 + AVStWi - V071T------------------------------------
IF D[LTAWIS/5OIOELTAW(S/5O)-tI] THEN BEGIN 
raU J.t STv-I-UNTfl taDO trTwrJ-rlJT . .. 
SrSi wNGFI+wGtJ WGF2.WG23 B.(ARXS)*,o5 LODFVLODJ 
.. . . r t C OTf -ptT ------SLF4 LT -­
eLF + cLI CDr.CD; CDiF.CDTi 
tt T ......................
 
0
IF S$MIN AND SITGNDELS/O]C)u-(STGN(OELU(S/50)-11)) THEN GO TO LID

LIOn NRPCR * KxlIIxHPSLFJ
(WPt . wG f2 -HrInU 31 -$vR ~t12l ...... ........ ...... ....... ....
 
WGEMPT*OPWeO.667TXWIN[15 ]-WrINtl6)-WFIN(1.?i] ---

WftSL . 1.ifixNP'LrJ 
_
 
RI * C693000xFL)*(1/7*O)f
 
CDOSL *I,21x((o.o3/RI)x((4XFL/rD) C6(CF/FL)*OS))+(2 x((FD/FL)
 
THRUSTI 4 (THRUST vXEL)/C62,2.K)3 -----------­
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--------
DRAG! 7
T.TBCDDSLXSVI
 
AROL * (CTHRUSTI-DRAGI)/WGF20O.2)x32.1TJ
 
IF AROL t 10.0 THEN AROL * 10.01
 
RWL * T020xI.S/AROL; 
THRUSTSL + NRPSLX2.S/4.01 
WRITElTAYLOUTPFMA)l 
WRTTE(TAYLOUTVFMAA.PAX,,HRAx WoolE.GVI$Wr2paPwwNOMPITRUSTF4xTHRUSTSL
,THRUSTSLTHRUSTIHPSLF.SrB,LODFrRWLCDrCDOSLPFL,FD)J
 
NRYTE(TAYLOUTFMVD)J
 
WRTTE(TAYLOuTPFMOFOR +1 STEP I UNTIL 18 O0 wFINLII)I
 
WRTTETCppN1,FM§PANNMWGrF2WFN11?]DLnDDFTtRUSTSLVi1TANGtslOOPAX.
 
0833XRWLWGENPT)I
 
TF PAXs56 THEN 00 TO L301
 
END)
 
END) 

ENDJ
 
-PAXt.3&s V'3o-d1 14+236601 #ANdflt.50O FLiV8TO -T~cTrO§ 120r-
L301 END. 
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5-A-5 Design Model Output
 
Gro5s Weight vs. Design Range 
"10 b. 
60, 
0. 
60 Passensrs 
waiphtmp0 
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200 'bo 600 
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800 
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200 4w 600 
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Figure 5-A-2 
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Engine Group Weight vs. Design RanBe 
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Figure 5-A-3
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Fuel Weight 
60 Pssengers 
vs. Design Range 
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S, 
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Figure 5-A-4 
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APPENDIX 5-B 
INTERIOR CONFIGURATION 
FUSELAGE LENGTH 
(Values in feet) 
U 
160 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
4 
Abreat 
160.8 
146.6 
132.5 
114.7 
96.0 
81.9 
64.0 
5 
Abreast 
138.2 
126.8 
115.5 
100.3 
89.0 
77.7 
58.3 
6 
Abreast 
124.0 
115.6 
104.3 
92.1 
80.0 
67.7 
55.5 
7 
Abreast 
52.8 
64.9 
73.4 
86.3 
98.5 
104.2 
112.7 
Table 5-B-1 
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APPENDIX 5-C
 
AIRCRAFT COST MODEL
 
[cost in millions of dollars]
 
5-C-i Initial Cost Calculation:
 
-Initial Engineering (IE):
 
S0 5 4 7 F 10 - 6IE = 97.14 x . (T x NE)0.88 x x 
where B = Maximum Speed [Knots] 
T = Thrust of one engine [lb] 
NE = Number of engines 
Fi = correction factor = 1 CTOL, 1.05 STOL 
Engineering man hour cost = 12.10 $ 
Development Support (DS):
 
DS = 1.29 x IE
 
Flight Test Operation (FT):
 
6
8 0 90 

FT = 0.638 xMGW0 . x S
0
. x TA I' X 10­
where: 
MGW = Maximum gross weight [lb] 
TA = Number of Test aircraft - 3
 
Initial Tooling (IT):
 
IT = 1.45 x s1.074 x MGW0 .839 x F2 x 10 - 6
 
where: 
F2 = correction factor = I CTOL, 1.05 STOL 
tooling man hour cost = 11.84 $ 
Sustaining Engineering (SE):
 
SE = IE (N20.20_ N10.20 
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where:
 
N2 = Final number of aircraft in production run
 
NI = initial number of aircraft in production run
 
Sustaining Tooling (ST):
 
13 8 ) 4
1 3 8 x R0 .
Ni0 .
ST = IT (N20 . ­
where:
 
R - Production rate I aircraft
 
month I-1
 
- Manufacturing Labor (TL):
 
5 8 5
7 3 7 x S0 .4 3 1 [(N2 + 0.5) 0 - 0.666] x F3
TI = 120.47 x MGW 0 . 6
 
0.585 x 10

where:
 
F3 = correction factor = 1 CTOL, 1.05 STOL 
Labor man hour cost = 9.67 $ 
- Materials (TM): 
= 0.4093 x MGW0.779 x S0.856 [(N2 + 0.5)0.832_ 0.561] x F4 
0.832 x 106
 
where F4 = correction factor = I
 
- Engine initial development cost (EID):
 
- Turboprop engine:
 
3 55
EID = 2.044 x T0 * x (N x NE)0 *0 93 x F5.
 
- Turbofan Engine:
 
74 4 07 7 
EID = 0.1394 x T0 . x (N x NE)0 . x F5.
 
where:
 
F5 = correction factor = 1
 
- Engine Production Cost (TPCE): 
- Turboprop Engine
 
T0.459 (N0-891 N0 -891)
 
3 
x (N2 - NI ) x F6 x 10-TPCE = 3.19 x T 
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where: 
N2 = Final number of Engines in Production Run 
NI = Initial number of Engines in Production Run 
F6 = correction factor = 1 CTOL, 2.04 STOL (for consideration 
of the cost of propellers and gear systems) 
- Turbofan Engine: 
8 4 8 	 8 1 6 ]TPCE = [TFW x 0.187 x T0 . + TFN x 0.3198 x T0 . x 
3
 (W2 0871- NI 0871)] x F6 x 10­[TFW x (N20.867_ NI 0867)+ TFN 
where: 
TFW = Turbofan weighting factor applied to a turbojet 
with afterburner = 0.5 
TFN = 	Turbofan weighting factor applied to turbojet with 
no afterburner = 1 - TFW 
- Furnishing Equipment (TFE):
 
x 	 x F7 x 10 
- 3 
TEE = 	2.5 PAX N x 
where: 
PAX = Number of Passengers 
N = Production Run 
F7 = Correction factor -- 1 
5-C-2 Direct Operating Cost Calculation [cost in $/mile]: 
- Flying operations: 
- Flight Crew (FC): 
FC =(0.05 x MGW + CRW)/VBIK3
 
10
 
63 - Turboprop and two man crew
 
= constant =100 - Turboprop and three man crewwhere: GRW 
98 - Turbofan and two man crew
 
135 - Turbofan and three man crew
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VBLK = Clock speed [mph] 
- Fuel and Oil (FO):
 
1.02 
FO = D x (0.01642 x FBLK + 0.125 x NE x TBLK) 
where 
D = Range [miles] 
FBLK = Block fuel
 
TBLIK = Block Time
 
- Hull Insurance (HI):
 
0.02 x UNITCOST x 106
 
HI -= UxVUx VBIX 
where:
 
UNITCOST = cost of one airplane [$ millions]
 
U = Utilization factor [hr/year]
 
- Direct Maintenance:
 
- Airframe Labor (AL):
 
AL =KFC x [0.59 x TF + 1] x 4 VBLK x TBLK 
where: = 0.05 WE I + 6 630 
103 
 (WE( + 120)] 
10 109 
WE = Empty weight less engines [lb] 
TF = Flight time. 
- Airframe Materials (AM): 
AM - (3.08 x TF + 6.24) x (UNITCOST - NE x UNITEC) 
VBLK x TBIK x 
where: 
UNITEC = unit engine cost [$ millions] 
- Engine Labor (EL): 
EL = (KFH x TF + KFE) x 4 VBLK x TBLK 
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where: M 0.65 + 0.03 T ) E (Turboprop) 
3 
10 
KF( 0.60 + 0.027 T ) NE (Turbofan)103 
- Propeller gear system labor (GL): 
(0.57 + 0.00018 x wG) x 4
 
-GL VBLK 
where:
 
wG = weight of the transmission (ib) 
- Engine Material 
(2.5 x TF + 2.0) x NE x UNITEC x 10
VBLK x TBLK 
- Maintenance Burden (MB):
 
ME = 1.8 x (AL + EL)
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COST MODEL FLOW CHART 
BEGIN 
READ AND STORE IN A MATRIX ACj J = ....12 
READ AIRCRAFT IIDCR, PAX, NE, ENGINE, RW L,WE)[ ,A C,MGWWGLD,T,TCLVCR|DAT  
INPUT ENIDI -- D=-w-9 "- ERROR-WRONGI__ _ ICARD INGROUP I
 
M~oI . . ,..,~=-,.. 
ATe Jif m lro[mAC,J]GRouP<a [,o. A.(TGM..TAM)1 
IWRITE ERROR 
2WRONG INPUT CARDG OUP 11IM +IiI 
Fiur 5-c-i9 
KEY
NOTE 

= 
are K =counter 1,2*Since the aircraft mix 
ID= card identification 12,25,15formed by two aircraft only 
AC= aircra ft number 1,.... to 66 the read statement is performed 
M=mix number 1,2, .... 37Atwice for each value of M. 
Figure 5-C-1
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~~FOR Kc 1, 2" O ID- -," 
READ 1IDA C N,, DEN 
FOR Kl 

W R TE 
 R 
O 

-
 ONG
 
5INPUTIDS CARD)" GROUP III 
COST COST+ INITIAL COST 
DIRECT OPER. 
COST 
OPEN. COSTLI +CTOST+ 
= WRITE,K COST Gl MIX N11UME m-
Figure 5-C-1 Continued 
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INITIAL COST FLOW CHART 
N2 = TA ; N I= J 
INITIAL EING. FOR I=1,2 D0
 
IE
 
SISUSTAINING TOOLING ST
 
DEV. SUPPORT
 
DS IM.F. 	 LABOR TL 
FLIGHT TEST, FT 	 MATERIALS TM 
INITIAL TOOLI NG7 IT 
N2= NI=TA
 
DEV. COSTTOTAL AI1RFRAME 
TADC IE+DSFT+ITTMCTA
IF = f 
ITM ARCI UTER = ,NI.? 	 IT M cTA= s E + S T + L oIT hENIE:IENIICTOI~i 	 TLMTA= TL+TM 
TOTAL MANUF.hCOST
OF N-TA ACFT 
TMC=SE ST TL TM [ENGINE INITIAL DEV COST 
ENIN 	 EIO 
KEY 
I=COUNTER =1,2 
ENGINE= IDENTIFICATIONI=NWEGNIEID= 0 I 

I 	 2= OLD ENGINE 
NOENN2= XIE x TA 
NI= 0 	 In this -statement provipion has
 
been mode to account for the

=29

~shift 	 in the leorning curve for 
those CTOL and STOL aircraft 
already in production, 
Figure 5-C-2
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FI aII 
000
COSTPRODUCTION 
ENGINEr DDEVELOPEMENT COST 
lil TEDC =EID + TPCE 
JUNITEC s(TPCE+TEOC)/ , NE] 
I
 
I
 
TOTAL PRODUCTION COST 
I FOR (N-TA) ACFT 
TPC=TMC+TPCE+TFE
I
 
DEVELOPMENT COSTDEVC =TADC 4.TEDCI
**4bNOTE: 
In this statement provision
 
has been made to account 1 UNIT COST I
 
for the shift in the learning UC - DEVIN-TPC 
curve for those CTOL /
 
and STOL aircraft
 
already in production.
 
Figure 5-C-2 Continued
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DIRECT OPERATING COST FLOW CHART 
COMPUTATION 
OF FLK, TLK,VBLKTFI
 
FLIGHICRW
 
OIL 
HULL INSURANCE 
HI 
DIRECT MAIN T ENANCE 
DIRECT OPER. COST 
DOC=FC FO+HI+DM
 
Figure 5-C-3
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-- ---------- --
5-C-3 Computer Printout 
The following computer printout is the actual Aircraft Cost Model 
written in the Algol B5500 computer language.
 
I
 
N --- ------ ------------------------------------------­
rlI IN ENTRA (210))
 
FILE OUT SALE 16(2,15))
 
__N1GELR NPK1
 
INTEGER NEk TAPNPN-i P -7JR tirl-;xUbE-
JE-N ------------
REAL EIDPFpTPCEPF6TFW.TFNTEDC,UNITECDTFE.FT.TPCDDEVC.TLNTA)
 
REAL UNITCOST,DVCR*TC, VBLWIjTGN TCL.TAM.TULK.TFFCRFBLKPFC*FOJU
 
U ND N
KWLJ
REAL H IKFCfiEALPAMLDODRCUTKVHNEENLPMUPKFEJUUGVNE
 
REAL ARRAY A[039901141)
 
REAL ARRAY B5t03*03-9.O,2] )
 
LAPEL_ ...
L4,L2 LI182s LB4DLB6 LOPOoNE LB3)
 
FORMAT VNIC/s/POERROR CARD D01INFRTQUP)
 
M0 C IN GROUPFr_A FM2(/u/s'ERROR CARD 25 SECOND A*)$ 
FORMAT 43(1/s 0 -- 1 Tt N-- DIW O....................-------------

FORMAT FM6(/,-"COSTS",I14A-X1OP"MIX NUMBERI4 /) T -. 
_FORMAT __HEADCXS"AI-RCRAFTW X4,DEVCS-XB. TPCPDX8*"NW-*EX4SoUNITCST"* X4D­
40W56_*W-MW--------­
X4j,VCR"sX3s"PAX"o/)J
 
---------- W-UNITECWD#X3,RD"OCW,_XSSWFUELW._XAUDM"_sX?7-*

RITE(SALE(NO))I

NRITE(SALE#HEAD)1
 
LSIt READ_((NTRAA,#/AI__D.ACrO SE-P1------IK~~ ----

IF 10 0 12 AND ID 0 99 THEN BEGIN
 
IF ID a 12 THEN 0O TO LB1 ELSE
 
M + I )
 
-__L- -t . .-------- 1TRA DD F---- - -AO-4E" J- ---- -------
IF Ic 0 25 AND 1D 0 99 THEN BEGIN
 
----- -------------- A-LEf_--------T------N--L_
1 T 
IF ID a 99 THEN GO TO L86 ELSE 
READ(ENTRAs/sIDsACv FOR ,3*1,2 00 BCM*ACJI)) 
IF ID 0 25 AND 10 o 99 THEN BEGIN!!ITELSALE.,EM2ILAoTl DONE I END ELSE. 
LB6I N * M1 SGO TO L82 1 
LB3$ COST * 0 J 
FOR K + 1*2 DO BEGINREAD(ENTRA,/s IDACN*D)IDONEI
 
-------------- ------_ - r _E _ti _._ tt_0 .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
IF N8O THEN GO To LOS ELSE N*NNIO J 
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-------------------------------------------
Mew + ACAC,13 )8
 
----- MG_, 4 ACAIC.23- --------------------------------------------------- -----
LD + A(AC#3) J

T * A(AC#43 I
 
TCL # A(ACP521
VCK±• ACAC, 63.8
 
PAX + ACAC,831
 
NE + ACAC9IJ
 
--- - -----	EN IN E + A AC.l J1---10- - - - --- - - - - --- - - - - --- - -- - - - - -
RWL + ACAC,11 J 
WE * AC12T ) 
76M + BCMPACPlJ I
 
COMMENT 	 INITIAL COST CALCULATION J
 
BEGIN
 
------- 2F-*r4A*F5r-irfr 4 
TFW+OQS . R*10 ; TA + 3 1 
IF AC > - E1I - -------­
FIFtrx1.05 I F2*F2xtO5J F3*F3XI.O5iFS*F5XI.101F64F6x2041END)
 
TFN + 1.0 - TFw
 
COMMENT INITIAL ENGINEERING J
 
OS + I*29XIE )
 
COMMENT 	 FLIGHT TESt OPERATION -

FT + O.638NM4W*O.8OKS*0.POXTA*II.1xP6 0
 
CIM N INI TIAL TOOLING7 I-- -- -- --- - --- -- - -- ----- --- -- -- -- -
IT + IASXS*1,OT4MGM*O,393x96xF2 J 
N2 + TA ) NI + 1I 
. .. . . . . . -F OR _1 1 -2 00 eLGIN .. . . .. .. . ... .. . . .. ... .. . .... .. .. ... .. .... .. ... . ... . ... .... .. 
COMMENT SUSTAINING ENGINEERING I
 
SE-!ti~j~O -------------------------------------------------

COMMENT 	 SUSTAINING TOOLING i
 
ST 4 ITE(N2*Q,136 " NI*O138)xNR*0,4
 
COMMENT 	 MANUFACTURING LABOR J
 
(0585xP6) I 
COMMENT 	 MATERIALS.
 
(O.832x96)
 
ANOVAt-TOR I COSd-VOW-t 
IF 1 a 2 	THEN 60 TO LI ELSE 
TMCTA SE+ST+TL4TM )
 
TLMTA * TL *TM ) 
TOt To rI 	 ST-XIlcw-ArTj --.........................
 
COMMENT 	 TOTAL AIRFRAME DEVELOPNENT COST 1 
TAOC + It4DSiFT.IT.TMCTAI 
IF AC 8 1 THEN BEGIN 
N2 # 200+N J NI + 200 J END ELSE 
IF AC*4 OR AC63 THEN BEGIN 
. .. .. .. . --------------------------------------------------------------------. ...--..---
NI * 300 J END CIE . . . 
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IF AC a 66 THEN BEGIN 
N2- N ------ -
N2 + N ) N1 + TA ) 
IF N2 > 1000 THEN N2 * 1000 1 
END OF TEST AIRCRAFTS CALCULATION J 
COMMENT TOTAL MANUFACTURING COST OF (N-TA) AXACRAFTS
 
LIt IF AC 4 OR ACZ65 THEN BEGIN-----------

TLMTA 2o.4TXMGOI737xS*O,431x((N10,S)*0S85 0 0#666)xF3/
 
(00585x#6) J
 
----
- OS6i)xF4/
TLt#TATLMTA4o*4093xMGW*D.?19xS*Os856xC(NI*0.5)*O92
C0.832k96) I
 
TMC * SE+ST+TL+TM -TLMTA J
 
TMC TMC/(N2"NI) i
 
_tflMIE T-- ENGINE-INITIAL DEVELOPMENT COST I -------------------
IF ENGINE a 2 THEN EcW 0. ELSE 
IF AC > 4 THEN 
LID + 0.1394XT*0.744X(NxNE)*Oo?TxF5 i
 
COMMENT ENGINE TOTAL PRODUCTIOM COST J
 
FOR I + 1s2 DO BEGIN 
- ------------- THNEN ---------­--- - TF AC - 4 ----------- --------- ------
TPCE 4 3,I9XT*0.459X(N2*0.891 - NI*0.891)xF6xP-3 ELSE 
1PCE + CTFWU,1STxT*U.648 + TFNxU#31VBxteo SI)X(NXNZ*0ee6r 
- N1*0.867) 4 TFNX(N2*0T51 - NI*O.B1T))XF6xM13 ) 
------------ ri2 TEW GOYO1t EC----S -
6i~~-~~wTOTAL1_EvEtOjitrNrCToiT -----------------------------------------
TEDC ElIO + TPCE J 
IF AC = I THEN BEGIN 
N2 4C2004N)XNE ) NI 4 200XNE J END ELSE 
IF AC x 66 THEN BEGIN 
IL - ----------N2 + (1ON)MNEI - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
NI k lOxNE I END ELSE
 
IF ACs4 OR AC*6S THEN BEGIN
 
N2 *(300.N)XNE J
 
NI 300XNEJ END ELSE
 
N42 + NAME-------+ TAICHE
 
IF 142 ) 2000 THEN N2 + 2000 1
tND OP EN41 #ftbh tiqtlr tT-COtCULCQXTTO*-R-TES--ARNA~TlT-
L21 UNITEC * TPCE/(N2 * NI) p 
COMMENT TOTAL FURNISHING IQUIPMENT J
 
f oDU C r ON T w'tn--- ATRr T-TS -Oa--b-A--( ­boi c o--TYAt 

TPC * TMCXN + UNITECxNxNE + TFE J
 
COMMENT TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST )
 
DEYC * TADC 4 TEOC I 
UNITCOST 4 (DEVC * TPC)/NI 
COST # COST *(D(VC2,399 + TPCN29O14)XN5I 
END) 
COMMENT DIRECT OPERATING COST CALCULATION I
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-- -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -
BEGIN 
- -- IF -AC -> -4 -THN4 BEGIN --- - - - - - - - -

DCR * 0- 100 J
 
FCR + MGWx(IEXP(-DCR/(683XLD))) J
 
IF VCR a 200 THEN
 
FOLK + FCR + 9SOXMGiW/PB _ELSE
 
FOLK + FCR+I290xMGW/PS ELSE
 
IF D Z 600 THEN BEGIN
 
OCR * 0-280 1
 
FBLK * ( 5000+13.4x0CR)XMGM/05 J END ELSE 
BEGIN
 
DCR 4 0-140 -
FOLK + CYO00+I5se DCftxMGW/e5 J END-)-- ------------------

TCR * (1.OlSxD+27-(D'CR))/VCR) 
VOLK 4 /(TGM+TCL4TCR TAM) J 
TOLK + 0/VBLK ) 
OMMtit rLYNG OPEWATTOS
 
FLIGHT CREW ;
 
IF MGW 1120000 THEN BEGIN
 
IF AC > 4 THEN CRN * 63 ELSE CRW 

----------- fP_ 54 -------- R 4j rEL-_RW- - HEMTN ----
FC *(OOSxMGW/93 4 CRW)/VSLK I 
COMMENT FUEL AND OIL J
 
* 100 END) 
f35)- -----------
U *(1,0Z/U)X(0.Q0 4ZXBLK 4 0,1, XNfLXIfLKJ 
IF TOLK S 2 THEN
 
1 ---- 86 .641673.rxT7LX-B3,IEBxflLX'-ZEL-
IF TOLK > 2 AND TBLKS 3 THEN U43600.(TBLKw2)x400 ELSE 
IF TBLK ) 3 AND 1BLK S 4 THEN U 4UUU4(CTLK-3Jx2UU LLSL 
IF TALK) 4 AND TALK S 5 THEN U,4200+(TBLK4)XM0 ELSE U*4400) 
HI * 0 2NtOTcmVL~9 
COMMENT DIRECT MAINTENANCE
 
AIRFRAME LABOR
 
KFC. (0.05 E/O3)4 6 -C630/(WE/93+120)) J 
AL + KFCX(0.59XTFlI)X4/(VLKXTBLK) ) 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - . .- -.- -.-.-.-.-.- - --.- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --.-. - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 
XMENT - AIRFRAME MATER!AV J ick + (3-086x-T74-+6,94)-xC(UNITCOSTtMEUNTC/(BLKXTftk)J --------
COMMENT ENGINE LABOR )
 
KFE *(O.34OO3XT/003)xNE J
 
---------------------------------H 3x e x rE C
EK (0 65 a 

KFH *CO.60OO.027XT/03)XNE I
 
---------- EL -cKFAxTriKFrW4N/-VIL)KTSUKY) ------------------------

IF AC 3 4 THEN EL*EL*(O.5?+OOOOISxwG)x4/VBLK ELSE
 
COMMENT ENGINE MATERIALS I 
NO + I*Ox(AL+EL) I
 
ON * AL+AM+EL4EM#MB I
 
IF AC 4 THEN D HXlolO --)-

DOC 4 FC+FO+NI+DMJ 
30o4 
WRITE(SALEAPFACSDCVCTCN 6yijtflt;mtri014
 
-.----- - .- N-,YGRsPAX) -

COST # COST + DOCXvsLacwuxl.39ri2u 
IRA END _
 
END)
 
WRITE(SALEFN6,COSTAM4I-7) 3I 
+ --- -------- a 
-DONEl TOL83 - -GO 

_k _____305
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5-D-I 
APPENDIX 5-D
 
CTOL AIRCRAFT INFORMATION USED IN THE ROUTE MODEL 
Nomenclature
 
PAX - Maximum number of passenger sears on the aircraft. 
CRS - Cruise speed. 
MAXR - Maximum useable range at full passenger capacity.
 
TCDL - Average number of minutes to take off, climb to cruise
 
altitude, descend and land.
 
3/8UR- 3/8 of the maximum range considered in the route model.
 
UR equals MAXR for those aircraft with a maximum useable
 
range less than 2000 miles. For aircraft with a maximum
 
useable range greater than 2000 miles, UR is set at 2000
 
miles due to the arrangement of the cities in the route
 
model.
 
i/4CUR-Cents per mile operating cost at one fourth of the useable
 
range (UR).
 
5/8 UR- 5/8 of the useable range (UR).
 
1/2CUR-Cents per mile operating cost at one half of the useable
 
range (tiR).
 
7/8UR - 7/8 of the useable range (UR).
 
3/4CUR- Cents per mile operating cost at 3/4 of the useable range (UR).
 
UR- Useable range considered for the route model.
 
1/8UR - 1/8 of the useable range (UR). This is the point below which
 
aircraft are not considered, for any leg in the route model.
 
The above information is portrayed in tabular form in Table 5-D-l.
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CTOL AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
 
AIRCRAFT L-1011 747 
PAX 300 490 
CRS 575 625 
MAXR 5290 8000 
TCDL 30 39 
3/8UR 750 750 
1/4CUR 223 359 
5/SUR 1250 1250 
1/2CUR 198 335 
7/SCUR 1750 1750 
3/4CUR 190 327 
UR 2000 2000 
1/8UR 250 250 
TABLE 5-D-1 
727-200 DC-9 Series 30
 
178 115
 
517 557
 
2300 1725
 
23 25
 
750 563
 
133 102
 
1250 938
 
120 87
 
1750 1313
 
115 83
 
2000 1725
 
250 188
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5-D-2 CTOL OPERATIONAL DATA
 
In order to compute operating costs for the CTOL aircraft, the
 
following information was collected. 
Aircraft L-1011 747 727 
-200 
DC-9 
Series 30 
Maximum useable range 
(statute miles) 
5290 8000 
_ 
2300 I 1725 
Cruise speed 
(miles per hour) 
575 625 517 
I 
5 
Horizontal distance traveled 
while climbing (miles) 
70.0 92.5 52.5 60.0 
Time to climb to 
cruise altitude (hours) 
.233 .308 .175 .200 
Normal gross weight of 
aircraft (pounds) 
320000 710000 170000 98000 
Empty weight of aircraft 
less engines (pounds) 
166441 492280 85412 46365 
Maximum number of 
passengers 
300 490 178 115 
Maximum speed (knots) 515 564 530 540 
Number of engines 3 4 3 2 
Thrust per engine 
(pounds) 
111060 174000 43500 28000 
Specific fuel comsumption 
at maximum power 
.339 .350 .600 .590 
Weight per engine 
(pounds) -
6353 8430 
- -
3196 3096 
TABLE5-D-2 
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APPENDIX 6-A
 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL DELAY MODEL
 
This appendix contains the delay model flow diagram, flormulas and
 
actual computer printout.
 
6-A-i Nomenclature
 
RALT= Runway Altitude
 
HSTURNO = High Speed Turnoff Placement
 
PCT [I] = Percent of Aircraft Type I in Mix 
RCF = Runway Correction Factor
 
CRLEN = Corrected Runway Length
 
RLEN = Runway Length
 
PAK = Equipment Package Identification
 
LAMS - Total Operations per Hour 
LAML = Landings per Hour
 
LAMT = Takeoffs per Hour
 
AD = Air Delay
 
W = Ground Delay
 
T = Departure Followed by Departure Time 
F = Departure Followed by Arrival Time
 
R = Runway Occupancy for Arrivals
 
C = Commitment Interval for Arrivals
 
A = Minimum Time Interval Between Consecutive Arrivals
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6-A-2 Flow Diagram
 
The following is the flow diagram of the delay model.
 
-DELAY MODEL-
SA.-rnQLWtTQO
 
P, P CUtILAiS* 
Il 
C A.CULATe~ 
CA.LC ..A"T&. 
Figure 6-A-1
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Io
 
FA*- FA 
CMiz2 .6 
A ~LCLx 
Figure 6-A-i Continued 
11 
6-A-3 Delay Model Equations 
Al = 	3600/LAML 
Where: Al is an intermediate step constant. 
GI = Al - R - Cl
 
Where: G is an intermediate step constant.
 
Cl = 	C 
A2 = 	GI ** 2 + Al ** 2 
Where: A2 ia an 	intermediate step constant. 
-. 
(G)2GI ** 	 2 j 
2 - (Al) 2 Al ** 
G =1/G1 
Where: G is an intermediate step constant.
 
Si = Fl - C1 
Where: SI is an intermediate step constant. 
Fl = F 
TI = 	 EXP (G * SI) 
Where: TI is an intermediate step constant. 
(G 

= e SI)
EXP (G * SI) 

T2 = 	 EXP (-G * T) 
Where: T3 is an intermediate step constant. 
T3 = 	 I - T2 
Where: T3 is an intermediate step constant. 
W21 = 	 Al * (TI -1) - Si 
Where: W21 is an intermediate step constant. 
J1 = 	Al * TI * T3 
Where: JI is an intermediate step constant. 
J2 = 	J * W21 + TI * (A2 * T3/2 - Al * T * T2) 
Where: J2 is an intermediate step constant. 
T4 = LAMT * JI/3600
 
Where: T4 is an intermediate step constant.
 
WO = J2 * LAMT/(3600 * (I -T4))
 
Where: WO is an intermediate step constant.
 
Wi = 	A2/(2 * Al) - Gl
 
Where: Wi is an intermediate step constant.
 
W = 	W21 + WI + WO 
AD = LAML * A22/(3600 * (2 * (2 - LAML * A11/3600))) 
Where: All = Expacted value of A 
A22 = Variance of A 
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6-A-4 Computer Printout
 
The following is the actual computer printout of the Delay Model written
 
in the UNIVAC 1108 Algol computer language.
 
---S E -4 N-----------.-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --  ..--- - I- - . . . . . . . . .
 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
PROCEDURE CALRCF(RALT.RCF)S
 
REAL RALTI
 
REAL ARRAy RCF­
- - - BtG I- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -

RCFrj=.O3*RALT/1000+,99
 
RCFC33:,22*RALT/6000+.99!
 
RCF[ 4J=.4*RALT/6000.+991
 
RCFP5=16*RALT/3500+*99I --

PROCEDURE CALER(RCFPRLENPCRLENPERPHSTURNO)I
 
TNTIGER P3
 
REAL RLENI
 
REA-xRwCAYtLf4&E*;tCrFfsTuA~j- ---------------------------­
------EGIN 
REAL ARRAY ERLERUTURNOFOD51I
 
FOR I=1 STEP I UNTIL 5 00 CRLENCIJ:I.1*RCFEIJ*RLEN
 
IF CRLENC13 LEG 5399 THEN GO TO ERR ELSE
 
IF CRLEN1I3 LEO 6999 THEN BEGIN ERLC1-=2900PERUCIU=50001END E SE
 
IF CRLENEI LEG 8999 THEN BEGIN ERLC1IJ32001ERUC1J=5900jENO E SE 
IF CKLENC1J LLO 99W THEN BEGIN ERL1J=3350OILRUC13=6100IEND E SE 
e IF CRLENIjJ LEG 10999 THEN BEGIN ERLCI]=3500ERUEI:6OOSEND E SE 
TrCRCENf~TILZG--- iWgvW-Eflmk1tul-W3&36 t1*0diC S 
BEGIN ERLC1]=38001ERUCII=6800,ENDI 
-------------IF CRL tjT-LEQ -- !3W_-THEWrI RiffEf8ENtlts D W---EtSEC 
IF CRLENC23 LEG 6199 THEN BEGIN ERLt23=I1OOIERUC2I=3900END E SE
 
IF CRLENE2J LEG 6999 THEN BEGIN ERLC2I=19OIRUE2-IW100PEND E SE
 
IF CRLENE23 LEG 7999 THEN BEGIN ERLC2]=2OOOIERUC2]=43O0OEND E SE
 
htRLENjTtLE --999 -- THEXwBE1Fr-_ r211-0_ UEtU~W t ND -
IF CRLENC23 LEG 9999 THEN BEGIN ERLC23=22001ERUCfl=650 END E SE 
-- IF--tR1.EN~ij-tEG OWi-9T9HEPUBU7tXf-Ltli 3YOjERU 22=4e00 EN4D- C Et 
IF CRLENC2I LEG 11999 THEN BEGIN ERL[2t=24ODSERUC23=g50 END E SE 
UEWIN ERLLZJ=50OIERU 2_SLIOOSEND$ 
IF CRLENC3I LEG 5399 THEN BEGIN ERLC3S=I1001ERU3]=2fO0 END E SE 
- - --------- --- wt-- iisooTEr gr3bk9O- i ttN-kLtIPCRLENt-LEQ 9-'- tr 
IF CRLENE33 LEG 6999 THEN BEGIN ERLC32=lI50OERU3]=3100 END E SE 
-----IrtRLENCjrTLtr__79V9-THE B-Et19 ftkRif16 DO~_3WSU~rhID -tlf 
IF CRLENE3] LE: ;999 THEN BEGIN ERLC33flTOOIERU[3]=3O0 END E SE 
IF CRLEN3J LEG 9999 THEN BEGIN ERL32=_1O-_ERUf3=6O0EN SE 
IF CRLENC33 LEG 10999 THEN BEGIN ERLr33=l7501ERUC3S=3650 END E SE 
------ ----ICRENUST LZ--IIVUV-TH N-WOIN LrflkTS-D0iEoR31e3tOo-tNw r-sE 
BEGIN ERLC3b1BOOIERUC32:3TOOSENDS
 
.--------
IF--CRLENE47-LEW--539--TEN-BE-IN-RL%3-5O--EfUr4-=200-xEN---sEr-
IF CRLENC42 LEO 6199 THEN BEGIN ERLr*3=950 PERUC4J=2500 END E SE 
*&r 1.KLLNL4J LtV 6VVV TMtN UCUIN EKE3-UVLU%=6OLUES 
IF CRLEN143 LEG 7999 THEN BEGIN ERLC#2=IOSOIERUC#2fl900 END E SE 
-W tCR.ENEi- 3 T-Erjg UN-ttJk-oscuErlO--------- ir-TRP sa -- -mS- ­
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IF CRLENEQ4 LEG 9999 THEN BEGIN ERLE43-11000ERU423=-300 END E SE 
VCR -N Lu O1LRUtfl631n99-THNBEGNELt41 330d'D-- t-
IF CRLENC4J LEG 11999 THEN BEGIN ERLE43=12OOlERUr4J=340 END E SE-
BEGIN -ERk- 43:1l-2bos$ER-Ut4J-340O;ENfDI
IF CRLEN[53 LEG 5399 THEN BEGIN ERLE5--700 IERU[53IO0 END E SE 
IF CRLENt_-]-LEG- 6N9-THEN BEGIN! ERLtS=I:OU IERl5j=I5-END E St-­
-
IF CRLENE53 LEG 6999 THEN BEGINr ERLE53 700 IERU(53=20 0O END E SE
 
-IFCRLNrNj-- E --7999 THEN G-W-RLI !75U;-ERUr5--215 - ENO: E 
IF CRLEN('53 LEO 8999 THEN BEGIN ERLE5O=800 IERU[52=2300 END E SEIF- CRLEN51 LEG - 4999-- THEN BE6I-ERLr5]-900 IERU[5-2 4 00 END --E_ SE-
IF CRLEN[53 LEG 10999 THEN BEGIN ERL[53=950 IERUt5]=2500 END E SE
 
IF - CRLENrT3-LEO-W1799 -THEN- BEGIN tRLt 5-31 OOO1ERUt15)2iO END- EL E -
BEGIN ERL[5)=CDOIERUE5=2700ENDI
 
FOR I=1 STt) I UNIIL b 0 TURN0r[IJ--Dn 
FOR I=1 STEP I UNTIL 5 DO FOR N-- STEP 1 UNTIL P 00 
IF HsTU[RNOU-1-LEQf-ERlUflI AND HSTURNOrN GEG ERLrII THEN ---------
TURNOFEII=TURNOF(13+12

FOR ItI-sTEP -1J-NTL-5-0-IF-TRNoFEI3T9EGL 0 THEN ERt-Q-]LV-ELSE .......
 
IF TURNOF[I] EeL 1 THEN EREI =2 ELSE IF TURNOFE1 EQL 2 THEN ERE 3=2 
. ELEERE I =1; 90 To L1i 
ERR: WRITE('UNACEPT RUNWAY LENGTH'); 
LI: END CALER;
 
PROCEDURE CALRRATING(CRLEN#ERPCT RRATING) l
 
REAL ARRAY -LENPERtPCT; REA_ RRAT I-N
 
BEGIN
 
-INTEGER ------- . . . ..---------.----------------------------­-I 

REAL ARRAY RRIRREO:5)I
 
IF CRLEN -J LEG--539-9- HEN GO 1"o IWR -- LSE .... ..................
 
IF CRLENC1J LEG 6199 THEN BEGIN 
IF ERE13 EQL i THEnRRtD42-ELSE 
----- IF ERl1] EGL 2 THEN RRE1=)6 ELSE 
. F--R - i L- tHEif--R-1:50 ELSE RRC19:Bq--N-
ELSE IF CRLENL13 LEG 6999 THEN BEGIN 
-------------------------- I-ERC I -I-EL- THEN RRE 13=43 ELSE-
IF ER[3i EQL 2 THEN RREI1=47 ELSE
 
IF EE1) EGL 3 THEN RrtIJ=-l-E-LRI =5
 
ELSE IF CRLENLI) LEG 7999 THEN BEGIN
 
F-ERl-Y EL - I--THE-N RRt1;=k4 ELSE -...--.--------
IF EREiI EQL 2 THEN RRr14=47 ELSE
 
-IF-ERU-EL3-YHEN. Rt i1--52 ELSE RjrIir4- EN ---
ELSE IF CRLENL1) LEG 8999 THEN BEGIN
 
IF ENK13 EgL 1 THEN RRIJ 0 EL"E 
IF EREI2 EQL 2 THEN RRC13=B ELSE 
--------------W_3RC11 t ---Atlft2-35 ELSE Rt 1fl3=_61EN----
ELSE IF CLEN13 LEG 9999 THEN BEGINi--R t-l £0- 1 -5TH-N RR-I . . . . . . . -- --- ELSE . . . . . . . . . 
IF ER[l] EQL 2 THEN RREI3=9 ELSE 
IF ER1] EQL 3 THEN RRCIJ=SL--EL-RCI2 E--YN6 
ELSEc F pCLENr13 LEO 10999THEN BEGIN 
IF-m l E oL 1 -TH tN--R- ELSE ---------------------­i4--- 5 
IF ER[1] EGL 2 THEN RRC13=50 ELSE 
IV-ERtj1 EQL 3 THEN RR-- -1355-ELSERR[=66-EN
ELSE IF CRLENC13 LEG 11999THEN BEGIN 
IF ECI] EGL 1 THEN RRCLJ=b ELN 
IF E~rl] EGL 2 THEN RRrI3=52 ELSE
IF-ER[-~lQ- 3sT-i"g -- RR-I-J=S5W ELSE RREI/tisEii 
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------- 
ELSE BEGIN 
__I____________XrE-Fn[ nC 1eTHEN RRL 1i]"l ELSr 
IF ERCI EQL I THEN RRt1J=53 ELSE 
--.--....IF ERt lEQL-3 TER RRCII:0- ELS RR --IWtOV-EN 
IF CRLENC2J LEQ 4299 THEN SO TO ERR ELSE
 
.. FCRLEN2J-LEQ--Sm99-T E- BEef Jt -_..
 
IF ERt23 EQL I THEN RRC23=36 ELSE
IF ER[2J EGL 2 THEN R23=30 ELS 
IF ER23 EeL 3 THEN RRC23=40 ELSE RR23"=t8 EN 
- ELSE- 1.j_ LtW21LEuIIWE BEI 
IF ERt22 EQL I THEN RRE23Jf7 ELSE
 
EJ- ------------------------- EN .- ELSE......... 

.. ... 
IF ER123 EGL 3 THEN RRC23=41 ELSE RpC2JZ51 EN
 
ELSE IF CRLENLJ LES b999 THEN BEGIN
 
IF ERC23 EQL I THEN RRE23=38 ELSE
 
............. F-_ERCEQ --- 2 -THEN - RRE-212_= -ELSE----------
IF ERC23 EQL 3 THEN RRE23=42 ELSE RR2:3=53 EN 
ELSE--IF tRLEN2 -LG -- 79- -THE BEW--------------------
IF ERE23 EQL I THEN RR2=39 ELSE
 
" IF LKC2J LUL 2 THtN RRLJ=41 ELSE
IF ERC23 EQL 3 THEN RRE2=43 ELSE RRt22255 EN 
-ELSE CF-RLE2Y-LEr 99-rHE-BEEF-------------.. 
IF ERt23 EQL 1 THEN RR23=39 ELSE 
---- ------- rrFEEI-23M-- LSE----------­- ----------- THEN- RPr2kIJt42 
IF ERE23 EQL 3 THEN RRE22=45 ELSE RRC23:=57 EN 
-LSE IF CRLENL2J LEO V999 THEN BEGIN
 
IF ERE2I EQL I THEN RR[23=4D ELSE
 
-------------- -------- EE97E-L----I2t 2_t TEN1jPI2)btWWELSE ---------. ---
IF ERC23 EQL 3 THEN RRC2=49 ELSE RRE[2B9 EN 
ELSE__i 'tLNr2-LE g- Bte-­- l9TR~ EIXM 
IF ERC2J EL I THEN RRE 23=40 ELSE 
IF ERt2] EGL 2 THEN RRC2J=4 ELSE 
IF ERC23 EeL 3 THEN RRr2I=50 ELSE RRE2]=60 EN
-EL r--ur-tkL 2-3-LE-Q -LEI99-TEN BREGIN --- -.........
 
IF ER232 EOL I THEN RR23=41 ELSE
 
-F-----2--E L-2 THEN RRC FkUW4TELSFE
 
BEIN IF ERE23 EQL 3 THEN RRE2=51 ELSE Rp23=62 EN ELSE 
IF ERE23 EQL I THEN RRC2*-1 ELSE 
-IT ERt2wy EO-_- tHEwN- Xtr2lnl. ELSE---------
IF ERE23 EQL 3 THEN RR2=52 ELSE RRC2IS63 EN 0 
------ t99TEN EAX ELSE~T RejLEM-LE 6t 

IF CRLENL3I LEQ 4299 THEN BEGIN
 
ir LKE3J EGL 1 THEN RREOJ-3u ELbL
 
IF ER(32 EGL 2 THEN RRC33=35 ELSE
 
---------------- 3TE rl~nt~37ir 
ELSE IF CRLENE33 LEQ 5399 THEN BEGIN
 
IF-ERrs3rrE'L--I-trHEfRlt3t3t:32-ELSE 
IF ERE33 EQL 2 THEN RR33"36 ELSE
 
IF EMC3J EQL 3 THEN RRC3J=39 ELSE RR3J==t# EN
 
ELSE IF CRLENr33 LEO 6199 THEN BEGIN
 
I---ER-EL ------V Z----LSE-E ----- --­- EN-----3---33-
IF ERC32 EQL 2 THEN RRC33=38 ELSE
 
ELSE IF CRLENL33 LEQ 6999 THEN BEGIN
 
IP EKE3J EeL I THEN RR3J=3* ELSE
 
IF ERE3] EeL 2 THEN RR3S=39 ELSE
 
-

---- --------- IER-- - -Rr33=W*3 ELSE RRC3UtS]2 EN 
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ELSE IF CRLEN(33 LEG 7999 THEN BESIN
 
IF ERE33 EQL 2 THEN RR33=41 ELSE
 
IF ER[3-E0L-3 THEN RRI:=5 ELSE RRt31-54 EN 
LLSE IF CRLENE5] LEG 8999 THEN BEGIN
 
IF ERC-3f ESL 1 THEN RfR33=36 ELSE
 
IF ERE33 EQL 2 THEN RRE3)=42 ELSE 
-..- - EQL 3 THEN R3=47 ELSE RRt3Wr55 EN. rr 
ELSE IF CRLENE33 LEG 9999 THEN BEGIN 
IF ERE-3T-E§L I THEN RRE33±37 ELSE 
IF ERE33 EQL 2 THEN RR[33243 ELSE 
IF ER3T EGL 3 THEN RMr31=48 ELSE RRC33-5 EN 
ELSE IF CRLENE33 LEG 10999THEN BEGIN
 
ELSE IFrCRLENE3J 
. . .
 
ELSE BEGIN
 
.. .. ... 

IF ERE 31 TL--I-THEN RWr3--3B ELSE 
IF ERE3) EeL 2 THEN RRt3J=4 ELSE 
---IF-ERC33 EQL 3 THEN RR33=48 ELSE RRE3-57 EN 
LEG 1I999THEN BEGIN
 
IF ERE33 E0L I THEN ftt33=39 ELSE
 
IF ERE33 EQL 2 THEN RRE3=45 ELSE
 
IF ERU43 EQL 3THEN R t3J-4y-ELSE iwp3n SE EN
 
.. F-ERt3T--EOL- I THEN PRE33=4O ELSE 
IF ERr3) EeL 2 THEN RRt3=46 ELSE 
IF..t33 EbL- THEN RR[3J:49 ELSE RRC37:59 EN I 
IF CRLEN E43 LEG 2999 THEN BEGIN 
..... E-L- I ELSE--IF ER rHEW:O 

IF ER[4) EGL 2 THEN RRt4J=27 ELSE
 
.....lF Rt4 EQGL 3 THEN R rCW=33 ELSE RRr41_3=9 EN 
ELSEIF CRLEN14) LEG 4299 THEN BEGIN 
IFtlRr4 E-QL- 1 THEN RREt4=22 ELSE 
IF ER(43 EQL 2 THEN RR'43-30 ELSE
 
IF ERC4) EOL 3 THEN RRt-:3-5 ELSERgr4It4OtN1 
ELSE IFCRLEN(43 LEG 5399 THEN BEGIN 
------ IFER-43 EQL 1 THEN RREC3=24 ELSE 
IF ERE4J EOL 2 THEN RRE4=)31 ELSE
 
SI ER(43EOL-3 THEN RRE(14)37 ELSE RREt41II EN
 
ELSE IF CRLNE42 LEG 6199 THEN BEGIN
 
IF EKtW EOL I THEN RRC =2z5 ELSE .
 
IF ERr's) EGL 2 THEN RRC4=:32 ELSE
 
---
-RRC4]=38 ELSE RRC41-42EN
FERE43--tOI--4THEN 

ELSE IF CRLENL43 LEG 6999 THEN BEGIN
 
-... .. EQL RR E --26 ELSE
-ERE-E1 -1 THEN 
IF ER[43 EGL 2 THEN RRE43=33 ELSE 
IF EK434 EGL 3 THMN-W ti-38 ELSE-R-prCis-1! EN 
ELSE IF CRLENE43 LEG 7999 THEN BEGIN
 
-------.. IF-ERU-4I EQL I THEN AWC-WJ=t7 ELSE 
IF ERr4) EGL 2 THEN RRC43=2' ELSE 
. IF ERL 43 EQL 3 THEN RAjrwa:39 ELSE RRt _415 EN 
ELSE IF CRLENE4J LEG 8999 THEN BEGIN 
Ie E ]E') r T--..& .-- ELSE-..... 
IF ERr's) EQL 2 THEN RRC43=35 ELSE 
-------------------IF ERI4'1 E4L 3 THEN ARCI3:41 ELSE R§[E4If4T -EN 
ELSEIFCRLENE4J LEG 9999 THEN BEGIN 
... . IF ERNI EQL I THEN RACW3t3G ELSE 
IF ERE43 EQL 2 THEN RRE43=36 ELSE 
IP EKE's . EOL 3TrHEN -- t41-ZELSE_RjC _3IjBf -EN-
ELSE IF CRLEN43 LEG 10999THEN BESIN 
IF-ERU- EQL I THEN ARrJ=32 -ELSE 
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IF ER(43 EQL 2 THEN RR[4J=37 ELSE 
.. ER. rEOTJSL THEN -RR4 X-4 ELSE RRC4)-9 EN 
ELSE IF CRLENE43 LEG 11999THEN BEGIN 
IF ER[34 EGL I THEN RRUQJ=34 ELSE 
IF ERE42 EGL 2 THEN RRCh3=39 ELSE 
ELSE..B. .. IF ERC4- tFL 3 THEN RRP4]=45 ELSE RRE4Jt51 EN 
ELSE BEGIN 
.f.EKE4. E.L I-TEN R[C43-35 ELSE
 
IF EREL3 EQL 2 THEN RRC4]=41 ELSE
 
--------- IF ERTEg--EQ--3-rHEN -RRgt4J-46 ELSE RRCI4-53 EN 1 
IF CRLEN (5) LEG 2999 THEN BEGIN
 
- iF-tERC-3TtQ I *HEN RPTSJ321 ELSE 
IF ERE5J EQL 2 THEN RR[5)=28 ELSE 
.......-ERL-3 I THEN RR5l-33- ELSE RRE57-3V-EN-

ELSE IF CRLENC53 LEQ 4299 THEN BEGIN 
IF ERESI E9L t THEN RAE52=25 ELSE 
IF ERES] EeL 2 THEN RR[53=29 ELSE 
.IFERWS(31 L 3 THEN Rpt51=34 ELSE RRES7-40 EN 
ELSE IF CRLENE5] LEG 5399 THEN BEGIN 
.. -ERtU,1ML -1 THEN- RCt5]t2T ELSE 
IF ERE5 EGL 2 THEN RRC5=30 ELSE
 
IF-ERSV EL THEN RRt5J=35 ELSE RRE5112 EN
 
ELSE IF CRLENE5 LEG 6199 THEN BEGIN 
IF ERW51E-L-f THEN flrt5]2±8 ELSE 
IF ERE5] EeL 2 THEN RR(5J=31 ELSE 
I-F-R -QroL ELSE RR(SIU:43 YTEN- 'pRt5736 	 EN 
ELSE IF CpLEN(5] LEG 6999 THEN BEGIN
 
-- - ----.-.---...	 IF ERE5 V5EOL I THEN . RArs=29 ELSE 
IF ERC53 EGL 2 THEN RR[5]=32 ELSE 
IF ERCS5E-L 3 THEN RR53=37 ELSE RRt5=:46 EN 
ELSE IF CRLENE53 LEG 7999 THEN BEGIN
 
I I 5]flU THEN RnrS 3:30 -ELSEE~ I 
------- IF ERCS EGL 2 THEN RR(5]=33 ELSE 
-..-..--------------- IF ERtSEf EL 3 THEN fRt5J38 ELSE RRt5I=:8 EN 
ELSE IF CRLEN(53 LEG 8999 THEN BEGIN 
........
 	 ...IF-ERC5-E L-I THEN RK5]=31 ELSE-
IF ER(5] EOL 2 THEN RP(52:34 ELSE 
IF ERCS) EGL 3THEW J-M51=39 ELSE Ap1[5Itt6 EN 
ELSE IF CRLENC5I LEG 9999 THEN BEGIN 
........ IF ERfCS3 EL.- t THEN RACBT=32
..... 
 ELSE 
IF ER(5) EQL 2 THEN RRC5]=36 ELSE 
IF -Rt53 EQL-3 THEN RRCSJ=4O ELSE fRt5=52 EN 
ELSE IF CRLENE53 LEG 10999THEN BEGIN
 
-_r_ -- L Rfrg]=33 ELSE
EIL-F-tTHEN 
IF ERCS] EQL 2 THEN RR[5J=37 ELSE 
IF ER5) EQL 3 THEN RRE5]=41 ELSE RRC5)-53 EN 
ELSE IF CRLENES] LEG 11999THEN BEGIN 
IF ER(51 EGL -1 THEN AREt5]34 ELSE 
IF ER(5 EQL 2 THEN RRt53=39 ELSE 
ELSE BEGIN _E
 Ir-ERr5s-rQL -TRENR £5]P-S5 ELSE .. 
IF ERE5 EQL 2 THEN RRC5J=lO ELSE 
-------.------- ------------ IF ERS-] EGL 3-tHEN -R5t:45 ELSE RRE5IsS EN t 
FOR I=1 STEP I UNTIL 5 DO IRR[I]=RRCII*PCTCIII 
RKATIN=IMKL1J+IRKL2] IRR 3IRR 41+rRRt5Ir -- TCF-L2 
ERR: WRITE (_UNACCEPT RUNWAY LENGTH); 
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L2: END CALRRATINGI
 
PROCLDURE CALR(LAILRRATINGPR,PAK)I INTEGER PAK
 
REAL ------- LAML, RRAYIN-SPRP
 
-EINIF LAmL LEG 26 THEN R FARATINGi(.216.IO8*LAML) ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN R=RRATING*(11-,0OO5*LAML) ELSE
 
........- lrIjMLA t-r4wrH-nJ -R-X1I .DMS- * 00 2 *LA4) - ELSE-

BEGIN IF RRATING GEG 65 THEN R=RRATINGS*925 ELSE R=RRATING*.927 END;
 
-Ix PAK -EL 2 THEN t R7*9-ELSE IF PAK EQL 3 THEN- RZ R*,90 ELSE 
IF PAK EGL 64 THEN R= R*.95 ELSE iF PAK EQL 65 THEN R= R..90 ELSE 
IF AK E9L 66 THEW R,Rt 35 -ELSE IF PAK EQL 67 THEN R= R*, O ELSE 
IF PAK EQL 68 THEN R= R*75 ELSE IF PAK EQL 69 THEN R= R*,.70 ELSE
 
IF-PAEQL 70 THEN R- K**bb ELS'-f PAM LI71-THEN R- R*.60 ELSE -

IF PAK EQL 72 THEN R= R* .5 ELSE IF PAK EOL 73 THEN R= R*.50 ELSE
 
R " IF PAK EML 74 THEN R* ;45-ELSE IF PAK EQL 75 THEN R= R*.40 ELSE 
IF PAK EeL 76 THEN R= R* .35 ELSE IF PAK EOL 77 THEN R= R*.30 ELSE
 
IF-PAK EQL _JS THEN R- _R*.Z5__ELSE-tF PAK EOL 79 THEN R= R*.20 ELSE
 
IF PAK EQL So THEN R= R*.15 ELSE IF PAK EQL 81 THEN R: R .1O ELSE
 
1r-PAK ELL 8-2 rHrN-rTgigs;
 
___ENOef -----
INTEGER PAK;
 
EAL 

-i
 
REAL ARRAy PCT;
 
--- BEGIN 
REAL ARRAY Cr0:530
 
Ci=C[ r+PCT13+Cf23*PCT[2 J+C[ 33*PCTt 3 2+C[ 4 3*PCT[4+CC5,.PCTtZ J1 
TFAR--MlCI_ THEN C1=C *.88 ELSE IjF -PAK CMY 'THEN C IjWEL~SE-
IF PAK ESL 24 THEN C1=C *,95 ELSE IF P&K EOL 25 THEN C.=C1,90 ELSE 
IF PAK EQL 26 rr -r*..sS --t-r PAHEKK EL 27 THEN CL=C1*.SO ELSE 
IF PAK EOL 28 THEN CI-CI*.75 ELSE IF PAK EQL 29 THEN C1:C1,.70 ELSE 
F-A-K--L- 30TENC6-E1LSE IF PAK EQL 31 THEN CI=Cl*.60 ELSE 
IF PAK EeL 32 THEN C1=C1*.55 ELSE IF PAK EQL 33 THEN CI=C1*.50 ELSE 
--FMPAK EGL 34 THEN C1C1*.45 ELSE IF PAK-_L 3-5-THEN Cl-C1*.4O ELSE 
IF PAK EGL 36 THEN Ci=Cl*.35 ELSE IF PAK EeL 37 THEN C1=Cl*.30 ELSE 
-IF PAK-Er_-38-THEN -ELrEr PjK EQL 39 THEN ELSEiA; CI=C*.20 
IF PAK EQL 40 THEN C1=Cl*.15 ELSE IF PAK EOL 41 THEN CI=C *.i0 ELSE
 
IF PA T-HEjS;=Cl.05--. EA tTEML I2 
PRA)C URE ------ -CALFI(WCTivfAlV----- INTEGER - PAKI
 
REAL FI
 
REAL- AARA-- PCTJ 
BEGIN
 
INTEGER ItNI
 
REAL ARRAY FFFLO:5,eOI]
 
- ---- Tf-f1Kw1~~~ Vi7~if7426FE15:
 
F(2,1.=56 F2,21=433F(2,31]501 FE2,4=66Fr2,5]:186­
FC4,1]=56 F'4l=243F[3=50F4.,43=669F4,53=86
p 5]5bi r5,2fjlQ3I!FL 5.3J:501gFE 5 , 4 ]= Ft 5 -j.8. ..... 
FF[O00 FF[OP1i3:OFF0,2]0IFFO32:0FF[o,40 :0
 
FOR--1--±Y-STEP-IT-UNTIL -5-DO"-FOR-N-W STEP I UNTIL 5 DO 
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FFEXINI2pCTtI 3*PCTEN2*FIPN21
 
ZPF t J+'PEl ]+PFEta3+FrjI#43PF I#eJ 
FFC2.13+FFr2923+FFE2p33,FF~p4t FC253+
 
FFP'4# 13+FFC4.22+FFE4p3, FF.ta,] FF #5e5+ 
IF PAK EOL 2 THEN Fl=Fl*.82 ELSE IF PAK EL 3 THEN F1*FI,66 ELSE
 
IF PAK EQL 44 THEN Pl=Fl*.95 ELSE IF PAK EL 45 THEN F1ZWl *90 ELSE 
IF PAK EQL 46 THEN FI=F1*.85 ELSE IF PAK EL 47 THEN F1=FI**o8 ELSE 
-irnwKWE-rtFr*;MVl'7TTU7-SE--isj-AXlcrGljrT4ER nmri~j; 707 -ELSE-
IF PAK EOL 50 THEN FI=Fl*4 65 ELSE IF PAK EOL 51 THEN FIZFI**60 ELSE
'rF--PA7-3k
-5THEN-PFIl-6;35--ELSE-TF--PAX-EQL-53-TFIER-Fl-FI; SW-ELSE-
IF PAK EeL 54 THEN FI=F*o45 ELSE IF PAK EOL 55 THEN FI=F,.'0 ELSE 
I PAK . bb56THNr Frl=P1.5 L ;I PA: CUL 5 IMEN PrtXris*p ELSr 
IF PAK EGL 58 THEN FI=Fl*.25 ELSE IF PAK EOL 59 THEN FI*FI,.20 ELSE 
IF PAK EQL 62 THEN F1=Fl*.O5
 
END $
 
PROCEDURE CALTILAMS.PCTT.PAK); INTEGER PAKS 
-- REAL----E ~T----------- LW-i 
REAL ARRAY PCTI
 
REAL ARRAY TTTAM[otS,0t519
 
INTEGER lpN;
 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAMEIr1I=97.2 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG ELSE--------------------------­---- SL--- 30 THEN~ir~TAMIP13=87oile~ LSE
 
-F LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAMEI1286O ELSE
TAMCIP1]=86,01
 
IF LAMS LEB 10 THEN TAMCIf3]=7-S ELSE 
TrA4SLEO- '#0 THENAMti-7wi 1isi ELM 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAMEli22=29 ELSE
?....

IF LAMS j ANI2=? 

... If-LA L~jf --- kC ¥ -=-----ELS------------------­
0TE ES
 
TAMIKE23:=7OE 
IF LAMS LEO 10 THEN TAMCI31--[00.8 ELSE 
-Itw tt-is a rLSr -----------------­trT ii 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAMEi,33=:7.8 ELSE
 
Irt-Atk-Lff -W0rTHrrrtW~tflif3Io,ESE-----------­4 
IF LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAMCI,32:67 ELSE
 
lAMlEIPJbfoOI
 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAMCIpe42965 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAME i.'#lr.5 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAMCIp52t.s ELSE
TAM~E10]J-DT.5!
 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAMCIP532968 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAMCIP53=78*5 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAMCIeSI:70.4 ELSE
 
TAME 1 T5J=b1.5I
 
LAMS-IFLEO 10 THEN TAMC2PI3II14.ft ELSE -------------­
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---------------
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAME2pl3=102.5 ELSE 
.. ..- TrM'tT-1=oo. o 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAMt2#2)=110 ELSE 
IF LAMS LEQ- 20-THEN tAmP2 89 ELSE- -
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAMC2.2]=78.5 ELSE 
-IF-LAMS LEO- 140 THEN-TAM2,2]&v2 ELSE 
TAM[22a=69.0 
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAME2P33=69.4 ELSE 
IF LAMS L 30 HE A 3-6.ELSE --------
IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAME2,3J=62 ELSE 
IF LAM --LEG- SO-THEN TAMttCi-3bJ=Std-. ELSE' 
TAME 2,33=59,01
 
IFAMSu__EWTW_ THEN TAME24Ji08. 3 E_ 
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAME2 43=77.5 ELSE
 
IF-LAMS LEI) 30 TH EN t 2RA-24-4-63.,8 ELSE ----... 
IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAME2 4)=55.8 ELSE 
IF LAMS LE- 50-HENTA tt.41:49.5 ELSE ---
TAME 2 p43=45.5! 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAME31=145, 5 ELSE 
' r-LA S--L - 20 THEN-rAM rS;1b-2I .R ELSE ............ ....... 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAME3,13=117.3 ELSE---­
-TAMEr-i-tj1t ; - - -
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAME3.2J=129 ELSE 
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAM E32=113.EL 
IF LAMS LEG 
TA E3MC 30 THEN TAM[3.23=106-U1111.0T. . .... ELSE . .. . .. . . 
IF LAMS LE; 10 THEN TAME303=97 ELSE 
_IPFLAMS LEG- AM3318.5rS --
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAM3p33r=78 ELSE 
-IFhLAMS LEG 40 THEN TAME3.3±74= ELSE 
TAME 333=73.0P 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAME3##J:160, ELSIE-----
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAME3t43=B. 2 ELSE 
IF LAMS LEG- 30-THE--TAM[3-i-75.5 ELSE ---

IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAME3#43=69.5 ELSE 
TAME 3,4,1=67.08i 
TAM 3v53=TA4E 3.431 
1YF-tAMS LEO 10 tHN~tAMt4Yi-JjS7f--ELSE---
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAME4.3:=150., ELSE
 
-Ir-LAPMr L-EQO3O THEN TAM4.-1n46 -ELSE ­
TAME[.4#11=13.0; 
-7-LARS-LEO10 THEN TAME42J=l43 ELSE 
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAM'.2J=136 ELSE 
--F LAM5LEt-_--30 -THEN-TAME 4 211.S ELSE--.---.------------
TAME[ 4e 23=143.0 
IFLAMt_L-Er- 10 THEN TAMC43Irq=33.a ELSE-
TAME . 3=100,0 
WF LAMS LEff 10- THEN TAMECU4.I14.5 ELSE 
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAME441=91.a ELSE 
TFtLAMS LEGV 30 THEN tAMlC4oW3i:j~a --ELSE------------
IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAM(4v47=?6 ELSE 
-TAMEU ' -. .. .. 4iP4 75 0 $ .. --------------...... . ..... 
TAME45=TAMr 4,433 
TAME 5p1J=TA9E4*1-JTAML 5,23=TAME.p2]ITAML5p3J=IAMEp3P 
TAME So 4 ]=TAM4 4 l TAME5P5I=TAM4,53 
T'rco()-; [It-O|T[ -IT£- o--YIiul-;-Ol - "TIE 00 i­; rt 
FOR in1 STEP I UNTIL 5 00 FOR NZI STEP I UNTIL 5 DO 
TTE IN3=PCTr I I*PCTENJ*TAMr I NJ]I 
T=TTt 1,1 2 .23+TTt TTTtp32, EjPtTTEI53+
 
TT- 3,1 J+TT 3P23+TTC3P32+TTC3tU42TTC3'5+.
 
Tn4_t~4,JJTTE4tfl +fTCE4 rZ4 4 r514+------------­a3ttvWII4i 
TTE5v1 3+TTE5,22+TTC5,33+TTC 5,Q+TTC5s53
 
IF PAK EOL 2 THEN T= T*.45 ELSE IF PAK E.L 3 TH1LN 1T T**5 ELSE
 
IF PAK EQL 4 THEN T= T*.95 ELSE IF PAK EOL 5 THEN T: T..90 ELSE
 
I--PW --lL _-6I--- riN-E-----TrNTrwr;-ELSE---P -EQ- 7H---TETN---T -rAt ELSE 
IF PAK EGL 8 THEN T= T*,75 ELSE IF PAK EOL 9 THEN T= T*.70 ELSE
 
-IF-P--E Lib -rTHEN -r'---T--65--SE-L-F-Pw--Er L-rI -THEN--T -T.;-66--ELSE
IF PAK EOL 12 THEN T= T**55 ELSE IF PAK EOL 13 THEN T= T,.50 ELSE 
IF PAK EGL 14 THEN T= T*,45 ELSE IF PAK EeL 15 THLN = T*94W SE 
IF PAK EL 16 THEN T= T*,35 ELSE IF PAK EL 17 THEN T= T*.30 ELSE 
I F--PMwr;w E1SE-wp-K-EQU_YW -TE -n _T ; ELSE 
IF PAK EL 20 THEN T= T*.15 ELSE IF PAK EOL 21 THEN T= T**1O ELSE
 
-F - P- --EL-- -22 --H-N-- --Ti;-O-S­
-E-ND#
 
- - - - - - - - - ------------ r------------------------------
INTEGER PAK
 
REAL ARRAY PCTI
 
BEGIN
 
INTEGER IJ.KIREAL7 ARRAW A( -S -5 TM[0 5]- O -
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAPEt11J:79.n ELSE 
,0 I-LSE-----------------------­----IFLAMLCCQ2__ -TgEAAffliy7!_

IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMtI13):168. ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 40 THEN AAMEI I=165.0 ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMCI.#1=164.f0 ELSE 
----------------------------------- - ---- -- ----
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMC1,23=190.Q ELSE 
TrLKMVr4 C2_9d- -----------­or--- ----------------

IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AA!CI 2J=181: 0 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEO 40 THEN AAMCI f=179.0 ELSE
 IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMCI2S=177.0 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEO 10 THEN AAMri3]=220to ELSE
 
IF LAML LEO 30 THEN AAM--32:-- ELSE ---

IF LAML LE: 40 THEN AAMCI3JZIB2.O ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAME1 32:178.f ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMC1,03=226,o ELSE
 
2---I4LWAtP 1-E2 *0.... •F-- LLE -I-; ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMCI,4J=204.n ELSE
 
IF LAML LE 40 THEN AAMCI,13:199.0 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEO 50 THEN AAMCIP4=196,0 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAM eIP3=1t6.Q ELSE
 
IFrLxM1LtO20THENAAME2#1323s, ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMC2.12116:o ELSE
 
IF LAML LEO 4U THEN AAME213= 1,o ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMt2,13=i08,O ELSE
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IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAM[2#23=176,j ELSE
 
IP--LAML-LE0 20 THEN AAM22=I40.6-oElL
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM[2P232125.Q ELSE
 
IFLAML.LEQ 40 THEN AAM[2,21t16.n ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMC2P23=111.0 ELSE
 
AAMC2t2Jl=11.01
 
IF LAML LEO 10 THEN AAME203=161. 0 ELSE
 
IF IAML LE0 20 THEN3,6 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM[2.3=120.0 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 40 THEN AAM[ij3]7jii 0 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM[E233 3,07.nELSE
 
AAML2.31zj103.0I 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMt2p43=233, 0 ELSE 
XF LAML LED 2W THEN A 12p=lV3j ELSE-
IF LAML LEO 30 THEN AAMt2,4)=176. 0 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEO 40 THEN AAM2,43=I66,O ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM2v4-J=--6 .O ELSE
 
AAK2#.Lfiz6j.OV-

IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAM[3pl]=144,o ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM[I3.=1122.ro ELSE 
IFrLAML Lti 40 - HEWJAAME3ui1:ji. -ELSE-
IF LAML LE0 _STHEN AAMt3IJ]=113.o ELSE 
AAMCOvj3=1o.0 
IF LAMLLJO10 THEN AAMt3,23=121.0 ELSE
 
iFLAML LEG 20 THEN ArM[-3.2J-1-0-. o ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM1r32J=02,0 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 40 THEN AAMt3,2J=98.o ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM[3t23=96.O ELSE
 
AAMLeS2I:93 ,OP
 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMC333=16.g ELSE
 
-

--ILAML LEG 2A THEN AAME30M -8, L 

IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM[3e33=129,n ELSE
 
IF LAML LE 40 THEN AAM[3 31=122.o ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAME3S3]=118,0 ELSE
 
-AAmC S-ps'fijS7yi--- ---
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAME343=184._ ELSE 
IT-XMLVL LEG 20 THEN AAM3ST.=-1361.o--ELSt 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAME3e4J=151.0 ELSE 
Zr-LANV-LtOA-U-TEWfAARt 3,421:j4S- -ELSE 
0 

IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMC3#43f41.' ELSE
 
-AAMt3& 4 Ti1E -------­4i-0T----

IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAME4,1J=136. ELSE
0 
IF LAML LEG 2W1THENAAM4,i1 o -.EL¢ -
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMtE4I3=01.0 ELSE 
---IFLAML LE-40 THEN AAMChUi:=g7To ELSE 
IF LAML LE 50 THEN AAMC4,13=97.0 -ELSE 
AAMC40P1=97.0;
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMtQ.2:139.p ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 20 THEN AAMEI2=122.0 ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAME4,2=1j4.o ELSE 
IF LAML LEo40 THEN AAM4p23=jJo9g. ELSE 
LE-50 -IF LAML F T -HEN -AA M4 23108. 0 ELSE AAME42=108,0l 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMC433j49.THEN AAMC4,3=130.O ELSE IF LA4L LEO 20 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM[433=121.0 ELSE 
IrLX1L LE- -46 -- THEN -AAM(4-P 13t16, 0 -ELSE 
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IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM[433=115.0 ELSE

" AA M 4.3lz= 1-5.0 T .. ...... . 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMEC443Z=79.0 ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 20 THEN AAMt4a43=148.0 ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMI4.43-136, 0 ELSE 
IFLAML LEO -0THEN AAMtIi4n=28.O ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAME4*43=124,oELSE 
AAMt,4 43.12O.01--. . .... . . 
AAML 1,5=AAM lp'43) AAMC2,5:AAM2P431 AAMC 3.5]ZAAMC 3 p4JS 
AAMC4.5-AAME4.4)i -AA4t3r_=AiMru4,11F AAML5,2]2=AARE4,21$ 
AAMECS33=AAIE4,332 AAMt5p43=AAME4,431 AAM[553=AAM4,43 
K=O0 
FOR i=n STEP I UNTIL 5 O0 FOR I=1 STEP I UNTIL 5 DO BEGIN . . 
A[ItJdAAMtI-#Ji . . 
IF PAK E9L 2 THEN ACIPJ3=AIJ]*.88 ELSE
 
IF PAK EOL 3 THEN ACTU-J)-AnIrJ*.-88-ELSE
 
IF PAK EGL 84 THEN ArI.4J=ACIJ3*.95 ELSE
 
IF PAK EQL 85 -YHEN A(IJ-ArIJ]i.ifA ELSE
 
IF PAK EQL 86 THEN AETpJ3=AtIpJI*.89 ELSE
 
IF PAR EOL *7T"Elrr-pr--AfU .51EL5E-3........................
 
IF PAK EOL 88 THEN AE!,J3=AEIJJ*.75 ELSE
 
IF PAK EQL 89 - HEN AIi-UAWIpJ1*o 1-WELSE -----. ...-------

IF PAK EGL 90 THEN AEIJJ=ACIpJJ*v69 ELSE
 
IF PAK- E§L--91-- THEN ACIpJI-Atl-eJfl*,60 EtLSE
 
IF PAK EeL 92 THEN AI.J3-AIJ3**5 ELSE .......
 
IF -PAKR CQL 93YHNAT AEIJ *50E 3 -_ _
 
IF PAK EQL 94 THEN ACIJ3ZAEIJJ*.45 ELSE . . ........ . 
IF PAK EaL 95 -THEN At-YJIAC.J--. . . 
IF PAK EeL 96 THEN AECIJ]-AtIJ3*,35 ELSE
 
IF PAR EQL 97 THEN AEI,#JJtAEIvJ2*.30 ELSE
 
IF PAK EQL 98 THEN AEIJ3]AC1,JJ*25 ELSE
 
IF-PAK- EQL 99 -TE NE I -*2--SE
"J "J 
IF PAK EQL 100 THEN AIvJI=A(IeJJ*,15ELSE ...... .......... 
IF PARE4L 101 THEN At!#vJ_3.AU PJ 3** 10 ELSE 
IF PAK EeL 102 THEN A IJ=ACIeJ]* 05; ---- ..... ... ..... ...
 
K+1ll-- Y-ERMC JP-CTt I3*PVCTCJ ISAAMIJ):
 
END; A11=0;!75__ 
..........f K STEP- UNTIL 25 D0 A-i+TERMtKfl
 
--FOR Jwtl Ew -NII- DSTOPI-VTE---NTIVI DO0BE-. .
 
K=K+lI TERMEK= PCTEI)*PCTLJ3*(AAMCIJI**2)I ENDS A222 0;
 
- FOR Kfl STEP-1-UNTIL a5-00 A22-A2.,.TERMIIr 
.. 
-- ENL-ALA;! 
PRbCEDURE - DELAY (LAML.AB i-CtDi-E  Wr ADP f------------------- --------.......
 
REAL LAML.W.AD, ArBeCDEs INTEGER PA. . .....
BEGIN ---...-..--..-..---.-. .-.-----.--... . .. 
W21 epeF_1.cRLCN*REAL A1,A2,GGf1StT.T1,T2',TS,T4eJIJ2,WOtWIFWZP 

RALA RRATN All, LAMTiLAMS. A221
 
REAL ARRAY RCFCRLENERPCTEO:53,HSTuRNOCO:10].Fro:21O.2 3 e___. . .
 
INTEGER P;
 
. . .. R--- 5 O - - ------------------------­.. N 

P=3;HSTURNO 13=3000 ;HSTURNOr23=4500 HSTURNOS3I6j009P
 
RALT='48UO I
 
PCTC 1 3=APCT2J=BPCT 3 --C3ItIPCT[]=DOPCTC5]=E!
 
..... A1 LAMLT ._. ..
.. .. ---- LA 
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--------
-  -  - -
CALRCF(RALTRCF)i
 
UALAtLAMLpPTAlli7WJ1 
_ 
CALER(RCFPRLEN.CRLEN.P.ER HSTURNO)I
 
- CALR TIFNG(CRLEgbERPCT.RRATTNGTV-- ----

CALR(LAMLRRATINGoR,PAK)i
 
. ...

------... ..
CALCI PCT*-ioPART ­
CALFI(PCT.FlePAK);
 
L (~LAMS#.PCTrTTvFAfl I
 
AI=3600/LAML;
 
A2=Gi**2+Al**21
 
51=Fl-Cl; 
TiEXP(G*Sl)s
 
T2=EXP(-G*T)I
 
T3i- --- --------------------- --- ------­
W21Al*(Tl-l)-SlI
 
J2=j4*W21+T1*(A2*T3/2-AI*T*T2)I
 
T4-LAMT*Jl/3600;
 
WO=J2*LAMT/(3600*l-T4));
 
Wl-i/t A1Y -- ----- ----------- 

WtW21+Wl+WOI 
TND OEELA7T 
REAL JltJ2,T4,WO.LFNT#FIWI.RCITAr 01.A2,SPSlTIiT2,W21,LAMLoA,. fo
 
D,EADW,A1I.pA2.2;- YTEltER PAK-F-------------.. RpL LI, C 
FORMAT F7T(X2OAIR AND GROUND DELAy~pAj*I}l

FORMAT P -NtRfY;xtt~~vVjd(qDUELAY. ,Ai*-i~
g 9 #* 

FORMAT
 
. F- ( O,zOOX2 BO.flX2sc=OoteX2,O:1 .tEoo.O.,A1.1)
 
FORMAT
 
FORMAT
 
F5(X20'Az0.2#,X2'BZQO.O9X2,#z.1p29z02. 
-0t~9.Ii 
FORMAT F6(Xg,0.2,X5D7.2eXgD7.2,Al);
 
FOR PAK=l STEP I UNTIL 3 DO BEGIN
 
WRITE(tPAK=' pAK))
 
o~o; -cd i-- ----...
A=O,O; e =O-o- -¢C Dl- -o ..... . ... ... 
WRITE (F7); WRITE (F3)1 WRITE W ..... ......... ....................... 
----0t-Ai4LSSEF1TtUNT11t-i DBEGIN 
DELAY(LAMLAvBfCpDvE#WpADpPAK)l
 
WRITE (F6pLAML#ADW)y ENDI
 
WRIT (Wo;i -- o...o;l ........ .....................
; WR; I E C b ; ; _ .... ...  

WRITE (F7); WRITE (F4); WRITE !!z}'
 
F--- MLi UNTIL-- d..
-- STE-

BEGIN
 
DELAY(LAMLoA#BpC.DE.WADPAK)! 
WRITE (F6eLAML.ADW)I ENOI 
-- --- -- - ; D r- ;-- ...- --................... .... 
WRITE (F7)1 WRITE (F5); WRITE A_(FZ!- ­
FUtKLML=g STEP-- UNYI--O . . .. .
 
BEGIN
 
DELAY(LAMLI AtB.C#OEpWuAD.PAK)

WRITE (F6,LAML.AOW); END;
 
E D ---------. -- #.--.-.-.-------.-------------------------.---------.--.. ­(6.-. ..... 
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A!,1OI BS451 C!.j21 DZ.13 E=.201
 
Li5S TEPI UNTIL 19 DO
 
.FO LAi 

FOR PAK=l STEp I UNTIL 102 DO BEGIN 
(F?; ~~tr IS)VWRIyE 
DELAY(LAMLPAPBPCPDE#WeADPPAK)l 
WRI~ (F2)1 
END,
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APPENDIX 6-B
 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL COST MODEL
 
6-B-I Cost Model Flow Diagram
 
TERMUAL x INTEM-5T 
COST FACTOR 
NIUMBER. o1 
tWROUTEceuTta 
CosTr 
0t4 50ARD0 
£.061-x 
AVE9.AGE NMUM~et 
Figure 6-B-i
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----------------------------------------------------------
6-B-2 Computer Printout
 
The following is the actual computer printout of the Cost Model written
 
in the UNIVAC 1108 Algol computer language (for unidentified nomenclature
 
see Appendix 6-A).
 
INThGER E;
 
FOR E-_=_PsrwiATILS6 DO--

BEGIN
 
INTEGER I.LJSEPPEXTCLRIDoNPMPLCTOLPU#VPWPXPYZPUuVV*
 
-------- W-w-#yXGR7PY-4"HiTi-----------------------------
_ 
_ 
INTLUER JOL;
 
3]
LAMSEOtlIlCTLEO:11XLSTOLCO:lIJ]ACTLO:1PO:5
-......... CCLO v :bJALO:11], o:113# 
RSTOLE 011 3RWCTOLtO:Il3NOACtO:b]; 
INtEaER ARRAY -C OLA OT1-Ti-STOW:APrt'1IU fWSTCTAPtU11IIJT--
REAL AAPI6CAREAISAREAlISEXAREAIUCEXARLA IPTAXIISTAXIIp 
-----------------
-aYSEnrAEA-CROj.iT-IZSrn-A S --­cAREK9ARAw 

REAL ARRAY WCMAXCO:11] PCTOLEO:IlPO:b)PSTOLO:lI,0=5i,
 
rPCTE0: 11F 0:5PS0l11 JPCTOTAREALO:It J*STOIAREALI011 Jt
 
CTOTEXEO:II IeSTUTEXO:113,CAVETAXIElt:113SAVErAXIrO:I1 #
 
AVEAIROELAYEO:5,vGSOELAYEO:lt ,SCDELAYEO:11],ASOELAY[O:lt. 

----------- ACEU-kytOT1 Y),tOT N 1UVfiYPtrOT I1i, V:S JWSM1AXI oilil -----
-
FORMAT TR1(IPS=f'Dfl5AI) 
FORAT TH2V'A='DIO.5.89010PDJ.5Alfl 
FORMAT TRQ(vCX9,U1O.5.Al); 
FORMAT--- AC ('2P5. -0 .I04.2.'OrVi.j) #-------­t1,
',4.'vu'p 
FORMAT TM2('27' 13,IlO IlO.1 0 #110110913.Al) . 
FaRM00AT ------ MA119j2~S'13 ,_I1O, iO#TbIi0#i~) 
FORMAT EF('24v#I4PI5v1I 5 ,IS 1 IS;,P5bl#I5PAl)1
IS, , 5,1S2CuI2,1 3
F ORMAT
ORMAT FORMAT DRN(A,12,13,!S 5D8.,!S1S 

FORMAT-- - ----- OR AT - -DH3O 15.B 3 pl,D3AI).I-57 1---- ---- ---­T(1(AS1512. 
FORMAT OR3OUT(I2p15PI5.Ib135158,3I) 3PAI)l
 
FORMAT 0R2OUT( 12, IltI 2 1 I5'sI5,15,I -- -----
5-S-I Alh-

FORMAT FMT(A,!IO)'
 
FORMAT FMTl1UERROR IN CALCULATING A/C CLASS pCT'A1);
 
~OWMYPMY2 OJK.'iiF---------------iA 1~
 
FORMAT F?4T3('WRONG SET oF INPUT UATA',A13P 
FORMAT FMT7('AIRPORT TYpE IS TN LRROR',A1)I
 
FORMAT EI-rEADAtXLp.'CUNIRUL OUTPUT FOR EFFECTIVLNLSS LOATA NO. ZtJ'e
 
r~w~tFNK~TtIYXA4RFcLo__ 1MiErMtNI:Itr'6 iYGROUDWHOL-YIW'Ef V_ 
tAMINII.X4#'AVE TAXI TIME-MINJ:uPAl); ,5
- VbOIMX- VFHAbC(Wl; T ;ysX-Y'sTOhtr,yS; 'crOU ,XY5 STOU%1 CYOLi ,1;­
-STOL' .X6e#lCTOL'pl)Sl)FORMAT EFFOATA(3X9,I#.X5,ItIX15,TQX59140X1111 4 96I*Al) I 
FORMAT TERMHEADA(XISCONTROL OUTPUT FoR TERMINALS (DATA Not g3)1 'Aj)tIY? ---- EtS RUNWAY..-----'td--L------ARt '4- ­tERA i _f T OTE L_tR U N W A Y _( Rq A * I 2 -E C S -RU A Y t , 
9 ACRES2IPX2,'LINEAR FEET OFt.AI)S
 
tisYOLxi;Fb#MAt- t AtfCEX 3 o f NO- YS L', IFCt0L -TOLC 
*CTOL RUNWAYXS*'STOL RUNWAYS.AI)
 
FORMAT TtRMDATA(X.I2,XSPIbX3lI6X6oI6PX3lTuXOI1tXVI.I2,Al)I
 
FORMAT ACHEADA(X21o'CONTROL OUTPUT FOR AIRCRAFT (OATAN. o25)vA_).
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FORMAT ACHEADBUXTrP'/C IUENTT-NYIXg2,AVE. GROUND HOLD rIMEfX6S
 
'AIR HOLD TIME'PAj)t
 
FO1T{AT Art-TAtXr1412.D.7x2 5.2, Allf
 
FORMAT STARI00('*')AI)$
 
FORMAT EJEC(E2)|
 
FORMAT RMXC' NO.9#13,' RUNP1ii,' MINUTES MAX. DELAYS.X7# 
tNo.tI2CONTROL PACKAGEt,112,9 DOLS CTR COST *',AI)' 
FORMAT RM2('*,12.1*',13pt *'p13,' *',Tj5* *',y3p, *f9I3,9 *9g 
~ *1,13.9 *It 
13,9 *''13e' *' .13.9 *' .13ts *9.15.' *9,12,f9' Aj) 
PORMAT RMl{v*t,14pte.E, *'.04.2, *90.Pp *'#A1)J 
PROCEDURE AREA(CTOLPSTOLLCTOLLSTOiSEPCLREXT,
 
CAREA.SAREADCEXAREAPSLXAREAPCTAXIPSTAXI)I
 
INTEGER CT-L-FTOLW#.CTOL,LS-TW ,6EPCLR, EXTI
 
REAL CAREAPSAREAPSEXAREAcEXAREAPSTAXICTAXI
 
BEGIN
 
REAL CX1 
INTEGER K; 
;COMMENT CHECK FOR LTOL LGUAL ZERO; 
IF lTrbiJLEif-U THfENRBESN CRAfl:.-nCEXAREA2O#ffVeO to Li END); 
CAREAz(LCTOL+2.*EXT)*(cTOL*SEP-SEP+2.0*CLR+5f.o)I
 
....EXAREA CAREA-(Q9O.O+2,nCLR)*(LCTOL+2.U*EXT)!
 
ICOMMENT CHECK FOR CTOL &QL ZERO$
 
LI IF STOL LEq 0 THEN BEGIN SAREA=O.OJ SEXAREA=O.Ot GO TO L2
 
END;
 
L2 SEXAREAZSARLA- (159.o+2.0*CLR)*LLSrO +2.USEXT)1
 
L2*. K:OtCX=W .O;
 
L3: K:K+1i
 
IF K 9TR STOL THEN GO Th L4;
 
;COMMENT CX IS HERE LENGTH OF RWAY TIMES DIST FROM LEFT FOR STOLI
 
CX=CX+(LSTO tSEP*(K-1)il
 
30 TO L31
 
L4: K=0;
 
Lb: K=K+U!
IF K rTR CTOL THEN GO To L61 
ICOMMENT CX HERE IS 9IST TIMES RWAy LENGTH FOR STOL ANU CTOL;
 
CX:CX+(LCTOL*(STOL K-).SEP)I
 
GO TO L9;
 
iCOMMNT CX HERE IS RWAY-LENGTH TIMES DIST DIVIDEU BY TOTAL LENGTHI
 
L6: CXKCX/(STOL*LSTO +CTOL*LCTOL)I 
;CbMMENT CX IS DISTANCE TO-CENTROIDP STATT CALCULATING TAXI TIME1 
K:O; STAXI=O.oI 
L7	1 -- KK+I I -- . ..... .. ..... .. . . ... . 
- -- 'IF K $TR STOL THEN GO To LS 
GO TO L71
 
;CoMMENT CALCULATE CTOL TAXI TIME.. ..
 
LB! K=O I CTAXI=O.O,
 
It, K GTR CTOL THEN GO TO LIO
 
CTAfl±TAXt+SQRT-(ISTOL+K-i-lSEvc.X)**2;O+(LCTOL/2y0)-s*2.0) 
GO TO L1
 
-------LiOUAA-XXKZSTAxi/36.-667,i
 
CTAXI:CTAXI/36.6671
 
END AREA I
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PROCEUURE CALRCF(RALTPRCF)3
 
REAL RALTI
 
NEAL ARRAY RCFI
 
dEG IN
 
RCF[1 J-*03*RALT/O00+.991
 
---------- AFff - )=.2* RLT WbO0+. 99 i ....... .
 
RCF 3=,22*RALT/b000+,995
 
RCFt4J=.Z4*HALI/600f+-.99-1- ­
----RC F( 53:. 16*RA-LT/3-500+.9993 ------ -------

END CALRCF !
 
PROCEDURE CALER(RCFRLENPCRLENPPERHSTURNU) I
 
VALUE PI
 
INTEGER Pg
 
.... --- ---- LEN ---------- ---------

KEAL ARRAY CRLENFER#RCFPHSTURNOI
 
BEGIN
 
INTEGER INI
 
REIAL ARRAY ERL."RUTURNOFCO:5,;
 
FOR i=j STEP 1 UNTIL 5 Do CRLENCI1=I.ISRCFCI3*RLEm; 
IF CRLENC ] LEG 6199 THEN BEGIN ERL13=2700ERUCI=45001END ELSE 
IF CRLENr1J LEG 6499 THEN BEGIN ERLEt1=24UOIERUt3:=OOO2END ELSE 
IF CRLENEl) LEG 7999 THEN BEGIN ERLt13=3UbOIERUtI1=5500END ELSE 
-F-CLENt1 LEG 8999 THEN BEGIN ERL1J3OlRUI1J=59O0IEND ELSE 
IF CRLENrlJ LEG 9999 THEN BEGIN ERLr13=33501LRUE13=61001END ELSE 
IF CRLEN---- .- ELSEi o199 THEN BEGIN FRLI--13500IERUi1=6400END 

IF CRLENCjI LLG 11999 THEN BEGIN FRLC13=,365OftRUE1J=66OoEND ELSE
 
-E-CBEGI--R-----0 I:8
ENOJdi 
IF CRLENE2J LEG 5399 THEN BEGIN ERLt2]=ITO0IERUC2J=850ENO ELSE
 
IF CRLENE23 LEG 6199 THEN BEGIN ERLt-2-J;----IE-ORUE23-390ootND ELSE 
IF CRLEN[23 LEO 6999 THEN BEGIN ERLE2J=f9UOStRUCZ]=IOOIEND ELSE
 
-- F-CNLEN[2J LE 7 9qf YrHEN BEGIN ERLr23=20OoiERU J43OOEND ELSE
 
IF CRLEN(2] LEG 8999 THEN BEGIN ERL(?=2100ERUEZ]J4500 END ELSE
 
------------------f -EO----149 ERLE 2 22 OpERUt2 3=650 END ELSECWN --- TNB-EGIN 
IF CRLENr2J LEO 10999 THEN BEGIN ERLE2?=2300IRU'Z2=4800 END ELSE 
IF CRLEN(2) LEG 11999 THEN BEGIN ERLE2J=a4-oi RUt2I= 9 jO ELSE 
BEGIN ERLL2J=2S00ERU(23=5100,END 
~1.tWLNF~ LTQ W9THEU~ BEGIN rRFLtS- liOOItRUt3lfl700 END ELSE 
IF CRLEN(31 LEO 6199 THEN BEGIN F_.R'3-I00 ItRUC]53=2900 END ELSE 
-----I-cRLE3J -LEG--6 99 ---THEN BEGIN ERLE3--]14boi t61=R3100 END ELSE 
IF CRLENtI' LEG 7q99 THEN BEGIN ERLtSI=1600ILRUEt]=3300 END ELSE 
T-CRLENr3J LEG 8999 THEN BEGIN RL 53=I-1-0-TER 5T 0 ELSE 
IF CRLENra. LEG 9999 THEN BEGIN _RLE33=17501ERUE31=3600 END ELSE 
rcKLENt--- -rLEO 9--WY#9N9 BEGIN ERLC3J=1750I-ERUE33 3650- END'HEN ELSE 
IF CRLENE3J LEG 11999 THEN BEGIN ERLE=I8UOILRU-5J=3700JEND ELSE 
IF CRLENE3J LEG 5399 THEN BEGIN 4RLt3f=850 ILRUC43:=2400 ED_ ELSE
 
IF CRLENE4J LEG 6199 THEN BEIN ERL!C4J950-Irt'=2500 END ELSE 
IF CRLEN14J LEG 6999 THEN BEGIN ERLC4=OU00ERUEt=42600 END ELSE 
------------- -LEOt-- 7f)M9~YE ftCdiOOEUI~l ENO ELSEIFCWIENL ----
IF CRLENE4J LEG 8999 THEN BEGIN ERLCI'=lObO1ERUC*3=3200 END ELSE
 
949 irrt? 
IF CRLENE4I LEG 10999 THEN BEGIN ERLEj4t3=IOIERUC1J=3350 END ELSE 
IF CKLEN4J LLW 119V9 THEN BIN ERL 3=IZUO 0IRULJ=34OO EN ELSE­
--- IF -CKEN4TLEr YEN WtEAL(4 2 iYOUt ERUr413=3 o. -EDr--ESE 
----- -BEGIN- OENDI-
ERLE4125OIERUL3:3 
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-------
IF CRLENEsI LEG 5399 THEN BEpIN EtLt5l= 't0 ;ERUCS]ZI700-END ELSE
 
IF CRLEN[sJ LEG 6199 THEN BEGIN ERL[5=70U ;l.RUtbJ-1850 END ELSE
 
-
IF CRLENE-WLf 644 _THEN BEGIN ERLcST:7o 0 iERUCSJ=2OO-ENO- ELSE
 
IF CRLENE5] LLG 7999 THEN BEGIN ERLE53750 ;LRUtbJ=2150 END ELSE
 
IF CNLENCS LE. 8999 THEN BEGIN ERL5B-O00 hERUEb]=2300 END ELSE
 
IF CRLEN51-LEG 9999 THEN BEGIN ERLt5]=90U 1RUtb-2400 END ELSE
 
IF CHLENEsJ LEG 10999 THEN BEGIN E#L5gl5950 ;ERUtbS=500 END ELSE
 
IF CRLEN[5) LEG 11999 THEN BEGIN ERLES]--OUO;LRU~bJ=2600 END ELSE
 
FOR 1=1 STEP I UNTIL 5 DO TURNOFEJ=O;
 
FOR 1-1 STh7P- 1 UNTIL 500O- FTR N"-STEP I UNTIL P 00
 
IF HSTURNOCN] LLQ ERUEI] AND HSTURNO(NJ BEQ EHL(IJ THEN 
TURNOFr[IrJT ANOFC13+l. 
FOR 1=1 STEP 1 UNTIL b DO IF TURNOFCII EQL 0 THEN ERCyJ=t ELSE 
IF TURNOF-lTT LGL 1 THEN ERLI--2 LLSL I- TUNUFLIJ Lo-2--THEN.ER-f-2 
ELSE ERCIJ=I; 0 TO LI; 
ERR: WRITE-liNAtPT-RIUNWAT-LENUrHI -
CI: END CAL-- ---------
pyOCEDUE-- - CALRRATIN3(r;RLENLER,PCT RRATING)f
 
HEAL ARRAy CRLENPER.PCT; REAL RRATINGB
 
dEGIA - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -
INTEGER ItNs
 
REAL ARRAY RR_'RRU:3 ---------

IF CRLENL1J LEG 5399 THEN GO TO RR ELSE
 
-IF~ 
 CRLENElJ LEG 6199 THEN MEGIN 
IF EMt13 EGL I THEN RRf1J=42 ELSE 
2 rHEN Rr[i j6ELSE -..-----­
---------- F-ERtiJEGL 

IF ERCI EOL 3 THEN RREIJ"5C ELSE RRC1=S9 END
 
ELSE IF CRLENLIJ LEG 6g99-THEN REGIN 
IF EHC13 EQL I THEN RRC1J=53 ELSE
 
IF EH[I] EGL 2 THEN RREIJ 4- ELS
 
IF EHE13 EQL 3 THEN RREIJ=51 ELSE RR(12-59 END­
-ELSE" IF CRLENrIJ LEG )9- THEN BEGlIN
 
IF ERE[1 EQL I THEN RR(J=44 ELSE
 
. ..Rt1-j :.L2 THEN _RR i-=147 ELSE -...........
 
IF ER1]3 EGL 3 THEN RR(1JI52 ELSE RREI-6O END
 
ELSE IF CRLENLIJ LEG 8999 THEN qEGIN

IF EKE13 EGL I THEN RREIJ=45 ELSE
 
--- ------------TF-cRtVfl-L 
-- THEN -KCIJ -=485 ELSE-
-
IF ER[cI1] EL 3 THEN RRt1J=53 ELSE RR-13-61 -END 
IF ERCI EGL 1 THEN RRt1J-45 ELSE 
IF ER[I) EGL 2 THEN RREIJ=4v ELSE 
IF EN[I] EGL 3 THEN RRClJ=54 ELSE RRE1m=6 END,
 
---- ELsr_ 1Vcku~rJi LG i gTHN BEGIN--------

S-IF EE3 E)L I THEN RREJ=45 ELSE
 
..........I 11. L 2 "HEN RR J-50 ELSE
L --
IF EREl] EGL 3 THEN RREIJ=55 ELSE RRE1J-.6 END 
ELSE IF CRLENflJ LEG 11999THEN BEGIN 
IF ERC13 EQL 1 THEN RRE1J=46 ELSE 
I--ERC1] EOL 2 THEN RRC1J:52 ELSE 
IF ERC1] EGL 3 THEN RRCIJ=58 ELSE RRrlI-68 END 
IF ERE13 EQL 1 THEN RRt1J=46 ELSE 
IF ER[T EL 1 HEN RRIJ=5 ELSE -
IF EREI] EQL 3 THEN RRC1J=60 ELSE RRE 170 END;. 
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-------- 
-rr rNr LEr ----TRE---------ER--- -- --
IF CRLENC2] LEG 5399 THEN BEGIN
 
ir EKt2J EQL 1 THEN RRE2J3C EL L
 
IF ERt2J EQ 2 THEN RRC2J'38 ELSE
 
-------------------- Fr EtflfEL-S-THAEW-tW 2Jfl--4O ELSE RWPT1fi It0-

ELSE IF CRLENr2] LEO 6199 THEN RESIN
 
-wtr- LK-Er 2J-3rELsr-----------

IF ERt23 EGL 2 THEN RR23-39 ELSE
 
IF ERE2J EGL 3 THEN PREZJ=41 ELSE RRr2]=S1 ND
 
ELSE IF CRLENE23 LEG 6999 THEN RESIN
 
IF ERr23 EOL 2 THEN RRC23=4O ELSE 
------------------------------- IFEt~LL2TE R2:OES 
ELSE IF CRLEN2J LEG 7999 THEN RESIN
 
IF EML<] LSL 1 THEN NREZJ-3a LLbt
 
IF ERC23 EAL 2 THEN RRC2J=I ELSE
 
------------------ TF-MTErUL-W'TRIW--RRC-gtflfl3-LSRWWS3- EMU-
ELSE IF CRLENL2J LEO 	8999 THEN RESIN
 
TF-KC9TOL --I-tNHEwRRr2-Jt39- E0LW----------------

IF ERE23 EOL 2 THEN RRt2J-U42 ELSE
 
IP EKE2J LSL 3 THEN RRLZJmD ELM-RRL2B](S LNU
 
ELSE IF CRLENL23 LEO 9999 THEN BEGIN
 
--------------------- r rar3EL ---4 EW-?r27srDU-ELSr---------------
IF ERE23 EOL 2 THEN RRE2J=4 ELSE
 
---- ---------------------------- Tr f~c~w ft~~E wR r~ EAU-' 
ELSE IF CRLENL23 LEO 	 1O999THEN REGIN
 
IF ERE23 EQL I THEN RRr2J=4u ELSE
 
IF ERr2J EQL 2 THEN RRE2J=Z#6 ELSE
 
ELSE IF CRLENC2J LEG 11999THEN BEGIN
 
I F E tOL----fIL3ERE- ----------­t2 1 T -N r :4 
IF ERC2J EOL 2 THEN RPR2J=t7 ELSE 
IF ERC23 EOL 3 THEN RRC2J=51 ELbE RRC2J-2 END
ELSE BEGIN
 
ELSE . -EI £9
IF--EN 1-.--I-- EN-RRC 3V.ELSE
-----------------
IF ERC23 E0L 2 THEN RRC23=48 ELSE
-IWER2I EQL 3 THEN 	 RC tsisr--ELS-RA-R i-r3]Ni-
IF CRLENCSJ LEG 2999 THEN 60 TO ERR ELSE
 
IF CRLENL3J LEO q9 THEN BEGIN
 
IF EHR3 E0L I THEN RR3J:30 ELSE
 
------- ---------------- TWEWRRACT:3rLSr -----------

IF ERE33 EeL 3 THEN RR3Jk38 ELSE RRE34IZ1 END
 
-E -TF--iLCN -- BEGI--
CIE-L-4TSS--TENN 
IF ERt33 EQ!L I THEN RRr3J-32 ELSE 
It EKC3] EeL 2 THEN RR3J=30 ELSE 
IF ERE33 EQL 3 THEN RRt3J=39 ELSE RRCS33t, END 
rI~r-rrtji~t~nr --- 109THEN BE-G------- - - - -IF ERE33EOL 1 THEN RR33C33 ELSE
 
----- ---------------------------- ir~rU r ~ tl~E 3
 
IF ERC33 EOL 3 THEN RR3J=nI ELSE RR3Wp9 END
 
ELSE IF CRLENE33 LEG 6999 THEN BEGIN
 
IF ERE3J EQL I THEN RR3J=3q ELSE
 
------------------ Irr-RrSt-3LO !HEN -ELW ----------
T- R~ft:1f 
IF ERC3I EL 3 THEN RRE3J#-3 ELSE RR329S2 END 
t--- --------------------------------------
IF ERC33 EeL I THEN RRC31-35 ELSE 
IF EC3J £91 2 THEN RRC3J=fl ELbE 
IF ER3 El. 3 THEN RRC3J=f5 ELSE RRtt325#- END 
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-ELSEIF CURLENt3] LEQ -B94T_JHEN INHE 
IF ER"3] EQL I THEN RRC3J=3b ELSE 
ENE3J EQL 2 T N-R3-J---ELSE . .. ..... 
IF ERE33 EQL 3 THEN RRt3J=47 ELSE RR33-55 END
 
-ELSE 1F'-cLEN3]-LEG 9999- THEN BEGIN 
IF ERC3I EUL I THEN RR3J=37 ELSE 
- -F-------I ERC3-E- THEN-R[3J=43 ELSE 
IF Ere3] EQL 3 THEN RP[3J=48 ELSE RP32=56 END 
ELSE IF CRLENL3J LLQ Io999THEN 9EGIN
 
IF ERE3) EQL I THEN RR[3]=38 ELSE
 
- ----------- - HENRl ELSE -IFEE3rE4L T2 1t44- -
IF ERC3J EQL 3 THEN RR(3J=48 ELSE RR3J357 END 
-LSEIF CgLENE3rLW --It499THEN TEGWg_-
IF Ere3] EQL I THEN RR3J=39 ELSE 
IF EKC3] EQL 2 THEN RPtTI 45-E-SE 
IF ERe4 EOL 3 THEN RRt31=49 ELSE RR[33!58 END 
IF ERE3] EQL I THEN RRt3J=40 ELSE
 
.................. 
....... fT-- - r -R-EIL t-EN R--= ELSE .. ----

IF ERr3] EOL 3 THEN RRt3J=49 ELSE Rtr3=59 END;
 
IF C.T EN 1 EG 2999 THEN BEGIN
 
IF ERC4] EQL I THEN RR[4J=20 ELSE
 
------- ERCt RRtC -]=27 ELSE
-.-- - - . F- C -THEN 
IF ERe4] EQL 3 THEN RR(4J=33 ELSE Rp[=39 END 
IF EREJ EQL I THEN RREtJ-22 ELSE 
IF ERE41 EGL 2 THEN 4 k -E 
IF ER[43 EGL 3 THEN RR4J--3b ELSE RRE4J:40 ENO 
-ELSE-T-F _cactffN4I LEQ4 Tt~~N 
IF ERC4 EQL I THEN RPt4J=2& ELSE 
... .IF ERCY tL 2 THEN R[41--31 ELSE
 
IF ERE#) EQL 3 THEN RRCIJ=37_ELSE _rRn]--1_END
 
LLSE IF CRLEN['4] LEQ 6199 THEN BEGIN
 
-------- IF ER[4J EQL t THEN RE4J-_2b ELSE
 
IVEIt43 EQL _ THEN RRE04J=32 ELSE
 
IF ERew3 EQL 3 THEN RPE4J=38 ELSE RRE434 2 END

--E i [t-rLEQ THEN - ' --- RtLf 6999 BEGIN 
IF Er4e EQL I THEN RR['J=2b ELSE 
TEHC4I EQL 2 THEN RRc'J=:3 ELSE 
IF ERE4] EQL 3 THEN RR[IJ=3U ELSE Rp(43 3 END 
IF ER[41 EQL I THEN RRt 4J-27 ELSE
 
---------tE tE4]_L 2 THEN RR[4J24 ELSE
 
IF ERE4) EGL 3 THEN RRE4J=39 ELSE RRf3--5_ END
 
ELSE IF CRLENr4] LEO 8999 THEN BEGIN
 
IF ERE4J EQL I THEN RR[4J208 ELSE
 
IF ERE143 EQL-- 2- THEN- [- t35 ELSE
 
IF ERC43 EeL 3 THEN RRt4J=41 ELSE RREC4 -47 END 
-ELSE F-1-LENrw, LEG 99- H NgB-IN ....... 
IF ErE43 EL 1 THEN RRC4J=30 ELSE 
IF ER[1 EGL 2 THEN RRr4_J6 ELE 
IF ERE43 EQL 3 THEN RR[t-J=42 ELSE RR[43=8 END 
-tLSE-IF-_-CLENE4T-LE9 10999THEN REGHI 
IF ERC43 EGL 1 THEN RRt4J=32 ELSE 
-
--------IERE4 EQLw-- y HEN RRAC J437 ELSE ---------- -
IF ERt4) EGL 3 THEN RRC4J=44 ELSE RR[(Lf-:9 END 
LLSE IF CRLENL'J LEG L1gg9THEN BEGIN
 
IF ER43 EQL I THEN RR[S]=34 ELSE
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----- --- ----
IF ERC4J EeL 3 THEN RRCQJ=5 ELSE RRt41=SI END 
ELSE BEGIN 
IF ERt43 EQL I THEN RREJS=3b ELSE 
-------------------- -r't1t4yflEL -- TEN ftKr4I'4I ELSEr-----
IF ERE43 EGL 3 THEN RPC4J=4b ELSE RRC43=53 ENDO 
-------- 94f)--THNtG _Mt-FLtm-cwrtEu- fr-
IF ER5) EGL 1 THEN RR5J=21 ELSE 
IF EKE5) EGL 2 THEN RRL5J-25 ELbt 
IF EME5 EGL 3 THEN RRr5J33 ELSE RR53=39 END 
E~sr~rtg~ac-------------~------------------_ 
IF ERE5] EGL 1 THEN RRCSJ=25 ELSE 
I---Rt---- ----ftE-W ELS- ---- 

IF ERE5 EGL 3 THEN RtSJ-3_4 ELSE RR5_=)O END 
ELSE IF CRLENL5J LEG 0399 THEN BEGIN
 
IF EKrS) EGL I THEN RRCSJ=27 ELSE
 
--------------------------------- Tr-ERt3- L--y-HEirW-RC5t3l ELSE -----------

IF ERE5) EGL 3 THEN RQr5J=35 ELSE RR53-42 END
 
- cN L-N---a- THEN N
i----- ----- -E-
IF ERE5] EGL I THEN RRESJ=2S ELSE 
IF ERE5) EQL 2 THEN RRC5J=31 ELSE 
IF EKE5) EGL 3 THEN RRCSJ=36 ELSE RpC5l= END 
IF ERKs) EOL 1 THEN RC5J=29 ELSE 
IAF-RCS] EQL -- THEN RRC-5-J=32 ELS-
IF ERK5J EQL 3 THEN RR5J-37 ELSERRCS])46 END 
ELSE IF CRLENE5] LEG 1999 THEN BEGIN
 
IF EMES) EGL I THEN RR(5J:30 ELSE
 
IF ERS) EOL 3 TqEN RR[5J=38 ELSE RPA53=48 END 
------ R-----999 THEN BEGIN 
IF EKE5] EEL I THEN RR[5J=31 ELSE 
IF ERE5] EGL 2 THEN RRt5J-34 ELSE 
IF ERE5) EQL 3 THEN RRC5J=39 ELSE RPE53=50 END 
ELSE IF CRLENE5) LEG 9999 THEN BEGt--------SINS)5 N 
IF ERES] EEL 1 yHEN RRE5J=32 ELSE 
---------------------- IV tRtfl3 EGL 2 THEN REI =136 EL E 
IF ERCS] EQL 3 THEN RRtCJ-4O ELSE RR55=_2 END 
ELSE IF CRLENE5J LEG 10999THEN REGIN 
IF ERC5J EGL 1 THEN RRC5J=33 ELSE 
-I-F-r'5-,ItEQL 2--THEN--P-5J=37 LSE-
IF ERt5] EGL 3 THEN RRE5J.=4i ELSE RpE53-53 END _ 
ELSE IF CRLENE5Y LEG 4Igg9THEN --REGIN -- -- -----
IF EKeS] EQL 1 THEN RR5J=34 ELSE 
IF ERE5] EGL 2 THEN RRC5J=39 ELbE 
IF ERES) EQL 3 THEN RRE5J=43 ELSE RR5SI54 END
 
IF ERr5) EL I THEN RRr5J=35 ELSE 
IWER-s-- E-L 2 EN ELSE - -------------­-- -R 
IF ERES] EQL 3 THEN RRt5=45 ELSE RRC5 )5_ ENDI 
FOR 1=1 STEP I UNTIL 5 Do IRR[I]=RREI)*PCTEJI1 
RRATING=IRRrj)+IRRE2+IRRE3]+RRE4+IRRC53 60 TO L21 
-WT E .. m tw.. --..... --- --. .- ----. ----.-E - IO -- i A CE-f..UPf-.... ... -..-- - --. - .... ..--- ----. 
rRO-t.UURt CALKtLAMLIRKATINGRPAK) I INTLOER PAK;
 
REAL LAMLRRATINO.RI
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I 
BEGIN 

IF LAML LEG 20 THEN R=RRATINS.(1,216-.O108sLAML) ELSE
 
IF LAML'LE 30- THEN R-ATiNG,.(1.1-.OOb*LAML) ELSE
 
IF LAHL LEG 40 THEN R=RRATIN*(1.0325-.0o275*LAML) ELSE
 
BEGIN IF RRATING GEQ 65 THEN R=RRATING*,925 ELSE R=RRATINS*,927 END;
 
IF P'AK EQL 2 THEN R=R*.9 ELSE IF PAK EqL 3 THEN R=R*,9
 
WRITE('RUNWAY RATNS:. .R)l
 
tNDI .. . ...
 
-PROCEDURE CALCIPC-T,Ci# PAK)...
 
INTEGER PAKI
 
REAL Ci;..
 
HEAL ARRAY PCT;
 
REAL ARRAY Cr[0:5P
Cr 13:=2';cr21±-9;cr31±rI61c r41q'dcrs5l-nur
 
C±=CE I ]*PCT( 1 ]+CL 2J*PCT[2 J+C( 3 3*PCTt[ 3+Lt4 J*PCTE4 ]+CC 53*PCT 5);
 
IF PAK EQL 2 THEN CC1*.8B ELSE-I PAK EQL 3 THEN C=1c1*o88i
 
" E N O ;.. . .. . .. . . . .. .. ..
 
PROCEOURE - CALFI(Pcr. F,F'AKIt)- yNTEE'R PAKI 
REAL Fl;
 
REAL ARRAY- PCTi ­
dLGIN
 
1J TI-N-TE____-It_T 

-
-
REAL ARRAY F,FFLO:5#O:53
 
FC1 1 ) 56$FTit 2Jz_741P~rlvi. 3_1FC 1,P41:66F ats386i
K 1f 

FL: 1=56;F22J=43;Fr2a3=50F2q]=6e;F2SJ=86;
 
F[4, iJ=56;FL4,2J=3FL4,3=50;F4.3=6bIFL4,5J=86
 
FF OO]=U;FFEF.O l, o-FFrO.2J=oFFFO"33 =OIrFcoPioo;

F0R -~i--STEP-i-UNTtLS5-06-FOR Nfi-STEP 1 UNTIL 5 rO 
FFLINJ=PCT[I ]*PCT[NI*FLINVs
 
Flt:FptjjJ4FFtiC23+'FrriI,.-Frt ,41+FrtjiS-i+

FF[2, 1J+Fl[t2,2]+FFC2,3]+FF[t41+FFC2,5P+
 
FF(..lJ+FF[4,2+FFEp43+Fr3e i4 +
-,3+FF .. 
FE5fi I1+FFV-5 ,- I+PFfl i+F~t5.1 J+PFr 5.51 IF PAKEQL_ 2 THLN_.FI=F11*.82 ELSE IF PAK EGL 3 THEN Fl=F*.66; 
_END I 
PROCEDURE CALT(LAMSPCTT#PAK) l INTEGER PAKF
 
REAL LA14SYt; --. .. . . .. .. ....
 
REAL ARRAy PCT;
 
BEGIN . . ..
 
REAL ARRAY TT.TAMEO:.,o: 53
 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAMEI.0]-94.2 ELSE
 
--IF LAMS LE --- _THEN =96 . ..... ...
t~jE-i0- ELSE . ....... 

IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAMC1)f]87.5 ELSE
 
1$ LAMS LEO 40-THEN TAM-ii-i86.o ELSE .
 
IF LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAMEl[1=86.0 ELSE
 
1AM1.1J=86.0I; 
IF LAMSLEG --- ELSE1
_10.THENTAM-CI.2--5,2 
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-------
----
--~~~- iI~r~s ELSEstT 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAMEIP23=79 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAMtIE2]=77 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAMEI,23W7T ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAMEI,33=100.8 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAMEIP3:=7,8 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAME 13]=69,4 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAMCII3J=67 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LE- 10 THEN TAMEI.#4]96.8 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG -20'ENT -iit]n-js---E-.SE
 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAMEI43=8.5 ELSE
 
--IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAM1.i4=73.5 LLSE 
IF LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAMEI41=70,4 ELSE 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAMEC153=96.8 ELSE
 
4F-LA4S LEG _-0DT THEW i3 SVSEWSE-----
IF LAMS LEO 30 THEN TAMECI5=78.5 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEQ 40 THEN TAME175J=73.5 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAME1P5]=70.4 ELSE
 
S7A tyst6r-- T*5------------------------
IF LAMS LEO 10 THEN TAM2P1=114.5 ELSE 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAME2#13=l02, ELSE
 
TAM[2,1]=lOo.n; 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAME2,23=110 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAME2.2_1z89 ELSE 

IF LAMS LEG 
 30 THEN TAM_223=T7B.5 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAMr2423=72 ELSE
 
TAME2o23=6=9.0
 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAME2.3]=79 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LE. 20 THEN TAME2,33=69.4 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAME2,365.2 ELSE
 
I !AMS__LEO 40 THEN TAME 2P31=62 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 50 THEN TAMC2#3J]59.8 ELSE
 
TAMC2,3]=59.°1
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAME243=1O8,3 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEO 20 THEN TAM[2.43=77.5 ELSE
 
---------- 30 THEN TAM2,]638 ELSE
F tASE 

IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAMt2143=55.8 ELSE
 
-FtLAMSLte 5WTHEN -TAME2.43:49. -ELSt-

TAM[2,4J34 55; 
TAME2'5]TAM[2, 4 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAME3PI3=1i5.5 ELSE 
--- P~LE THEN TAE ELSE----20US-f 2164 
IF LAMS LEO 30 THEN TAM-3.1iJ17.j ELSE
 
TAME31]:111.0;
 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAM3.23:129 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAMC3P23:113.6 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAME3P2J=106 ELSE
 
----------~----------~---- ----
i.... -----

IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAMC3#3]=97 ELSE
 
I-LAMSTLEO20 THEN-AMEk 3-8 ELSE----.-

IF LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAME3p3:7T ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAMC3.3J:7 ELSE
 
------ -TAME3
3 73 0
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---- 
IrF-LAMSRr-ttr 10 -THEN _TAMUS.WinOY.jD 8 -ELSE-
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAM[343-84.2 ELSE
 
--- IFLAM5 LEG 30 THEN TAME34J=l7b,5 ELSE
 
IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAME3-43-69.5 ELSE
 
... . T M-I[-p41"J67.bf .. . . . ... . .
 
TAME3.5J=TAMt3 439
 
1F LAMS -tQ-_-10 THEW TAMt40-fl- tS7 - ELSE ---- ---
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAME4t3=150,2 ELSE
 
TF-LAMS LEG 30 THEN TAM[4II]=6 ELSE
 
TAM14.13=143.0
 
---IF- LAMS LEG 10o THIWpAM4YtT1:Yfi -EE-------------
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAME423=136 ELSE 
mf tLAMS LtGQ _ 30 -THvEW -t-t- --------------
TAM1'4,fJ43.n !
 
IF LAMS LEG 10 THEN TAMCE43f-33, ELSE
 
TAME.3)=100, 0
 
----FLAMS LEt---YO6 THENI t-WM 44I~ii4YTjt-ESE ------- ----- -
IF LAMS LEG 20 THEN TAMt4#4)Z91.2 ELSE 
T - 1 .8- ELSE------------­
....1rF-AM S_L 3U 0 ' THEN 
IF LAMS LEG 40 THEN TAME4.43=76 ELSE
 
TAME4#,4=75.01
 
TAMC't5J=TAM[%t44J
 
TAMES t*)=TA44 4(3,4TAME 5,S3=TAME4,5S
 
T-----t1 ±U-tflTEC-o2Y-I-TTM-3]i6sTTrOit41r-CD - -T0-O-O
 
FOR 1=1 STEP I UNTIL 5 Do FOR N=l STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO
 
TTE I,N 1=PCTIZJ*PCTENJ*TAMEI eN]9
 
T=TTEiI 1J+TTE ,2+TTrl32+TTEI ,tI.+TT[E15X +
 
TT(3,13+TTL3,2J+TTC3,3 ]+TTE I4 23+TT3'53+
 
TTE5, I3+TTE5P23+TTr5,e33+TT[5P,4J+TTE5v51
 
IF rAK EGL 2 THEN T=T*.45 ELSE IF pA ELI 3 THEN T=T*.S5I
 
PROCDURECALALAMLPPCT.AliA22,PAK) P
 
INTEGER PAK$
 
REAL LAML#A1,A229
 
REAL ARRAY PCTP
 
---------- sEGIN------------------- ------------------------------ ----------
REAL ARRAY AAMEO:50:52PTERME01252 ACO:5,U:531
 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMElp1:179.p ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 20 THEN AAMI31%I72.0 ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMtL,13=168. ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM[Itl=16.fl ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMEI,2 ELSE
g190.O 

IF LAML LEG 20 THEN AAPr122184,O ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMEI23=181.O ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMEIP23=177. 0 ELSE
 
----AMUP rjr__0;o--m ---- --------------- ----- ----------
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMEIP3=22O.O ELSE
 
At LAML LEG 20 THLN AAME 137-p2D0.t ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMEle5I=1i9.0 ELSE
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-

-F--TPM-uLfEG40 -fla¥i
THElAw13l- - -ELSE

IF LAML LEQ 50 THEN AAMt1e3]=178oO ELSE
 
AAMEIt3]=174.O
 
IF LAML LEO 10 THEN AAMtCI4]=226,n ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 20 THEN-AAMtiYv4 1l2.0 ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM[1,4]=204.o ELSE 
IF LAML LE:040 THEN AAMi;*4iifiw ;- ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMtI]43=196._ ELSE 
AAM 31,43193.01 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMC2#1l136,n ELSE 
----F LAAL LEG 20 THENrAAn2i]11w ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAME2*I3=116.0 ELSE T~XVC-44U TRE CAXW9t fl1 Yl r; 0 t-ESE 
-IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMC201]:iO8.p ELSE
 
AAM(2,l]=106#O; 
IF LAML LEO IU THEN AAMt2#23=176.0 ELSE 
IFA--LE THEN _AX4r2_;Tit4w;&otLSE-2 

IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAME22=125,n ELSE
 
(P tIA1AVLEG40- THEN AAAMt_9oliflA4&t--LSEY 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM[2023111._ ELSE
 
AAME2P23=111,0;
 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMC2,33=161.g ELSE
 
---IF-LAML -LEQ20 --THEN-AAM[2,-3]:133.n ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG_ 30 THEN AAME2,3]=129,o ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 40 THEN AAM[2p3]11In ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM[2.3]=107.n ELSE
 
AAM[2V31=l3.0I
 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAME2.4J=233.p ELSE
 
IF LAML LE 20 THEN AA?[2p42193.o ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMC2PL]=176.n ELSE 
rF-AML-LE4-THiy-- Kr-2b=6 -LSE-
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAME2u4)=161,p ELSE 
AAM[2*k=161.0;
 
IF LAML LEQ 10 THEN AAME3t12=f44.f ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 20 THEN AAMC3,IJ:129.o ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAME391l=122.f ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM[3e13=113:o ELSE
 
AAME3vll=llo0l
 
IF LAML LEO 10 THEN AAMC3#2J=121. 0 ELSE

-TLAMLLEG 20 TEN-AwtSiv--3 iYj=66 ELSE-
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM[323=102.0 ELSE
 
--1-FrLAL LEG -THEWN AAM32_J:q.O ELSE
-0 

IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM3S2J=96.0 ELSE
 
AAME3#2]=93.0;
 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMt3,32=160.j ELSE
iLKML LEG 20---HN-AAME3,3]f13S*0 ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMt3*3J=129._ ELSE_ 
]CFLAML LEG 40 THEWNAAMC3e3f=122. 0 ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAM[3933=118*, ELSE 
AAMt3J3]=115.01 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAMt3#42=184, ELSE 
IF AMU LEG --- 61.20 FTHEN nKA ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMt3#42=1510 ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMC3eQ3=4I1:p ELSE
 
AAtL3P4J=fl41.0
 
IF LAML LEO 10 THEN AAMt4013=136o ELSE
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IF LAML LEG 20 
 THEN kAMr4i=iPi. ELSE
 
IF LAML LEO 30 THEN AAM[4IQ =101. ELSE
IF LAML LEG 40 THEN AAMN1C4vui7.O 0 ELSE
 
IF LPML LEG 50 THEN AAE4I.3=g7.o ELSE
 
AAM4.j=970;
 
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAME4D20=139.0 ELSE
 IF LAML LEG 20 THEN AA,[4C23=I22.n ELSE
 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM[4r2J=lI4.n ELSE
IF LAML LEG. 40 TfHEIN AAEP] 0 ELSE-IF LMML LEO 50 THEN AAME42]=108.n ELSE
 
AAM42j=10O9.0) 
IF LAML LE 10 THEN AAME0,33=49*. ELSE
IF LAML LEG 20 THEN AAmt4,3b130.o-ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAM[4.33=121. ELSE 
IF LAtAL LEo 4D.TE~~CI31m 
0 
TS
IF LAML LEG 50 THEN AAMt4,33=115.n ELSE 
AAP43 =115.0 
-
IF LAML LEG 10 THEN AAM,43=179.0 ELSE 
IF LAML LEG 20 THEN-AA't4#vT=i48O ELSE

IF LAML LEG 30 THEN AAMC,43f=136.n 
0 
ELSE
 
IF LAML LtWA--0 -THEN AA~A4eWVT:j2-R. 0 ELS IF LAML LEO 50 THEN AAM(4i43]124 q ELSE
,
AAMf4v4]3zo. 6 
AAML 1,5J=AAML1.4)p AAME2.9)ZAAMC,,433 AAM13rSk=AAMC3 F4 3I
AAME'+.5)=AAA(C4,4 J; AAMc~.i J-=M4,j~1 A-AML5p23=AAMt4,2,pAAM (53J=AAMtq.3Jl AAMt5.4]=AAMc4f_4l3 AAML 5,=AAM[4,4 ; 
K di... 
FOR J=l STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO FOR Il STEP I UNTIL 5 UO BEGIN
ACIPJJ:AAMEIJ]..
 
IF PAK EQL 2 THEN 'ACsIDJAtI,JJ3*.8 ELSE
IF PAK EQL 3.THEN A ,JA e~,B

K=K+I; TERMCKJ=PCTEI*PCT(J3* 
AEIiJJ!
 
ENDS-iO 
FOR K=j STEPK=Oi .. 1 _'JNTIL 25 O0 Al1=AI +TERMtK)S. . . .
 
FUR J-1 STEP I UNTIL S rO FOR 1:1 
STEP I UNTIL 5 UO BEGIN
K=K+i; TERMK=-PCTfth*PCTLj)(-*AtIpJ3*2)I 

- ENDS A22=01

FOR K=1 STEP 1 UT TTL 25 DO A22-A22+TERMrKa
 
END CALA;
 
PROCEDURE DELAY(LAML,APBCDPE,WADPAK)I

REAL LAMLPWA, 

- APFpCD.Ei INTEGER
-PAK$
 
BEGIN
 
RALT,RRATINGA11
.LA4ITLAMS,_A22,ARAkY RCF.CRLEftEN.tPCTtO:5J,HsT-ufiNit6floJ-F(6Eo 
2s 
INTEGER 
FFE 
F51 
:5,:5 f 
..... RLEN=g500; 
Pr31~VU~NO1 =0OI STURNOCJ4OIjtJ3.. 
RALT=4800PCTE 1 j=A I PCTt 2 J_=13PCYCtS3 ic]CPittt4 13DO PCfT 53=E 
2 
. 
O 
. 
LAMS:2*LAMLt LAMT:LAMLI 
-CALkCP-(RALT,RCFj 
_ _-__ 
CALA(LAmLfPCT#AIlpA22pPAK} 
_ ___ 
..... ER(RCFPRLEN#CRLLNPERPHSTURNO)I 
-- CALRRATING(CRLEN#ERPPCTRRATING) I 
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CALC1(PCTPC1#PAK)3
 
CALFj(PCTuFIPAK)i
 
CALT(LAMSUPCTPTPPAK);
 
Al=3600/LAML-

GI=AI-R-CIS
 
A2Z61**2+A**2;
 
6=1/Gl;
 
S1=FI-CI; 
T1=EXP(G*S1);

-- -2--- - g x-p _(- _G4T ) ..... ........ .... .... .... .... .... ....----....
 
T3=1-T2;
 
---- 1A1CT.)-T---------2_=kiM;l___sll ------------------------­
JI=AI*TlST3I
 
J2JlsW21+Tl*(A2*T3/2-AIsT*T2)I
 
T4=LAMT*JI/36001
 
WOjjjiLAMTT(3-6O-iTi;-ThT----------------------

Wl=A2/(2*Al)-Gt;
 
W=W21+l+WO;
 
END UELAYS

WRITU-EJECt
 
WRIlEtIRUN NUMBER=UEH)
 
P=01
 
SEP=5000; EXT=IOOlH CLR=1000P LCTOL=IO00
 
--------------------------
ACTtOP3JUNOACrS~eACTCOP4JPNOACL4I,
 
ACT[Op5IPNOACt5--DRI)-I
 
P:p+1; 
WRITE(PRINTER, IU,MIXCIJACTCO,1INOACtIeACT[O.2]NOAC[2].
 
ACTtO.33NOACLS]eACTCOi43eNOAC] . . .
 
ACT[O53NOACr5J.ORIOU1)I
IF ID NEQ 12 THEN GO TO ERR3;
 
fOR L=1 STEP I UNTIL 1i DO
 
BEGIN 
d=l;
 
READ(ID , CID(L JITAPCLJTMAXCL].LAMS[L2,CTL L
 
St6LttuipAMfl ---- -------- L 

IF -LANMSE -IEQL o THE-N LAMSC-L2:1$ ---------------------

P=P+1I 
TMAXLL3= I
 
WRITE(PRINTERP IDeCIDLLPJI.TApELJ#TMAXLLPLA1ThLL~pGTLELLe
 
LSTOLtL DR2OUT);
 
FOR J=l -STE-P NMIXEI]------------------wkfL mxLmj7 --- --------------------------------------------------------1 A NTIL 1 00O
READ( ID, CID[Lp ],ACTCL.J3,TPCTEL.JIPACCLCL.J),
 
PCTOLEL.J3#PSTOLCL J],DR3);
 
P=P+l;
 
CItTJATPCTtLLPJI3 3pEWXRE;D CL-ft------------
PCTOLCLJJPSTOLCL.JPDR3OUT)I ...........
 
PSL]=0;
FoR J=l STEP I UNTIL MIXCI] DO 
IF ACCLCLJJ EQL 4 THrN PSEL-3PS[LJTPCTtLeJ- ­
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---- - fF-- E Q L ..----l A P t t T- W E N .. 
BEGIN A[L]-CLAMSrL]/2 )IBEL=0I 60 TO RWAy END ELSE 
. -.-... 2 . ......... .. ... ....-. E L .. 

BEGIN ACL3-(LAMStLI/4 )IBL3--OI 60 TO RWAy END ELSE
 
- --------- F TARCL EQL3 THEN -.
 
BEGIN (L3--((CPSELI)*(LAMSCLI))/2)ALLJ=((LAMSCLJ)/2
 
-BrL-31YO-0 A4- END ELSE 
IF TAPCLI EGL £4 THEN 
BEGIN BLLJ=(((PStL])CLAMSLIJI/4 
-j 
AtLl=LAMStL]*(-PStLJ)/2.oI b0 TO RWAYEND ELSE ....... 
IF TAcU- EL 5-THEN- - -- -
BEGIN BLLJ=(((PSCL])*(LAMS[LI)J/4);ALJ=((CLAMs(LJ)* 
---------- 1S~UhY?4V4~itO WAY -ENEVELSE -
IF TAP(CL] EL 6 THEN 
BEGIN ALLJ=Oi BEL)=(CLAMSEL])/Zt GOTORWy---ED-LSE 
-O TO ERR'; 
PCT[L,5J=.0I 
------ _u-oilSTEP I UNTrL p4ix(!3iDJO---- -
BEGIN 
IF ALCLEL,JJ L. 1 THEN PCT(LI-ZCIPCTtLJJ+PCTELPlJ) ELSE 
IF ACCL[L,IJ EeL 2 THEN PcT[L#2)=(TPCTLJ]+PTELP2 ) ELSE 
IF ACCLCLJJ EQL 4 THEN PCTELP43-(TPLTCLFJ3+PCTCL,43) ELSE
 
IF~c~cL;iELr~rwfru~jY~~tt,)+PtrL.2)EL-SE
 
60 TO ERRI
ENDS 
N=O ;
 
BEGIN RW(;TOLCLI=OI 60 TO F6 ENDS
 
......----- .. ---- LAY(fAA,-PCYT -]CfL,)PCLP21], pCtUL&3hCfl.L, 4], ... 
PCTCL$51#GCDELAYCL],ACDELAYCLJFCTLLI $)
 
IF GCDELAT[L] LSS 0.0 OR A6DELAY[L) LSS 0.0 THNE-O--oT-FP ;

IF GTR ACOELAYC LI .CDELAY.L

THEN WCMAXC L J=GCDELAYt L ] 
ELSE WCMAX[L 3=ACDELAYr L]; 
IF WCMAXCLJ LSS TMA rL *--ENBEGIN -WCTOLCLI:NI GoT F6 
END ELSE
 
F20 IF N GTR 12 THEN 60 TO FRR2 ELSE GO TO FS)_

F6: M=01
 
BB=BELI/M; IF B[L) LEO 0 THEN 
07 tt~WSOf)0~~~~-----------------
DELAY(Bi PCT[LI1,pCTCL 2 PCTEL,3JtPCTCLP43]
 
PCT[L,5J.SSDELAYtLIASDELAYL3CTLL3) I
 
IF bSDELATYL] LSS O.Q OR ASDELAYCL] LSj 0.0 THEN 60 TO F21;
 
----7-AY GTR--ASOELA . ­eSD~---IF L . -L 
-------- THEN WSMAXtLI:GSDELAYrL 
-
IF WSMAXCLJ LSS TMAXCL3 THEN BEGIN RWSTULCL3=MI 60 tTOF_
 
END ELSE
 
F21j IF M STR 8 THEN 60 TO ERR2 ELSE G( TO F81
 
THEN BEGIN 
--------------- GSDELAy L- g -Y-- --- --------------.......6ctL-LcE i 
ASDELAYTL]=ACDELAYCLJ ENU;
 
IF 'APLLJ EQL 1 THEN
 
BEGIN
 
34o
 
CTOTAREAC L.1STOTAREAL3.CTOTEXCLJSTOTEXrL],
 
CAVLTAXICLIPSAVETAXICL) I
 
TOTLINFTRUN L=R CTOLt LI*LCTOL -

IF TAPCLJ EQL 2 THEN 
------------ WO -------------------------------------------------------------
AREA CRWCTOLCL],RWSToLrLIPLCTOLiLSTOLrLPSEPCLR.EXT 
CTOTAREAELJ. STOTAREArL ,CTOTEXEL J151OTEAXLLJ, 
CAVETAXIELJISAVETAXIEL31 
CTOTEXCLJ=2.*CTOTEXrLI I
 
END ELSE
 
IF TAPLLJ EGL 3 THEN
 
BEGIN
 
CTOTAREAtL).STOTAREACL 3,CTOTEXC LJPSTOTEXEL . 
TOTLI NFTRUNE L I-RWCTOLC L3*LCTOL I
 
END ELSE
 IF TAPELI EQ L ' THEN 
-------~ E------------I-AEJEQ HN ----------------------------------------
AREA(RWCTOLrLIRWSTOLCLJ LCTOLLSTOL Li_ SEP. CLRtEXT. 
AREA O,RWSTO, LLCTOL.LSTOLCL SEPPCLREXT#
 
CAREA2,SAREA2 CEXAREA2 SXAREA2PCTAXI2,STAXI2)0
 
CTOTAREA LJ=CAREA1+CARE A20
 
CTOTEXt L]=CCXAREAI CEXAREA2 1
 
CAvETAXIt LI=CTAXIII
 
SAVLTAXILLJ=(STAXI1+STAXI2 )/2.01
 
TOTLINFTRUN(LJ=RWCTOLE LI*LCTOL I
 
EN ELSE
 
IF TAPLL3 EeL 5 THEN
 
AREA (RWCTOLEL],RWSTOLrLI.LCTOLPLSTOLCL .SEP CLREXT& 
CTOTAREALL 3]STOTAREA L3,CTOTEXCLJ STOTEXE Li,
CAVETAXILI.SAVETAXICL 3)1
 
STOTAREA L3=2.OSSTOTAREACLI3 
---------- - -- tTn-r]DNj eotjr 
STOTEXLJ2.OSTOTEX L3 
TOTLINFTRUNC L3=RWCTOLC L 1*2• O*LCTOLIEND ELSE 
--------------- t ~ r l i ----- --------- ---- ------------
BEGIN 
CTOTARIEACL 3.STOTAREACI 2.CTOTEXC 2. STOTEXC 3,
 
CAVLTAXILLJpSAVETRAIlL]) I
 
EUELSE rtw 
END; 
FOR d-l STEP 1 UNt IMI1XCII OpTTPSdOO
1 UNTI MXI f Up OOSE% 2,OrON j~j bTLP 

FOR L~l STEP I UNTIL 11 00
 
3)41
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
------------------ 
-- -
BEGIN 
IFTOPSP(JITOTOPStJTOTOPStJ3+TPCT LPJ_*LAMSLJ/2. . .
IF TOTOPSCJ3 EQL 0 T-4E4TOT-OP-sC-J=I! 	 -
ENVI 	 FOR J=-tTEP T UNTIL -IXC Do SuMtJi:O.o0
 
FOR j=t STEP I UNTIL MIX[I] O
 
--- FO LI STEP-rItUTY no 
IF ACCLEL#JJ EGL 4 OR A :CLrLJ L 5 
THEN -SUREJyISUM(J)LAM S ] T P L L YI bSDELA E ]/2.0
 
ELSE SUMLJ)2SUMLJ2+LAMSCLJ*TPCTCL.J3*GCUELAyL]/2.0
 
AVEGROELAYLJ J=SUMC J)/TOToPSrJ3/3600.0 S 
FOR±I STEP-I-J'UTILJWIXrDf3Do--SiMJ-j.- - ---------------
FOR j-1 STEP 1 UNTIL MIX[fl 0O 
FOR L1l 5TtP I UNTIL 11 00 
IF ACCL[L,dJ EeL 4 OR ACCLCLPJ] LQL 5
 
TH~tN3UMELIU-SUM~J+LARSUJ*TWTrLYJJ3*5AVETAnXTESl -----------

ELSt SU4[JJSUMCIJ+LAMSLL3*TPCTL,j3*CAVETAXItLJ;
 
--- FOR-jif STEP -ytJ NTI17RrX-tfy3-Do
- - - - - - - -
----
AVE@iRDELAYf..=SUMtJJ/TOTOPStJ3/3600.0+AVEGRDELAYEdJ,
 
FOR J-- STEP 1 UNTIL MIXrI -0"5Jt
 
FOR J=l STEP t UNTIL MIXCI7 Do
 
- D --- ---------------------------------
IF ACCLELPJJ EeL 4 OR ACCL[L#J] EeL 5 
THEN S J)±suLjM]J;i.L:AtETiTCTciJWASUELATL-/t--UM 	 , 

ELSE SUMEI]=SUMCJ3+LAMSELJ*TPC1(LPJ3*ACDELAYL/2.O 
FOR J=l STEP 1 UNTIL MIXtI) DO 
----
------VEAIRDELA
--
I=SUMAJI/TOTOPSJI/3600.0
-------.
O
---. .--.-.-.- . .
 - F6R 	 .- - . ..--- -----.
- . - -.. .
 
ACRES=. 0000231 UU-CTOT&REA[LIALRESP
 
vv~STOThAREAtLJ*ACR-ESTWW-i~SyOTEL)SA-iCRt 3 -------

XX=CTOTEX L J*ACRESP
 
.RITE(PUNCHP CIDtLI #UUpVVtWW#XXTUTLINFTR0UNLP
 
RWSTOLCLJPTMI);
 
................. WRI-TEp-rER CIOLIJ-VWWXX LNTRNL -- -

RWSTOLELJ, fM1) ;
 
FOR L=I STEP 1 UNTIL ii DO BEGIN
 
U=GSDELAYLLJ/60 v=ASoELAY[L 3/b01

W=SAVETAXIEL 1/60 X=GCDELAyL]/6n3
 
-----------YE-AtDELAYtT/I-6Vp--------------rXVEAflIL3;Mf -------------

WRITE(PUNCHp UPV#WvX y ZvCIDtLp1IPLF)8
 
FOR J:1 STEP I UNTIL MIXCI 00 BEGIN
 
WRITL IPUICH PA;TCIJ]PAVEGRDELAT(JJAVLAIRDELAY[EJJ,-AC)sl
 
wRITE (PRINTER-ACTEt-Pt AVE@RDELA¥[J AVLAIRDE-LAy[J3AC)
 
FOR L=1 STEP I UNTIL 11 DO BEGIN 
-----------ACREStdI.O 0-2-3 ---UUM-CT ?ITAUtLIliAtAESjf---------------
VV=STOTAREA(L]*ACRES WW=STOTEX[L ]SACRES 
XX=CTOTEXL LJ*ACRES; 
wRITE(PUNCHt CIDEL P -­.11PUU,VVPWW.XXITOTLINFTRUNCL 

----------wSTOLCL l--TM2) --

WRITE(PRINTER # CIDEL,11 vUUVVPWWXXT0TLINFTRUNCL3,
 
-

RwSTOLCLJ,TM2)P ---

ENUP!
 
WRITE(PRINTER aTLRKHEADA)i
 
WRITE(PRINTERTERMHEAOB)a
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I 
--
.W.RTTr N4TER ?TER HEWO IT
 
FOR L=l STEP 1 UNTIL 11 DO BEUIN
 
ACRLS=O, O00Z31 UU-CTOTLR ELl*A.REbI
 
VVSTOTA4EA[L3*ACRESI WWSTOTEXL3*ACRES
xrz-=crTOyrIiJ CRE j
 
WRITE(PRINTERCIULL .JPVVPUUWWXXTOTLINFTRUNLL]PRWSTOLL]pTERDATA
 
END;
 
WRITE(PRINTEREFFHEADA) i
 
WRITE (PRINTERLrFMEADU);
 
WRITE(PRINTEReEFFNEADC);
 
-- -------- -- OR -L:=- -STEP-YU'4 LtYf-O-E-I - - --- ----
W=SAVETAXItL 1/60t X-GCDELAyEL3/6nIt
- -- - -O- --
-- ---D -- 1 ----
 / -- - - -- - - ------------

y=ACDELAY(L 1/605 Z2CAVETAXI[L3/60h
 
WRITE (PRINTERPLFDATA,CIDEL.1IJ3.-VpYoUp XeW Z LNUI
 
WRITE(PRINTERACHEADA)I
 
....- WR-TE(UPRTNTER7ACEAOST--------
FOR J:1 STEP I UNTIL MIXCI 00 
WAlrtfNTE-P 4CT~T. J ~e V~tOI(CYJJpWYElRELXYE~ifUATAT; --
BEGIN 
REAL THRES,C;
 
INTLGER PKG.TNACZZP-OPJ; 
IF"ORMAT F1('28 '.112PALI
 
FOR .=l STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO
 
TNA;=TNACNOACE J ) I
 
PKG=CTLL 1;
 
FOR Z-l STEIP 1-UNTIL 3 00
 
B5EGIN
 
TCoSTEZI=0.0; 
GCoSTE Z3=0,0
 
ENOS 
._FOR _Z= gISTEP __ UNT IL 11 O --------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN 
IF TAPEZ] EL I OR TAPZJ E L 3 OR TAPrZ) EQL 6 
THEN ZZZ1
 
ELSE IF TAPEZI EQL 2 OR TAPEZ! EQL 4
 
THEN ZZ=2
 
ELS L ZZ =3 - - - --- ---- -- -- - -- -- --- -------

THRES= zZI5S006 R- 3-&T
 
IF LAMSfZJ GEe THRES
 
TCoST(1]=TCOSTtII+ZZ*2,5581
 
.Ca0TE 2 TCOST[2 J+ZZ*3.010
 
TCoSTE 3I=TCOSTE 3 3+ZZ*3,010I

Cd-STacIttI*I42X---------------------------------------------------------
MCoSTC 2=MCOST2]+ZZ*,6611
 
-c-6STCmoSTYri1-+z** 6
 
END 
ELSE BE6IN
 
TCoSTC I ]=TCOSTE1 I+ZZ*2,Z56;
 
TCOSTC 31=TCOSTE 33+ZZ*2,708l
 
MCoST ZI=MCOST2+ZZ*5791
 
MCOSTE 3 =MCOSTE 3]+ZZ*, 5841
 
.3END
 
---- -- ------ ----- --- 
----------------------------------
------------------------- --- - - - -- ---- --- ---
_ENOJ_...... 
ACOSTE 11-. 015;
 
ACoI-,I=pZ6;
 
ACoST[3]. 087;
6C6ST7C 13:13.221 ..
 
GCOSTE21=22.378;
 
-CbST n322-. 3181 
COSTE 1J=MCOSTC 13+1*0941
 
MCOSTr 2J-MCOST2J+1.51
 
MCoST(3I=MCOSTE 32+1.5I
 
D=C*1000000
 
WRETrE('=0#D); 
WRIlE('CONTROL PKQ=G'PKIJ 
WRIrE(tCONTROL COST=',D)I 
dRt TE {PFUNCof O - -- -- --- -- - -- ----- -- -- ---- - -- -- - --- -- --
FOR L=1 STEP I UNTIL 11 0O BEGIN
 
IFIAPELJ EQL I THEN BEGIN
 
SToLAPEL J=0 I 
SrTOLAPtLLJO_ -a---------------------------------------------------------- --
STCTAPEL J=0;

EN 6 ESE IV fkPL E---THEW-BEW --------------------------­
SToLAPLLI=O I
 
CTOLAPELJ=2 p
 
STC rAPL J=O;
 
-END-ESE-IF-APttT.] EOC-3-THE ------------­-Wfl 

STOLAPELL=O I
 
STCTAPELJI=l
 
END ELSE IF TAPELJ EQL 4 THEN BEGIN
 
STOLAP L=1
 
CTOLAPCL -0-;
 
STC fAPLLJ]I
 
STOLAPEL=1;
 
CTOLAPE L J=t t
 
STCTAPL L =1 i
 
END EL SE ---- ------ ---- - -------- ---------- -----

BEGIN
 
CTOLAPL=01 
3TSrI AP L J=0 I 
ENDI 
WRITE(EJECT);
 
W-W TE[SrAR -- - - --------------------------.----------------------------------------

WRITEtRMIPEPTMAX[13#CTL[1JUDOL)I
 
WRI ILCSTA() I
 
--* -- -------------- rt----- ~~~~~~~------ -- -- --B--------------uxi-----k~-

[MINI * TAXI i*
* * 

__j----------------- ------- - - 

WRIrE(
 
SC * NUMULS( OF AIKrUMTS,* RUNWATS S TOTAL S LXCEbS SPLET ******S****
 
******* TIME SOPS *C *9
 
--------- -
-----
-------- 
)I
 
WRITE(
 
*1 * * PER * ACRES * RCRLS s,.TOL * *
 
T--* (MINI * PER *1 -­)I
 
V*T * * AIRPOT --* --------* ------ xirwA -, nxR----* -
GROUND * * HOUR *T *0
 
)l
 
WRITEC
 
*y~* ----­
)I 
WRITE (STAR) a 
WRITE 9 
* *STOL*CTOLsSTOL/CTOL*STOL*CTOLSTOL*CTOL*STOL*CTOL* *STOL*CTOL*ST 
VV=STOTANEA(L 3IACRESt
 
UU=C;TOTAHEAL L 3*ACRESP
 
WW;STOTEXL L 3*ACRES
 
XX5(TOTEXC L IaACRFESV
 
U=GSUELAYE LJ/601
 
VASUELATE L 1/608
 
W_55_AVETAXI(L 1/601
 
X=G6;UELAYCL3/60;
 
Y=ACUELAYL LI/60 -

Z=CAVETAXIEL 3/60'

WRtTL(RM2,CID[ L,13,STOLAP(LJ,CTOLAP(L 3,STCTAP(L JRWSTOL.LIRWCToLCL3v
 
VV,UUWWXXPTOTLIN#TRUNI LJVYtU.,WZAtLJT-

END1
 
WR IEISTAR;
 
* A/C * *GROUND* AIR*9 
WRITE(
 
* * * [HRSI*TIME*t 
FOR J=l STEP I UNTIL M!XtIJ DO
 
lirjra~3PC(,I#OAL2PVSREL~J AVEAI*DELAYCfil0 ------------­
6O TO FINAL;
 
ERRI: WRITECPRINTERPFMTI) -

ERR2i WRITECPRINTERFMT2)1
 
------ r~F--- T Y rF1-----------------------------

ERR3: WRITE(PRINTERtFMIT3)8
 
0 TO FINISHI
 
--- ERR4WRITE(PRINTERFMT4)­
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60VYO -FIiN -sHl - - --- -- --- - -- -- - --
ERR7: WRITE(PRINTERPFMT7)I
GO TO FINISHI
 
FINtSH-;FOR Q:P STEP 1 UNTIL (MIXtI3+i)i1 DO
 
FNAL:3
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APPENDIX 6-C 
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM (NAS) DESCRIPTION 
The automation of the NAS ATC System will take place at both terminals
 
and enroute facilities. The present automation program, NAS En Route Stage
 
A, concerns only the en route portion of the NAS. This automation will be
 
followed by Stages B, C and others as required.
 
The NAS evolved from four needs identified by the FAA's System Design Team:
 
(1) Need for increased traffic handling capability and efficient
 
movement of air vehicles thus reducing traffic delays.
 
(2) Need to maintain or increase safety with increased traffic
 
handling capability.
 
(3) 	Need to simplify control process.
 
(4) Need to provide system growth potential.
 
The system goals of NAS were outlined as follows:
 
(1) 	Provide automation features for easy transfer and accurate
 
processing and up dating of flight information.
 
(2) 	Provide automatic display of altitude or flight level infor­
mation with aircraft positions.
 
(3) 	Provide automation aids for establishing and maintaining
 
radar identification of aircraft in the system.
 
(4) 	Provide a computer processing capability to serve as the
 
basis for implementation of subsequent automation improvement
 
in ATC.
 
The goals of NAS En Route Stage A are being provided through the following
 
capabilities:
 
(1) 	Automatically and manually initiate computer program tracking.
 
(2) 	Bright display of alphanumeric and radar data.
 
(3) 	Entry and processing of flight plan information.
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(4) Flight progress strip printing at the appropriate sector postion. 
(5) Provision for entering and receiving new and revised flight data 
(updates) at all operating positions. 
(6) Intersector coordination through computer-generated alpha-numeric 
displays both plan-view and tabular. 
(7) Interfacility coordination through the use of computer 
transmitted data. 
(8) Computer generated displays of geographic and weather data. 
(9) Provision for automatic computer initiated hand off capability 
with provision for manual hand off inverrupt. 
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APPENDIX 6-D 
SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 
1P 
STATI STICS 
The concern for safety in the design of an air traffic control system
 
was of paramount importance. However, the measures of safety and prediction
 
of safety levels are often disputed.
 
Most statistics regarding safety levels (accidents, fatalities, etc.)
 
are maintained with reference to the passenger mile. But, it does not seem
 
reasonable that this reflects a true measure of risk. Statistics indicate
 
that an increased percent of total accidents take place in the HUB area during
 
landing and take off (See Fig. 6-D-I). Therefore, the level of danger is
 
higher during take off and landing. Relating risk to take off's thus appears
 
to be a more relevant indicator of degree of danger (See Figures 6-D-1, 6-D-2
 
and 6-D-3).
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APPENDIX 6-E 
PILOT WARNING INSTRUMENTS AND COLLISION 
AVOIDANCE SYSTF2S 
6-E-l General
 
Much industry and government work has been concentrated on collision 
avoidance systems and pilot warning indicators since the Air Transport
 
Association (ATA) first asked for industrial proposals on collision avoidance
 
systems in 1955. The FAA has assumed the responsibility of coordinating these
 
efforts and has established the Collision Prevention Advisory Group (COPAG). 
Since 1955 many systems have been proposed, built and tested. However,
 
no system has met universal acceptance. This report describes some of the
 
systems that have been proposed and the advantages and disadvantages of the
 
system.
 
Two terms have come into usage to distinguish between two subclasses of
 
collision avoidance systems. The term Pilot (Proximity) Warning Instruments
 
(Indicators) or PWI refer to a class of devices that warn the pilot of nearby 
aircraft. A PWI is intended for use during VFR conditions since visual contact
 
is still required by the pilot in order to avoid collision. A PWI might be
 
a red light on the instument panel that flashes when another aircraft is within
 
five miles, or in addition indicate the range and bearing of the intruder. How­
ever, the device could not distinguish between a collision threat and a safe
 
miss.
 
Collision Avoidance Systems (CAS)have come to mean a class of more soph­
isticated devices that would prevent collision regardless of whether an intruder
 
could be seen or not. This device would tell the pilot what avoidance maneuver
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to make or perhaps automatically initiate an avoidance maneuver. Obviously
 
it is desirable for the device to be able to distinguish between safe passes
 
and emergency situations.
 
Also CAS and PWI are classified as being cooperative or self sufficient.
 
The cooperative system requires all aircraft to carry some type of equipment
 
which permits detection by other aircraft. In the self sufficient systems,
 
no special equipment is required in order to detect intruding aircraft.
 
6-E-2 Proposed CAS and PW System
 
Many CAS and PWI systems have been proposed since 1955. This section 
considers five basic principles of operation that are considered promising. 
All of the systems found in the literature were applications of these five 
basic principles. 
6-E-2.1 Infrared Devices 
A number of different infrared systems have been proposed. The main
 
attraction for infrared devices is that they are inexpensive. However, it
 
has been difficult to achieve the range and accuracy needed for adequate
 
-4 
warning. All aircraft do emit in the infrared spectrum but it is difficult
 
to detect particularly in sunlight when a large amount of background infrared
 
emission is present. Attempts have been made to distinguish aircraft emission
 
by detecting the pulsating emission of the piston engine; however, this was an
 
earlier technique and has become obsolete with the advent of turbo prop and jet
 
aircraft.
 
It has been fairly well established that self sufficient infrared systems
 
can only provide a very limited amount of protection [ii]. Cooperative infrared
 
systems hold a greater possibility. In particular, a high intensity light is
 
used to enhance the target. A cooperative system has been proposed [8] that
 
has a range of 2 to 5 miles, and relative azimuth and elevation accuracies
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within +5%. At a moderate closing velocity of 600 mph the pilot has 20 to 
50 seconds to locate the intruder and manuever if collision is a threat.
 
6-E-2.2 Transponders
 
Transponders are cooperative systems that would require every aircraft
 
to carry ar least a transponder. More fully equipped aircraft would carry
 
equipment that would evaluate the situation and the avoidance maneuver would
 
have to be implemented by the fully equipped aircraft.
 
The transponder is a device that responds to an interrogation signal of
 
another aircraft. This system has many aspects of radar except that instead
 
of depending on reflected signals, the target transmits a signal. The trans­
ponder signal may also be coded with the barometric altitude which is used to
 
evaluate actual collision threats, i.e. aircraft at the same altitude.
 
In the Bendix system [15] the range is determined from a ground bouncing 
technique. The phase shift of the direct transponder signal and phase shift 
reflected from the ground is a function of the range and the altitude. Since 
the altitude is known, the range can be determined. The closing velocity can 
be determined by measuring the change in range over time. The doppler frequency 
shift cannot be easily used with this system since it would require extremely 
accurate calibration of the transponder signal. The direction of the intruder 
can be obtained by the direction of the antenna when the inerrogation signal 
was sent. 
A Motorola system sends interrogator signals with altitude coding. Air­
craft with altitudes within 1000 feet respond. The bearing is determined by
 
comparing the phase shift of signals fro three different antennas. 
The Air Line Pilots Association have been studying a transponder CAS [17]. 
They estimate that a fully equipped, fully protected aircraft would have equip­
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ment costing about $5000. All aircraft would be required to carry equipment
 
costing $50 to $100.
 
6-E-2.3 Time/Frequency Systems
 
The term time/frequency refers to several systems that require frequency 
accuracy in the range of 1 part in 108 . These frequencies in turn operate 
"clocks." Each aircraft is assigned a time slot in which to transmit a signal. 
An aircraft receiving the signal determines the range knowing when the time slot
 
began and when the signal was received. This would correspond to about 1000 ft.
 
per microsec. The closing velocity is determined by the doppler shift of the
 
frequency. Coded barometric altitudes can also be transmitted.
 
The McDonnel EROS [16J system is a time/frequency that has been used by 
military aircraft. Each unit costs about $25,000 and weighs 30 pounds. In 
order to hold unit costs down, crystal oscillators are used which require 
frequent updating to correct for oscillator drift. Ground stations are used 
as master clocks to synchronize onboard clocks. These ground stations would 
have to be constructed at intervals of three or four hundred miles.
 
6-E-2.4 Continuous Wave
 
One recent development made by Langley Research Center is an open access
 
C. W. CAS [ 7j. This system avoids the high cost of impulse type transmitter and 
receivers.
 
The protected aircraft concisely transmits two signals at different fre­
quencies. The intruder receives the two signals and transmits the difference 
of the two frequencies. The difference in signal is received by the protected 
aircraft and compared to the difference of the transmitted frequencies for the 
doppler shift. The range is determined within 33% by the strength of the received 
signal. 
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6-E-2.5 Cockpit Display
 
This system presents a cockpit display of all aircraft in the area as
 
transmitted from fround locating stations. A very simple version of this system
 
would be a portable TV in the cockpit and a TV camera monitoring the ground
 
controllers screen. The problem with the wide spread use of this simplified
 
system is that the band width of the TV signal is too large. A slow scan TV
 
might bring the band width within tolerable limits.
 
Another approach is to transmit coded locations. The onboard display
 
would be a cathode ray tube similar to a radar screen. Transponsers would be
 
used that allowed the ground station to determine and code the altitude of
 
each aircraft. When the ground station would transmit the coded data, the
 
outboard receiver would select and display only coded altitudes within a
 
certain range of its own. This system could also be used for navigation.
 
6-E-3.1 Military Requirements
 
The largest percentage of military midair collisions occur among ass­
ociated aircraft. For example two thirds of the midair collisions of Navy
 
aircraft occur among aircraft that are operating together [3]. These coll­
isions occur during tranining missions and during formation flying where each
 
pilot is aware of the presence of the other aircraft [2]. High closing rates
 
also present a problem to Air Force and Navy aircraft. Thus the military
 
requires a fairly sophisticated system that could operate while aircraft are
 
in formation and would automatically initiate an avoidance manuever when an
 
actual collision course is detected.
 
6-E-3.2 Air Carrier Requirements
 
The primary difference between the military requirements and the air
 
carrier requirements is that the air carriers do not operate in close for­
mation. In addition, the closing rates for most of the air carriers are
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not as high as those of military aircraft. The air carriers do desire a
 
sophisticated CAS that would act as a safeguard when ATC has failed to
 
provide separation. Most air carrier operators feel that a good CAS would
 
require a cooperative system. Thus, some legislation would be required to
 
implement such a system. ALPA feels that a cooperative system on all air­
craft is not possible in the near future because the cost of the equipment
 
available is too high for most owners [7]. However, it is felt that an
 
inexpensive PWI could be used until an acceptable CAS is developed that
 
would greatly reduce the risk of midair collisions.
 
6-E-3.3 General Aviation Requirements
 
The ALPA [5] whose members fly 98% of the aviation fleet desires a
 
simple device that would alert pilots to other aircraft operating in the
 
area. None of the present CAS are acceptable to general aviation operators
 
because the equipment required for complete protection is much too expen­
sive. In addition, the equipment that would have to be carried on board
 
would provide protection for only a small percentage of aircraft operating.
 
A 
) 
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APPENDIX 7-A
 
7-A-i Reference Travel Time
 
Reference Travel Time (Reference Time) is based on the expected
 
travel time of the air passenger in 1969. The relationship between the
 
expected travel time and distance is shown in Figure 7-A-i. The elasti­
city of the travel time is the "percent change in the amount of travel
 
time to percent time differential." This elasticity has the value of
 
0.3 [1]. Thus, a one percent increase in travel time would decrease the
 
Revenue Passenger Miles (RPM) by 0.3. The effectiveness function for
 
flight time (EFT) is:
 
0.3
 
reference time
 
EFT = [actual time 
7-A-2 Fare Elasticity and Reference Fare [2]
 
The fare elasticity depends largely on the purpose of travel and
 
has a value of 0.1 for business travel and 1.4 for non-business travel.
 
This is based on estimates resulting from discussions with airline
 
A
 
planning and marketing personnel. Assuming a 70-30 percent split of
 
business and non-business travelers the overall elasticity is 0.45.
 
The elasticity of the fare is defined as the "percent change in
 
amount of travel to percent fare differential." This elasticity has the
 
value of 0.45, as discussed above.
 
This leads to the effectiveness function for the fare (EFFA):
 
EFFA = [reference fare] 0.45
 
actual fare
 
The reference fare is computed from the 1969 air fares and the
 
average cost for transportation to/from the airport, as shown in Figure A
 
7-A-2. Due to time constraints it was necessary to omit this from the
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final model.
 
7-A-3 Frequency
 
Figure 7-A-3 illustrates the effect of flight frequency on passenger
 
demand for service, taking into account the variations in the competitive
 
ground transportation travel time. On the basis of this figure, one can
 
compute the percent of the total number of potential air passengers that
 
will seek air service for any flight frequency per day, given the distance
 
traveled.
 
The total number of potential air passengers are those who would
 
fly if these were a continuous "conveyor" of seats between the origin and
 
destination. Since continuous (conveyor) air service is not provided,
 
some potential passenger will use a surface mode because it is more con­
venient for them to do so. For a given surface travel distance, the per­
cent of potential airline passengers that will seek service can be computed
 
for any given frequency.
 
The example of a high demand, short distance market of Figure 7-A-3
 
shows that one flight per day will find about 20 percent of the total pass­
engers seeking the service. With two flights this grows to about 42 per­
cent, and if 20 flights per day are offered, the demand increases to 98
 
percent. Note that for longer trips the frequency required to obtain 90%
 
of the potential decreases.
 
The curves for Figure 7-A-3 are represented by the exponential
 
function:
 
4 1 0 1 6 2 ) ] 
1 - exp [- (0.0542 M0 . ) F 
2M( -
EFF ­
where: M ... Flight distance in miles for 100<M<1500 
F ... Flights per day 
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7-A-4 	Ride Comfort [1]
 
Ride comfort is quantified by calculating the vertical g's (bounce)
 
due to a unit just loading. This is a function of an airplane's charact­
eristics (for example: wing span, aspect ratio, weight, altitude, speed).
 
The ride comfort elasticity is defined by the ratio of "percent change in
 
RPM to percent change in ride comfort." This elasticity has the value of
 
0.15. That means one percent change in ride comfort implies 0.15 percent
 
change in RPM.
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7-A-5 Noise [1]
 
The overall sound level in the interior aircraft cabin is the aver­
age of the sum of the sound pressure levels of all frequencies between 600
 
and 4800 CPS and is measured in decibels per passenger-hour. The sound
 
level elasticity is defined by the ratio of "percent change in RPM to
 
percent change in the inverse of the sound level." This elasticity has
 
the value of 0.15.
 
7-A-6 Safety [1]
 
Safety is quantified by taking the inverse of the number of acci­
dents plus two times the passenger fatalities (accounting for large seat
 
capacities of aircraft). The safety elasticity is defined by the ratio
 
of "percent change in RPM to percent change in the inverse of the number 
of passenger fatalities." This elasticity has the value of 0.3.
 
7-A-7 Effectiveness Function 
Time constraints on the project required the reduction of the final 
equation to the form: 
TRPM = Z (PPM)i x (EFT)i x (EFF)i 
all i 
where: TRPM = Total Revenue Passenger Miles 
i = ith route
 
PPM = Potential Passenger Miles
 
EFT = Effectiveness Function for Travel Time 
EFF = Effectiveness Function for Flight Time
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7-A-8 Computer Printout
 
The following is an actual computer printout of the Effectoveness
 
Model written in the FORTRAN IV computer language.
 
DIMENSION KOIST(II11)p AFTt1Ip1,), KFHEQ(11,11),
 
1 NSFIJ(11,11),NCFIJ(11.1), NSPE(113p NCPE(11),
 
* NCTAPII1),KSTOL(Cl3,36),KCTOL(11.3,3b).KGTST(II.2.36).
 
* KGTCT(11.2#36)*NSP(II)vNCP(11) PEXTT(11,11)
 
b6 NPF(1l.11P36)
 
100 FORMAT(3Xp11I4)
 
101 FORMAT(12,I2v1116)
 
102 FORMAT(20X.I2,I2.1lI6)
 
103 FORMAT(34H AVERAbE FLYING TIME FROM I TO 4
 
104 FORMAT(I2#12.I1F6.3)
 
105 FORMAT (20MPI212,IIFG.3)
 
106 FORMAT(26H FREGUENCY MATRIX I To J
 
107 FORMAT(23H CONTROL INPUT RUN NO. 114)
 
108 FORMAT(12e14'615)
 
109 FORMAT(20XeI2,14bI5)
 
110 FORMAT(I2I44I5)
 
111 FORMAT(2OX.I2,I4,eI5)
 
112 FORMAT(29H NUMBEH STOL FLIGHTS I TO J
 
113 FORMAT(2 H TERMINAL INPUT RUN NO. P14)
 
115 FORMAT(29H NUMBER CTOL FLIGHTS I TO J
 
116 FORMAT(T2,IP,2S13)
 
117 FORMAT(20XI2,I2v22(I3 X))
 
11A FORMATT2,PTIfI.11 n.13.16)
 
119 FORMAT(20XI2,I2P110OI1OI3,16)
 
120 FORMATIS6H EXP STOL PAX# EXP CTL PAX. APORT
 
121 FORMAT( I2,2I3#4XI8t12XI8P6XI4)
 
122 FORMAT(9OX,12,213.4XI8,l2XI8,6yI4)
 
123 FORMAT(42H NUMBER OF PEOPLE FLYING I TO 4 RUN No. .14)
 
124 FORMAT(,7H ERROR TN BLOCK SE0UENCFS
 
125 FORMAT(22H1 ERROR INSIDE aLOCK
 
126 FORMAT(p1211IL.2110.12t15)
 
127 FORMAT(20X2I21114P2O12I5)
 
128 FORMAT(55H1 THIS IS THE OUTPUT FOR THE TERMINAL MOnt FUR RUN NO..
 
113)
 
122 FOAMAT(IH1I
 
130 FORMAT(16H1 END OF RUN NO, #13,19H TOTAL REVENUE S *F12.2.
 
1 17H EFFECTIVENESS = P1i1)
 
DO 5 I=1#11
 
READ5P1OO)(KDIST(IJ)PJ=h4I1I
 
DO 5 =1u11
 
0 KDIST(I.J)
 
EXTT(I'J) = 50. + ( D / 400.0 ) * *O.O
 
5 CONTINUE
 
MIKE = 9
 
NRUN = N
 
RPM = 0.25
 
00 60 L=1,MIKE
 
NRUN z NRUN + 1
 
WRITE (6,107)NRUN
 
DO 60 I:1,11
 
READ(5.108) KIDO(KSTOL(I K1,L).KI:±.3).(KCTOL(IK2L)PKZ=I3),J
 
WRITE(6.109 KID#(KSTOL(IK1,L},K=±13)(KCTOL(IK,L),K2=l3).J
 
IF (KID,NE.24) GO TO 90
 
IF tJ.NE.I) GO TO 95
 
60 CONTINUE
 
NRUN = N
 
WRITE(6,I29)
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DO 70 LI,MIKE
 
NRIIN = NRUN + I
 
WRITE (6.113) NRUN
 
D0 70 1 111
 
READ(5p110) KID,(K6TST(I#K1,L)pKfl:p2)(K6TCT(1,K2,L),K2=rp2)pJ

WRITE(6.111) KIn, KGTqT(I pKl. Lt,Kt=l,1ai(KrTCT(I,K2,.L KZ.=ll. •
 
IF (KID.NE,34) GO TO 90
 
IF rJ.NE.X) GO TO 95
 
70 CONTINUE
 
N IIN = N
 
WRITE(6P 129)
 
00 A0 L-I.MTKE
 
TR 	= 0
 
WRTTE(6,12Q)
 
NRUN = NRUN + 1
 
VRTTF(6.1A1 NRUN
 
10 	DO 20 1=1,ll
 
REAMS 101) KIXU. s11i
e(NPF(I.JPL) .l--! 

WRITE(6.102) KIDeKP(NPF(1,J#L).J=t1,11)
 
IF EKID.NE-I SO TO 9n
 
IF (K.NE.I) GO TO 95
 
an C2flTINliF
 
WRITE (6#103)

no 	3n' I-l j1
 
READ (5,104) KIOeK,(AFT(IPJ),J--.,11)
 
WRITF (inS) KTD.M.(AFT(IJ)..J--I.I)

IF (K.NE*I) 60 TO 95
 
IF (KID.NE.14t) G0 TO 90
 
30 CONTINUE
 
WRTTE 1t6.10)
 
00 40 I=1rll
 
READ(5*126) KID#K.(KFREQ(InJ).J--l,11)NSPE(I),NCP(T).NCTAP(I)s
 
IMSRL
 
WRTTE(6.1271 KIDeK. (KFREQ(X.Jn,--l.11)NSPE(I) eNCPr(T) .NCTAPtl).
 
IMSRL
 
IF tKID.NE.I4) S0 TO 90
 
IF (K.NE.I) G0 TO 95
 
40 	CONTINUE
 
WRITE (6#112)
 
Do 4t5 11e111
 
READ(5eI16) KID.K,(NSFIJ(IJ),J=I,1),(NCFIJ(IKI)KIlh1l)
 
WRITE(6°117) KIDK.(NSFIJ(I.J).fl11).(NCFIJ(IPKIq=Irl)
 
IF (KIDNE#14) GO TO 90
 
IF (K.NE.I) G0 TO 95
 
45 CONTINUE
 
NPTOT = 0
 
KID=47
 
DO 	79 1 = lill
 
NOPI = 0
 
DO 75 J=1.11
 
FS=NSFIJ(IJ)/(NSFIJ(I,J)+NCFIJ(I.J))
 
FC=I.-FS
 
CT=KGTCT IP1L)+KSTCT(lP21L)+KCTOL(193L)+KCTOL(IPIL)+
 
LKCTOL(J.2.L)+KCTOL(J,3L)+KGTCT(Jlo.)+KGTCT(J.2L)
 
ST=KSTST(I iL)+KWTST(I2L) +KSTOL(1e3,L)+KSTOL(IIDL)+
 
IKSTOL(J2.L)+KSTOL(J,3,L)+KGTSTJ 1.L)+KSTST(J,2LI
 
AFT(I#J) = AFT(IpJ) * 60.0
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TT=AFTCI#d)+ST*FS+CT*FC
 
DI9T=KDIST(ItJ)
 
FR =KFREG(IpJ)
 
FACTI = I-EXP(-(Oo542*DST**n.41)*FRQ**(2.0*DOIST*(..O.612)))
 
FACT2=(EXTT(IeJ)/TT)**O,035

AUXzNPF(IrJL)
 
TR = TR + RPM*DIST*AUX*FACTI*FACT2
 
NPF(IJ#L)=AUX*FACTI*FACT2
 
NOPI=NOPI+NPF(IPJ L)
 
NPTOT = NPTOT + KUIST(IpJ)*NPF(IPJPL)
 
75 CONTINUE 
TOT = NCPE(I) + NSPE(I) 
FSI M NSPE(I) 
S2 = NCPECI)
 
FS3 = NOPI
 
NSPI) FS3 * (FSI/TOT)
 
NCP(I) = FS3 * (FS2/TOT)
 
WRITE (6P122) KIUPNCTAP(I)hINSPI).NCP(I)PMSRL
 
79 CONTINUE
 
WRITE(6.130) L.TRPNPTOT
 
80 CONTINUE
 
90 WRITE (6PI24)
 
STOP
 
95 WRITE(6,125)
 
END
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